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ABSTRACT

This study explores how geographical displacement influenced the writings of 

Volodymyr Vynnychenko, who lived most of his life and wrote the majority of his works 

outside his homeland, Ukraine. It embraces a broad approach to displaced experience 

(travel, emigre, expatriation, exile) viewing it as a complex process of negotiation 

between different social and cultural spaces. This dissertation demonstrates that 

Vynnychenko’s stay abroad determined his social, cultural, and philosophical outlook, 

his ideological preoccupations, his attitude toward the homeland and hostland society, as 

well as his choice of themes and settings.

The work focuses on two periods (1907-14 and 1920-25). Although during the 

first period Vynnychenko’s main focus was his homeland, I analyze how Vynnychenko’s 

sojourn in Europe significantly enhanced his modernist views and helped him develop a 

new vision through travel, contact with various people, self-education, admiration of art, 

and the experience of personal freedom. Despite the joys of his initial expatriation, 

Vynnychenko also experienced the bitterness of exile and nostalgia for the homeland. His 

absence from Ukraine not only strengthened his national preoccupations, but also marked 

a tendency to embrace abstract ideas, sharpened his critical perspective of the homeland, 

and allowed him to pursue provocative modernist themes.

During the years 1920-25 Vynnychenko experienced a particularly extreme sense 

of uprootedness. I examine the tensions between his desires for Ukrainian statehood and 

his equal commitment to communist ideals. I also point out his conflicts with the diaspora
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and the Bolsheviks; and the requirements to balance politics and literature as careers. At 

this time he moved from his old provocative moral and family themes to the three- 

volume utopian Soniachna mashyna, a multifaceted novel that aroused radically different 

responses in the homeland and in the West. As an ideological and philosophical polemic 

with both the Soviet Union and Western capitalism, this work served to channel 

Vynnychenko’s uncertainty about the present by allowing him to project an idealized 

future.

In the Conclusion I offer a summary of my thesis and outline Vynnychenko's 

further development in displacement from 1925 to 1951.
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PREFACE

This dissertation is devoted to Volodymyr Vynnychenko. a writer who lived most of his 

life and wrote the majority of his works outside his homeland, but whose works remain 

largely unstudied from the perspective of geographical displacement. This state of affairs 

probably results from the fact that he was one of the most famous and influential writers 

in Ukrainian literature and, thus, was mostly analyzed in mainstream discourse, which 

quite often ignores tangential discourses. This phenomenon of marginalization is quite 

apparent in the study of Ukrainian diasporic literature. In Soviet literary criticism the 

principle of Antaeus was applied: i.e., literature written abroad cannot be true literature 

because it is detached from the native social and cultural milieu (Soroka). Ievhen 

Shabliovs’kyi, for example, substantiates his criticism of Vynnychenko in this manner: 

“Taking Vynnychenko as an example, we are again persuaded that an artist who gives up 

his progressive principles and betrays his people cannot create anything considerable and 

significant, and he becomes like a sterile flower” (48). Such an approach was, however, 

largely motivated by Soviet ideological prejudice toward so-called “Ukrainian bourgeois 

nationalists.” A colonial approach was also at work, for whereas Russian emigre anti- 

Communist writers (e.g., Ivan Bunin) were published in the USSR (Bazhynov), the works 

of Vynnychenko, a former member of the Social-Democratic and Communist parties and 

persistent supporter of communist ideals, were falsely lambasted as “bourgeois 

nationalist” (Shabliovs'kyi).1 In contrast, in certain circles in the diaspora, Vynnychenko

1 In the 1960s, following the partial democratization o f political life and the rehabilitation o f  some writers 
in the USSR, there were attempts to publish Vynnychenko’s children’s story “Viiut’ vitry, viiut’ buini”
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was considered too left-leaning and modernistic. For instance, diaspora readers refused to 

support the almanac Pivnichne siaivo [Northern Lights] (Edmonton) after it published 

Vynnychenko’s novel, Poklady zolota [Deposits o f Gold] (5 (1971): 7-118). As a result, 

the almanac folded.

Since Ukraine’s independence in 1991 another problem has persisted, which I call 

“metropolitan centralism”—a tendency to neglect, whether consciously or unconsciously, 

peripheral phenomena, among which the perspective of displacement is often situated. 

For example, taking their cue from Oleksandr Bilets’kyi’s2 analysis o f Vynnychenko’s 

novel, Soniachna mashyna [The Solar Machine] (1921-24, published in 1928), many 

scholars (e.g., Mykola Zerov, Vasyl’ Chaplenko, etc.) began repeating that it was the first 

utopian novel in Ukrainian literature. In fact, the first Ukrainian utopian novel, Koly 

ziishlo sontse [When the Sun Rose] (1918) was written—also in exile—by Pavlo Krat 

[Paul Crath] (Smymiw 1996). Another problem concerns the disregard for works written 

outside the homeland. Hryhorii Shton’, for example, in his contribution to Istoriia 

ukrains’koii literatury [History of Ukrainian Literature], focuses on Ulas Samchuk’s 

early works that were written in Ukraine, but completely ignores his novel about 

diasporic life, Na tverdii zemli [On Firm Ground] (1963-1966).

Similarly, the problems of displacement were neglected in the study of 

Vynnychenko’s works. For instance, scholars often consider his displacement only from 

1920, the year when the writer went into his final exile (Fedchenko, Shumylo, 

Syvachenko 1994; 2003; Revuts’kyi), and ignore the first displacement, 1907-14. During

[The Wild Winds Blow] in a journal. However, after the story was printed, the entire edition o f  the journal 
was destroyed, and its editor was punished (Hrechaniuk, 192-94).
2 Originally, his article “‘Soniachna mashyna’ V.Vynnychenka” [V. Vynnychenko’s Soniachna mashyna] 
appeared in the journal Krytyka 2 (1928): 31-43. Here 1 refer to its publication in Bilets’kyi, Oleksandr. 
1990. Literaturno-krytychni statti, pp. 121-31. Kyiv: Dnipro.
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this period Vynnychenko’s connections with his homeland were so strong that his 

presence in Ukraine was taken for granted. For example, Valerian Revuts’kyi in his 

article “Emihratsiina dramaturhiia V. Vynnychenka” [Emigre Plays of V. Vynnychenko] 

examines only plays written during the final migration, even though the title implies all 

emigre plays.

Publishers in the diaspora tended to prefer Vynnychenko's early works and 

materials that dealt primarily with Ukrainian topics or settings. For instance, the play 

Mizh dvokh syl [Between Two Powers] (1919) was republished in 1974; the collection of 

children’s stories, Namysto [Necklace] (1930) was republished in 1976; the novel Na toi 

bik [To the Other Side] (1923) appeared in 1972; and the early diaries (Shchodennyk) 

appeared in 1980 (vol. 1, 1911-1920) and 1983 (vol. 2, 1921-1925). Vynnychenko's last 

novel Slovo za toboiu, Staline [Take the Floor, Stalin] (1950, first published in 1971) 

touches almost exclusively upon Ukrainian homeland topics. But his novel about 

Ukrainian emigres in France, Poklady zolota, written in 1927, was published only in 

1988. The play Prorok [Prophet] (1929), which was first published in the West in 1960, 

takes the reader to India and the USA, and is thus an exception in that it focuses on a non- 

Ukrainian locale and characters. It is worth noting, however, that the latter appeared 

together with other stories.3

In Ukraine, once it became permissible to write about the once proscribed 

Vynnychenko, critics also began to devote attention primarily to his early works set in the 

homeland (e.g., Krasa i syla [Beauty and Strength], 1989; Vybranipiesy [Selected Plays],

3 It includes the stories “Bilesen’ka” [The Little White Cat] and “Stelysia, barvinku, nyzen'ko” [Creep. 
Periwinkle, Low, Low], The former (written in 1926) is about a homeless cat that becomes a member o f Di 
and "Nun’s family, bringing a new sense of happiness into their everyday lives; whereas the latter (written in 
1922), based on Vynnychenko’s recollections o f his early youth in Ukraine, is a story about gymnasium 
students.
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1991). At the same time some of his exile works were republished.4 The novel Leprozorn 

[Leprosarium], which is set in France, was published for the first time only in 1999 

(Vitchyzna, nos. 1-6). Also set in France, the novel Vichnyi imperatyv [Eternal 

Imperative] is still waiting for a publisher, as well as 26 volumes of the diary, which deal 

with the period of exile (1926-1951), and the philosophical treatise Konkordyzm 

[Concordism] (1938-48).5

Although there are disagreements about various aspects of Vynnychenko's 

writing, all scholars (Zerov, Panchenko, Hnidan, and Demianivs'ka etc.) almost 

unanimously identify three periods in his literary career: (1) 1902-1906, the period of 

short stories, which features objective and impartial observations of life, primarily of the 

lower social classes (peasants, workers, hoboes, criminals); (2) 1907-1920. the period of 

drama and the novel, which indicates a shift toward analysis and experimentation, moral 

and philosophical issues, and a preference for ideas over description; (3) 1921-1951, the 

period of socio-fantastic and adventure novels, and philosophical treatises, with an 

emphasis on propagandizing his ideas through a more popular style. I believe that this 

periodization and change in focus corresponds to the writer’s various states of 

displacement. However, until now few critics have suggested this hypothesis. Semen 

Pohorilyi, in particular, notes:

4 The novel Soniachna mashyna appeared in a book edition in 1989 and a journal edition in Kyiv, 1989; 
Slovo za toboiu, Staline in the journal Vitchyzna, 1989, nos. 6-7; Poklady zolota in the journal Berezil', 
1991, nos. 3-5; the play Prorok in the journal Vitchyzna, 1992, no. 4.
5 All these unpublished works are situated in the Vynnychenko archive at Columbia University, New York 
(recently it was temporarily transferred to Princeton University, New Jersey). The Canadian Institute of  
Ukrainian Studies, based at the University o f Alberta, has copies o f his unpublished diary, which 1 used for 
my study. Some fragments o f  his diaiy appeared in the periodical press. Vynnychenko’s early writings are 
stored in various archives in Ukraine, in particular at the Institute o f  Manuscripts, Vernadsky Central 
Scientific Libraiy in Kyiv (Fund 293) and in the Central State Archive o f  Ukraine (Fund 1823).
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This division is thoroughly connected with biographical changes in the life o f  

the writer: the first period m ostly with wandering, searching for work, and 

imprisonment; the second period with large cities, activities among the revolutionary' 

intelligentsia, and sporadic travels abroad; the third period with permanent residence in 

Western Europe and the dominance o f  universal them es and problems (11).

But geographical displacement as a specific biographical, social and cultural 

phenomenon that in many respects impacts Vynnychenko's writings is a largely 

neglected subject. Pohorilyi’s task was simply to present an extensive description of 

unpublished texts and make them known to the reader; thus, he did not focus on the 

actual condition of displacement. Zales’ka-Onyshkevych in her article “Prorok—ostannia 

drama Volodymyra Vynnychenka” [Prorok—the Last Play of Volodymyr Vynnychenko] 

notes the author's switch to non-Ukrainian themes but does not connect it with his 

displacement. Revuts’kyi introduces the concept of “emigre” into the title of his article 

“Emihratsiina dramaturhiia V. Vynnychenka” but defines the term only in chronological 

terms, ignoring other important aspects that exile had on Vynnychenko. Volodymyr 

Panchenko in his doctoral dissertation, Tvorchist’ Volodymyra Vynnychenka 1902-1920 

rr. u henetychnykh i typolohichnykh zviazkakh z ievropeis’kymy literaturamy [The 

Writings of Volodymyr Vynnychenko in 1902-1920 in Its Generic and Typological Links 

with European Literatures] deals with Vynnychenko’s writings from 1902 to 1920, 

comparing generic and typological similarities between him and writers, such as 

Dostoyevsky, Gorky, Maupassant, d’Annunzio, Ibsen, Zola, and Hamsun. Although he 

presents important archival materials concerning Vynnychenko’s displacement, he does 

not focus on how it impacted his writing. He excludes from his study, for example, the 

key novel Rivnovaha [Equilibrium] (1912), which is crucial for understanding the
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writer’s transformation under exilic conditions.6 Halyna Syvachenko is the only scholar 

who has made an attempt to approach Vynnychenko’s writings from the perspective of 

displacement in her most recent book, Prorok ne svoieii Vitchyzny. Ekspatriants’kyi 

‘metaroman’ Volodymyra Vynnychenka: tekst i kontekst [A Prophet Not of His 

Homeland. Vynnychenko’s Expatriate ‘MetanoveF: Text and Context] (2003). However, 

in her analysis she omits Vynnychenko’s early displaced works (1907-14). as well as 

later works with Ukrainian themes (i.e., Pisnia Izrailia, Zakon, Namysto)—questions that 

I shall address in my thesis.

It would be insufficient to argue, however, that new developments in 

Vynnychenko’s writing were conditioned simply by his displacement. We have to 

consider his general evolution as a writer, recognizing the influence of the modernist fin  

de siecle period, as well as Marx, Darwin, Nietzsche, Freud, and others. The formation of 

Vynnychenko as a writer stems directly from this turbulent time, when cardinal changes 

in all spheres of life—social, cultural, national, religious—were taking place. As Virginia 

Wolf observes: “On or about December 1910 human nature changed... All human 

relations shifted—those between masters and servants, husbands and wives, parents and 

children. And when human relations change there is at the same time a change in 

religion, conduct, politics, and literature” (qt. in Bradbury and McFarlane, 33). 

Nevertheless, I maintain that displacement contributed significantly to the evolution of 

Vynnychenko as a writer—and in specific ways determined his social, cultural, and

6 Panchenko later published a monograph based on his dissertation, Budynok z  kkymeramy. Tvorchist ’ V. 
Vynnychenka v 1900-1920 rr. u ievropeis ’komu literaturnomu konteksti (1998) [A House with Chimeras. 
V. Vynnychenko’s Writings in the European Literary Context, 1900-1920], In my dissertation I refer to the 
thesis available on the Internet, http://www.librarv.kr.ua/books/panchenko.
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philosophical outlook, ideological preoccupations, vision of homeland society, not to 

mention his attitudes toward the hostland, as well as choice of themes and settings.

The aim of my dissertation is to show how displacement as a specific social and 

cultural phenomenon influenced Vynnychenko the writer and how it is reflected in his 

works. The dissertation is structured in chronological order to show the dynamics of the 

writer’s literary development and responses to the challenges of his displacement. 

Although he remained abroad until his death in 1951, the cut-off point of this work is the 

year 1925.

In Chapter One, I present an overview of Vynnychenko as a displaced writer, who 

lived most of his life and wrote the majority of his works outside his homeland. Then I 

discuss the theoretical issues of displaced writings, which serve as the methodological 

basis for my study. Viewing the concept of identity as one that is in a constant process of 

“negotiation,” I use displacement as a “blanket” term for viewing a displaced writer in 

his/her negotiation among various states o f displacement—exile, emigre, expatriate, 

diaspora, traveler, and nomad. I also demonstrate how this theoretical framework fits 

Vynnychenko’s case and how it diverges from it, thus revealing the writer’s unique 

experience.

In Chapter Two, I examine how the displaced condition in Europe influenced 

Vynnychenko’s writings during 1907-14. Specifically, starting from a general overview 

of displacement as an important attribute of Modernism, I discuss Vynnychenko as a 

displaced modernist writer and show how his relationship with the homeland and the 

hostland informs his displaced states of traveler, emigre, expatriate, and exile.
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In Chapter Three, I analyze Vynnychenko’s second displacement (1920-25) in 

Czechoslovakia and Weimar Germany. Examining his responses to the new postwar 

social and cultural milieu, I show how they impact his transition from “old” themes to his 

utopian novel Soniachna mashyna. In my study I focus on the connection between utopia 

and displacement, ideological and stylistic aspects, and the reception of the novel in the 

homeland and hostland.

In the Conclusion, I review the main points of my study and outline 

Vynnychenko’s next developments for the period 1925-51.
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1

CHAPTER ONE 

BIOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND AND THEORETICAL PREMISES

In this chapter I shall present a general overview of Vynnychenko-the-writer for the 

period 1907-25 from the perspective of displacement, discuss the issues of displaced 

writings in the literary discourse as the theoretical framework for this study, and show 

how this framework fits Vynnychenko’s case.

1.1. Arrivals and Departures: A Biographical Overview

Vynnychenko was bom on 28 July 1880 in the city of Ielysavethrad (Kirovohrad today) 

in the steppe region of south-central Ukraine (at that time a part of the Russian Empire) to 

a poor peasant family. After graduating from the gymnasium in 1899 he wandered 

through the country, following the common practice o f the revolutionary intelligentsia in 

the Russian Empire. The goal of “khodinnia v narod” [going to the people] was to 

observe the life of various strata of the population. “Such wanderings,” observes 

Panchenko “were part of the creative process, as they gave Vynnychenko material for 

creating that artistic panorama of the life of lower-class Ukrainians who appear in his 

numerous stories at the beginning of the twentieth century” 

(http://www.librarv.kr.Ua/books/panchenko/p3.shtml#l.3.%20). They were also 

connected with the socialist ideals of the intelligentsia, which had as its goals the 

enlightenment of the illiterate peasantry and to improve social conditions in society at 

large. The Russian writer Maxim Gorky, who also engaged in such “wanderings,”
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elaborated at length on them in his writings.1 Vynnychenko’s predisposition to traveling 

may also have been related to his “steppe temperament,” i.e., love of large open spaces, 

movement, even nomadism. Hence, the image of the steppe will haunt the writer 

throughout his life. His love of freedom, his individualism, which bordered on anarchism, 

was typical of the steppe region.2 He combined these traits with a belief in rationalism 

and the need to transform society and human relationships.

Eventually Vynnychenko arrived in Kyiv where he entered the Faculty of Law at 

Kyiv University and joined the revolutionary movement—in 1902 he became a member 

of the Revolutionary Ukrainian Party (RUP). After its split in 1905 Vynnychenko joined 

the Ukrainian Social-Democratic Workers’ Party (USDWP) and became one o f its 

leaders. He was arrested on 4 February 1902 and forcefully conscripted into the army in 

fall of that year. Deserting from the army on 1 February 1903 Vynnychenko escaped 

abroad to Galicia, the part of Ukraine that was under Austro-Hungary. There he 

collaborated with Galician social democrats and radicals, writing articles for the 

newspapers Pratsia [Labour] and Selianyn [Peasant]J and smuggling revolutionary 

literature into Eastern Ukraine. In July 1903 Vynnychenko was arrested while crossing 

the border into Ukraine with a false Austro-Hungarian passport. He was convicted to one 

and a half years of service in a military disciplinary unit. After his release, Vynnychenko

1 Starting in 1890, he began wandering from his home town Nizhnii Novgorod to Tsaritsyn (today 
Volgograd), the Don, the Kuban’ and the Black Sea regions, the Crimea, Ukraine, and Bessarabia. His 
travels resulted in a number o f works, primarily about vagabonds, including such stories as “Makar 
Chudra” (1892), Emelian Piliai” (1893), and “Chelkash” (1895), which instantly brought him literary 
prominence.

The most powerful anarchist movement during the Russian revolution, headed by Nestor Makhno, 
originated in the steppes o f Ukraine and managed to establish an “anarchist republic” for a short period, 
levhen Chykalenko, Vynnychenko’s close friend and patron o f literature, considered him somewhat o f  an 
anarchist by nature, even though he was a member o f  the Socialist Party (1955,329).
3 Mykola Zhulyns’kyi claims that Vynnychenko worked for these newspapers, although Vadym 
Stel’mashenko in his Annotated Bibliography does not make any reference to them.
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finished his programme of studies at the university. Instead of starting a career, he 

resumed his wanderings throughout Ukraine, seeking impressions of everyday life and 

conducting his literary and political activity until he was next arrested in the fall o f 1906.

It seems that even in his early years traveling had an influence on the formation of 

Vynnychenko’s literary identity. It contributed to his development as a subtle and 

objective observer of the life of peasants, workers, criminals, intellectuals, artists, 

soldiers, students, and revolutionaries. During his several incarcerations, Vynnychenko 

turned isolation into an inspiration for creativity. It is known that he wrote a number of 

his works (e.g., “Holota” [The Needy] and Dyzharmoniia [Disharmony]) in prison. Later, 

Vynnychenko continued to write in “inconvenient” places—trains, forests, by the sea. By 

1907 he was already recognized as a prose writer by most of the distinguished critics of 

his time: Ivan Franko, Lesia Ukrainka, Serhii Iefremov, and others. Franko, in particular, 

expressed a very positive opinion:

Out o f  the delicate, artistically refined and weak, or unoriginal and untalented 

generation o f  contemporary Ukrainian writers suddenly something powerful, decisive, 

muscular, and full o f  temperament has emerged, something that doesn’t clim b into a 

pocket for a word, but hails it with streams, that doesn’t sow  it through a sieve but 

lumps together, mixed like life itself, Ukrainian and M uscovite, crippled and pure, like 

silver that is not limited in scopes o f  its observation and in borders o f  its plastic 

creativity. And where did such a one as you com e from?— one wants to ask Mr. 

Vynnychenko after each o f  his stories (1 9 8 2 ,3 5 : 91).

In May 1907 Vynnychenko was released on bail. While awaiting trial, which 

would likely lead to conviction and exile to Siberia, Vynnychenko decided, like many 

revolutionaries, to go into exile in Europe. He would remain there for the period 1907- 

1914.
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Despite the challenges of a long European exile, it was also a very fruitful and. 1 

would say, ground-breaking period in the formation of Vynnychenko as an individual and 

a writer. He traveled through various European countries (i.e., Switzerland. Austro- 

Hungary, Italy, France, and Germany), and from time to time made illegal visits to 

Ukraine and Russia. In the West his contacts with intellectual circles in the Russian 

Empire included such leading politicians and writers as Maxim Gorky. Anatolii 

Lunacharskii, Aleksandr Bogdanov, to mention just a few. Though he did not meet 

Vynnychenko personally, Vladimir Lenin was also familiar with his works. As a party 

member, Vynnychenko participated in several political gatherings. One of his few articles 

in this period, “Sposterezhennia neprofesionala. Marksyzm i mystetstvo” [Observations 

of a Non-Specialist. Marxism and Art] (1913), is a Marxian defence of the utilitarian 

approach to art. In this respect, he reflects the Eastern European cultural tradition of an 

“engaged literature,” although as an artist he constantly experienced contradiction 

between the two spheres. More often than not, however, aesthetic principles during this 

period in his writings overrode ideology, and he helped to introduce from afar new 

modernist ideas in the homeland society.

To some extent his first displacement freed Vynnychenko from total immersion in 

politics and turned him into a writer. Deprived of opportunities to engage in immediate 

political action, he became more preoccupied with literature and culture. In Paris 

Vynnychenko took part in organizing the Parisian Ukrainian Association, becoming a 

founder of its artistic section in 1909. He also planned to write a column entitled 

“Ukraine,” for a French magazine. At this time he became interested in painting and 

cinema. Expatriation contributed significantly to his intellectual growth. At the same time
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Vynnychenko made strenuous efforts to advance his own education. He studied French 

and German, and read literature, history, and philosophy. Among the writers who drew 

his attention in this period were Nietzsche, Bergson, Zola, Strindberg. Ibsen, and 

Przybyszewski. Vynnychenko lived in Paris, a modernist cosmopolitan centre, which 

attracted youth from all over the world, who adopted a Bohemian way of life. One of 

them was a student of medicine at the Sorbonne, named Rosalia Lifshyts', who was bom 

to a rich Russian Jewish family from the city of Orel (Russia). Vynnychenko and Rosalia 

were married in 1911.

One of the most important things that displacement gave Vynnychenko—  

something every creative individual needs—was a  perspective, and a sense of distance 

and detachment from his society. This is probably the most crucial development in 

Vynnychenko’s early career, which determined his more critical attitude to his homeland. 

Being outside of his country, he established himself as its most prolific and popular 

writer. The year 1907 marked a shift in his literary career from short realistic stories with 

descriptions of everyday life to philosophical and moral issues in his plays and novels. 

Among the contemporary problems of his time, he addressed the following: irrational 

biological factors versus rational ideological principles (Memento, 1909), the individual 

versus the collective {Bazar [Bazaar], 1910), the relativity of falsehood and truth 

(Brekhnia [Lie], 1910), honesty with oneself as an inner moral imperative (Chesnist' z 

soboiu [Honesty with Oneself], 1911), art versus everyday life (Chorna Pantera i Bilyi 

Vedmid’ [Black Panther and Polar Bear], 1911), a  new perspective on prostitution as a 

social act (Zapovit bat’fdv [Testament of Forefathers] 1914), worship of “small gods”— 

ideological dogmas (Po-svii .[For One’s Own] 1913, Bozhky [Small Gods], 1914), and
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new family relationships (“Istoriia Iakymovoho budynku” [A Story About Iakym's 

House], 1912). Through Russian translations and a few original works written in Russian 

(i.e., Chesnist’ z  soboiu, Rivnovaha) he became actively engaged in the imperial 

discourse, and his works are often compared to such writers as Dostoyevsky. Gorky. 

Andreiev, Veresaiev, and Artsybashev. Some works were published in other translations.4

Being away from his homeland for a considerable amount of time. Vynnvchenko 

finds himself psychologically in a very fragile state. For instance, the mood of an 

expatriate (“Taina” [A Mystery], 1910) is intertwined and changes gradually into that of 

an exile (Rivnovaha), displaced from his homeland and having nostalgic feeling for it. 

Having suffered from depression, Vynnychenko projects memory into the past to sustain 

his identity. The familiar territory of the homeland is evoked in such works as "Zina.” 

“Istoriia Iakymovoho budynku,” etc., imbued with more lyricism and sensory memories. 

The writer returns as far back as to his childhood, associated with his “Golden Age” 

(“Kumediia z Kostem” [A Funny episode with Kost’] (1909), “Fed’ko-khalamydnyk” 

[Fed’ko the Troublemaker] (1912)). Despite his long stay abroad, Vynnychenko's 

homeland, Ukraine, remains the main focal point in his writings. Only in four works 

(“Taina,” Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’, Rivnovaha and “Olaf Stefenzon” [Olaf 

Stefenzon], 1913) do we have clear hostland setting. But even in these works the writer is 

more interested in Ukrainian and Russian emigres (or migrants from other countries) 

rather than in local people and life. The expatriate is tired and wants to go home despite

4 The story “Zina” [Zina] in German translation appeared in the journal Ukrainische Rundschau 
(Wynnytschenko, Wolodymyr. Sina. [Vienna], 9-10 (1910): 246-251; 11-12 (1910): 278-284; as well as 
two editions o f his stories in Latvian translation (Stel’mashenko, 66); he also planned to translate and stage 
his play Bazar in France.
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the danger of arrest. That is the case with Vynnychenko and his wife Rosalia who. 

disguised in peasant clothing, return home illegally with false passports in 1914.5

In Ukraine Vynnychenko stayed briefly in Katerynoslav until he was discovered 

by a police agent and forced to leave the city. He moved to Moscow where his wife could 

work as a nurse taking care of soldiers wounded in the war, while Vynnychenko could 

focus on his literary work. During this period the writer produced two novels, Khochu [I 

Want] (1916) and Zapysky kyrpatoho Mefistofelia [Notes of the Snub-Nosed 

Mephistopheles] (1917), and his plays (i.e., Mokhnonohe [Hairy Monster] (1914) and 

Pryhvozhdeni [The Nailed Down] (1916) were staged in various cities of the Empire, 

such as Moscow, Samara, Saratov, Kyiv, Kharkiv, Odesa, and Baku. At the same time he 

collaborated with Ukrainian figures in Moscow (e.g., Symon Petlira, a future Minister of 

Defense and Head of the Ukrainian Republic, was the most prominent among them), 

working as an editor for the journal, Promin ’ [Ray] (1916-17). After the abdication of the 

tsar in 1917, he returned to Kyiv and became actively engaged in political activity. 

Vynnychenko was appointed the first Prime Minister of an independent Ukraine and 

headed the revolutionary government against the German and Russian occupations in 

1918-1919. He is known as the author of a crucial set of historical documents (i.e., 

declaration of Ukrainian independence), although his romantic preoccupation with the 

revolution also brought him the reputation of a “political loser.” During the Bolshevik 

and White Army occupations of Ukraine, he briefly stayed in various European cities 

(Semmering, Budapest, Leinz, Vienna, and Prague) where he wrote the three-volume 

historical documentary Vidrodzhertnia natsii [Revival of the Nation] (Kyiv-Vienna:

5 Vynnychenko was known under various pseudonyms, such as Dede and Valdemar. During his stay in 
Europe in 1907-14 he corresponded under the name o f Volodymyr Starosolski.
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Dzvin, 1920), an account of the revolution in Ukraine. In his conflict with Ukrainian 

emigre circles, Vynnychenko criticized them from an overtly Marxist position for 

“bourgeois' deviations” and for flirting with Western democracies. All this gradually led 

to his ostracism by the diaspora and his leftward political turn, as well as his attempt to 

collaborate with the Bolshevik government in Ukraine. In 1920 he visited Moscow and 

Kharkiv (Ukraine's capital at that time) to negotiate a new role for himself in the new 

political situation. However, the communist government in Ukraine did not enjoy real 

autonomy, being a puppet government in the hands of the Moscow centre. Vynnychenko 

refused to make any concessions on the national issue and again went into exile, his last.

During what turned out to be his longest and final displacement Vynnychenko 

resided in Czechoslovakia (Prague and Karlsbad, 1920-1921), Germany (Berlin, 

Zehlendorf, and Rauen, 1921-1925) and France (Paris, 1925-1934; and Mougins, 1934- 

1951). The cut-off point of my study is 1925, the year that he moved to France, although 

I shall make references to the next period, when pertinent to my discussion. After his 

short stay in Czechoslovakia, where there was quite an active emigre community, the 

writer decided to move to Germany where he could have more artistic autonomy. The 

Weimar Republic (1918-33) with its low living costs and inspiring cultural life attracted 

artists and intelligentsia from various countries. In contrast to his first displacement, 

Vynnychenko was now more eager to immerse himself in the new cultural environment. 

He read literature on modem philosophy (Guyau), ethics (Wundt), and psychoanalysis 

(Stekel); attended artistic exhibitions (Monet, Kokoschka, the German expressionists of 

the “Sturm” movement), theatres (plays by Schnitzer, Hamsun, Gorky, Ansky, and 

Shaw), and cinema (Anne Boleyn, Rund um die Ehe, Danton, Quo Vadis, and Charlie
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Chaplin’s films). At this period Vynnychenko was quite successful in promoting his 

works. His play Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ was made into a German film (1921). 

His plays. Brekhnia, Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’, and Hrikh [Sin]) were especially 

successful and were staged in various European countries. He had contacts with Russian 

(the literary group “Skify,” the publishing house “Vozrozhdeniie” [Revival]) and German 

(Kiepenheuer, Specht, Guter) artistic and business circles.

Psychologically, however, the new displacement appeared to be much more 

traumatic than the first one. Despite the hardships of the earliest exile, Vynnychenko 

believed in the revolutionary cause and the building of a new society. After 1920 he was 

psychologically devastated as the Bolsheviks, with whom he had been conducting 

revolutionary activities and going to build that society, expelled him from the country. In 

the wake of his political defeat, Vynnychenko was still actively involved in emigre 

political activity as a member of the Ukrainian Communist Party (its foreign branch, 

1920-1921). He wrote extensively for the newspaper Nova doba [New Epoch] (Vienna, 

1920-1921) and for some time for Nova Ukraina [New Ukraine] (Prague, 1922-1923)/’ 

addressing questions of Russian chauvinism (“Baraniache chomosotenstvo”7 [Sheepish 

Black Hundreds]), the world revolution (“Vsesvitnia revoliutsiia” [World Revolution]), 

peace (“Myru!” [We Want Peace!]), criticism of social democracy (“Shcho take teper 

ukrains’ka sotsiial-demokratiia?” [What is Ukrainian Social Democracy Now?]), and the 

future society (“Utopiia i diisnist’” [Utopia and Reality]), to name but a few.8 As a result 

he was declared persona non grata at the All-Ukrainian Congress of Soviets, held in

6 The journal Nova Ukraina existed until 1928.
7 ‘Black Hundreds’ refers to an extreme chauvinistic organization aimed at the preservation of the Russian 
Empire.
8 In Nova doba alone he wrote 33 articles during the period 1920-1921.
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Kharkiv from 25 February to 3 March 1921, although his plays and literary works 

remained in circulation until 1933, when Stalin’s centralization of power came into its 

full strength.

Vynnychenko’s political engagement was rather short-lived, as he became more 

engaged in literature. In 1921, at the start of his last displacement, he was full of creative 

energy and zeal for literary work. In his works the writer referred mainly to his old 

experience: the plays Zakon [Law] (1921, published in 1922 (Russian) and 1923 

(Ukrainian)) and Pisnia Izrailia [Song of Israel] (1921), the novel Na toi bik. and 

children’s stories based on folklore motifs, Namysto (1922). His new universalist stance 

to work for the whole planet often overlapped with a state of apathy and escapism. His 

main work of the period, the three-volume novel Soniachna mashyna. revealed a cardinal 

shift in his thematic and stylistic interests toward utopia and adventure style, and 

ideological preoccupation. Reflecting the economic crisis in Germany in 1923 and 

anticipation of the capitalist decline in the West, the novel also became a response to 

Vynnychenko’s own feeling of uprootedness. Despite the rather symbolic German 

setting, the focal point is transformed from the present and the homeland to the future and 

a utopian “nowhere,” which is yet to come. In contrast to the success o f his plays, 

Soniachna mashyna appeared to be quite outdated in the West, which was dominated by 

an anti-utopian discourse. On the other hand, it had a great success in Ukrainian literature 

in the late 1920s, owing to its genre and stylistic novelty and the fact that it served as a 

form of escape from stifling Soviet reality.

This overview of Vynnychenko’s life identifies the main stages of his literary 

career and shows how displacement is relevant and important in his life and writings.
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Now I would like to turn to the theoretical problems of displacement and highlight how it 

is viewed in contemporary discourse and how it is relevant to Vynnychenko's case.

1.2. The Issue of Displaced Writings in Literary Discourse

In presenting a broad discussion of the issue of displaced writing in literary discourse, 

my goal is to substantiate displacement as a relevant concept for my study. As the 

problem of terms and definitions seems quite intrinsic to studies of displaced writings,9 1 

shall address it by showing displacement as a process with a variety of related qualities 

and characteristics.

Displacement plays a crucial, if  not decisive, role in the development of 

Vynnychenko as a writer. For the purpose of this work I consider displacement as the 

overarching methodological concept, which defines a variety of experiences in relation to 

geographical place—exile, emigre, expatriate, diaspora, emigration/immigration, travel 

and nomadism. I have chosen the terms of “displacement,” “displaced writers” and 

“displaced writings” as the most convenient ones, which helps us study Vynnychenko's 

works and shows how his different experiences outside his homeland are either reflected 

in his writings or influenced them. This will allow me, particularly, to study 

Vynnychenko not only as, say, an exile who longed for and was preoccupied with his 

homeland, but also as an expatriate who enjoyed his travels, a writer who sought to 

integrate into a new hostland discourse and an uprooted person with an unclear vision of 

his future.

9 For instance, Hallvard Dahlie, in his Varieties o f  Exile. The Canadian Experience (1986) devotes his first 
chapter entirely to “shaping a definition.”
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My initial intention was to study the writings of Vynnychenko through the prism 

of “exile.” Although this is an important concept (and I will make use of it). I feel that it 

placed restrictions on the research methodology. It, particularly, bars broader 

perspectives on Vynnychenko who negotiates his various states of displacement. In the 

humanities the term became widely accepted after World War II, denoting the status of 

millions of refugees who had left their homelands as “displaced persons” (DPs).10 

Currently the term “displacement” is extensively used in cultural studies to define the 

postmodern phenomenon of cultures as cross-cultural ones and exposed to hybridity and 

transformation. Angelica Bammer, for instance, considers displacement not only as ‘"the 

separation of people from their native culture either through physical dislocation (as 

refugees, immigrants, exiles, or expatriates)” but also as “the colonizing imposition of a 

foreign culture” (xi). An approach more pertinent to my case study was Caren Kaplan’s 

view of travel as a form of displacement with its multiple locations, including real and 

metaphysical ones. I will use the term primarily in the geographical sense o f movement 

from one country to another, which consequently triggers its broader conceptualization in 

social, cultural, and psychological terms and its possible application to the study of 

literature.

The term “displacement” appears to be very relevant to the process o f defining a 

postmodern, complex understanding of identity as one that is in a constant state of 

formation. In traditional terms, identity is treated as something given, i.e., static, not 

inclined to changes. According to this approach, an exile can be someone who never

10 See, for instance: The Refugee Experience: Ukrainian Displaced Persons afier World War 11. Eds. 
Wsevolod W. Isajiw, Yury Boshyk, and Roman Senkus. Edmonton: Canadian Institute o f  Ukrainian 
Studies, 1992; Wyman, Mark. DP: Europe's Displaced Persons, 1945-1951. Philadelphia: Balch Institute 
Press; London: Associated University Presses, 1989.
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accepts a new land and is not affected by changes in different circumstances. However, 

recent developments in the postmodern discourse have challenged this traditional 

rhetoric o f identity. “It is now widely understood,” states James Clifford, “that the old 

localizing strategies—by bounded community, by organic culture, by region, by center 

and periphery—may obscure as much as they reveal” (303). Paul Tabori already speaks 

about the status of exile as a dynamic one but this dynamism, however, is understood as 

directed either toward a return to one’s homeland or as the beginning of the assimilation 

process in the new country (37). Taking border as the “only reliable home” for exiles, 

Marc Robinson already brings us to a dynamic relationship between homeland and 

hostland (xxii). In newer studies this dynamic is treated as a process of production and 

negotiation between two or more spaces. Stuart Hall conceptualizes that

Identity is not as transparent or unproblematic as w e think. Perhaps instead o f  

thinking o f  identity as an already accomplished fact, which the new  cultural practices 

then represent, w e should think, instead, o f  identity as a ‘production’, which is never 

com plete, always in process, and always constituted within, not outside, representation 

(222).

For Paul White suggests that

...migrants may live in a number o f  worlds, and m ove between them on a daily, 

annual or seasonal rhythm. Other changes resulting from migration include attempts to 

re-create elem ents o f  former lives (possibly accentuating significant icons o f  that 

existence into quasi-talismans o f  high sym bolic or ritual significance); attempts to  

integrate or assimilate com pletely (which may be blocked by a number o f  mechanisms 

within the “host” society); or the creation o f  a new  identity which is characterized by a 

feeling o f  independence from both the society o f  origin and the social structures o f  the 

destination. These changes in identity cannot be pinned down to a rigid linear 

continuum, for they represent the multiple and continually renegotiated outcom es o f  

com plex multifaceted phenomena operating both within individual biographies and for 

societies as a whole (3).
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The contemporary concept of contaminated and hybrid identity also reveals this 

dynamic and “inclusive” nature of displacement:

The notion o f  hybridity suggests— m ost importantly in relation to 'racial' and 

ethnic identities— that identities are not pure but the product o f  m ixing, fusion, and 

creolization. Underlying this account o f  identity is an attention to the mixing and 

m ovem ent o f  cultures... The resulting fusion or hybridity o f  identities is not the product 

o f  the assimilation o f  one culture or cultural tradition by another, but the production o f  

som ething new (Marshall, 295).

Utilizing a new methodological apparatus, Kaplan proposes to deconstruct the 

monolithic subject of exile with a more complex theory of location and identity. I. 

however, suggest that all these historical forms of displacement—exile, emigre, 

emigrant, expatriate, nomad, and diaspora—should not be disregarded in the wake of 

intense poststructural redefinitions, as they all work in their own way. Methodological 

difficulties appear when defining displaced writers’ experience. Hallvard Dahlie. for 

example, classifies Henry James as an exile (5). Terry Eagleton sees Joseph Conrad and 

James as emigrants who “choose English society from the outside” and do not want to go 

back (14). At the same time, a broader study of Conrad’s works suggests that he can also 

be regarded as an exile and his works—as an attempt to transcend its bitterness (Gurko, 

Milbauer). From this methodological and theoretical problem arises the concept of 

displacement as a “blanket term.” We need to recognize that writing in displacement is 

an on-going process of redefinition and negotiation between homeland and hostland. 

Exile, emigre, emigrant, expatriate, nomad, and diaspora may be different phases and 

qualities of this negotiation. They may overlap or succeed each other and may depend on 

a number of factors, such as duration of displacement, the relationship between
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homeland and hostland, adjustment to a new society, as well as the age and personality of 

writers.

In terms of the relationship between the two opposites, the homeland and the 

hostland, based on a chronological change, scholars define three major phases of 

displacement: 1) an imaginary return home, often with a new vision of it, and intense 

rediscovery of the past and longing for it; 2) a clash with a new society and attempts to 

adjust to it; 3) adjustment to a new society or, in the case of failure, marginalization and 

even death. This state of “in-betweenness” determines the quality of displacement. An 

imaginary return is very typical of the majority of writers at the beginning of their 

displacement, as it grants them a sense of home, “familiar territory,” artistic sensitivity, 

and narrative imagination. As Michael Seidel notes: “An exile is someone who inhabits 

one place and remembers or projects the reality of another" (ix). In other words, this is 

the position of being in one place (hostland) and writing for another place (homeland) 

(works of displaced writers, however, are often not allowed in their home countries, 

especially on political grounds, which circumstance creates an additional challenge). 

Attempts to adjust to a new society are an enduring and complicated process both in 

social and literary terms. Deprived of the social status they enjoyed at home, exiles are 

forced to start from scratch to meet their living needs in a new social environment; in 

literary terms, they experience bewilderment and confusion arising from the necessity to 

make a variety of choices: who are the readers? Are they still in the homeland or already 

in the hostland? Is it necessary to switch to a different language? If so, how to cope with 

linguistic difficulties? And the final result of displacement is either adjustment to a new 

society—as in the case of the emigrant writers Joseph Skvorecky, Michael Ondaatje, and
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Rohinton Mistry in Canada—or marginalization within a narrow circle of compatriots, or 

failure to reach their audience in the homeland.

There are, however, more specific discussions of the evolution of displacement 

and its phases. Speaking about diaspora, Robin Cohen tries to classify it as a process and 

posits the following model: 1) dispersal from an original homeland, often traumatic; 2) 

alternatively, expansion from the homeland in search of work, in pursuit of trade to 

further colonial ambitions; 3) collective memory and myth about the homeland; 4) 

idealization of the supposed ancestral home; 5) a return movement; 6) strong ethnic 

group consciousness sustained over a long time; 7) a troubled relationship with host 

societies; 8) a sense of solidarity with fellow ethnics in other countries; 9) the possibility 

of a distinctive creative, enriching life in tolerant host countries (180). The first two 

phases, in fact, represent two different forms of departure, so they do not work together 

in the same evolutional line. But the rest can represent different phases of the evolution 

and negotiation of identity in displacement, though not all could be equally relevant to 

the analysis of a particular piece of writing. We must also take into account the fact that 

Cohen’s model primarily concerns group identity, which evolves over a certain period of 

time.

A lone, displaced intellectual naturally feels more alienated than a person situated 

within a community. Moreover, an intellectual migrant seems to face greater challenges 

in everyday life, as is attested by German exiles after 1933: “...[T]he exiled intellectual 

usually led an isolated existence, withdrawing to his living quarters to do his work, 

unlike a farm or factory worker who comes in contact daily with other people and thus 

assimilates more quickly socially and linguistically” (Pfanner, 15). It is likely that
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today’s globalized reality gives a displaced person more choices. The most important 

lesson for us, however, is the dynamic nature and general direction of the evolution of 

one’s identity in displacement, which begins with the trauma of forced departure and 

then proceeds through a series of obstacles, tending toward adaptation to a new society. 

As Martin Tucker points out, “Exile is a living tissue that grows in stages and degrees" 

(xxiv). Thus, Katherine Mansfield started as an expatriate but became an exile (Gurr. 36): 

German exiles grew into a diaspora because most of them remained in the US, adjusted 

to a new way of life, and did not return after the war (Pfanner, 147). For Robinson, 

however, exiles “... are never able to settle folly on either side... They peer ahead, yet 

look back over their shoulders. They hold their ground, yet ponder the many available 

directions. They feel the fullness of the earth supporting their weight—there is so little 

earth to call their own—yet they could also float away at any moment” (xxii). In any 

case, displacement comprises a number of characteristics varying between two extremes: 

total rejection and adaptation to displacement.

Now I will focus on historical aspects of various forms of displacement, 

surveying various connotations of related terms. This includes exile, emigre, expatriate, 

diaspora, emigration/immigration, travel and nomadism.

The exile’s rich semantic field includes not only “physical exile,” but also 

“spiritual exile” or “inner exile.” In religious terms, men are all in “exile from heaven, 

their true home and destination,” with Adam and Eve the first exiles in the Christian 

tradition (Lagos-Pope, 9). It was usual for religious mystics to practice a kind of spiritual, 

or, as Bettina Knapp calls it, “esoteric exile,” including “introversion, martyrdom, self- 

abasement—in an attempt to. reject the ephemeral joys of the here-and-now, thus making
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them worthy of eternal beatitude in the world to come” (5). For John Donne, for instance, 

the true home was rather with God (qt. in Gurr, 13):

For though through many straits, and lands I roam,

I launch at paradise, and I sail towards home

(“The Progress o f  the Soul”)

Inner exile is supposed to be more attributable to modem times, engendered by 

technological revolution, social unrests, totalitarian ideologies, and migration of masses 

o f uprooted people. Many men of letters remain at home in inner exile, a kind of ivory 

tower, and many of them (Joyce, Hemingway, Elliot, Pound, and others) prefer to leave 

their homelands voluntarily and go into physical exile. Some scholars (Ilie, Gurr) even 

suggest ignoring the difference between outer and inner exile, since they both experience 

displacement from the centre and share a common psychological crisis. It is accepted that 

any major artist and truly creative mind is a foreigner in his own land. Other scholars, 

however, criticize this approach. Dahlie, for example, commenting on Andrew Gurr’s 

Writers in Exile, finds it “quite uncomplicated and straightforward” to say that all writers 

are bom in a kind of exile (16). I too consider that the psychological experience of 

alienation might be common for both “inner” and “outer” exiles, but they are not 

identical. For the purpose of this research I suggest distinguishing these two generic 

concepts and will apply only the primary concept of outer exile, viewed as a geographical 

displacement from one country to another, and their different social and cultural 

environments. This movement engenders specific features of displacement, such as 

distance, a new attitude toward the homeland, a nostalgic feeling for a lost place, the 

influence of the hostland, the writer’s deracination and hesitation between different
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cultural spaces, isolationism and a more universal perspective, issues of language, and 

reader response. None of these are typical of inner exile.

History shows us that displacement is an intrinsic characteristic of human

civilization, starting from the first nomadic movements. The practice of exile and

diaspora begins already in settled and socially organized societies. Historically speaking,

exile (Latin: ex ‘out o f , salire ‘to leap’, exilium ‘banishment’), seems to be the most

established term for human displacement, which is also widely used to denote the literary

experience of exiles. According to The Oxford Encyclopedic English Dictionary (1996),

exile is traditionally viewed as one of the historical forms of displacement that is “(1)

expulsion, or the state of being expelled, from one’s native land or (internal exile) native

town; (2) long absence abroad, especially enforced” (491). Paul Tabori dates the first

known human experience of exile, the story of Sinuhe, as far back as 2000 B.C., which

was documented on an Egyptian papyrus (43). It is likely that limited social mobility, a

settled way of life, and minimal knowledge of “the other” in geographical and cultural

terms determined human physical expulsion from the homeland in early societies as one

of the most severe forms of punishment, almost equivalent to death. It is well known, for

example, that individuals condemned to death in ancient Greece and Rome had a choice

to leave the country. Still, for some, exile was even worse than death because it deprived

them of the natural right to be buried in their homeland. Hence, the metaphor of death

became very typical for exile in cultural and literary discourse:

For exile hath more terror in his look,

Much more than death...

(W illiam Shakespeare, Rom eo an d J u lie t)u

11 Cited in http://www.shakesDeare-online.com/Dlavs/romeo 3 3.html
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Significantly, in the twentieth century Boris Pasternak articulated this association 

with death when he refused to accept the Nobel prize in fear of not being allowed to 

return home: “A departure beyond the borders of my country is for me equivalent to 

death” (qt. in Levin, 63). An opposite metaphor of rebirth and restoration, symbolizing 

one’s redefinition and rediscovery, is the other side of the coin and is rather a privilege of 

emigrants—displaced persons who are preoccupied with starting a new life in a new 

place.

Ovid, known as the first exile writer, symbolizes the bitterness of geographical 

displacement: removed from Rome, the centre of the Empire, to its periphery on the 

Black Sea in the first century AD, he feels alienated in a strange environment (i.e., 

Tristia, Epistulae ex Ponto):

“Here it is I that am a barbarian, understood by nobody”

(qt. in Dahlie, 2)

Other exile writers were Petrarch, Erasmus, and Voltaire, who were not so 

estranged, having the possibility to communicate in Latin all over Europe as citizens of 

“The International Republic of Letters.” The feeling of exile grew concomitantly with the 

rise of nationalism in the wake of the French revolution (Levin, 69-70). The concept of 

nation as a home for “imagined communities” begins to compete with that o f religion 

(Benedict Anderson). National languages and cultures become an important instrument 

in maintaining individual and collective identities. Now displacement also takes the form 

of a mass political exodus producing “emigres.” Typical examples of such exoduses are 

French (after the French revolution), Polish (after the uprisings of 1830-31 and 1863-64), 

German (after 1933), and Russian and Ukrainian (after 1917 and 1945). Historically, the 

term “emigre” acquires specifically rooted connotations, bringing to mind the French
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royalists, who fled the French Revolution. Having political underpinning, the term 

“emigre'’ is currently used to denote an active attitude towards homeland and a strong 

desire to influence the situation there, whereas exiles are more preoccupied with 

nostalgic feelings and a focus on the past. Sometimes it is, however, problematic to draw 

the line between these two concepts and they are often used interchangeably. 

Interestingly, George Brandes, who was among the first literary critics to define the 

phenomenon of migration and literature, applied the term “emigrant literature” to the 

writings of European emigres in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Among those 

writers who endured the hardship of political exodus were Victor Hugo, Madame de 

Stael, Frangois-Rene de Chateaubriand, Ivan Bunin, Vladimir Nabokov, Thomas Mann, 

and Stefan Zweig.

Along with involuntary displacement there is also voluntary displacement, which 

includes travelers, expatriates, emigrants/immigrants, and nomads. Travel literature 

always implies temporary displacement and, thus, more psychological stability. All travel 

writers, starting from Marco Polo, were confident that they could return home, so they 

mainly focused on exploring places, adventures, and exoticism, along with self

observation and a new look at the homeland from the fresh perspective of distance. 

Among travelers are pilgrims, who are propelled by spiritual rejuvenation and the hope 

that “cultural shrines” (e.g., Athens, Rome, and Paris) will give them creative inspiration. 

Such were the voyages of George Byron, John Keats, Percy Shelley, and Nikolai Gogol 

[Mykola HohoF] in the nineteenth century and many modernist writers at the beginning 

of the twentieth century.
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With the rise of capitalism, writers begin to feel alienated as never before, and 

this alienation prompted them to adopt a kind of self-imposed exile as a necessary 

condition of creativity. The stance of a true modernist writer is associated with 

displacement. It is often accompanied by geographical movement from one country7 to 

another, as in the case of James Joyce and Samuel Beckett.

“Expatriates” combine alienation from their society with the advantages that 

displacement offers them. They range from temporary escapees from social and cultural 

disturbances in the homeland to travelers and hedonistic escapees in search of new 

impressions and exoticism. In semantic terms, the word “expatriate” is likely the most 

neutral in defining displacement. It originates from the Latin ex "out o f  and patria 

‘native country.’ The Oxford Dictionary gives us two definitions of expatriate: “(1) living 

abroad, especially for a long period; (2) expelled from one’s country; exiled.” Although 

the second definition implies a forced displacement and thus parallels exile, in literary7 

criticism the term “expatriate” is usually used to define a lesser degree of displacement, 

namely voluntary (Tucker, xvi). The most obvious difference between exiles and 

expatriates is that the latter are not prohibited from returning home, and they have the 

psychological confidence that they can go back at any time. In modem times a classical 

example is American expatriates in Europe during the 1920s. This was a revolt of young 

artists against puritanism and capitalism, which led them to a Bohemian way of life and 

traveling, and resulted in intense creativity. “By expatriating himself, by living in Paris, 

Capri or the South of France, the artist can break the puritan shackles, drink, live freely 

and be wholly creative” (Cowley, 61). In time, however, expatriates may experience that 

the space in which they arrived has the same problems as the space from which they
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departed; this helps them to redefine their identities, get rid of an inferiority complex, 

and return home. Geographical displacement, for instance, helped James Baldwin to 

realize “that one’s identity as an American is to be found only in Europe” (Washington. 

109).

The term “emigrants” also constitutes a thread to displacement that is mainly of a 

socioeconomic nature. To emigrate (Latin: migrare ‘depart’) is to leave one's country to 

settle in another (The Oxford, 460). The principal difference between emigrants, on the 

one hand, and exiles and emigres, on the other, is that the former deliberately prepare 

themselves for voluntary departure from the homeland to start a new life, whereas the 

latter are forced to do so and would come back as soon as circumstances allowed. 

Although this difference in initial intention is very significant in defining both groups, it 

does not mean, however, that they would not be exposed to the same psychological 

challenge of displacement, say, alienation or nostalgia. As Eric Hobsbawm notes: 

“Migration is not necessarily exile, though there is no sharp line that separates the 

economic migrant, even the one who eventually stays, from the exile who cannot go back 

but wants to. Both remain linked to the old country by the strongest bonds” (65). It is 

likely that emigrants are more ready to overcome hardships of arrival and more easily to 

adapt to the new space, whereas exiles and emigres are located more ambiguously 

between two spaces since they are not sure whether to wait for a return or start adjusting 

to a new social and cultural milieu. On the other hand, not only emigrants but also exiles 

and emigres, if  they decide to integrate into a new society, may transform themselves into 

proper emigrants. The first wave of Ukrainian emigrants in the 1890s to the North 

American continent belongs, to this kind of displacement. Emigrant writers are largely
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preoccupied with local themes and can be claimed by the local discourses. A good 

example is the novel Sons o f  the Soil by Illia Kiriak, which was written in Ukrainian and 

later translated into English. The importance of the theme of pioneer life in the Canadian 

prairies reveals, in particular that the novel is likely to be more significant in the 

Canadian than Ukrainian literary discourse. Another prominent Ukrainian emigrant 

writer, Myroslav Irchan, decided, however, to return home, although he had already 

started to write on local Canadian themes (Mandryka). Some scholars also use the term 

“immigrant literature,”12 which allows us to view this literature from a different 

perspective—how it adjusts and contributes to a new space (Neijmann).

Due to the phenomenon of cross-cultural hybridity and social mobility in today's 

globalized world, there is a tendency to speak in terms of diasporic and nomadic 

identities within the contemporary postmodern discourse. Diaspora (from the Greek: dia 

‘through’, ‘throughout’; spora ‘sowing’, ‘scattering’, ‘dissemination’; hence, the English 

‘spore’, ‘spread’, ‘sperm’) was first used to denote Greek colonists settling in new places. 

Later the term was redefined mainly to denote a state of dispersion from the homeland, 

primarily in relation to the classical diasporas—Jewish, Armenian, and Greek. However, 

recent changes after World War II, which led to the era of postcolonialism, 

postmodernism, and a global market economy, have resulted in a new redefinition of the 

term. As Khachig Tololyan points out in “A Note from the Editor” in the first issue of a 

new, specialized journal Diaspora:

Three decades ago, “diaspora” w as a term o f  self-description for a few  

com m unities— Jewish, Armenian, and Greek— and barely an operating concept in 

history and som e o f  the social sciences. Today, the term and the semantic domain in

I- From the Latin: immigrare ‘to enter and usually become established; to come into a country o f which one 
is not a native for permanent residence’.
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which it functions— diaspora, transnationalism, ethnicity, ex ile— is repeatedly 

appropriated by various disciplinary (and polemical) endeavors, and redefined along  

the way (241).

Nomadism13 is a modem concept of a mobile, globalized society denoting a kind 

of traveling writer who seems not to be strongly rooted in any particular place and does 

not own a fixed home or centre. These individuals celebrate mobility and diversity, being 

convinced that the whole world belongs to them. As John Peters notes: “For nomads, 

home is always mobile... in nomadism, home is always already there, without any hope 

or dream of a homeland. Nomadism sunders the notion of home from a specific site or 

territory, being homeless and home-full at once” (21).

This overview of terms related to displacement thus helps us to see it as a 

dynamic form of human migrant experience that varies from its total negative perception 

to its positive celebration. Exiles and emigres look back and have a sense of longing; 

emigrants/immigrants integrate and adapt themselves to new surroundings; expatriates 

are confident of their return and enjoy their displacement; nomads are not rooted in any 

particular place and may have homes everywhere; diasporas occupy multiple locations 

combining two or more spaces. For instance, discussing Rohinton Mistry’s Canadian 

writings, Ranu Samantrai reveals these multiple connections: “The fact that Mistry’s 

work is also claimed by Indians as Indian fiction and by Parsis as Parsi fiction suggests a 

breakdown and an overlap of nations such that it is unclear where India ends and Canada 

begins” (34). It is important to note that not all of these categories are equally applicable 

to Vynnychenko. While exile, emigre, travel, and expatriation are dominant in his

'3 Nomad (from the Greek nemo ‘to pasture’) is 1) a member o f a pastoral people roaming from place to 
place for fresh pasture; 2) a wanderer (The Oxford, 986).
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displacement, the rest (emigration/immigration, diaspora, and nomadism) are barely 

visible.

All these forms of displacement are not isolated and may overlap, revealing the 

dominance of one over another or their clashes in shaping the identity of displaced 

writers. Viewing different forms of displacement in the historical continuum, we can see 

how they change with the social progress of civilization. If we place Vynnychenko in this 

framework, he, unlike, say, Ovid, experienced higher social mobility, he knew Europe 

well, his plays were staged in many European cities and he could travel home for a few 

days if  circumstances allowed. At the same time the displaced condition of, say, Naipaul 

seems at first glance to be more privileged due to a higher level of his social mobility. ‘‘A 

hundred years ago,” says Czeslaw Milosz, “average people not familiar with remote 

regions of the globe quietly relegated them to the realm of the legendary or at least the 

exotic. Today, however, they feel they are offered the means to embrace places and 

events of the whole Earth simultaneously” (283). Even though all these exiles have 

common psychological feelings of loss or “life led outside habitual order” (Said 1994, 

149), we notice differences among them. A contemporary exile, thus, has more choices: 

not only to feel longing for a lost homeland but to adapt to a new society and even to 

influence it. But we must take into account individual characteristics, such as age, 

cultural background, congruence of homeland and hostland cultures, and personal 

aptitude to negotiate past and present social and cultural spaces.

Geographical movement, being an important factor for intellectual freshness and 

reinforcement, has its drawbacks and benefits for creativity. The natural predicament of 

exile usually urged scholars to treat it as unfavourable for creativity. For instance, J.
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Priestly (1927) suggests that “...[T]he best books are always written at home" (qt. in 

Tabori, 166-167). However, postmodernist critics find this issue more controversial. They 

believe that one should take into account different aspects of displacement. Eagleton 

gives us an interesting example of a radically different reality: among seven major British 

writers (Conrad, James, Eliot, Pound, Yeats, Joyce, and Lawrence) in the first part of the 

20th century, only one was native-born, Lawrence. As Eagleton explains: "[Ijndigenous 

English writing, caught within its partial and one-sided attachments, [was unable] to 

“totalise” the significant movements of its own culture” (15). Dahlie, on the other hand, 

has a more differentiated approach on this account:

E xile as a state o f  physical residency or as a state o f  mind can undoubtedly 

generate in som e artists a strong impulse towards creativity, but others it m ight render 

absolutely barren. [...] [A ]s a group as is undoubtedly true o f  similar groups in all 

nations, they are in creative artistry more or less equal to any group o f  indigenous 

writers (201).

Dahlie’s approach seems more balanced. I would like also to emphasize how 

displacement can be enormously creative of certain categories of writers. For some 

writers literature becomes the only home or they create a so-called ‘Republic of Letters’ 

within a broader community. Still for others “writing surpasses literature: writing 

becomes either a vehicle for memories and hopes or a totally self-enclosed shell” 

(Rubchak, 101). Gurr, examining displaced writings of Katherine Mansfield, Naipaul, 

and Ngugi Wa Thiang’o, concludes that “...without exile, [these] writers... would have 

produced a radically different, and I would suggest a lesser body of work” (143). In this 

critic’s opinion, the reason lies in the fact that an exile experiences “the clearer sense of 

his own identity which his home gives him” (9). Said belongs to those who strongly 

express his attitude towards displacement as a human tragedy, but he accepts at the same
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time its enriching influence on culture, where displaced writers look for their 

compensatory opportunities. “Modem Western culture—according to Said—is in large 

part the work of exiles, emigres, refugees” (1994,137). It is not surprising then, that there 

are so many Nobel prize recipients among displaced authors: Bunin, Cortazar. Neruda. 

Jimenes, Asturias, Nabokov, Singer, Milosz, Canetti, Brodsky, Naipaul. One should also 

take into account that displaced writers are, as a rule, the best writers in their respective 

homelands, who confront all problematic issues of their societies and that is why they are 

usually primary targets of authoritarian regimes, which would not tolerate such a heresy 

and expel them from their motherlands.

1.3. Vynnychenko within the Theoretical Framework of 
Displacement: General Overview

In many respects Vynnychenko’s case falls into the theoretical framework of 

displacement presented above. During the first period of exile (1907-14) the writer was 

mainly preoccupied with his homeland, he wrote for the Ukrainian audience, extensively 

contributed to the intellectual discussion, and set his narratives predominantly in Ukraine. 

His second displacement during 1920-25 shows greater distance from the homeland and 

efforts to enter the social and cultural space of the hostland. Yet, we cannot say that 

Vynnychenko’s displacement from the homeland to the hostland follows a strictly lineal 

development; in fact, it zigzags from one extreme to another. Our definition of 

displacement implies that this is a  constant evolutionary process of negotiation and 

redefinition among different social and cultural spaces. For instance, while focusing on 

Ukraine in his early period, to be sure, at the same time he touches upon the hostland 

milieu (“Taina,” Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid, ’ Rivnovaha, and “Olaf Stefenzon”).
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This pattern is modified during 1920-25 when Vynnychenko moves from Ukrainian 

themes (e.g., Zakon, Pisnia Izrailia) to the utopian “nowhere” in Soniachna mashyna.

We can also see how different forms of displacement coexist and overlap in 

Vynnychenko’s writings. Within the given theoretical framework, Vynnychenko can be 

viewed as a traveler and expatriate. His is the creative consciousness of a modernist artist 

of the fin  de siecle—mobile, uprooted, attached to large urban centres and charged with 

the quest for new aesthetic and philosophical values. We can speak about Vynnychenko's 

new experience, observations, contacts, intellectual growth; his mastering of foreign 

languages and literatures; his leisure time and delight in art. Although the homeland 

remains a constant focal point, as a traveler Vynnychenko enjoys the hostland. It helps 

him assume a modernist stance of detachment and gives him a perspective that broadens 

his vision of the world as well as the homeland society.

We can also speak about Vynnychenko as an emigre who takes an active political 

and cultural stance towards his homeland. His works are aimed at the transformation of 

Ukrainian society, often in radical and controversial ways. The writer’s emigre 

preoccupation is more evident during the first displacement. During 1920-25 he gradually 

loses his authority and influence in the homeland as a logical result of his long absence 

and dim possibility of return. Nevertheless, he constantly follows the pulse o f Ukrainian 

life. Soniachna mashyna, for instance, can be viewed as a form of his ideological 

discussion with the Soviets about the future communist society.

Vynnychenko, of course, finds himself exiled from his homeland and deprived of 

political rights. In the early stage (1907-14) he experiences his departure more 

emotionally and often risks arrest to return illegally to Ukraine. Feelings o f nostalgia and
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longing for the past visit him regularly and manifest themselves in his writings (i.e.. 

Rivnovaha and his children’s stories). It seems that with time (after 1920) exilic feelings 

abate as Vynnychenko reorients himself to the present and future, and adjusts to the new 

circumstances. But, in fact, they remain constant, as though submerged, and appear 

sporadically throughout his lifetime (children’s stories for the collection Namysto). On 

the other hand, with vague prospects for the future and due to his constant conflicts with 

the homeland (e.g., literary critics and politicians), Vynnychenko found himself in a state 

of existential crisis that aroused his escapist tendencies and a desire to emigrate.

Vynnychenko’s displacement cannot be fully analyzed without mentioning his 

contacts with other Ukrainians abroad, i.e., the diaspora. The writer had a complex 

relationship with the diaspora. In 1907-14 emigres were united in opposition to tsarist 

rule, while in 1920-25 they were divided in relation to a number of factors—their attitude 

toward socialism and democracy, the Bolsheviks, and various Ukrainian factions (e.g.. 

socialists, communists, monarchists). Eventually, he becomes skeptical o f emigre efforts 

to restore Ukrainian statehood, and critical o f the ethnographic representation of the 

Ukrainian identity in the West. Vynnychenko prefers artistic autonomy, a kind of ivory 

tower, to pursue his literary goals.

Despite the fact that Vynnychenko betrays patterns similar to other displaced 

writers and falls into the established theoretical framework, in this dissertation I will 

introduce the special characteristics that are unique to him and help to distinguish his 

experience as a displaced writer among other writers. Firstly, how is it that Vynnychenko 

lived for a long period of time in exile and yet was one of the most acclaimed writers in 

his homeland? What is the consequence of being in one place, but writing for an audience
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in another? The tragedy of exiled writers is that they are usually excluded from their 

national literary process, prevented from conducting a mutual dialogue. Very few7 exile 

writers can boast of simultaneous displacement from, and presence in, the homeland. For 

instance, the writings of Nabokov, Bunin, Milosz, and Kundera were forbidden in their 

countries until the political situation changed. For a considerable period of time—first 

during the Russian Empire (1907-1917) and then during the Soviet period (1920s)—  

Vynnychenko’s works found their way, albeit with some censorship, to readers and were 

enormously popular.

From this issue springs the general direction of my inquiry: what is 

Vynnychenko’s relationship to his homeland and how does it develop in relation to 

specific individual and historical factors. As mentioned earlier, during his first 

displacement he is largely preoccupied with the intellectual discussion in Ukraine. His 

highly provocative modernist themes in his works meet with very ardent responses, both 

positive and negative. This presence in the Ukrainian literary process, no doubt, 

stimulates the writer’s creativity and gives him a sense of strong national preoccupation, 

self-analysis, and more indulgence to engage in the abstract world of ideas that concern 

Ukrainian society. Displacement gives Vynnychenko a perspective that he would most 

likely have lacked at home, not to mention individual freedom.

The presence of the past and nostalgia are important characteristics of a displaced 

writer’s connection with the homeland. In Vynnychenko’s case, this is particularly 

conveyed through a number of aesthetical modalities, including lyrical prologues, 

landscapes, preoccupation with climate, and realistic description in his early works (e.g., 

“Zina,” Rivnovaha). His children’s stories can also be considered an important part of
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Vynnychenko’s homecoming. In literary criticism children’s literature is approached 

from a variety of perspectives—pedagogical, moral, and narrative, but rarely from a 

perspective o f displacement. In Ukrainian literary criticism no one has attempted to 

analyze Vynnychenko’s highly popular children’s stories from this perspective. It is 

indeed paradoxical that his stories, such as “Kumediia z Kostem” (1909) and "Fed'ko- 

khalamydnyk” (1912) were written at a time when he was totally absorbed in the life of 

the revolutionary and artistic intelligentsia. I will argue that his children’s writings may

be viewed as a manifestation of his nostalgia for the “Golden Age,” which forms his 

connection between the present and the past to sustain his writer’s identity in extreme 

conditions of displacement.

My thesis reveals how displacement works through a certain period of time, 

which is full of cardinal historical, political, and cultural changes. The chronological 

division into two periods, 1907-14 and 1920-25, will show how these changes affected 

Vynnychenko’s stay abroad. His attitude toward Ukraine changes once his final 

displacement starts in 1920. He seems to be shocked by the revolutionary events and by 

the fact that he has been expelled not by his opponents from tsarist Russia but his former 

colleagues-in-arms, the Bolsheviks. Vynnychenko does not recognize Bolshevik rule in 

Ukraine, but ideologically shares the same communist ideas. At the same time he 

disdains bourgeois Europe, which gave him asylum, and prophesies its decline. Still 

popular as a writer in Ukraine during 1920-25, Vynnychenko could not reach the 

Ukrainian audience with his new works because of the political predisposition of the 

Soviet authorities. Also, he began to feel a generational gap between himself and younger 

writers, who were preoccupied with post-revolutionary reality. These conflicts are very
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specific for Vynnychenko and cause his psychological dividedness and escapism. The 

writer is suspended between his homeland and hostland and is in search of a new identity 

in post-war Europe. As a result, he finds himself uprooted from the present and more 

absorbed in the world of ideas and projections of the future utopian society in Soniachna 

mashyna.

Many critics (e.g., Pavlychko, Shumylo, Koznarsky) consider Vynnychenko a 

writer who is oriented toward his homeland. Strangely enough, many of them do not 

consider his early writings (1907-1914) as displaced writings at all. It seems that 

Vynnychenko’s full-fledged presence in the Ukrainian literary discourse and his 

Ukrainian themes in this period mislead critics. In the most recent book about 

Vynnychenko’s expatriation, Prorok ne svoieii Vitchyzny, Syvachenko starts her analysis 

only with Soniachna mashyna. Interestingly enough, even when she discusses 

Vynnychenko’s last period, she omits his works that have Ukrainian themes (i.e., Pisnia 

Izrailia, Zakon, Namysto, and Nad) without any explanation. My approach deconstructs 

such one-sided perspectives of the writer. Vynnychenko’s displacement is, in fact, a 

constant negotiation between his homeland and hostland, and I shall try to underscore the 

significance of both spaces and the way they interact.

Within this broad issue of Vynnychenko’s relationship to the hostland, I would 

like to single out a number of other problems that are pertinent to the perspective of 

displacement. First of all, this is his exploration of the exile condition in his largely 

neglected novel Rivnovaha and in such stories as “Taina” and “Olaf Stefenzon.” It is 

interesting to monitor how the mood of the protagonists changes in these works, 

depending on the personal circumstances of the author.
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Speaking about Vynnychenko as a traveler and expatriate, I specifically indicate 

his retreat from political activity in favour of art and beauty. The Bohemian way of life 

and the very international atmosphere of European Modernism find their way into his 

works set in the hostland— Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ (1911) and “Olaf Stefenzon." 

My approach will help to examine these works from an “unvisited perspective."

One fact that supports the argument that Vynnychenko was interested not only in 

the homeland but also in the hostland discourse is that he constantly sought to translate, 

stage, or publish his works in other countries. But whereas during his first displacement 

he accomplishes little in this regard, during 1920-25 he puts enormous efforts to promote 

his works and to be recognized worldwide. The most successful are his plays Brekhnia 

and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ staged in Germany, Italy, Holland, Czechoslovakia. 

Norway, and elsewhere in the first half of the 1920s.

Along with that, I emphasize his increasing uprootedness during 1920-25. As a 

result, Vynnychenko becomes more preoccupied with a broad range of international 

problems—a utopian vision of a future egalitarian society, criticism of capitalism's 

technical progress, dehumanization, pacifism, simpler ways of life, and racial tolerance. 

Displaced from his native country and not rooted firmly in any other country, he finds 

himself in almost nomadic predisposition as that of “citizen of the world.” His homeland, 

however, remains important as a part of this universal picture.

Among the special characteristics of displacement that distinguish Vynnychenko 

from many other displaced writers is his membership in a colonized community. The 

writer addresses this problem during both periods. Despite a brief period of independence 

in 1917-20, Ukraine remained for European discourse a terra incognita or simply a
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Russian territory. To be a displaced writer from a “non-historic” nation appears to be 

quite a different proposition than being a displaced writer from an “historic" nation. “Can 

the subaltern speak?” (Spivak)— remains an important question in this study. Applying a 

postcolonial perspective on the earlier period, when Ukraine was seen as a colonized 

entity, I seek to reveal how Vynnychenko confronts his colonized status and struggles to 

represent national identity and carry out a kind of a mission for his country. In particular. 

I shall speak in terms of cultural colonialism, with its division between the “West and the 

rest” (Said 1993, 51). As the major characteristic o f this colonial subjugation, I see the 

transformation of the colonized by the colonizer as the space of exoticism (usually 

represented in ethnographic terms) and hence recognized as being aesthetically of minor 

value.

My study proposes a comparative reader-response analysis of Vynnychenko’s 

utopian novel Soniachna mashyna. Having achieved a huge success in Ukraine, it failed 

to draw the attention of European publishers, even though the author wanted to make it 

into a “calling card” of Ukrainian literature in the West. The paradox acquires greater 

salience if  one takes into account the success of his earlier plays, written during the first 

period (e.g. Brekhnia and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid").

Geographical displacement, especially when it is forced, considerably influences 

the outlook of displaced persons. It can bring on an existential crisis (as in the case of 

Stephan Zweig) or a cardinal reevaluation of one’s life either on the individual level or 

with respect to one’s homeland or the world at large (e.g., Thomas Mann and Nabokov). 

Vynnychenko, with his active political involvement and intensive philosophical quest 

during his displacement, represents a unique case. In many respects, Vynnychenko the
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writer was being reformed outside his country. While he already had some modernist and 

Marxist views in the homeland owing to the common European context, his other views 

were the result of his stay abroad—equilibrium, utopianism, internationalism, which I 

shall address below.

Vynnychenko’s firm and persistent Marxist stance is a very important 

characteristic of his displacement. It distinguishes him from many other displaced 

writers, who in many cases turn to a criticism of communist ideology (e.g., Zamyatin, 

Koestler, and Gombrowicz). No doubt, Vynnychenko’s Marxist views in many respects 

determine his “anti-Western” rhetoric, his broad international preoccupation, and even his 

utilitarianism. Although his criticism of capitalism in the 1920s reflects similar 

tendencies in Western intellectual thought, his vision of a future society as an ideal, 

harmonious world remains quite dogmatic and is reflected in Soniachna mashyna.

Utopianism is another important aspect of Vynnychenko’s displacement. 

Traditionally, it is approached from political and ideological perspectives. Without 

disagreeing with this, my project proposes to view utopianism also as a result of 

geographical displacement and as a kind of psychological dividedness. Vynnychenko’s 

utopian novel Soniachna mashyna serves as a good example of his ambiguous displaced 

condition. Being uprooted from his homeland by his fellow communists and rejecting the 

bourgeois values of the “declining West,” he finds his way into the utopian country of 

“nowhere.” Certainly, this does not negate an aesthetical and ideological reading of the 

book. From the psychological point of view his shift to utopian thinking may be also 

explained by his nostalgia for the future, which, along with the more common nostalgia 

for the past, reveals his state of alienation from the present.
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As a hypothesis, I suggest that Vynnychenko’s displacement influenced his 

literary development and formal experimentations. Although as a politically engaged 

writer he was largely preoccupied with themes and ideas, as a major modernist he also 

exploited elements of symbolism (Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’). folklore and 

adventure narratives (“Olaf Stefenzon,” Soniachna mashyna) and Expressionism 

{Soniachna mashyna). The latter was obviously an impact of Weimar Germany, his new 

hostland. At the same time Vynnychenko’s imaginary return to his childhood (in the form 

of his children stories) were marked by strong features of realism. The relationship 

between geographical displacement and literary style is a poorly explored issue and 

would require further study, particularly in comparative terms.
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CHAPTER TWO 

FIRST DISPLACEMENT, 1907-1914

Vynnychenko’s first displacement can be considered the most informative for 

understanding the formation of Vynnychenko-the-writer. During this period his mind is 

focused mainly on the homeland; his writings as well include themes, settings, characters 

and problems from there. Although he enjoys his travels throughout Europe in the 

tradition of a modernist writer, he also experiences the predicament of his forceful exile, 

during which, however, he becomes the most popular and influential writer in the 

Ukrainian literary process. The year 1907 signifies a crucial turn in his literary career 

from realistic short stories about lower-class peasantry and workers to moral and 

philosophical plays and novels about the intelligentsia, with emphasis changing from 

social observations to modernist experiments and a struggle of ideas. In this chapter I will 

examine how the displaced condition influenced Vynnychenko’s writings during 1907- 

14. Specifically, starting from a general overview of displacement as an important 

attribute of Modernism, I discuss Vynnychenko as displaced modernist writer and his 

relationship with the homeland and the hostland.

2.1. Displacement and the Modernist Experience

2.1.1. Creativity and Travel in Perspective

Movement in space is intrinsically connected with the dialectics of the ‘same’ and the 

‘other,’ of external and internal change. Difference is a basis for new experience. Travel,
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thus, can be treated as an important form of approaching the other, it leads to new 

knowledge, change and new vision of the world and life. “[Mjovement in space is the 

first sign, the easiest sign, of change... Narrative is also nourished by change; in this 

sense journey and narrative implies one another,” writes Tzvetan Todorov (287). 

Moreover, physical travel often predates inner travel. That is why, probably. Somerset 

Maugham says that one must live in a minimum of three countries in order to begin to 

understand one’s own (Gurr, 25). “To be out of the country about which one is writing 

seems to be a vital prerequisite” (ibid., 17). This geographical distance, according to 

Gurr, creates “the pose of detachment” (145), which may help writers in redefining their 

identity and elaborating new attitude towards the homeland, hostland and world. It was, 

for instance, the most suitable way for Vynnychenko’s compatriot, Gogol, to contemplate 

and vivisect Russia from his Italian expatriation. He confesses: “ ...about Russia I can 

only write in Rome. Only there is it present to me in its entirety, in all its immensity” (qt. 

in Ely, 98).

But do we necessarily need to travel to better explore the world and ourselves? 

There is always a tendency to emphasize the inner or spiritual journey, practiced largely 

by religious persons and mystics, which echoes our discussion about inner and outer exile 

in Chapter One (cf. 17-18). Lieh Tzu, a Taoist author (IV BC), said:

Those who take great pains for exterior journeys do not know how to organize 

visits that one can make inside oneself. He who journeys outside is dependent on 

exterior things; he who makes interior visits can find in himself everything he needs.

This is the highest way to travel; while the journey of the one who depends on exterior 

things is a poor journey (qt. in Todorov, 290).

On the other hand, there are always those who substantiate travel as a necessary 

prerequisite for self-observation and self-development. As an ancient Arab aphorism
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says: “If the water of a pond remains still, it becomes stagnant, muddy, and fetid: it only 

remains clear if it moves and runs. The same is true of the man who travels" (ibid., 291). 

According to Montaigne, “[T]his great world... is the mirror in which we must look in 

order to recognize oneselves from the proper angle;” contact with others, he says, helps 

“to rub and polish our brain” (ibid., 291).

There always must be a balance between the self and the other and between 

sameness and change to maintain smooth continuity:

...the /  does not exist without a you. One cannot reach the bottom of oneself if 

one excludes others. The same holds true for knowledge of foreign countries and 

different cultures: the person who knows only his own home always runs the risk of 

confusing culture and nature, of making custom the norm, and of forming 

generalizations based on a single example: oneself (ibid., 292).

Within the historical context scholars define different kinds of travel: pilgrimage, 

“grand Tour,” philosophical, circumnavigation, travel for travel's sake, political, and 

scientific, etc. The overall sense of pilgrimage, either religious or secular, is to bring 

inner renewal, spiritual refreshment and purification:

Pilgrims are persons in motion—passing through territories not their own— 

seeking something we might call completion... We [are] creatures perpetually 

searching for passages that promise approach to another shore—a shore that will 

complete us... These physical passings through apertures can print themselves deeply 

into us, not in our physical senses alone but in our spiritual sense as well, so that what 

we apprehend outwardly becomes part of the lasting geography of our souls (Niebuhr,
7; 10).

Dalby Clift and Wallace B. Clift tie pilgrimage closely with travel. Among the 

reasons for pilgrimages, they name the following: curiosity, to get outside the normal 

routine of life, to reclaim lost or abandoned or forgotten parts of oneself, to admire
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something beautiful, to make a vacation more interesting and to prepare for death (61). In 

this respect, European cities were real cultural Meccas for writers all over the world. 

Malcolm Cowley, for instance, describes travel of American expatriate writers to Europe 

as a pilgrimage to a Holy Land.

Historically, migrant literary experiences of modem times, starting from the late 

eighteenth century to the nineteenth century, was considered to be a leading force in the 

development of European letters. Not surprisingly, the Danish critic George Brandes 

(1842-1927) started his six volume work. Main Currents in Nineteenth Century! 

Literature, from ‘emigrant’ literature. Speaking specifically about French emigre writers 

(i.e., Chateaubriand, Rousseau, Werther, Rene, Obermann, Nodier, Madame de Stael. and 

Barante) and their impact on European literary process, he indicates:

To me the emigrant literature seemed the natural starting-point indicated by 

history itself. Looked at from one point of view, this group prepares the way for the 

religious and political reaction in French literature; looked at from another, it prepares 

the way for the Romantic school in France... In a word, the emigrant literature 

constitutes the prologue to the great literary drama of the century (198).

Brandes, however, did not distinguish the nature of ‘emigrant’ experience as something 

specific, nor what made emigre writers a leading force in the development of letters.

The period of fin  de siecle was especially marked by (e)migrant experience of 

writers. This is largely explained by the enormous development of the capitalist 

production, new technologies, communications and urbanization. During 1890s and 

1900s major technological innovations considerably expanded the international 

movement and communication (the internal combustine engine, the diesel engine, the 

steam turbine, electricity, oil and petroleum as the new sources of power, the automobile.
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tho motor bus, the tractor, the aeroplane, the telephone, the typewriter, and the tape 

machine) (Bullock, 59):

The chance of casual international encounter... was greatly increased, and with 

it the rapidity with which ideas and opinions were exchanged across national frontiers.

A chart of the movements of artists, writers and thinkers in time and space during these 

years would doubtless reveal an astonishing incidence of random encounter... to create 

that spread of internationalism which... is the main merit and sign of Modernism. 

Translations proliferated, and this was accompanied by a marked improvement in their 

general quality, and a quickening of the speed with which they tended to follow the 

original publication (McFarlane, 78).

Displacement in space is considered an important characteristic of modernist 

experience (Bradbury, 96; White, 5). For many artists to be truly creative means to be 

displaced and extraterritorial. Many writers felt alienated and preferred a stance of 

detachment that gave them the possibility of observing society as if  from the sidelines. 

The powers of distance, which cultivate detachment, are characterized by uncertainty and 

ambivalence and bring “methods of objectivity” (Amanda Anderson). Detached writers, 

in Anderson’s opinion, could thoughtfully address the challenging moral questions. 

External and internal displacement became a wide-spread mode of writer’s response to 

their alienation and a form of their detachment. It facilitated their highly individualistic 

and aesthetic self-consciousness. Many a modernist writer was an expatriate from his/her 

homeland (to cite the most obvious examples: James Joyce, Thomas Eliot, Ezra Pound, 

Ernest Hemingway, Sinclair Lewis and William Faulkner). Joyce, for instance, claimed 

that “no one who has any self-respect stays in Ireland” (171). American expatriates 

voluntary fled from the extreme puritanicalness and commercialism of their society into 

“new prairies of the mind” of Europe (Cowley, 79). Many expatriates were not isolated
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exiles but hedonistic travelers thanks in part to the development of new means of fast 

transportation. Joyce lived in Triest, Zurich and Paris: Pound lived in England. France 

and Italy; Americans, while living in France, often traveled to other European countries 

(e.g., Italy, Greece, Spain, and Germany). They enjoyed their Bohemian way of life, a 

cult that originated in Paris from the middle of the nineteenth century as a revolt against 

conformity of bourgeois society.

Modernism created an atmosphere of international communication, concentrated 

mainly in big cities such as Paris, London, Berlin, Zurich, Prague, etc.

In these culture-capitals, sometimes, but not always, the national political 

capitals, right across Europe, a fervent atmosphere of new thought and new arts 

developed, drawing in not only young native writers and would-be writers, but artists, 
literaiy voyagers, and exiles from other countries as well. In these cities, with their 
cafes, and cabarets, magazines, publishers, and galleries, the new aesthetics were 
distilled; generations argued and movements contested; the new causes and forms 

became matters of struggle and campaign (Bradbury, 96).

Here is how the French art critic, Louis Vauxcelles, eye-witnessed artistic life in Paris in 

1912: “The ‘Salon d’Automne’ and the ‘Independants’ are full of Moldo-Walachians, 

Munichers, Slavs and Guatemalans... Sickened by the cafe-scene at home, they have 

landed here in hordes, crowding in a Matisse’s studio...” (qt. in Cahm, 167). For 

Gertrude Stein, an indispensable force in the artistic lifeblood of Paris, the city was a 

home town and centre of the universe: “It was in Paris that the fashions were made... art 

and literature [were] part o f it... Paris was the place that suited those of us that were to 

create the twentieth century art and literature... Naturally it was foreigners who did it” 

(11-13).
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Modernism brought a new type of culture—mobile, individualistic, cosmopolitan, 

urban, contradictory and experimental. The artistic intelligentsia became an international 

caste claiming its leading role in the reformation of society. New aesthetic and 

philosophical ideas (i.e., Marxism, Darwinism, Nietzscheanism, Bergsonianism. and 

Freudianism) brooded intensively in minds of modernist writers, inspiring them toward 

experiments with both styles and themes. A displaced writer or writer-traveler became a 

significant receiver and carrier of these new modernist tendencies.

2.1.2. Europe and Ukrainian Modernism

The changes in all spheres of life that took place in Europe did not escape Ukraine either. 

Modernist ideas permeate Ukrainian cultural life and made a significant impact on its 

intellectual and artistic milieu. Among the characteristics of Ukrainian Modernism, critics 

distinguishe anti-populism, individualism, urbanism, socialism, feminism, aesthetism. 

intellectualism, social and national preoccupation and Europeanness.1

Anti-populism was a visible factor of modernist ideology, largely because the 

Ukrainian society, being colonized and marginalized in the Russian Empire, was quite 

conservative and its culture relied heavily on folk patterns and realistic writings with 

emphases on the idealization of peasants’ life, schematic characters and didacticism. 

Among the most consistent supporters of isolationism and populism in Ukrainian 

literature was Ivan Nechui-Levyts’kyi (1838-1918), a leading realist. In his article

1 Having been neglected for a long time, Modernism became a subject o f special interest in Ukrainian 
literary studies. There were significant number o f recent works and discussions on this matter, including 
Populism and Modernism in Ukrainian Criticism: 1860-1920 (PhD Thesis, 1987) by Halyna Muchin. 
Dyskurs ukrains 'koho modernizmu (1997) by Solomea Pavlychko, Proiavlennia slova: dyskursiia rannioho 
ukrains’koho modernizmu (1997) by Tamara Hundorova; Discussion on Ukrainian modernism included 
works by Danylo Struk (“The Journal “Svit”: a Barometer o f Modernism”), Oleh Ilnytzkyj (“The 
Modernist Ideology and Mykola Khvylovyi”), Maxim Tamawsky (“Modernism in Ukrainian Prose”), and 
George Grabowicz (“Commentary: Exorcising Ukrainian Modernism”).
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“S’ohochasne literatume priamuvannia” [Contemporary Literary Directions] (1878) he 

argued for three main principles in Ukrainian literature—reality, nationality, and 

ethnicity—which should limit writers and direct them toward a realistic style, traditional 

literary forms, and a relevant literary content based on the life of the Ukrainian people 

[narod], and, more narrowly, the peasantry [muzhyky]:

If a writer feels a little bit himself a Ukrainian citizen and a part of the 

Ukrainian people and community, he must have a sacred obligation to render in his 

imagination and his heart that community, which groups around him, to share their joy 

and their sorrows, not to climb over to strange kitchen gardens and not to expose his 

soul to pictures of foreign non-Ukrainian life... We are told that the folk offers poor 

material for literature, that his individuality is little developed, that a poet does not find 

many different types and characters, that folk life is very spontaneous, and that 

peasants resemble each other like two small insects. Let it be so, but nonetheless 

Ukrainian people offer a lot of material for Ukrainian writers (1998a, 216).

During the debate about the emergence of Modernism in Ukrainian literature. 

Nechui-Levyts’kyi criticized it fiercely and lumped it with decadentism, symbolism, 

eroticism and even pornography. “...[0]ur people are very timid and neither like erotic 

stories nor know and have swear words in their vocabulary, except, probably, young 

factory workers who borrowed them from Russians [moskali] and from Russian 

villages...” (1998b, 234).

Not surprisingly, the modernist Lesia Ukrainka associated Nechui-Levyts’kyi 

with literary backwardness. Writing to Mykhailo Drahomanov, her uncle, she said: “For 

God’s sake, don’t judge us only through Nechui’s novels, otherwise you have to 

condemn us, the innocent, forever. At least I don’t know any intelligent character in 

Nechui’s novels. All Ukraine must appear silly if one trusted him” (qt. in Kosach- 

Kryvyniuk, 156).
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Serhii Iefremov (1876-1937), though much younger than Nechui-Levyts'kyi. was 

another rigorous adherent of traditionalism in Ukrainian literature and its role o f social 

engagement. In his Russian-language article “V poiskakh novoi krasoty" [In a Search for 

New Beauty] (1902) he criticized four modernist writers, OFha Kobylians'ka. Natalia 

Kobryns’ka, Katria Hrynevycheva and Hnat Khotkevych, for their "symbolism and 

decadentism,” finding these roots in European influence. He did not find any use for new 

European trends—with their formalism, aesthetism and intellectualism—which detracted 

from the depiction of the social life of local people. In his comment about Kobylians’ka's 

works he wrote: “...Miss Kobylians’ka takes a big sin on her soul by creating harmful, 

anti-social and corrupted unsteady minds, a trend in literature that will have, and already 

has had, serious consequences” (120).

The orientation toward Europe by Ukrainian modernists helped break the 

isolationism and provincialism of the Realist school. Solomea Pavlychko in her recent 

ground-breaking monograph on Ukrainian Modernism, Dyskurs modernizmu v 

ukrains’kii literaturi [Discourse of Modernism in Ukrainian Literature] (1997), wrote:

The perception of Western ideas, including ideas of modem Western 

philosophy and culture, was not simply a part of an abstract cultural experience but 

namely an issue of a cultural orientation for the intelligentsia which was self-conscious 

in the creation of its own culture.

The concept of ‘modernism’ came from the European West and revealed a 

common state of modernity connected with the change of aesthetic orientation at the 

end of the century (42-43).

In this ideological encroachment of European Modernism one could see a form of 

mind travel, which stimulated more openness to the “other” and created a desire to travel 

and see the world. This led to a kind of intellectual displacement in society that was
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reflected in discussions about new literary directions. The young modernist writers were 

well-educated. Lesia Ukrainka, for instance, knew several languages and translated from 

Russian, Polish, German, French, English, Italian and Old Greek. As early as in 1891. the 

twenty-year old Lesia Ukrainka, in her letter to Drahomanov writes from Vienna 

about Europeanness as a current tendency among the new generation of Ukrainian 

writers:

Our young people are now oriented toward the West. Thus, many of them are 

studying French, German, English, and Italian in order to be able to read foreign 

literature. I hope that if Ukrainians know more foreign literature, then maybe the 

strange dilettantism that is prevalent today will disappear from ours (1975, 10: 85).

Modernist ideas permeated the Ukrainian literary discourse in the late nineteenth 

century first in the works of writers from Western Ukraine which was part of Austro- 

Hungary at the time. Although modernist elements could be found already in writings of 

the realistic writer, Franko (he started his collection “Ziviale lystia" [Withered Leaves] in 

1886 and published it in 1896), its first representative can be considered the female 

writer, Ol’ha Kobylians’ka. She was nourished by German literary tradition and even 

wrote her first works in German. Kobylians’ka was the first who introduced Nietzschean 

ideas into Ukrainian literature and elaborated extensively on an image of the strong 

emancipated women in her works such as Liudyna [A Human Being] (1894), Tsarivna 

[The Princess] (1896), and “Pryroda” [Nature] (1897). Writers from “Moloda Muza” 

[Young Muse] (i.e. Petro Karmans’kyi, Vasyl’ Pachovs’kyi and Bohdan Lepkyi and
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other) established the first literary group which utilized modernist principles in their 

works.2

Modernist preoccupations in the Russian part of Ukraine emerged almost 

simultaneously. We saw how Lesia Ukrainka emphasized Ukrainian youth’s interest in 

contemporary European writings, and her first modernist drama, Blakytna iroianda [Blue 

Rose], was written in 1896. She wrote in her letter to Kobylians’ka that she too was 

familiar with Nietzschean ideas but they did not affect her with the phenomenon of the 

“blond superman” (Kosach-Kryvyniuk, 483). The first manifesto of Modernism appeared 

in the Russian part of Ukraine. It was published by Mykola Voronyi in the almanac Z-nad 

khmar i dolyn [From Above the Clouds and Valleys] (Odesa, 1903), in which he stated 

that “our intellectual no longer wants to read our literature and our poets. His aesthetic 

taste, nourished by the best European literary works (even if they are in Russian 

translations) and by Russian literature, feels only aversion to Ukrainian ones” 

(Pavlychko, 99). Critics affiliated with the journal TJkrains ’ka khata [Ukrainian House] 

(1909-14) located in Kyiv (i.e., Mykola Ievshan, Mykola Sriblians’kyi (Mykyta 

Shapoval), Pavlo Bohats’kyi and Andrii Tovkachevs’kyi) also followed the modernist 

principles in art and were opposed to the traditional orientation of Ukrainian literature 

towards folk cliches and realistic narratives. Besides works of Ukrainian modernists, the 

journal, for instance, published literary and scholarly works by European writers such as 

Maurice Maeterlinck, Charles Baudelaire, Knut Hamsun, Heinrich Mann, Soren 

Kierkegaard, Peter Altenberg, to name but a few.

2 In his article, “Moloda Muza” (JDilo, 1907, no. 249) which is also considered to be an unofficial manifesto 
o f the group, Ostap Luts’kyi called their main objectives—criticism of utilitarianism and aesthetism. He did 
not object to social and patriotic motifs but they must be embodied in a good poetic form. Among the most 
influential writers Luts’kyi named Nietzsche, Ibsen, Maeterlinck and Baudelaire.
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There was a ‘fear/attraction* dichotomy concerning the encroachment of 

European Modernism into Ukrainian cultural space. For instance. Ivan Franko, a leading 

Ukrainian critic and writer demanded a critical attitude toward ‘the most recent Parisian 

fashion” and writers such as Nietzsche, Baudelaire, Verlaine, Maeterlinck, Ibsen and 

Ame Garborg (1976, 31: 35). His younger contemporary, Mykola Ievshan from 

Ukrains’ka khata, also warns against blind emulation of foreign patterns, proposing a 

thoughtful synthesis of various traditions: “...[T]he main thing is that, having close 

contacts with foreign literatures, we must not lose original features of our own and not 

force ourselves to put on foreign clothes, albeit very attractive, so as not to undermine our 

literature with elements of foreign literatures...” (1998a, 312). Ievshan's position and that 

of other members of Ukrains’ka khata reflected the tension between aesthetism and 

utilitarianism, which manifested itself in their criticism of futurist experiments by the 

young poet, Mykhail’ Semenko. In their review of Semenko’s book, Derzannia 

[Bravado] (1914), the critics, Ievshan (1998b) and Sriblians’kyi (1914), criticized the 

poet’s destruction of language and rebuked his emulations of Russian Futurism.

Ukrainian Modernism, as many critics argue (Ilnytzkyj, Pavlychko, Hundorova), 

was not purely an aesthetic phenomenon. Ilnytzkyj, for instance, points to how 

Modernism included also social themes [hromads’ka tema] (1991, 261). As the poet 

Voronyi wrote: “My friend, I like beauty like my native Ukraine.” Ilnytzkyj argues that 

the modernists recast Ukrainian culture in their own elitist image and saw the defense of 

this new high culture as their highest social mission. Ukrainian Modernism thus 

undermined the role of Russian culture in Ukrainian society and turned Ukrainian
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populist literature into a form of low brow culture. We shall see how this tension between 

aesthetism and social and national preoccupation works in Vynnychenko’s writings.

2.1.3. Ukrainian Writers in Europe

With the intellectual roots of European Modernism sketched in, we can now focus on 

how the physical aspects of displacement influenced Ukrainian artists and writers. In 

examining this question, I noted that most, if  not all, modernist writers were travelers, 

expatriates, or exiles, who were exposed to new possibilities of international contacts. 

Franko named communication a ‘sign of the epoch,’ which led to new tendencies and the 

“internationalization of literary tastes and interests.” Among the characteristics of this 

process, he names the

break of old geographic, state, and ethnic borders, the enormous development 

of communication, limitless expansion of literary horizons, common ideas and ideals in 

the writing of one generation in different countries, similarity of literary taste in some 

social strata of different nations, the dominance of certain traditions and literary 

fashions throughout the entire civilized world of our time (1976, 31: 33).

There were different causes for displacement—educational, artistic, medical, 

political, or simply tourism. Lesia Ukrainka, for instance, traveled a lot for medical 

reasons (e.g., Italy, Austria, Egypt, the Crimea, and the Caucasus). After arriving in 

Vienna, her first impression was that she had entered a different world:

Sitting here ...I look around at this Europe and Europeans; certainly, sitting 

here on the sidelines, you cannot see everything, but you can still see something. My 

first impression was as if I had arrived in some sort of different world—a better world, 
a freer one...
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Then that bright impression became somewhat less so, but from the very 

beginning this contrast between our life and the life here almost dazzled me (Letter to 

Mykhailo Drahomanov from 17 March 1891,1975, 10: 83, 85).

She observes this new, more cosmopolitan way of life, attends the theatre, has 

meetings in cafes and generally has more opportunities for socializing:

Then in the evening, when we go to the theatre or stay at home, or go to a 

cafe... to the so-called Schember, there is always someone from among the 

‘Ruthenians’ sitting there, there is always a group of Serbs playing billiards, and there 

are also Germans and all sorts of people of other nationalities. That cafe is interesting 

because it has various Slavic newspapers, Galician populist and Moscophile, Polish, 

Czech, Serbian, Croatian, Bulgarian, and all sorts of other newspapers. People here... 

write notes, conduct debates, they even write ‘appeals,’ in general, here they feel more 

‘at home’ than at home. Finally, as I have already mentioned, people here live more on 

the street than at home, and it would be strange for them to imagine staying all day at 

home and not go anywhere (Letter to Mykhailo Kosach from 25 February 1891, ibid., 

74-75).

More interesting, however, is the fact that she realizes that her vision of her 

homeland has changed during this encounter with Europe. This causes a cultural rift in 

her perception of the homeland, which has to be mended, and psychological trauma, 

which has to be healed:

As soon as we arrived and saw how people were living here, I understood 

Galician life and relations better. After comparing what seemed to me to be useful, 

good, and necessary in Ukraine to the local life, these same things seemed so 

miserable, stupid, useless, or even harmful. The problem is that most of our Ukrainian 

community only reads the wretched Russian press and because of that it does not see 

the world as it should—not what is at the window nor what is beyond the window.

Now it will be even more difficult for me in my homeland than before. I’m 

ashamed that we are so unfree, that we wear shackles, and sleep peacefully under them.

So, I have awakened and it is difficult, pitiful and painful (Letter to Mykhailo 

Drahomanov from 17 March 1891, ibid., 83, 85).
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Lesia Ukrainka's temporary geographical displacement contributed to an inner 

displacement in her native society. The main protagonist of her works is typically an 

alienated and lonely neo-romantic hero who challenges human, social, and moral 

corruption on the way to individual and national freedom. This encounter often ends in 

death (e.g., Antaeus in Orhtia [Orgy] and Liubov in Blakytna troianda [Blue Rose]). 

Interestingly, all her dramatic poems but one, Blakytna troianda, have a foreign setting: 

ancient Greece (Orhiia), the ancient Jewish world (Na poli krovi [On the Field of 

Blood]), ancient Rome {Rufin i Prystsila [Rufin and Priscilla], V katakombakh [In the 

Catacombs]), pioneer America (V pushchi [In the Wilderness]), and old Muscovy 

(.Boiarynia [The Boiar Woman]). Her contemporaries criticized the writer for this 

“escape” from the homeland, although the main ideas of her works—aspirations to 

freedom, dignity of the self, the denunciation of moral hypocrisy and the undermining of 

colonial discourse—were a response to her struggling society:

Gradually, a clear-cut turning point occurs in her writing: that strong and 

powerful voice of the poet-citizen sounds more and more quiet, and Lesia Ukrainka 

more often escapes deep into past ages, as though to find there a refuge or shelter from 

bitter reality and to weaken the feeling of her own loneliness ... The exotic settings of 

her last works helped her to abstract images from modem reality and helped to express 

her thoughts in their pure, unobscured form (Ieffemov 1919,2: 526-27).

Inner displacement, thus, gave her an important modernist stance of distance and 

detachment, and the possibilities to transcend everyday life by focusing more on the 

world of ideas.

In a letter to Kotsiubyns’kyi, Mykola Voronyi, who lived in Vienna and studied in 

L’viv, also writes about the spirit of freedom in Europe: “After the Russian stench and
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hopeless boring ‘everyday routine,' I breathe much more freely here, and if it continues 

like this (eight months have already passed since I left my ‘beloved homeland'), it is 

possible that I’ll settle here for good” (Maznyi, 1: 153).

Kotsiubyns’kyi was a prominent modernist writer who, like Vynnychenko, started 

with realistic stories (“Ialynka” [The Christmas-Tree], “Tsipoviaz” [The Flail-Maker]. 

and “Piatyzlotnyk” [The Five Zloty Coin]) but later developed his impressionistic 

technique through deep psychological explorations of life’s ambiguities (“Tsvit iabluni" 

[The Apple-Tree Blossom], “Lialechka” [Dolly], and “Intermezzo,” etc). Kotsiubyns’kyi 

also traveled a lot and created beautiful sketches about Moldova (“Dlia zahal’noho 

dobra” [For the General Good], “Pe-koptior” [a Moldovan phrase meaning ‘To the 

Oven’] and “Vid’ma” [Witch]); the Crimea (“Na kameni” [On the Rock], “Pid 

minaretamy” [Beneath the Minarets], and “V putakh shaitana” [In the Devil’s Chains]); 

and Italy (“Khvala zhyttiu” [Glory to Life] and “Na ostrovi” [On the Island]). Whereas he 

would travel to Moldova and the Crimea on business, he traveled to Capri for medical 

reasons. This Italian island was his favourite place and he visited there several times, 

encountering Gorky and other writers. On Capri Kotsiubyns’kyi wrote a number o f works 

(“Lyst” [The Letter], “Koni ne vynni” [The Horses Are Not to Blame] and “Podarunok 

na imenyny” [The Birthday Present]). Interestingly, Kotsiubyns’kyi met Vynnychenko 

for the first time “abroad,” i.e., in L’viv (then part of Austro-Hungary). “I saw 

Kotsiubyns’kyi here, and I liked him very much,” Vynnychenko writes to Chykalenko (4 

June 1909).3 Their next meeting took place again in L’viv a year later (22 December

All Vynnychenko’s letters to Chykalenko come from one archival source and will be cited with the date 
of writing.
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1910).4 Neither Kotsiubyns’kyi nor Lesia Ukrainka ever visited the two large centres of 

the Russian Empire, Moscow and Saint-Petersburg, to which members of the Ukrainian 

intelligentsia gravitated during the nineteenth century (e.g., Gogol, Taras Shevchenko, 

and Panteleimon Kulish, to name a few).

It was much easier for writers and artists from Western Ukraine to travel. Vasyl' 

Stefanyk, who wrote almost exclusively about the Galician peasantry, studied in Krakow 

at the Jagiellonian University. Instead of pursuing medicine, he fell in love with literature 

after immersing himself in the Bohemian atmosphere of Polish Modernism and 

establishing close relationships with the writers of “Young Poland.” Bohdan Lepkyi and 

Ostap Luts’kyi, members of “Moloda muza,” also studied in Krakow. Petro Karmans’kyi 

studied at the Vatican (1900-1904), traveled to Canada in 1913, and later to Vienna. 

Rome, and Brazil. Karmans’kyi offered two explanations for his stay in the Vatican: his 

difficult material situation and his desire to learn more about ancient Italian culture. It is 

thus a mistake to consider this trip one of “the most tragic of Karmans’kyi’s mistakes,” as 

S. Shakhovs’kyi has written. I agree with the critic Mykola Il’nyts’kyi, who refuted 

Shakhovs’kyi’s approach: “Isn’t it natural for a young man to want to travel and crave to 

see the world!” (5). Karmans’kyi’s attitude toward travel can be traced in his novel 

Kiltsia rozhi [Rings of the Rose].5 The novel portrays Ukrainian artistic expatriates in 

Rome and contains numerous references to the city’s history and contemporary realities. 

The main protagonist, Petrovych, Karmans’kyi’s alter-ego, expresses his dissatisfaction 

with the cultural milieu in the homeland, which spurs him to flee to Europe. Petrovych is

4 For more details see Kapriis’ki sivzhety: “italiis’ka” proza Mykhaila Kotsiubyns ’koho i Volodymyra 
Vynnychenka. Uporiadnyk Volodymyr Panchenko. Kyiv: Fakt, 2003. [Capri: Experiments and 
Experimenters].
5 It was completed in 1921 and published in Suchasnist ’ 3 (1989): 17-25,4: 2-27.
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willing to “go abroad every year” because it “enriches his spirit, refreshes him. and 

prevents him from despising his own society to the end. Abroad, he writes his best 

poetry, whereas life among his own people saps his creative powers and condemns him to 

sterile boredom” {Suchasnisf 4: 22-23).6

Les’ Kurbas, the founder of the modernist Ukrainian theatre, began his career in 

Vienna where he studied philology and theosophy at the Department of Philosophy 

(1907-08). Among his readings were works by George Brandes, Henri Bergson and 

especially Rudolph Steiner, “an idol of European students.” Much of the time Kurbas 

attended theatre performances in Vienna, watching plays by Shakespeare (e.g., Hamlet. 

Macbeth, and King Lear) and Ibsen (e.g., Nora) (Komiienko, Makaryk).

The most famous Ukrainian artist of the time was almost certainly the sculptor 

Alexander Archipenko. He arrived in Paris in 1908 (the same year as Vynnychenko) and 

soon established himself as one of the most innovative and influential sculptors of the 

day. He was an active participant of Parisian and European artistic life, exhibiting his 

works in France, Holland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, and the US. Among the artists with 

whom he forged close relationships were Fernand Leger, Guillaume Apollinaire, Amedeo 

Modigliani, and Constantin Brancusi.

Certainly, we have to take into account the difference between the older 

generation, represented by Nechui-Levyts’kyi, and the young modernists, but the latter’s 

expatriation and openness to the world and new ideas can be seen as an important factor 

in their development. Expatriation and travel constitute a significant part of the modernist 

discourse that contributes to modernist writing, especially the undermining of tradition

6 For more details on Karmans’kyi’s novel and his relationship with Italy, see Ilnytzkyj, Oleh. “Italy in the 
Works o f  Petro Karmansky.” Journal o f  Ukrainian Studies. 27, nos. 1-2 (Summer-Winter 2002): 79-91.
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and encouragement of new ideas and critical reflections on society. Writers who are 

expatriates or travelers play an important and vital role in bridging the self and the other, 

one’s own culture and the culture of other nations. Without these envoys, their native 

culture would have been more limited and would have developed at a much slower pace. 

Without these adventurers, the international world of art would have lacked a competitive 

spirit of quest and experimentation.

2.2. Vynnychenko as a Displaced European Modernist Writer

Without a doubt Vynnychenko fits this paradigm of the displaced European writer, 

although in some ways his displacement is different from, say, that o f Lesia Ukrainka or 

Kotsiubyns’kyi. Vynnychenko’s is largely defined by his specific ideological 

preoccupation and the nature of his displacement: involuntary exile. Here I am going to 

touch on Vynnychenko’s Modernism in general, but will focus mainly on those attributes 

pertinent to displacement. Two aspects may be identified: 1) ideological; and 2) physical. 

The ideological aspect embraces the artistic and philosophical ideas (e.g., 

Nietzscheanism, Bergsonism, Marxism, and the works of modernist writers) that 

influenced Vynnychenko’s writings. The physical aspect implies presence in the 

hostland, which leads to travel, communication with people, education, and intellectual 

growth, and also provides a sense of individual freedom.

Vynnychenko, like other Ukrainian modernist writers (e.g., Kotsiubyns’kyi and 

Lesia Ukrainka) grew up on traditional Ukrainian literature with its folk elements and
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social engagement (his first works, the poem “Poviia”7 [The Prostitute] and the story 

“Narodnyi diiach” [The People’s Activist], 1901, were written in this vein but published 

later). However, in his first published work, the story “Krasa i syla” [Beauty and 

Strength] (1902), he announced his departure from traditional realistic narrative and 

proclaimed his interest in modernist ideas. The story depicts two criminals. IFko and 

Andrii, who symbolize beauty and strength for Motria, a woman they both love. Many 

see Vynnychenko as a “transitional” writer, who combined and transformed realistic 

tradition into a modernist one. Mykola Zhulyns’kyi, for example, says:

Vynnychenko the writer is a distiguished figure, who synthesized the essential 

characteristics of the transitional period—from critical realism to modernism. He was 

destined through his writings to build an ideological and aesthetic ‘bridge’ to new 

Ukrainian literature stimulated by European art and to create an original artistic world 

(1993,485).

Like other Ukrainian modernist writers, Vynnychenko never entirely broke with 

“engaged” literature. At the same time he always expressed an interest in the formal 

aspects of his writing and especially in new themes. Often provocative and innovative, 

his themes—such as morality, love, family, art, biological instincts, and philosophy of 

life—served as the best indicators of his modernist preoccupation.

For a better understanding of this “dual side” in Vynnychenko’s works, we have 

to address his interest in Marxism, an ideology that exerted a lifelong, powerful influence 

on the Ukrainian writer. This can be explained by his active political stance aimed at the 

radical transformation of the current social and political system of capitalist society, 

including the Russian Empire. Vynnychenko, who was one of the leaders of the

7 This is the only poetic work by Vynnychenko in which he emulates patterns from works of such 
nineteenth-century writers as Taras Shevchenko and Panas Mymyi. He refused to publish this apprentice 
work until the Ukrainian Academy o f Science published it in 1929.
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Ukrainian Social-Democratic Workers’ Party, to a great extent defined the intellectual 

orientation of this party.8

During the fin-de-siecle period Marxism was considered a real modernist force 

helping to undermine traditional bourgeois values. Support for Marxist and socialist ideas 

was very strong among the intelligentsia and bohemians in Europe (e.g.. Wilde. Joyce, 

and American expatriates). Here is how Cowley describes the harmony of these two 

trends: “[T]he two currents were hard to distinguish. Bohemians read Marx and all the 

radicals had a touch of the bohemian: it seemed that both types were fighting in the same 

cause. Socialism, free love, anarchism, syndicalism, free verse— all these creeds were 

lumped together by the public” (66). For Vynnychenko, living in the Russian imperial 

context, Marxism meant total liberation—social, national, and individual— and the 

creation o f an egalitarian society. At the same time, Marxism as an “absolute narrative” 

tended to impose its own ideological paradigm, whose main essence was “engaged 

literature.” This Marxist dichotomy was revealed in Vynnychenko’s article, 

“Sposterezhennia neprofesionala. Marksyzm i mystetstvo” (1913). On the one hand, the 

writer recognized the progressive qualities o f Marxism, which is a “new world... with a 

new way of reacting to life” [hobhh CBiT... 3 hobhm chocoSom pearyBaHHfl Ha xchttji] 

(426). The creative force of Marxism was an important feature, which equated it with 

Modernism in art: “Marxism is above all movement. Movement without breaks and rests, 

creative and destructive” [I nepm yctoro— MapncH3M e pyx. Pyx 6e3 nepepBH, 6e3 

cnoHHHKy, TBopHHH i pyiffiyiOHKH] (427). On the other hand, Vynnychenko ascribed 

these progressive qualities exclusively to Marxists. Following Marx’s principle o f history

8 In his memoirs Mykola Halahan describes Vynnychenko as a main proponent o f a radical wing, ‘faction 
directe’, whereas another leader o f  the party, Mykola Porsh, was more inclined toward the evolutionary 
way (122-23).
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as a “class straggle,” he pointed out that fervent Marxists must ignore universal values 

and recognize only class values, as they reflect this historical straggle of classes. In his 

radical Manichaean approach he disregards tradition, which he associates with bourgeois 

culture that “has become a thing of the past... it is already decaying and poisoning life 

with putrid vapours...” [ c w k h j i o  c b o c . . .  BjKC t h h c  i rm H H H M H  BunapaMH oTpvioe 

j k h t t j i . . . ]  (429). Hence, the writer was critical of pure aestheticism, excessive self- 

reflection, and formal experimentations without clear ideas. He speaks ironically of those 

who like to complain, “wrap themselves in a disguise of silly self-esteem,” be fond of 

loneliness and “paint their garments in romantic, demonic, satanic, and 'symbolist' 

colours...” [^apdyioTi, cboT  psmemra b  pOMaHTmmi, fleMOHium, c a T a H ic T m m i. 

“cHMBOJiicTHmji” KOJitopH...] (428). For a true Marxist “,..[T]his feature is only worth 

pity and disgust...” [ . . .[E Q jw  M apKCHCTa ca pnca rizma -rijitK H  acamo Ta o f h ^ h . . . ]  (428). 

In practice, however, he made pragmatic use of these “symbolist colours” if they 

corresponded well to his ideas (e.g., Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’).9 Significantly, the 

optimistic tone of his thought was expressed at the end of Vynnychenko’s first 

displacement, in 1913, when his main heroes, Khoma (Rivnovaha) and Stel'mashenko 

(Po-svii, Bozhky) were already broken down and tired of being lonely. In 

“Sposterezhennia neprofesionala,” Vynnychenko reveals rather his rational ideological 

position, which competes with his subjective artistic commitment. The tension between 

these two poles was a specific feature of Vynnychenko’s Modernism, which surfaced in a 

number of works (e.g., “Olaf Stefenzon”). Even though Marxism and socialism were still 

constructive and progressive forces in that they undermined bourgeois traditions and

9 In the 1920s Vynnychenko began using symbolist elements more extensively. In particular, he defined his 
novel Soniachna mashyna as a work o f “symbolist realism.”
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established modernist norms, in the writings of this period aesthetic principles ruled over 

ideology more often than not.

Another philosophical trend that strongly influenced Vynnychenko during this 

period was Nietzscheanism.10 Pavlo Khrystiuk focused special attention on this question 

in his article. "V. Vynnychenko and F. Nietzsche,” which was published in 1913, when 

Vynnychenko was in exile. Traces of Nietzschean philosophy may be found in a number 

of works (e.g., Shchabli zhyttia [Ladders of Life] (1907), Memento [Memento] (1909), 

and Chesnist' z soboiu, etc) inasmuch as this strengthened a new type of revolutionary 

hero. The character of Myron Kupchenko in Chesnist ’ z  soboiu most explicitly reflects 

this philosophical trend. Kupchenko’s attachment to power is vividly expressed in the 

final paragraphs, where he and his new wife, Dara, contemplate the tragic events that had 

befallen the members of the KyseFs’kyi’ family, including the death of Vira Kysel’s’ka. 

all of them representatives of the old tradition and moral hypocrisy:

Lfio jk ?  CwibHe jk h b c , cna6e nm e, MepTBHX He BOCKpecnm A aejiKHX i 

BOCKpema™ He TpeSa... E, noro TaM! Ot aHBRnacb n Ha h h x .  I rope Yxhc HKecb... 

TpyxjiflBe. 3KanyBaTH Yx HaBiTb axocb cepno3Ho He MOJKHa... 3 TpyniB BHxojwrb 

jk h t t j i ?  Bee OJIHO, Hexan 3BiaKH xowe BHxoaHTb, a6n jk h t t j i !  > K h th  xony! } K h th , 

MnpoHe, p o 6 h th ,  t b o p h t h  h  pyfiHyBaTb. IIpaBna? Toai. TpyniB He BocxpecHTb. 

IloMoraH jk h b v lu h m  (267-268).

What of it? The strong live and the weak die. The dead can’t be resurrected.

And some of the dead shouldn’t be resurrected... Well! I watched them. Even their 

grief is somehow...rotten. One cannot even seriously feel sorry for them... Does life 

come from corpses? Regardless of where it comes from, it must be life! I want to live!

To live, Myron, to work, to create and to destroy. Right? Enough. Corpses cannot be 
resurrected. Help the living.

10 Nietzscheanism in Vynnychenko’s works is discussed in detail in Kaspryk, Andrew. Volodymyr 
Vynnychenko's Nietzschean Revolutionary Hero. PhD Thesis. U o f Illinois at Chicago, 2000 (UMI 
Accession Number 9978618).
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Vynnychenko’s first novel, Chesnist ’ z  soboiu, is one of his most controversial 

and scandalous works, reminiscent in this sense of the works of such modernist writers as 

Joyce, Wilde, et al. He started writing it in Ukrainian, but because of objections from 

Ukrainian critics and journal editors he was forced to complete the novel and publish it in 

Russian (“Zemlia,” 1911). The real cause of this conflict was the writer’s attempt to write 

on a variety of provocative modernist issues, like love and family relationships, sex. 

prostitution, for which Ukrainian society was not prepared.

Vynnychenko’s admiration for Nietzsche inspired him to translate Also Sprach 

Zarathustra.n Khrystiuk assumed that the idea of “honesty with oneself’ came from this 

poem (1913, 289). Vynnychenko’s interest in Nietzsche was a sore spot with his critics 

(Chykalenko, Iefremov), as it justified a very individualistic stance that was not tolerated 

by proponents of realism and utilitarianism in literature, never mind Marxists. The 

Nietzschean idea of a strong individual became Vynnychenko’s philosophical and moral 

imperative that percolated through many of his works. In the play Memento he depicts a 

new man, the painter VasyP Kryvenko, who struggles between paternal instinct and the 

moral principle of honesty with oneself. Eventually Kryvenko refuses to be a “slave of 

blind instinct” and chooses the principle of rationalism, in whose name he allows his 

new-bom, unwanted child to catch cold from an open window and die.

Both male and female characters with a strong will figure in Vynnychenko’s other 

works: Natalia Pavlivna (Brekhnia), Ryta and Snizhynka (Chorna Pantera i Bilyi 

Vedmid’), Khoma (Rivnovaha), Zabolot’ko (Zapovit bat’kiv) and Stel’mashenko (Po-svii 

and Bozhky). However, what made Vynnychenko’s characters different from Nietzsche’s

" The manuscript was never published and remains in Vynnychenko’s archive in Kyiv (Panchenko 1998).
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was that the Ukrainian writer's individualism was never so extreme and became largely 

his own dilemma. As a true Marxist, he opposes individualism (“Sposterezhennia 

neprofesionala”), although as a modernist writer Vynnychenko always feels detachment 

and distance from society. In a letter to Chykalenko he writes: “I am not satisfied with 

individualism as a sociological category. I find it one-sided, similar to an opposite theory', 

which claims the dominance of ‘we’ over T ” (qt. in Krutikova, 79). Although 

Vynnychenko’s heroes often articulate collectivist ideas, in reality' they remain more 

often lonely and in conflict with their society. For instance, the main protagonist of the 

novel Bozhky and the writer’s alter-ego, Vadym Stel’mashenko, is depicted as a person 

with the “armour of an anchoret who has a breach” (14) thus emphasizing the dominance 

of individualism. This type of strong but alienated individual will figure in 

Vynnychenko’s later works: Max Stor (Soniachna mashyna), the prophet Amar (Prorok), 

and Yvonne Volven (.Leprozorii), revealing to a large extent the writer’s own tension 

between the collective and the individual.

The influence of the French philosopher Henry Bergson on European Modernism 

was also considerable. His concept of consciousness, the important role of intuition, and 

the stream of life was the main challenge to a mechanistic view of nature. Bergson’s 

ideas appealed to Vynnychenko for their contradictions, mystery, and strangeness 

[chudnyi]. He wrote some notes concerning the works o f the French philosopher in his 

diary: “Stream of impressions. Today a man = a. b. c. d. Tomorrow = b. a. d. e. f., etc. 

There is a different reaction to the same phenomenon today and tomorrow (Bergson)” 

(Shchodennyk 1: 121). Bergson’s influence is especially evident in the stories “Moment” 

[A Moment] and “Promin’ sontsia” [A Ray of the Sun], In “Moment” (1907)
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Vynnychenko depicts a chance meeting between a young woman and a young man. both 

supposedly revolutionaries, when they are illegally crossing the border. Their encounter 

represents a moment o f happiness, for both of them are taken out o f the stream of 

everyday life that is manifested through their mutual passion for each other and 

comparison with nature. The narrator emphasizes the natural way of life, opposing it to 

social conventions: “I like these small insects and birds, these small unconscious 

protestants against the hypocrisy o f  their elder brother—man" [JIkdojiio uhx Ky3bOK, 

nTamoK, imx MajieHtKHX, HecBiuoMux npoiecxaHTiB npoTH jinueMip'x CTapmoro opara 

CBoro—jikwhhh] (498). The narrator pretends that these small insects speak to him: 

“Here, look, we don’t need to hide, we don’t have illegitimate children, we don’t have 

passports, moralities, “codes of punishments,” we are just small, healthy, pure cynics” 

[Ha, .ztHBHCb, naM He Tpe6a xoBaracb, y Hac HeMa He3aKOHHopoxcneHHx. y Hac HeMa 

namnopTiB, MopajiiB, “yjioxceHiH o HaKa3aHkx”, mh ManeHbxi, 3jtopoBi, HHcri uhhIkh] 

(498). The unnamed heroes’ sudden desire for each other is a manifestation of intuition 

and the spontaneous stream of life. But rational principles are imposed on the human 

mind that restricts human behaviour. The narrator decides to remember this moment of 

spontaneous happiness, although the conflict between the natural and the social haunts 

him, as it haunts the characters in Vynnychenko’s other works.

In “Promin’ sontsia” (1912), the writer depicts two convicts, one short and the 

other tall, both of whom are condemned to death. On their way to the place of execution, 

the short man cries, protests, and becomes hysterical, while the tall man looks resigned 

but full of inner energy. He spots a sun beam and the blue sky. Attempting to flee, he is 

killed. Vynnychenko describes the different reactions of the soldiers and officers to the
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execution: Sydorkevych cannot reconcile himself to it but has to follow orders, Zabomyi 

faints, and the rest just avert their faces. The story reveals Vynnychenko’s interest in 

human psychology and complexity and the variability of human behaviour.12

Dissatisfied with the backwardness of Ukrainian letters, Vynnychenko had great 

admiration for the works of European writers. In his dissertation Panchenko thoroughly 

examines Vynnychenko’s ■writings in the European literary context of 1902-1920. citing 

numerous examples of his generic and typological ties with writers, such as Guy de 

Maupassant, Gabriele d’Annunzio, Henrik Ibsen, Emile Zola, Knut Hamsun, August 

Strindberg, Stanislaw Przybyszewski, Fedor Dostoyevsky, and Maxim Gorky. This critic 

compares the motif of a child homicide in Vynnychenko’s works {Memento, Po-svii and 

Zapysky kyrpatoho Mejistofelia) with one in Maupassant’s story “The Confession” 

(1884) and d’Annunzio’s novel L ’lnnocente (1892). Suicide appears as an argument in 

both Vynnychenko’s play Brekhnia and Ibsen’s play The Wild Duck (1884). Chorna 

Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ resembles Zola’s novel Painters. “Istoriia Iakymovoho budynku” 

is an elaboration of Miguel de Cervantes’s theme from Don Quixote (1605), in which 

Anselmo asks his friend Lothario to test the fidelity of his wife Camilla. Eventually, both 

fall in love and flee from Anselmo, an event that leads to an unhappy ending.

The works of the Pole Przybyszewski were quite popular among Ukrainian 

modernist writers. Lesia Ukrainka in her article “Zametki o noveiishei pol’skoi literature” 

[Notes on the New Polish Literature] (1900) called him a “champion” of Modernism, 

who preferred “feelings to mind” (1965, 131). Vynnychenko, revealing the modernist 

preoccupation with human feelings and instincts, devoted considerable attention to these

’■ Interestingly, Kotsiubyns’kyi elaborated on the theme o f the death penalty perceived through the eyes o f  
a child in the story “Podarunok na imenyny” [The Birthday Present] written on Capri in the same year 
(1912) as Vynnychenko’s “Promin’ sontsia.”
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questions in his writings ('‘Moment” and “Promin’ sontsia”), although he sought to 

counterbalance them with reasoning (the influence of positivism and Marxist 

materialism). In 1911 Vynnychenko notes in his diary: “Przybyszewski has a mystery'... 

There is no action [in his writings] but only the life of a soul... Przybyszewski reflects 

modem life. He has a sense of what a modem man must be” (Shchodennyk 1: 42). In 

tribute to the Polish writer, Vynnychenko gave lectures on his writings in L’viv and Paris.

Especially popular in the Ukrainian literary discourse were Scandinavian writers, 

such as Strindberg, Hamsun, Ibsen, Bjomson, and Garborg. Commenting on Garborg's 

novel Den bortkomne faderen [The Fugitive Father], Vynnychenko calls him a “sincere, 

whole-hearted, really creative and truly suffering” writer (ibid., 145).

Obviously, Vynnychenko was a part of this contemporary modernist discourse, 

and, as Panchenko argues, it would be difficult to examine his works without noting his 

connections with European literary trends:

Tiying to ‘open a window on Europe,' this writer [Vynnychenko] had an on

going discussion with many predecessors and contemporaries, sensitively responding 

to changes of literaiy fashions and to aesthetic quests both in Western European and 

Russian literature. Vynnychenko, as a phenomenon of Ukrainian literature, cannot be 

studied without his numerous artistic interests and references that include the 

implementation and transformation of foreign experience, as well as polemics with it 

('http://www.librarv-kr.Ua/books/panchenko/p 1 .shtml#').

On the other hand, Vynnychenko’s physical presence in Europe significantly 

extended and modified his modernist worldview and helped to develop his new vision of 

the homeland and hostland. Certainly, there was a pragmatic reason behind 

Vynnychenko’s decision to leave his homeland for an indefinite period o f time, as he was 

awaiting trial, after which he could have likely been exiled to Siberia—the route for
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many convicted revolutionaries.13 Even if  it was an attempt to evade impending 

imprisonment the creative and gifted twenty-seven-year-old writer tried to transform the 

bitterness of exile into enjoyment of expatriation and travel, to broaden his world outlook 

and look at things from a different perspective. “Banishment and withdrawal lead to 

adventure, discovery, and eventual resolution,” Edwards writes (20). Moreover, the life 

of Europe, exuberant with cultural events, attracted talented artists and intellectuals (the 

writer addressed this theme in the play Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ and the story 

“Olaf Stefenzon,” which I shall examine later).

Literary critics have tended to see Vynnychenko’s displacement mainly in terms 

of hardship, of longing for the homeland. Their critiques are full o f such expressions as 

“difficult emigration” (Doroshkevych, 219), “the emigrant’s miserable existence” 

(Richyts’kyi, 11) or “emigrant rubbish heap” (Shabliovs’kyi, 48). Taking displacement as 

a more complex phenomenon, I will challenge this established approach and show 

Vynnychenko’s displacement also as a positive phenomenon. Despite social hardships 

stemming from his encounter with a new, unfamiliar space, Vynnychenko, as a young 

man who aspires to become familiar with European culture and literature, enjoys and 

takes advantages of it. In a letter to Vynnychenko, dated 25 June 1908, Maxim Gorky 

expresses that atmosphere of high expectations in the exile milieu: “Life is so interesting, 

and every day brings more and more emotions and trepidations, and more and more 

sprouts of the shining human spirit” (2000,257).

Vynnychenko was not really isolated during his displacement in 1907-1914. He 

traveled to numerous European regions and cities on a kind of pilgrimage, or “Grand 

Tour.” Sources tell us that Vynnychenko stayed in a variety of places. The year 1907:

u In early 1907, the number of people in exile in Siberia stood at 75,963 (Panchenko 2003,188).
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Switzerland (Geneva); 1908: Switzerland (Geneva and Biere), Italy (Capri). France 

(Paris), Ukraine (Kyiv, Kharkiv); 1909: Switzerland (Zurich), L’viv (Ukrainian city in 

Austro-Hungary), Ukraine (a village near Fastiv, Kyiv, Romanivka), Russia (Essentuki. 

in the Caucasus), Paris; 1910: Paris, Germany (Kurbad), L’viv, Russia (Saint-Petersburg. 

Essentuki), Ukraine (a village near Fastiv, Kyiv, Kononivka); 1911: L’viv. Germany. 

Italy (Florence, Genoa, Sestri Levante, Cavi di Lavogna), Paris, Galicia, Bukovyna: 

1912: Paris, Germany, Ukraine, L’viv; 1913: Paris, Galicia, Bukovyna (Hlyboka. Luka); 

1914: Paris, Germany (Schwarzwald), Italy (Cavi di Lavogna), Warsaw. Ukraine 

(Rosalia Vynnychenko 1953, 12; Chykalenko 1931; “Lystuvannia”; Vynnychenko’s 

letters to Chykalenko). In November 1907 he even planned to visit the USA to raise 

funds for the establishment of a publishing house (17 November 1907). As is known, 

visiting the New World—a “powerful symbol of modernity for many European writers 

who were drawn to it geographically and imaginatively” (Hallivell, 103)—was one of the 

travel routes of many displaced modernist writers, such as Lorca, Kafka, Joyce, and 

Musil, among others. Gorky also visited the USA in 1906, where he wrote a number of 

works (the novel M at’ [Mother], a collection of essays V Amerike [In America], and Moi 

interviu [My Interviews]).

After settling first in Geneva in late 1907, Vynnychenko found success among 

emigre circles. Here he was offered work in the Russian newspaper Zagranichnaia 

gazeta [Foreign Newspaper], among whose collaborators were Vladimir Lenin. 

Alexander Bogdanov, Maxim, Gorky, and Anatolii Lunacharskii (4 January 1907; 4 

March 1908). Having been bom in the steppe region, he felt tired in Geneva because of 

the gloomy weather: “I wrote earlier stories during sunny weather, which now happens
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very rarely here” [IlonepeflHi onoBijtamra Hairacam b  acHy norojiy, h k o i  t v t  3apa3 ny>Ke 

pimco] (27 February 1908). The poor climatic conditions encouraged him to leave for 

sunny Italy. The weather was generally an important factor that affected Vynnychenko's 

creativity and was manifested in his works.

In 1909-1912 Vynnychenko frequently visited L’viv. where he had well- 

established contacts with Galician socialists and intellectuals. He often stayed in Levko 

Iurkevych’s home (Iurkevych, a USDWP member and its financial donor, had also an 

apartment in Geneva) where he could concentrate on his writings (Panchenko 2003). 

L’viv was the largest Ukrainian cultural centre in the region, where the paths of Russian 

and Austrian Ukrainians crossed. As for its significance for local culture, L’viv can be 

compared with such European centres as Paris, London, Berlin, Vienna, Zurich, and 

Krakow. As mentioned earlier, the modernist writers’ group “Moloda Muza” was 

founded in the city in 1906 as an analogue to similar groups in other countries (e.g.. 

“Young Poland” and “Young Belgium,” etc). Poor but artistically gifted, they crowded in 

cafes where a new modernist culture was being created, inspiring utilitarian and 

conservative society with more aesthetic consciousness. Here is how one of the group’s 

leaders, Petro Karmans’kyi, in his book, Ukrains'ka Bohema [Ukrainian Bohemia], 

describes its activity:

A cafe, modem, not expensive, quiet and cozy, remained the only place for our 

poor fellow poet or publicist, who, like a fish in water, needs extensive and intelligent 

company where he can find a source for his creative inspirations and ideas. This is the 

most money-saving institution ever achieved by modem urban civilization. Here a poor 

Ukrainian artist, who usually lives in the worst hole, without electricity, air, and 

heating in winter, could find comfort in the pre-war period: comfortable seats, heat, 

sufficient light, lots of newspapers and journals in several languages, dictionaries, and 

other reference materials, and sooner or later interesting company, intelligent
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conversation and enjoyment, and a brief respite from sombre reality—and all this for a 

few sotyky14 that he paid for a tea or coffee. For that price he could feel like a genuine 

person and enjoy the possibility of working intellectually for hours (118-19).

It was L’viv where Vynnychenko brought his Russian-speaking wife to master the 

Ukrainian language. Here he wrote many of his works, including his first novel Chesnist' 

z soboiu (1910; published in 1911).

Paris was a centre that attracted students from Ukraine and other parts of the 

Russian Empire. One of them was his future wife, Rosalia Lifshyts’. Later, after their 

return to Ukraine, they would recollect those days in Europe as one of the most 

wonderful episodes in their life, a place to which they would like to return once more. 

The most impressive example is his diary notes dated 19 July 1917, in which he 

recollects the cities he had visited and dreamed of seeing them again:

CojlOaKHH cyM  HDKHOIO KOJIJOHKOK) n o 60JUOC B CepUK 3raayCTbCfl rlapHJK,----

jhoohh, 3arauuHHH, nooponyujHO-opyziHHM, xpouiKH naxaSHHH, npocTopHH, 3 3anaxoM 

KyxoHb i BecenHMH, kokctjihbhmh (JmpTyuiKaMH rpe3eroK...

Ocb yace Tenep a 3 hcbhmobhoio HPKHicno 3raayio THxi, npeKpacm nacn 

nepeoyBaHHa b iTani'i, IlapmKi, IIlBaiiuapii...

A BpeTaHb? Horo a 3raayio n 3 tbkhm cojiojkhm ooneM, 3 TaKOio jKarynoK) 
Tvroio? Horo jhoGjho Ti aHi Tan muSoKO, i panicHO, i acHO? Hepe3 Koxy?

Kojih KiHHHTbca Bi'fiHa, kojih TpoxH OMyHae SinHa EBpona, mh 3 Koxokj 

noi'neMO b KaBi, b Aboh i b BpeTaHb. Mh o6’TneMO h ooifiaeMO Bci Micua, mo 

BHKjiHKaroTb mo coHamHy, mo panicHy, juo6obh riOBHy Tyry b MeHi (1 : 2 6 9 -2 7 2 ) .

Sweet sadness like a gentle sting aches in my heart: 1 recollect Paris—nice, 

calm, genteelly grubby, a little bit impudent, spacious, with the smell of kitchens, 

merry and coquettish aprons...

And now with great pleasure I recollect that quiet and wonderful time of my 
stay in Italy, Paris, Switzerland...

14 A monetary unit equal to cents.
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And Brittainy. Why do I recollect it with such sweet pain and such deep 

longing? Why do I like those days so deeply, merrily, and brightly? Because of 

Kokha?15

When the war is over and when poor Europe gets well a little, Kokha and 1 will 

go to Cavi [Cavi di Lavogna], Avon, and Brittainy. We shall visit and walk around all 

those places that engender this sunny, glad, and yearning, full of love, inside me.

In Paris the writer attended meetings of the revolutionary and artistic 

intelligentsia, during which he presented his new ideas and works. During one meeting 

chaired by Lunacharskii he gave a lecture on his idea of “honesty with oneself." It was 

later published as an article entitled “Pro moral’ panuiuchykh i moral’ pryhnoblenykh” 

[About Morality of Exploiters and Exploited] (1911), and was criticized by Lenin 

(“Pis’mo k Inesse Armand” [Letter to Inessa Armand] 1964a, 48: 285-86). During his 

stay in the French capital Vynnychenko also participated in the creation of the Ukrainian 

Association and became the founder of its artistic section in 1909 (Shkoropat, 55).16 In 

1910 the Association counted 120 members, a choir, and a Ukrainian-language course 

(Lanovyk, 232). Vynnychenko himself counted only 30 members o f the association in 

1909 (6 March 1909), whereas he had assumed that there was a total of 4,000 Ukrainians 

in Paris (22 September 1908). As a member of the Association he was in charge of 

organizing Ukrainian concerts to raise funds to erect a monument to Taras Shevchenko in 

Kyiv and exhibitions for the French public (15 October 1908). In his attempt to promote 

the Ukrainian nation he contacted the editors of the French journal Courier Europeen to 

whom he suggested a column called “Ukraine.” The journal was known to be a “tribune

15 Kokha was Vynnychenko’s pet name for his wife Rosalia.
16 Shkoropat refers to the work o f  Vynnychenko’s contemporary levhen Bachyns’kyi, Spohady [Memoirs], 
who met him in Paris.
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of oppressed nations” because it offered alternative points of view. The project failed 

because it required a donation of 10,000 francs annually (29 November 1912).

Occasionally, Vynnychenko stayed in resorts to. improve his health. In the 

German spa of Kurbad, for example, he followed a course of fasting (24 February 1910).

Vynnychenko enjoyed meeting a variety of people, mainly those from the artistic 

intellectual milieu and revolutionaries, most of whom were emigres from the Russian 

Empire. The latter came from different regions and were united by their opposition to the 

colonial and authoritarian tsarist rule. In 1908, while on Capri, he socialized with a group 

of intellectuals, which included such prominent figures as Lenin, Gorky, Lunacharskii. 

Bogdanov, etc. In a letter to Kotsiubyns’kyi he writes:

HeaaBHo no3Haik>MHBCJi Tyr 3 FopbKHM... 3anpomyBaB nnca-rn no ,.3HaHna”. 

3BnnafiHO, a  3 o x o to k ) 3ronHBC5i, t h m  nane Ha tb k h x  yMOBax, axi 3anponoHyBaB b 'ih : 

nHcara no-yKp[ai'HCbKOMy] i CMOMy 3 pyKonncy nepeKJiaaara cb o I  poooTH. IloraHO 

TijibKH, mo 3aB>Knn y fioro 6yBae cTijibKH BcaKoro jnony, mo He MOKHa no nany 

nooajiaKa™ i npnuHBHTHca no ce'i HajDBHHaHHO iHTepecHoi' monHHH. A npoTe Mac 

Maw, me po3nnBJiiocb. Ta h  monH t o k  uiKaBi: BornaHOB, JlyHanapcbKHH, I~yceB- 

OpeH6yp3bKHH i me axicb “3Be3nbi”, s k h x  h He b c th t  me po3nHBHTHCb 

(“Lystuvannia,” 42).

I recently met Gorky... He invited me to write for Znaniie. Of course, I agreed 

with pleasure, moreover on the conditions he himself offered: to write in Ukrainian] 

and then translate into Russian directly from manuscripts. The only bad thing is that so 

many people are constantly visiting him that I don’t have enough time to talk and learn 

more about this very interesting person. I hope to have enough time for this. And there 

are interesting people here: Bogdanov, Lunachars’kyi, Gusev-Orenburz’kyi, and some 

other ‘stars,’ that I didn’t have enough time to meet.

During these gatherings Vynnychenko participated in discussions and read his 

works, although his criticism of revolutionaries and individualism were not really
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welcomed. “Generally speaking, it is clear to me that they want writers to write sermons, 

and sermons of a very fanatical kind to boot” [B3araai Mem echo, mo im xoueTbca. nxo6 

xyaoxcHHK nncaB nponoBiju, npn TOMy caMoro (JjaHarauHoro HanpaMy], the writer 

confessed in a letter to Chykalenko (15 April 1908). Vynnychenko belonged to a group 

o f Marxists, the so-called ‘vsebichnyky,’1' a term that Vynnychenko used to define those 

revolutionaries who recognized not only social and political but also individual and moral 

aspects o f revolutionary change. This sparked criticism from another group o f Marxists,

1 ftthe ‘odnobichnyky’ who justified any means to reach the ultimate goal of social and 

political revolution. In a letter to Vynnychenko Gorky, in particular, criticized 

Vynnychenko’s play Bazar.19 in which the writer highlighted individual conflicts among 

revolutionaries united by one collective cause (2001,116-117). This was the beginning of 

a conflict between the two writers. Gorky, as the editor-in-chief of the journal Znaniie, 

refused to publish Vynnychenko’s works in Russian translation, although he had invited 

the Ukrainian writer to collaborate on this project.20

It is important to point out the change of Vynnychenko’s social environment in 

Europe. Whereas in Ukraine, he, as a party member, had collaborated mainly with 

revolutionary circles, in Europe he began associating with members o f the artistic 

intelligentsia. Certainly, one should not disregard the fact that there were many 

revolutionaries among these artists, many of whom expressed their revolutionary ideas. It 

was difficult to draw the line between the two camps, particularly during this period, 

when wide-ranging political and philosophical debates about societal changes were

17 ‘Vsebichnyky' can be translated as ‘all-sided [followers].’
18 ‘Odnobichnyky’ are “one-sided [followers].’
’9 The play Bazar was published in 1910, but according to Gorky’s letter, it was already written in 1909.
20 Vynnychenko made this conflict public, publishing his “Lyst do Gor’kogo” [Letter to Gorky] in Rada 
119 (10 June 1909): 4.
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taking place.21 There were not only political emigrants from the Russian Empire who 

flooded Europe after the defeat of the revolution of 1905-07, but also students and artists, 

who visited European universities and salons on a regular basis. Khrystia Alchevs’ka. a 

writer and teacher, completed her pedagogical studies in Paris (1902): Ievhen 

Chykalenko's son Levko, who was an archeologist and politician, studied at the 

University of Lausanne (1907-09); also active in these circles were the painter Mykola 

Kasperovych and the writer Nadiya Kybal’chych, and others. This change of social 

milieu influenced Vynnychenko and explains a number of problems in his writings (e.g.. 

his abandonment of revolutionary themes for the themes of art and beauty), which now 

became more obvious from the perspective of displacement.

However, his contacts with the cultural society of the hostland were limited. In 

fact, during 1907-14 he could not boast of any contacts with prominent artistic groups or 

celebrated artists other than Russian emigres, even though he attended artistic salons and 

was familiar with the Bohemian way of life in Paris (both Chorna Pantera i Bilyi 

Vedmid’ and “Olaf Stefenzon” are based on this theme). In this respect, Vynnychenko 

differs from Archipenko. The latter’s Modernism was measured purely by aesthetic 

principles that directed him to a broad international audience and eventually brought him 

recognition in the foreign milieu. Vynnychenko’s Modernism had an ideological and 

political component that constantly underpinned his writings and directed them first of all 

to his native audience. Archipenko was more of an expatriate, who had left his homeland 

for an aesthetic purpose and managed to adjust completely to the hostland. Vynnychenko, 

in contrast, was more an emigre and exile, who always looked back and did not feel

Lenin and Gorky are a good example. The former wrote a number o f philosophical works before heading 
the revolution, whereas the latter, who was already a recognized writer, constantly ‘played’ at politics (e.g., 
Gorky participated in the congress o f  the Russian Social-Democratic Workers’ Party in London in 1907).
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entirely comfortable in a foreign country. Definitely, there was a general atmosphere of

Modernism present in all spheres of life, including gatherings in cafes, conversations, and

readings on Nietzschean individualism, Marxist socialism, Bergsonian intuition, and

various artistic trends on which Vynnychenko could focus during his stay in Europe.

Apparently, like many prominent writers (e.g., Eliot and Joyce), Vynnychenko did not

want to associate with any particular artistic group or trend.

While in Geneva, Vynnychenko began working on translations of his works. He

informed Chykalenko that his works were being translated in Vienna (4 December 

*)“)1907). After his encounters with Gorky and other Russian literati, he worked 

extensively on Russian-language translations. During this period, two publications of 

Latvian translations also appeared.23 But his most daring project was to translate and 

stage his play Bazar into French. As is known from his letter to Chykalenko. 

Vynnychenko introduced the play to a French actress of Russian origin, who liked it and 

began translating it for the stage. “If a play is staged in Paris, it will go around the 

world,” he declared, making plans for the future [ihono i f  eca nocTaBJieHa b  napnnci, t o  

3HauHT& BOHa obifrzte u u ih h  c b It ]  (30 May 1909). It is likely that the play never appeared 

in a French version and he had to wait until 1921 for his plays to become popular in 

Europe.

~  He probably meant the German translation o f his story “Zina” that appeared in the journal Ukrainische 
Rundschau (1910).

The Latvian translations were Stahsti. Riga: M. Tiller, 1912; and Wajatee. Stahsti is kreewu 
rewoluzionaru dsihwes. Tulk. I. A; Bite.— 'Wenden: A. Bite, 1913 (Stel’mashenko, 66). His writings were 
also known in Poland, where Vynnychenko was praised as a “novelist by God’s grace” in the Polish journal 
Krytyka for his story “Taiemnisf ” [Secrecy] (1912).
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Vynnychenko’s displacement in Europe fostered his intellectual growth.24 Besides 

his contacts with artistic and intellectual circles, which stimulated him to reflections on 

his ideas, the writer made serious efforts to advance his education. In Geneva, as his letter 

to Chykalenko attests, he began studying French and attending lectures on literature.

KpiM Toro, ayMato npourryaiiOBaTH Teopiio i icTopiio cbi'toboY hbvkh. 

(j}ijioco(j)iT i JiiTeparypa. i l  * — HeyK, jik i SijibiiiicTb Hauinx rwcbMeHHHKiB. Mepe3 ue  

nonacTH mh h He MoxteMo KOHKypipyBara 3 pocificbKHMH i eBponencbtcMMH 

nHCbMeHHHKaMH, xoh  3na™ocTH, MOJKe, h  He MeHuii MacMo (1 7  N o v em b er 1907).

I am also going to study theoiy and the history of world scholarship, 

philosophy, and literature. You know, I am an ignoramus, like the majority of our 

writers. That is perhaps why we cannot compete with Russian and European writers. 

Though perhaps we do not have less talent.

In 1908 he moved from Geneva to Paris, where he planned to takes courses in the 

sciences, philosophy, literature, and language at a university (20 August 1908). As the 

writer’s correspondence and diary show, his reading included works on philosophy, 

psychology, and biology. He was particularly interested in questions of heredity, the role 

of instinct, unconsciousness, and the moral aspects of life. In his diary Vynnychenko 

noted the following works: Nasledstvennost’ i popytka ee obiasneniia [Heredity and an 

Attempt at Its Explanation] by Vladimir Shimkevich; Liubov ’ v prirode i razvitiie liubvi v 

zhivom mire [Love in Nature and the Evolution of Love in the Living World] by Wilhelm 

Belshe; Razvitiie nasledstvennosti [The Evolution of Heredity] by O. Gerovich; Nauka i 

nravstvennost ’ [Science and Morals] by M. Bertel; the diary also records references to

■4 It is interesting to note that even in the Russian Empire at the time exile fostered the intellectual growth 
o f many exiles. As Moissaye Olgin notes: “Those who remained in Siberia for a longer term devoted their 
time to studies, and many a revolutionary returned from exile a well-read man” (355).
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works by Henry Bergson, Emest Renan, and Julius Wagner-Jauregg.2'  Vynnychenko 

made copious notes from these books in order to apply the new ideas to his works. This is 

evident from a letter from Chykalenko, who was strongly opposed to such influences: 

“I’m afraid that your answer to the critics [who criticized his play Shchabli zhyttia] will 

be the same as your play. I see this from your postcard, which says that you 'study 

scholarly works’ to use them for your writings” (qt. in Panchenko, 

http://www.librarv.kr.ua/books/pancheriko/p2.shtml#2.2.%20). The application of these 

scholarly works is evident, for instance, in the novel Bozhky, in which the main 

protagonist, Vadym Stel’mashenko, reflects on the vital role of instinct in human life. He 

responds to speculation about ‘crude instincts’:

Th KO JiH -H eSyrtb 6 yB  rononHHH?... 3 H a e iu ,  mo Taice uefi iHCTHmcr? 3Haem. s k  

BiH MOJKe 3flyTH K HOpTOBW M aT ep i BCix B aillHX 603KKiB... P aflH  BaUIHX HeinaCH HX, 

S p e x jiH B H x , u iK oariH B H x 6 o>KxiB b h  3a ru ib O B y e re — jm u e M ip H o , 6e3cn.no 

3an jT b O B y cre !— Te, m o  e  c a n  h o  neB H e h  TBepne b  ju o n u H i,  oT i c aM i iHCTHHKTH! 3 aM icTb 

Toro, mo6 nuBHTHCb H a h h x  n p sM O , mo6 BHXOByBarb Tx, p03BHBaTb, b h  runoerecb i 

xoweTe 6 y rH  JKepiW MH! (200)

Have you ever been hungry?... You know what this instinct is?-You know how 

it can blow all your small gods to hell... For the sake of your poor, false, and 

pernicious petty gods you spit—hypocritically and impotently!—on the only thing that 

is certain and solid in a man, his instincts! Instead of examining them in a 

straightforward fashion in order to foster and develop them, you spit on them and want 

to become high priests!

Vynnychenko, as member of the artistic section of the Ukrainian Association in 

Paris, became interested in the visual arts, particularly painting and cinema. Besides 

providing an essentially modernist interest in new artistic media, the condition of

2S Vynnychenko made references to these works in his diary (Shchodennyk 1: 41). 1 have not been able to 
trace the actual years o f  these publications.
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displacement could have played a role in sparking Vynnychenko’s new interests. With 

quite limited knowledge of the linguistic medium, displaced persons often found 

compensatory creative mechanisms in the visual arts. The language of painting is an 

international language that does not require linguistic knowledge. Noteworthy in this 

respect is that among the characters in his early works we find mostly painters (except for 

the poet Ostap in Rivnovaha): Komii Kanevych (Chorna Pant era i Bilyi Vedmid'). 

VasyT (“Istoriia Iakymovoho budynku”), Arkadii (Rivnovaha), and Olaf Stefenzon and 

Diego Pables (“Olaf Stefenzon”). Actually, Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ and “Olaf 

Stefenzon” make reference to the art of painting. Although certain art critics, among them 

Bohdan Pevnyi, Sviatoslav Hordyns’kyi, and Oleksandr Fedoruk did not find any 

examples of Vynnychenko’s own painting, they speculate that he may have started 

painting during this period. His first known works are from the 1920s.

It is likely that Vynnychenko became familiar with cinema only while he was in

Europe. The first examples of cinematography reached Ukraine and the Russian Empire

in 1896, and Vynnychenko may have seen them at home, but this cannot be established 

•  •  26with any certainty. His first mention of films refers to his very cursory comment on a 

film he saw in France (Shchodennyk 1: 40-41). Since the early films were silent, with 

only brief subtitles, they could be viewed with no problem by a broad international 

audience. However, it is also important to note that the influence of this medium as a 

significant Modernist agency found its way into Vynnychenko’s writings (e.g., 

Rivnovaha).

26 The films were screened in St. Petersburg (16 May 1896) (Shymon, 16) and Odesa (11 July 1896) (M. Ia. 
Landesman, 13).
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Speaking about the positive factors of Vynnychenko’s expatriation, we must also 

recognize that hardships were also common. For instance, the necessity to cover his 

living expenses stimulated him to write prolifically; literary work thus became the main 

source of his income. As a result, Vynnychenko is considered to be the first professional 

writer in Ukrainian letters who made a living exclusively through his craft (Rudnvts'kyi. 

208). In his letter to Chykalenko from Geneva Vynnychenko complains that to survive by 

means of literature he must write four or five stories a month (17 November 1907). 

Describing his work schedule in 1910 in L’viv (13 November), he writes: “I go to bed at 

10:00 p.m. and get up at 6:00 or 7:00 a.m. I leave the house only for lunch and don’t sit 

around in cafes. All day long I work...” [JhiraK) cnara o ^ecHTin, BCTaio o 6 a6o 7-in. 

B nxo jO K y 3 x a n i  t u i l k h  Ha o6in i He cmicy no KaB’s p iw x .  IfijiHH a e m  CHJKy 3a 

poooTOio...]. He sent his works to Ukrainian publishers (e.g., “Dzvin” [Bell]) and various 

periodicals (Rada [Council], Literaturno-naukovyi visnyk (LNV), Ukrains’ka khata). and
f

prepared Russian and other translations. Ievhen Chykalenko, his ‘literary godfather,’ 

arranged privileged rates in Rada and helped him financially.

But the most necessary prerequisite for the writer was freedom. As Gurr says, 

“Freedom to write is a major stimulus to exile, and exile creates the kind of isolation 

which is the nearest thing to freedom that a twentieth-century artist is likely to obtain” 

(17). Writing in some sense becomes the only home for exiles (Said 1994, 147). Far away 

from social ties, political work, and police surveillance in the homeland, Vynnychenko 

enjoyed freedom during his European expatriation. He found Paris to be a particularly 

hospitable haven for writing. In a letter to Chykalenko, he says: “Would you believe that 

I feel best in Paris! For the first time I have found a quiet house, where I can focus on
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work for whole days.. [YjraiTB cobi, b  IlapiDKi a HafiKpauie nouyBaio! HafiuiOB ynepuie 

raxy xaTy, b  fliciH uijii m r i  cajixcy 3a p o 6 o t o io . . . ]  (29 October 1908). When it became 

boring for him in Paris, Vynnychenko could afford to leave for more quiet places like the 

Schwarzwald, situated in the mountains o f  Germany: “I escaped from Paris to focus on 

my work here” [[YJriK 3 IlapHacy, mob nonpamoBaTH], he confesses to Chykalenko (3 

January 1914). This sense o f freedom from the pressures o f everyday life and political 

repression, a unique stance of distance and detachment, and the opportunity for (self)- 

reflection influenced Vynnychenko’s worldview and contributed to his quests as a 

modernist writer.

2.2.1. The Life of Displaced Modernist Artists

The life of displaced modernist artists became a theme in a number of Vynnychenko’s 

works during this period, particularly in the play Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ and the 

short stories “Chudnyi epizod” [A Curious Incident] (1910) and “Olaf Stefenzon.” 

Although he did not stop working on revolutionary themes (e.g., Bazar; Dochka 

zhandarma [The Gendarme’s Daughter], 1912; Talisman [The Talisman], 1913; Po-svii; 

and Bozhky, etc), a distinctly new direction in his writings appeared—the theme o f art 

and beauty. Although some of his other works featured artists, they were either 

preoccupied with revolutionary and moral ideas (e.g., Kryvenko in Memento) or depicted 

as a part of an emigre community (e.g., Arkadii in Rivnovaha). In the works under 

consideration there are no references to revolutionary activities, neither is the author 

concerned about the past or social engagement o f his characters. These works, which are 

usually set in the hostland, focus on aesthetics that reflect the weakening of
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Vynnychenko’s revolutionary activity and preoccupation with art as a response to his 

displacement and a form of his modernist stance. These works also reveal the writer’s 

specific attitude toward modernist art—a balancing act between ideological and aesthetic 

principles.

The concept o f beauty as an autonomous sphere o f life emerged with the rise of 

Modernism in arts and literature and was practiced by such prominent figures as 

Baudelaire, Verlaine, Rimbaud, Mallarme, and Wilde. Peter Burger explains this change 

not only by formal aspects but also social progress. Aesthetism, in his opinion, is a result 

of the emergence of new classes in bourgeois society, in which an artist becomes a 

professional (32). Alienation from the Philistine atmosphere of society and a tendency to 

escape into art appear, along with social progress. The credo “Art for art’s sake” perfectly 

reveals artists’ escapist attitude toward society in search of their own ‘ivory tower.’ 

Cowley speaks about ‘escape in art’ of American and other expatriates as a central 

feature in a commercial society (236). At the same time there was an active attitude 

toward the arts—“Beauty will save the world”—as one that can help to improve people. 

In both cases, however, the modernist preoccupation with beauty signals the varying 

degrees o f conflict and alienation and becomes a form of response to them. Artists found 

themselves internally displaced from their societies. Geographical displacement, on its 

part, adds a nuance to the general feeling of deracination: a displaced writer, losing touch 

with the social reality in the homeland, may emphasize the world of art and beauty—a 

more abstract, ideal, and perfect world. Moreover, the general situation with international 

communication, modernist experiments, and philosophical quests nourished many an 

artist during the fin-de-siecle period. Vynnychenko’s contacts with artistic and
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intellectual circles, as I mentioned above, multiplied in Europe. He was part o f a very 

international Bohemian way of life that was practiced in many large urban centres. His 

absence from his homeland and the limitations placed on his political activity in exile 

were possible factors behind his interest in the world of art. His Marxist views also 

played an important role in his active attitude toward art which, in his opinion, would 

stimulate social and moral changes. Both Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid' and "Olaf 

Stefenzon,” which I shall now address, reflect Vynnychenko’s new stance as a displaced 

writer exposed to new conditions of the hostland.

A. Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid*

The idea of a play about “Parisian artists” appeared on 13 November 1910. when 

Vynnychenko was in L’viv. It was completed very quickly: in his letter to Chykalenko, 

sent from L’viv on 22 December 1910, the writer complained about the Russian imperial 

censors’ ban on staging the play. Vynnychenko was very disappointed because it did not 

contain any political message (15 May 1911). Later, however, the ban was lifted, and the 

play was published in Kyiv in Literaturno-naufcovyi visnyk [6 (1911): 385-431]. Its 

premiere, directed by Les’ Kurbas, took place in Western Ukraine, in Stanislaviv (today: 

Ivano-Frankivs’k), in 1914. It also ran in Russian theatres, particularly in Saratov in 1915 

or 1916 (Shchodennyk 1: 222).

The play takes place in the Parisian Bohemian milieu in the early twentieth 

century, and depicts the Ukrainian expatriate family o f the painter Komii Kanevych, his 

wife Ryta, their little son Lesyk, and Komii’s mother Hanna Semenivna. While finishing 

his greatest work, Komii is challenged by his wife Ryta to sell it unfinished in order to
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obtain funds for medical treatment for their ailing son. Komii cannot abandon his 

masterpiece, which results in the death of their son; Ryta destroys the canvas and then 

poisons herself and her husband.

Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ considers the dilemma of artistic freedom versus 

everyday life and family responsibilities, and beauty versus paternal instincts—clearly a 

modernist theme. Komii (Polar Bear) and Snizhynka represent admiration for the art of 

painting, whereas Ryta (Black Panther) and Hanna Semenivna represent life and the 

maternal instinct. Snizhynka can be viewed as a manifestation of art for art’s sake and 

absolute artistic freedom in its opposition to traditional family values:

ApracT e acpeub, apTHCT—Becb icpaca noBHHeH Syra, Becbl nejuouiKH, 

ropmeHKH, kojihckh—ue He Horo cnpaBa! ,Z(bom 6oraM He cnyjKaTb! Xto xone oyrn 

BenHKHM apTHCTOM, toh He noBHHeH SpynHHTH ceoe. Hy mo 3 Toro, uxo noMpe Bam 

JlecHK? ByaeMO roBopHTH, HapeuiTi, npaMO. Ifro 3 Toro? Hy, He CTaHe Ha CBiTi 

uiMaTOHKa M’jica, axe KpHHHTb, poSHTb HeecTeTHHHi uiTyKH i... i B’aace jnoxxefi. A 

3aMicTb Toro bh CTaere BuibHHM, nerKHM, bh Bci chjih nacTe TOMy, uxo bihho, uxo BHuxe 

M’aca! TaK-TaK, MejiBemo, rapHHH i 6uxhhh! Kpaca BiHHa. Hy, nonyMafiTe caMi 

oo’ckthbho, xonoflHo: He npaBixy x Kaxy? (2 9 2 -9 3 )

An artist is a high priest, an artist must be totally in beauty, totally! Diapers, 

pots, and cradles are not his business! One cannot serve two Gods! The one who wants 

to be a great artist must not sully himself. What does it really matter if your Lesyk 

dies? Let’s speak frankly, finally. What of it? Well, a piece of meat that cries, does 

unaesthetic things departs the world and... and this binds people. But instead, you 

become free, light, you’ll give all your efforts to what is eternal and higher than meat!

Yes, yes, nice, poor Bear! Beauty is eternal. Well, think objectively, dispassionately: 

am I not saying the truth?

Komii, however, constantly struggles between his paternal instincts and love of 

art. “What is beauty? What is human?” he asks Snizhynka. But he does not answer the 

question, leaving it an open-ended question for his readers (293). The artist realizes that it
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is impossible to avoid the biological nature of human instincts. When Snizhynka 

convinces him to get rid of this “burden of centuries,” he replies: “One cannot unburden 

oneself of centuries... Hah! Lesyk and Panther are centuries. Do you understand. 

Snizhynka? No? Well, that’s because you are Snizhynka” [B im  3 cede He ciamem... Xa! 

A JlecHK i IlaHTepa—buck. Po3yMierre, CmsKUHKO? Hi? A, 6 0  bh—CmxcHHKa] (295). At 

the same time Komii cannot stop painting, unable to imagine how he can sell a work 

unfinished. This would symbolize his acquiescence to utilitarianism. He hopes that his 

son will get well soon and refuses to leave the dampness of Paris for sunny Italy, and this 

refusal leads ultimately to Lesyk’s death.

Komii’s mother, Hanna Semenivna, represents the philistine attitude toward art. 

pointing to the uselessness of art and calling her son’s painting “a piece of sackcloth” 

(284). As a representative of the older generation, her image is also linked with 

pragmatism, which is associated with bourgeois society. At the same time she symbolizes 

the total misunderstanding within the family and a profound generation gap. The 

modernist artist Komii challenges the conservatism of old principles. In contrast, Ryta 

does not oppose her husband’s art. But in the extreme situation of having to make a 

choice, her maternal instinct outweighs all other considerations: “Although these instincts 

are wild and blind—I can’t help it... You must know this...” [Xafi m iHCTHHKTH hhkL 

cnini—h He mohcv... O t i 3Hah He...] (305). Beauty for her is life itself. Speaking about 

the possible loss of their child, she articulates this philosophical point of view: “And what 

will you be left with? You will be empty, because life is only in this [their child], this is 

the most human. Will you accept cold, beautiful Snizhynka? Beauty? Komii, life is not in 

beauty, beauty is in life, in love, and in this! (points to Lesyk). This is human...” [I 3 hhm
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ace t h  30CTaHemcfl? T h  6yaem nopoxcHiM. 60 acHira t u ib k h  b  i ib o m v . ue ecTb 

HafijiioacBKe. ripHHMera xoao/my, rapHy CHiacHHKy? Kpacy? )K h t t s . Hiio. He b  Kpaci. 

Kpaca b  acHni, b  jnodoBi, o c b  b  m>OMy! (IIoKa3ye Ha JlecHKa). Ue c c t b  aioiicbKe...] (305). 

Ryta’s words and the tragic finale o f the play convincingly demonstrate that art cannot be 

separated from life; otherwise it is empty, anti-human, and leads to degeneration.

This reveals perfectly Vynnychenko "s own attempt to seek a balance between 

form and content, aesthetic and utilitarian considerations. In his letter to Chykalenko the 

writer says that he is seeking new artistic forms but does not take them for granted:

ft... BijtHomycb 3 obepexcHicTio ao BCboro HOBoro i 6jiaropo3yMHO CTapaiocb 

BHbpaTH 3 fioro rapHe, a noraHe 3anmiiHTH... He mojkv ynepTO c t o sth  Ha crapn.v 

<J)opMax. CTHJib, cnocooH ManiOBaHHJi JleBHUbKoro He MOJKyrb 6 v t h  npHKjiaaoM. TaK 

caMO i TypreHCB, i 3 oji» , i MonaccaH HaBiTb ootchjih  cboc , a b CBifi Mac bo h h  th m  i 

oyjiH npHBabiiHBi, uto nocyBaiiHCb Bnepeja i uiyKajin HOBoro (21 January 1908).

1... have a cautious attitude toward everything that is new and reasonably try to 

select what is beautiful in it and to reject what is bad... I cannot stubbornly follow old 

forms. The style and ways of depiction by Nechui-Levyts’kyi cannot be a model. 

Similarly, Turgenev, Zola, and Maupassant are now obsolete, but in their day they 

were interesting because they were progressive and were engaged in a search for new 

ways.

For Vynnychenko, literary form plays an important role as long as it helps to embody his 

ideas in a relevant fashion. In the play this is implied by Migueles's opinion of Komii 

Kanevych’s painting: “You, critics! Here are impressionism, realism, and naturalism? 

Isn’t that right? Here is God! Understand?” [Bh, k p h t h k h ! Tyr iMnpecioHi3M, peani3M, 

HaTypajii3M? IIpaBna? Tyr—6or! Po3yMieTe?] (280).

Along with the theme of art and beauty, Vynnychenko also elaborates on aspects 

of expatriate life. This was the milieu in which the writer found himself in Europe, and its
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analysis will help us to understand Vynnychenko better as a displaced writer. It was his 

geographical move that enabled him to touch on foreign life and present quite an exotic 

and unique setting, which the Ukrainian reader perceived as novelty and originality.

Paris, the “capital of the world,” is depicted as a modernist centre that attracts 

young, talented people from all over the world. “An artist does not have a nation" is a 

phrase from the play, which is heard during a discussion among young artists. It aptly 

illustrates the modernist inclination toward cosmopolitanism, nurtured by a fascination 

with art and beauty. Vynnychenko depicted this scene very masterfully, as though the 

phrase had come from an unidentified person (275). The International Bohemian life is 

represented by artistic circles and expatriates of various ethnic backgrounds: the 

Ukrainian family of Kanevych, the Scandinavian Janson, the Spaniard Migueles, the 

Englishman Black, and the Frenchman Lemonier. Another Frenchman, named Moulin, is 

a local critic and journalist. He has connections in the French artistic world and also 

represents the capitalist attitude toward art, i.e., conducting a profitable business in art 

works. Moulin, for instance, offers to pay Komii an advance on his painting because he 

will sell it later for a better price. He also exploits the Kanevyches’ financial difficulties 

and wants to make Ryta his lover.

The author uses specific words from various national languages to characterize 

the artists’ national affiliation: Migueles is, thus, referred to as senor Migueles; Black is 

called “Sir Black” and uses the English word “yes” during conversations. Other 

individuals have affiliations to art rather than nations: Sappho, Mimi, and Cardinal. They 

greet each other with the international salutation servus. The use of French words (e.g., 

franc, gar?on, madame, adieu, pardon, comprenez, monsieur, bonjour) and phrases (e.g..
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mon cher, c’est 9a, tres bien; voila tout, mon ami) provide a flavour of French reality, 

although the play does not represent local life widely but only the specific—artistic— 

segment that Vynnychenko knew best.

The life o f international Bohemia is full o f discussions about new trends in art and 

artists’ commitment, meetings in cafes to drink alcohol, sing songs, flirt, and play cards. 

Especially effective in this respect is Act Two staged in an artistic cabaret, which 

Cardinal calls “brats’ka obytel’” [a buddy’s cottage]. The waiters know all their patrons 

well, allowing Komii, e.g., to pay his bill the next day ( 3 0 2 ) .  Here is how Vynnychenko 

introduces some of the visitors of the cabaret: “Cardinal—is a dignified individual, with 

long hair, not young and dressed with a pretension for originality, Lemonier is a beautiful 

young man with a gloomy face; Mimi is a sweet “model”; Sappho is lively and restless. 

Waiters are moving around” [KapjmHan— norsaxcHHH cyo’eKT, 3 noBrHM bojiocchm. 

HeMOJionHH, ozmrHeHHU 3 npeTeH3ieio Ha opHrmajiBHicTB, JleMOHbe— rapHHH lOHax 3 

noxMypHM jmueM; MiMi—rapHeHBKa “MOjtejib”; Ca<|)o— xmaBa, HenocnzuiHBa. IloGiiiJ! 

KpyraxbCH rapcoHH] ( 2 8 8 ) .  One can also learn about the beverages they drank in Parisian 

cafes—“Ajax,” “Vos,” and “Blance.” The act ends with an intriguing gambling scene: 

Komii plays cards with Moulin. If Moulin had won, he would have been allowed to take 

Ryta as his lover. However, Komii wins and takes his wife back.

Kanevych, a Ukrainian artist living abroad, is depicted as a member of the 

international Bohemia in Paris, and neither he nor his wife Ryta longs for their homeland. 

Even Komii’s mother, Hanna Semenivna, rather unnaturally, never mentions it. 

Confronting the illness of their son, the parents plan to go for a holiday from “gloomy 

Paris” to “sunny Italy,” not to Ukraine. Larysa Moroz’s statement that the Kanevyches
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lost their homeland is sheer speculation, as no scene in the play explicitly refers to this 

fact (95). It would be difficult to admit that Kanevych, who is totally immersed in the 

world of art, is involved in revolutionary activity at home. He is a typical expatriate 

attracted by Bohemian life in one of the largest European urban centres. In this respect, 

the image of Kanevych resembles the Ukrainian sculptor Archipenko, who arrived in 

Paris in 1908—not the political activists who had fled from police persecution. Kanevych 

and other expatriate artists enjoy this very international artistic milieu and have no plans 

to go home.

The only reference to Ukraine is made by Snizhynka, but her remark expresses 

neither an exile’s feeling of nostalgia nor interest in the current events in her homeland; it 

is a historical allusion to the Zaporozhian Sich27 of the Ukrainian Cossacks, which she 

uses as an argument in a discussion about freedom of art: only artists who are absolutely 

free from everyday routines and family burdens can achieve success, like the Cossacks, 

who did not allow women into their midst.

The displaced condition is important in the study of Chorna Pantera i Bilyi 

Vedmid’ in that it serves as a key factor that determines the finale. The real reason 

underlying the tragic deaths of the members of the Kanevych family is the lack of 

financial stability, a typical challenge for Bohemian artists and emigres.28 Kanevych has 

success with his painting and manages to provide his family with basic living needs. 

However, when confronted with his little son’s . illness and the need to pay for medicine 

and a trip to Italy, he finds himself in a dilemma: sell his unfinished work (symbolizing a

“7 The Sich was a fortified territory on which the Ukrainian Cossacks lived and prepared for their military 
campaigns.
28 This was not the case with expatriates who could take advantage o f  generous currency exchange rates in 
new countries (e.g., American expatriates in France during the 1920s).
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betrayal of genuine art) or complete it (thus putting his son in danger and affecting his 

paternal instincts). Despite Ryta’s insistence on taking active measures to save their son. 

Komii, although he struggles with his inner feelings, hesitates, arguing that he cannot 

stop working on his painting. The artist in him is adamant, whereas Rvta's maternal 

instinct leads to a tragic end: after her son’s death she destroys the canvas and kills Komii 

and herself.

Although the finale may seem symbolic, there is a certain truth to it, reflecting the 

poverty that was typical of Bohemian circles, which often led to suicide. Emblematic of 

this problem are the letters sent from Ospedaletti (Italy) in which the Ukrainian writer 

Nadiya Kybal’chych (Kozlovs’ka) (1878-1916) asked Kotsiubyns’kyi to find her some 

literary work in order to survive:

I am writing to you with a request. I need money, and I’d like to ask you if you 

could find translations into Ukrainian or Russian from Ukrainian], Rus[sian], Pol[ish] 

and Italian. No matter how miserable the payment is, I’ll do translations... (Maznyi, 3:

22; 8 March 1911)

...[I] am in such material conditions that sometimes I feel like there’s nothing 

for it but to die. This year my husband was very ill the entire winter and could not earn 

anything... but I have to think about it [money] first of all not for a good life but in 

general for life, even the most miserable (ibid., 23; 2 April 1911).

Later Kybal’chych committed suicide because of her poverty. As is known from a letter 

written by Gorky’s wife, Mania Peshkova, to Kotsiubyns’kyi, dated 17 May 1912, this 

was also the case with Kolpinskii, the husband of the Russian writer A. Kolpinskaia, who 

lived on Capri (ibid., 4: 55).

Vynnychenko constantly struggled with his poor financial state, and this 

preoccupation was reflected in all of his works about emigre life (e.g., “Taina,”
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Rivnovaha and “Olaf Stefenzon”). Yet he was still able to travel and even to afford 

staying in resorts for health reasons. His financial situation depended mainly on the 

publications of his literary works, and was similar to the marketability o f painters' or 

other visual artists' works, though the latter had the advantage of local markets, as visual 

arts did not require much linguistic interpretation. These were two sides of the Bohemian 

coin: a merry life and creative atmosphere of the international artistic milieu and poverty, 

bordering on an existential crisis—all of which Vynnychenko experience personally and 

portrayed in Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’.

Along with addressing the theme of art and aspects of expatriate life, there was 

another consequence of Vynnychenko’s displacement—the introduction of non-realist, 

namely symbolist, elements in his predominantly realistic narrative. Significantly, 

symbolist intentions were almost absent in Vynnychenko’s works before his emigration 

(except some works, e.g., “Krasa i syla”). The encounter with Europe intensified his 

interest in modernist artistic trends (evident in his letter to Chykalenko and Migueles’s 

reference to a variety of artistic movements, cf. 84).

But we must also take into account another reason that might explain the 

emergence of this feature. Speaking about the connection between geographical 

displacement and literary forms, Milosz, who was an exile himself, says: “[T]he 

condition of exile, by enforcing upon a writer several perspectives, favors other genres 

and styles, especially those which are related to a symbolic transposition of reality" 

(282). Vynnychenko’s long absence from his homeland weakened his vivid impressions 

of everyday experience.29 However, this was compensated by his greater penetration into

~9 The best examples o f  displaced writers’ retreat from realistic to non-realistic literary devices are the 
writings o f Joyce and Nabokov. After the publication o f his realistic Dubliners (1914, written much
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the world of abstract ideas and search for adequate forms. Vynnychenko's phrase "‘I don't 

see real people, but my ideas are always with me” [a  He 6 auy jk h b h x  JnoaeH. arae moY inei 

3aB3Kjm 31 MHOto] clearly identifies his new stance (5  February 1 9 1 0 ) .

Vynnychenko was among the first writers to introduce symbolist dimensions into 

Ukrainian drama. His contemporary, Voronyi, declared that Chorna Pantera i Bilyi 

Vedmid’ was a play with a dual artistic basis, realism and symbolism, and called it a 

drama of ‘living symbols’ [drama zhyvykh symvoliv]: “Taking out of a protagonist what 

constitutes the tragedy of his life, an actor creates a new person, projects his inner 

struggle and conflict, and begets two strong individuals who constantly influence each 

other. The second person, being a symbol, is also real...” (410). Voronyi found symbolist 

parallels between Vynnychenko’s play and the works of Hauptman, Ibsen, and Stanislaw 

Wyspianski.30

Although Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ seems to convey real events and real 

characters, its symbolic aspect is quite visible. Komii and Snizhynka symbolize artistic 

freedom and the idea of aesthetic beauty, whereas Ryta and Hanna Semenivna symbolize 

life and human instincts. Vynnychenko’s symbolic intentions are also manifested through 

the names and descriptions of characters. Unlike the real names in his previous works, 

such as Antonyna (Memento), Andrii Karpovych and Natalia Pavlivna (Brekhnia),

earlier), Joyce wrote the self-reflective Portrait o f  the Artsit as a  Young Man (1914-15), then the mythical 
Ulysses (1922), and finally Finnegans Wake (1939), whose significance, in Joyce’s words, was “completely 
above reality” (qt. in Hoffmeister, 132). After publishing a series o f realistic novels on Russian emigre 
themes (e.g., Mashen’ka, 1926 and Zashchita Luzhina, 1930), in the 1930s "Nabokov began to experiment, 
manipulating characters and plots and engaging in word games (e.g., Invitation to a Beheading, 1938 and 
The Real Life o f  Sebastian Knight, 1941, etc).
J° Vynnychenko’s use o f symbolic devices within the broad context o f  the Ukrainian drama is addressed in 
Khorob, Stepan. Ukrains’ka moderna drama kintsia XlX-pochatku X X  stolittia: neoromantyzm, symvolizm. 
ekspresionizm [Ukrainian Modem Drama at the End o f  the Nineteenth-the Beginning o f the Twentieth 
Century: Neo-Romanticism, Symbolism, Expressionism], Ivano-Frankivs’k: Plai, 2002.
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Marusia (Bazar)*1 here the playwright uses symbolic names: Polar Bear (Komii). 

Panther (Ryta) and Snowflake. They are not only motivated by the characters' individual 

features but also allude to a symbolic reality. Polar Bear symbolizes both Komii's 

awkwardness and strength: “He is large, a little bit clumsy, has luxurious, long blond 

hair, like a mane, his face... with an expression o f kind and quiet strength. With his two 

hands he combs his hair back and on his thick legs paces around the atelier with small 

steps...” [BejiHKHH, Tpoxn He3ipa6HHH, MinncyBaTHH, Mae noBre muirne dine bojiocch. 

rue rpHBa, Jinue... 3 BHpa30M nodpoi, cnoKiiiHoi chjih. HaxMypeHO, odoMa pyxaMH 

po3nicye bojioccs Ha3a& i npioHHMH KpoxaMH tobcthx Hir xoahtb no aTenbe...] (273). 

Ryta also justifies her association with a black panther: “She is thin, svelte, dressed in 

black, her face with sharp features and well developed jaws; her face is ardent, almost 

wild and rough, but pretty” [Hyxce tohku, raymca, o^araeHa b nopHe, Jinue 3 pi3KHMH 

pncaMH, po3BHHeHHMH mejienaMH; Jimxe xcaryne, Mauxce anxe i rpyoe, ane rapHe] (ibid.). 

Her association with black colour also adequately conveys her suffering for art and her 

child. But the most symbolic name is Snowflake, which is not a real name but a symbol 

o f beauty and grace: “She is beautiful, bright white, all soft and lively, with bright red 

lips. Her gestures are slow and gracious, like the flight o f snowflakes, she is dressed with 

delicate and cultivated taste; she admires herself and is aware o f the power o f her beauty 

and attractiveness ’ [BoHa rapHa, ncHO-Sina, bca nyxxa i xcsaBa, 3 ncKpaBO-nepBOHHMH 

ryoaMH. Pyxn noBijitHi i rpanio3Hi, h k  JieT chIxchhok, B6paHa 3 tohkhm i BHnemeHHM 

cMaxoM, JiioSyeTbcn codoro h nonyBae BJiaay cbocY Kpacn i npHBadnHBOCTi] (276). Even 

her language betrays her symbolic nature. Her remark “I can lose nothing” implies her

31 However, the name o f Tsinnist’ Markovych [Value Markovych] from Bazar seemes to be an exception.
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abstractness and eternity, because art cannot disappear (279). We do not know her real

name or where she came from. She sings a French song:

Si vous voulez de l’amour 

Ne perdez pas un jour (291).

Moroz claims that Snizhynka is a Ukrainian, for she mentions a fact from Ukraine's 

history (97). But this statement may be debatable, for she seems to belong everywhere 

and nowhere. Snizhynka’s boyfriend is a Scandinavian named Janson, but she wants to 

win the attention of the Ukrainian artist Komii to help him get rid of his family burden so 

that he can devote himself entirely to art. In a sense she is a kind of deity', who requires 

obedience to art.

While the denotation of Snizhynka as snowflake and its association ■with the 

colour white might persuade readers that she is a perfect match for Komii the Polar 

Bear/ 2 Ryta’s association with the colour black implies their incompatibility, which 

Komii himself articulates: “Well? Here [we have] two powers... that have clashed... 

That’s my opinion... I have nothing to repent” [Hfo ac? Tyr jtBi c h j ih . . .  cryKHyjmcb... 

Tax MeHi 3naerbCfl... Kaaracb HeMa noro] (292). The importance of this play with 

symbolic colour is also noted by Ryta. After entering the cabaret, she exclaims: “Ah! 

Polar Bear is here with White Snowflake?” [A! BijiHH MenBiitb c c t l  i3 Sinoto 

CHi3KHHKOK>?] (295).

The modernist features of Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid', such as its 

provocativeness and novelty, was severely criticized by populist critics. In Ivan 

Steshenko’s opinion, “this play is not a play at all: it shows neither everyday life, nor

32 In Ukrainian, polar bear is “white bear.”
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impressionistic mood, nor real characters" (qt. in Stermashenko, 121).'’3 He treats the 

main protagonist, Komii, quite literally as an abnormal person: “Everything that 

Kanevych [Komii] does, including his painting of his dead child, is pathological and 

pertains to animals, but not all of them” (ibid.). It is clear that the critic did not grasp the 

main message of the play (indicative of its high intellectual level and complexity), 

claiming that Vynnychenko supported the motto “an artist must be absolutely free and 

serve only beauty” and even accused him (not appropriately) of Nietzscheanism (ibid.). 

Furthermore, Steshenko did not appreciate the exoticism and uniqueness of the foreign 

setting. As he argues, there is not the slightest national, professional, class background or 

one that is common to all mankind in Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’. In many respects, 

Steshenko’s critique echoes Nechui-Levyts’kyi’s position that literature must reflect real 

people (cf. 44-45).

What seems to bother critics like Steshenko is the sense of a conventionalized 

setting in Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ and in Vynnychenko’s other plays. Meyer 

Howard Abrams defines setting in the following way: “The setting of a narrative or 

dramatic work is the general locale, historical time, and social circumstances in which its 

action occurs; the setting of an episode or scene within a work is the particular physical 

location in which it takes place” (172). National attributes were required by the 

traditional Ukrainian theatre (e.g., traditional clothing, kitchen utensils, and landscapes) 

to render a realistic picture of a scene. Modernist playwrights, such as Lesia Ukrainka, 

Spyrydon Cherkasenko, and Vynnychenko, departed from this tradition (although there 

are rare examples of it in Vynnychenko’s works, e.g., in Moloda krov [Young Blood]) to

"  Stel mashenko was referring to Steshenko, Ivan. “Mystetstvo v rozuminni Vynnychenka” [Art in 
Vynnychenko’s Understanding], Siaivo [Kyiv] 5-6 (1913): 143-53.
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embracing a theatre of ideas. Philosophical problems prevail in Vynnychenko's writings 

during this period, and the real social background is quite superficial and plays a 

secondary role (Moroz, 19). Events are often limited to one room but the ideas are not 

restrained. The conflict between art and life could have happened anywhere: in Moscow, 

Kyiv, or London. Conventionalized reality is not bound to one place but does have the 

potential of a broad international appeal. Revuts’kyi pointed out this conventionalized 

setting as a distinguishing feature of Vynnychenko’s dramaturgy, which made him a 

“writer of eternal and important (until now) problems” (44). Vynnychenko’s innovative 

approach to dramatic setting actually secured the success of Chorna Pantera i Bilyi 

Vedmid’ and other plays.

The play had a number of positive reviews. Iaroslav Vesolovs’kyi noted at the 

premiere that Vynnychenko’s work was “interesting and strong with its theatrical effects 

of a modernist, drama” (qt. in Stel’mashenko, 123).34 After moving to Kyiv, Les’ Kurbas. 

who was famous for his ground-breaking achievements in the Ukrainian theatre, staged 

the play in the “Molodyi teatr” [Young Theatre] in 1917 (Kurbas, 485). It was also 

successfully performed by the Russian theatre in Berlin in the early 1920s. During this 

period Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ was published and staged in Germany and also 

made into a film. The critic Mykhailo Rudnyts’kyi wrote that this play had more lasting 

value than others: “[The play’s] problem of a conflict between an artist’s obligation to his 

creative work and family did not become dated as quickly as the pseudo-principles of 

sexual morality, implemented by Vynnychenko with the harshness of a party program” 

(qt. in Moroz, 103). Much later, in 1980, the play was staged by a Ukrainian theatre in the

34 Stel’mashenko was referring to Vesolovs’kyi, Iaroslav. “Z teatru i muzvky.” [From Theatre and Musical 
News] Dilo [L’viv] 89 (25 April 1914): 5-6.
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US which, as usual, sparked a passionate debate in the diasporan press about its virtues 

and flaws/ 3 After Vynnychenko was rehabilitated during perebudova [perestroika] in 

Soviet Ukraine, Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ regained its success in Ukraine (Moroz. 

94) .36

B. “Olaf Stefenzon”

“Olaf Stefenzon” was first published in the journal Dzvin [Bell] (L’viv) in 1913 (1: 8-19; 

2; 60-79)/7 In this story Vynnychenko continues to elaborate on the theme of art and 

beauty, which shows that his interest in this theme was not casual. The story portrays an 

international group of artists whose creative preoccupations overlap with their individual 

relationships. The narrator, an unnamed sculptor from Ukraine, accidentally meets the 

Swedish painter Olaf Stefenzon on a Paris street; the latter brings the Ukrainian into the 

circle of a certain Mr. Valdberg, an art connoisseur from Germany. Having been ignored 

by traditional bourgeois art critics when he was a young artist, Mr. Valdberg now devotes 

all his money to supporting talented artists who introduce innovations in art. He organizes 

a contest that includes a monetary award and a very unusual prize: marriage to Emma, his 

daughter. In the final stage of the contest, an experienced Spanish painter, Diego Pables 

(Don Diego) competes against an amateur Swede, Olaf Stefenzon, a former turner who 

began painting accidentally. After a series of mysterious events (Stefenzon’s work is

35 Tamavs’ka, Marta. “Chorna Pantera i chorna pliama na sovisti” [Black Panther and a Black Stain on the 
Conscience]. Svoboda [New Jersey] 74 (18 April 1981): 2, 4; Vanchyts’ka, Irena. “Shche pro Chornu 
Pantent” [Again about Black Panther]. Svoboda [New Jersey] 95 (21 May 1981): 2 ,3 .

Larissa Onyshkevych, a specialist on contemporary Ukrainian drama, mentioned in a letter to me that 
Vynnychenko’s plays, including Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’, were popular in Ukrainian theatres from 
the early 1990s.
37 Here 1 am referring to the edition: “Olaf Stefenzon” in Vynnychenko, Volodymyr. Krasa i syla. Povisti 
ta opovidannia. pp. 613-63. Kyiv: Dnipro, 1989.
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ruined; and an attempt to destroy Pables’s work by arson), the Spaniard wins the contest. 

Stefenzon suddenly goes home, leaving Emma in despair.

Despite the similarities of choice between art and feelings in both Chorna Pantera 

i Bilyi Vedmid’ and “Olaf Stefenzon,” the latter broadens the discussion about art and the 

depiction of displaced modernist artists, and provides more details about their Bohemian 

life in Paris. “Olaf Stefenzon” continues the discussion about art, which shifts from the 

philosophical generalizations in Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ to more critical 

reflections. Pables and Stefenzon display quite a similar formal technique, which 

synthesizes realism with new modernist trends. What is technique and what is content are 

two key questions for Vynnychenko. Examining Stefenzon's painting, a portrait of a 

blacksmith, the narrator points out its fusion of styles: “This was some sort of mixture of 

realism, impressionism, and even primitivism” [Ife 6 yna jncacb MimaHHHa 3 peaJii3M>\ 

iMnpecioHi3My, CHMBOJii3My i HaBin> npnMiTHBi3My] (626). But what he highlights is the 

attempt to create the image of a real human being:

B m’R napuiHBeHbiciH Ma33HHHi Texc Heiwa Toro, mo mtokhh Ha3Bara rinbXH 

jironcbKHM. Ane b h m  e crpeMniHHa no Toro, cTpeiwniHHfl nara He rinbKH bhcoky 

TexHixy, a R bhcoxhh, jiiodcbKUu MaTepian. JhonHHa—ue pyx nepe>KHBaHHH. ue 

nyMKa, panicrb, nenanb, Mpia, CTpancaaHHJi, Hania. Texmxa? OopMa? JJaBaRre *ff 

ckdah, naBafiTe Hafixpamy, HaiiaocxoHajiiuiy <J>opMy: iMnpecioHi3M, npHMiTHBi3M, 

Harypajii3M, nopT-6ic, Bee, mo MO»e HaRxpame o6xpecnnTH jikdahhv, naBaRTe Bee 

ckdah! Ane xc moncbxe oGxpecmoRxe, a He coGane! (628)

In this rather bad daubing there is also nothing that may be called human-like.

But there is a striving for this, a striving to demonstrate not only a superior technique 

but also perfect human material. A human being is the movement of experience; it is 

thought, joy, sorrow, dreams, suffering, and hope. Technique? Form? Give it here, give 

me the best and the most perfect form: impressionism, primitivism, naturalism, oh
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damn, everything that can best depict a person, give it all here! But portray something 

that resembles a human, not a dog!

In. contrast, a certain contempt for the human element dominates Pables's 

painting, although he has a more sophisticated technique. Examining his work, the 

narrator reflects:

Ife 6 y.no mocb Taxe runice, npu nonumi Ha jnce m h m o b o j h  Morno npHHTH b 

ronoBy nHTaHa: mo ecTb MHcreurBO? Ilfo ue 3a cwjia, suca npHMymye HaBiTb Ha TaKy 

OrHfly UHBHTHCb 3 XBHJIHDBaHHSM, 3 HC3p03yMijTOHD npHGMHicTK), 3 BjaHHl'CTJO JIO 

aBTopa ui'e Mep30TH?

Ha xapTHHi 6y.no: ctIji iuhpokhh, HH3bKHH, hcmob po3naBneHHH BaroK) 

njiamoK i 3axycoK; 3a ctojiom HOJiOBk. Ifefi nonoBiic 6 y B  uempoM Bcei' KOMno3Hui'i.

BiH IB. JI0 6  y  iioro 6yB BV3bKHH, JIHCHH, >KOBTO-pO)KeBHH, nOKpHTHH JierKHM JKHpOM.

Ofl JloSa p03X0UHJTHCb BHH3 mOKH, n a ja iO H H  6uiyB aTH M H  m’UKHMH OpHHCaMH Ha

ooMOTaHy xpyr luhi cepBetKy. Jlnue 3BHHafiHoro onronoBaHoro paHTbe.

Ane Bnpa3 fioro 6yB He 30BciM 3BHHafiHHH: ue 6 yjio jinue juouhhh, ana pooHTb 

mocb rHUKe, 3Hae npo ue ii paroe 3 Toro, paroe JiyxaBO, 3JiopanHO, caMOBUOBOJieHO...

(653)

This was something so hideous that when you looked at it a question might 

involuntarily come to mind: what is art? What is this power that makes us look even at 

such hideousness with anxiety, with incomprehensible pleasure, with gratitude to the 

author o f  this abomination?

In the picture there was a wide, low table, as though squashed beneath the 

weight o f  bottles and snacks; there was a man sitting at the table. This man was the 

centre o f  the composition; he was eating. His forehead was narrow, bald, yellowish- 

pink, lightly covered with fat. Beneath his forehead were his cheeks, falling in whitish 

soft folds onto a napkin tied around his neck. It was a face o f  an ordinary, well-fed  

investor.

But his expression was not quite ordinary: it was the face o f  the man who does 

something vile, who knows this and takes pleasure in this archly, maliciously, and self- 

righteously...
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The comparison between the two works and their creators serves to develop 

Vynnychenko’s understanding of modernist art, which he presented in Chorna Pantera i 

Bilyi Vedmid’ and his article “Sposterezhennia neprofesionala” (published the same year 

as “Olaf Stefenzon”). The narrator, Vynnychenko’s alter-ego, observes the life and works 

o f the two artists and clearly takes Stefenzon’s side. The Swede does not ignore any 

formal devices as long as they help to convey the content better. Although he is not as 

experienced as Pables, he seems to be on the right track and is conscious o f his 

commitment to criticize the formalistic exuberance and thematic emptiness o f bourgeois 

art: “What is contemporary painting?.. It is one huge picture o f the over-perfection o f 

modem capitalist technique. Technique is the only healthy nerve o f the bourgeoisie. More 

technique, better technique, technique worthy o f the greatest genius!” [IIIo raxe cyuacHe 

MajwpcTBO?.. Ife o,ziHa BenHHe3Ha xapTHHa nepeaocKOHanocri cynacHo’f KaniTajiicranHoi 

TexHiKH. Texmxa—ue gjihhhh 3ttopoBHH HepB 6ypxcya3i'i. Ilodijibme TexmxH. xpamy 

TexHixy, HaHreHiajibHiiny TexHixy!] (627-28). O laf s choice o f content, the blacksmith’s 

portrait, is quite indicative o f his intention. A blacksmith symbolizes the working people, 

the class that will supersede the bourgeois in a new socialist society. The blacksmith has 

the same social status as Olaf the turner, and in some sense his portrait is 

autobiographical. Stefenzon’s focus on humanity is his particular trait, which one 

reviewer overlooked38 in Ukrains ’ka khata. The reviewer called him “a typical 

representative of bourgeois society, who is only in pursuit o f a new technique and style” 

(“Olaf Stefenzon” 1913, 313).

On the other hand, Pables is portrayed as a representative of art for art’s sake, 

who only seeks formal refinement. His image of the investor is deliberately presented to

38 The name was not indicated, but it could have been either Sriblians’kyi or levshan.
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contrast with O laf s blacksmith. The investor belongs to the bourgeois class and is 

destined to lose his social status under socialism. The narrator associates this image of 

Pables's work with the painter himself and with his stance of a self-righteous bourgeois:

B in  [fliero ria6jiec] MeHi Mano no_ao6aBca. Lfe oyB Ham Tnni4Hnfi “opaT

XyHOJKHHK” . BiH HiHHM He uixaBHBCS, KpiM MHCTeUTBa, Ta H TO TijlbKH CBOrO 

BJiacHoro; oanaKaB Ha t c m h  epoTHHHi a6o ManapcbKi. K o j i h  Ha epoTHHHi, t o  

noraHeHbKO-coJioaKO cMiaBca, i CMix y  Boro BHJirraB t b k h m h  3ryKaMH: k a x - k h x - k j i x !

K o j i h  j k  Ha MajiapcbKi, t o  Bcix jiaaB, a ce6e x b 3 j i h b  3 t b k o k )  oaBepricno, mo CTaBano 

HaBiTb He h m k o b o ,  a u h b h o  h  rpoxH HecnoKifiHo: h h  He x b o p h h  uefi aoGpoaifi? B 

iHUinx BHnaaxax, k o j i h  roBopHjiocb npo nojiiTHKy a6o npo My3HKy h cniB E m m h .. . .  bi'h  

nwxKaB jiiojibKOio h  6e3 HyabTH, ajie 3 i i o b h h m  6aitayxcaoiM MOBHaB (643-44).

I did not like him [D iego Pables] very much. H e was a typical “fellow  painter."

He did not care about anything except art, and then only his own; he babbled about 

erotica and painting. When he talked about erotica, he would laugh lasciviously, and 

his laughter was accompanied with these sounds: kiakh-kiakh-kiakh! When he talked 

about painting, he rebuked everybody but praised h im self so frankly that eveiyone  

became not just embarrassed, but perplexed and uneasy: is this gentleman crazy? When 

there w as talk about politics or m usic or Emma’s sin g in g ... he puffed his pipe and was 

not bored but remained silent with utter indifference.

The contrast between these two artists is also emphasized by their individual 

temperament. Olaf is very shy and uncommunicative, but with a strong inner energy and 

will. Interestingly, he always covers his painting, so that no one can see it before the 

contest. Meanwhile, Pables is an obtrusive and selfish person. He does not hide his 

painting and is convinced of his victory. This contrast is also implied by Mr. Valdberg 

when he talks about modem art:

KyjibTypa, cnpaBJKHH KyjibTypa— copoMUHBa, HenoMiTHa, HeicpHKJiHBa; BOHa 

xoBacrbca no thxhx Micuax i He rBajnye npo ce6e  Ha pHHKax. B3«Tb HaHBnmy nposmy 

lT— MHCTeUTBO. Ifi CanOHH, BHCTaBKH, Mara3HHH “BiaOMHX” XyjJO/KHHiOB,— xi6a ue

cnpaBJKHe MHCTeuTBO? Lfe— cJiajibCHifiiKauia, ue— m ifi, ue— MepTBe! (632)
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Culture, genuine culture, is bashful, unremarkable, not ostentatious; it hides in 

quiet places and does not shout about itself in marketplaces. Take its highest 

manifestation— art. A ll these salons, exhibits, and stores o f  ‘famous' painters— is this 

genuine art? This is falsification, this is muck, it is dead!

To a certain extent Emma is a symbolic person, balanced between two different 

styles and painters. The writer maintains the mystery to the end of the story, so that the 

reader does not actually know whom she prefers. Like Ryta the Black Panther in Chorna 

Pantera i Bilyi Vedvid’, Emma suffers for art; and like Snizhynka, she is obedient to art 

and thus does not have any choice but to follow her personal feelings. According to the 

contest rules, she has agreed to become the wife of the contest winner for ten years. The 

finale of the story implies that she is unhappy with Pables’s victory, which symbolizes 

the victory of formalism over content and technical considerations over human ones. 

Here is how the heroine reacts to O laf s sudden departure from Paris at the end of the 

story:

EMMa BMHTb CHJIbHO npHKVCHJia HH>KHK) ry6 y Tax CHJIbHO, mo BOHa BCJI 

nobijiina h HamrHyjiacb. Kojih ry6 a Jiama Ha cboc Micue, Ha Haw chhuih mucoid  

cainH 3y6iB; 3 onHoro BHCTynnna xpoB.

—CaMa BHHHa...—npowenoTijia HeMOB npo ce6 e EMMa i, noBepHyBiuHCb, He 
nonpomaBiiiHCb, noMany BHHimia 3 xbth (663).

Emma suddenly bit her low lip so hard that it turned white and taut. When her 

lip returned to normal, there were deep blue marks from her teeth; one mark was 

bleeding.

— It’s m y fau lt... Emma whispered as though about herself. Then she turned 

around and left the house without saying good-bye.

Besides discussions about art, the story gives us a broader picture of the Parisian 

artistic milieu than Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid'. It also adds some nuances to the
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portrayal of the life of a displaced Ukrainian artist, showing us an exile's feelings and 

raising the issue of Ukrainian identity in Europe.

As in Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’. the Parisian Bohemia is multinational in 

“Olaf Stefenzon,” featuring a Swede, two Germans, the Ukrainian narrator, and various 

unidentified voices of people of other nationalities. This is actually Vynnychenko's first 

work in which he focuses on foreigners, not Ukrainian emigres. Only the narrator is 

Ukrainian, an incidental figure who simply observes the life of the hostland as if from the 

sidelines. We do not know about his past and even what kind of sculptures he creates. 

Instead, he recounts the story of Olaf Stefenzon, how he began to paint after an accident 

at a factory and found his calling as an artist. (Interestingly, this may be an 

autobiographical parallel with Vynnychenko who also accidentally began painting in 

Europe.)

Artists are recognizable on city streets, and Emma spots an artist in the narrator:

— CxaaciTb, b h — xyaoixHHx, npaBfla?

—9i CKyjibrrrop.

— Hy, o t !  9l Tax i 3Hajia. SI 3pa3y noSamuia. I ue Bee noacmoe. Mifi oaTbxo—  

xyaoiKHHK, i a Bnpocna cepea Maaapis, cxyjibnropiB i nyto Yx HaBiTb xpi3b Taxy CTiHy 

ryMaHy, ax aodpHH codaxa c b o ix  jno,ueH... (615)

— Tell me, you’re an artist, aren’t you?

— I’m a sculptor.

— Well! I knew it. I saw it at once. And that explains everything. M y father is 

an artist, and I grew up among painters and sculptors and I feel them even through this 

wall o f  fog, like a good dog recognizes his people...

Walking together, the narrator also recognizes another stranger as an artist, 

because he is wearing a hat with a wide brim (616). Later the stranger is identified as 

Olaf Stefenzon. Pables’s fashionable shoes, as well as the fact that he is addressed
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formally as Don Diego might betray his membership in an elite group. After their 

acquaintance, the Ukrainian narrator moves into the Swede's studio. Together they go to 

the Louvre, where Stefenzon wants to examine Botticelli’s works, most likely in the 

interests of his work (644). Vynnychenko mentions a number of foreign languages heard 

at the building where Pables live. Some sound quite exotic to the narrator, who cannot 

identify them (657).

The absence of French characters is another important feature of the story. It 

seems easier for the narrator to establish contact with migrants like himself. Even an 

accent can help, as it did during the first meeting between the narrator and Emma:

— B h— Hy?K 03eM eub? flp aB fla?— 3apa3  ace cnH T ajia  BOHa, H io n  SoanH C b, m o  a  

3aMOBKHy H Ha UbOMy KIHHHTbCfl H aiiia p03MOBa.

— Hy>K03eMeub,— oanoBiB a.—A b h  Teac, 3flaeTbca, He napHxcaHtca?

— H i, a HiMKeHa... (614)

— You are a foreigner, aren’t you?— She asked right away, as though afraid 

that 1 would stop talking and our conversation would end.

— I am a foreigner,— I answered.— But you ’re not a  Parisian either, are you?

— N o, I’m German...

Although Vynnychenko depicts the narrator as a Bohemian, who is preoccupied 

above all with art, he is characterized by certain elements pertaining to exile. Although 

the narrator does not pine for his homeland, he seems to be quite lonely. This loneliness 

is masterfully conveyed through sullen colours in the portrayal of gloomy Parisian scenes 

that remind us of Vynnychenko’s uneasiness with the weather in the hostland:

O a H o ro  BeHopa n b h h u u o b  npoHraca no Byjinusx IlapHjKa. Becb neHb c to h b  

TaKHH rycTHii TyMaH, mo, 3flaBanocb, SyjWHKH 6yjiH cnymeHi b  CHBy MHJibHy Bony. 

CBiTJIO CKpi3b 3anajlHJIH BHCe 3 TpeTbOl' rOflHHH, i BOHO KaiiaMyTHHMH p036pH3KaHHMH 

njuiMaMH h c o b tu io  b 6LnoBaTiH rycTifi HaniBTbMi. JfnxaTH 6yjro TpyaHO,— noBnps
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6 y jio  KHCJie, ry c T e  i H a raay B an o  HacHHeHy n a p o io  aT M ocijiepy x o a o a H o ro  

n epeaoaH H M K a(6 1 3 ) .

One evening I went out for a walk on the streets o f  Paris. All day there was 

such dense fog that it seemed as if  the houses had sunk into gray, soapy water. Lights 

had been turned on everywhere from 3:00 p.m. and they glowed with muddy splashes 

o f  yellow colour in the thick, whitish semi-darkness. It was difficult to breath— the air 

was acrid and dense and resembled the atmosphere o f  a cold corridor filled with steam.

The depiction of streets and people also implies the writer's discomfort and 

feeling of being out of place:

B TyMaHi, hk i paHiiue, 3 rpoxoroM, 3bohom i peBOM coBajiHCb TpaMBai' Ta 

eKinaaci; KJiinann h TpycwiHCb acnpHi itjisimh CBixna MamnHiB i JiixTapiB; juouh 

BHCTpHOyBaJlH H 3HHKaJlH KOJIO MeHe, HK BHTBOpH XOpOOJlHBOl (j)aHTa3i'i. 9i niaHflB 

KOMip nanbTa, 3aicypHB i njnoHyB: Mano noro He 6yBae cepea ue'i rpoMaan cothIb 

THCSH HadHTHX JIHDabMH KEM51HHX CKpHHb, B JlHnKifi, npOHH3yBaTifi KanaMyri TyMaHiB 

i BHnapiB 6 ojiot? (618)

Like before, the trams and carts rumbled in the fog with a clamour and ringing; 

the greasy stains o f  lights from the shops and lanterns blinked and trembled; people 

jumped out and disappeared near me, like creatures from a morbid fantasy. I raised the 

collar o f  my coat, lit a cigarette, and spat: God knows what transpires in this mass o f  

hundreds o f  thousands o f  stone boxes crowded with people, in this piercing mud o f  fog 

and swamp vapours?

“Olaf Stefenzon” represents the dilemma of Vynnychenko as a writer from a 

colonized and unrecognized nation. Here is how Emma reacts to the introduction of the 

Ukrainian narrator to her circle:

■fl TpOUIKH 3aM !51BCfl, CK3JKH 1M, a  BOHH BCe O/lHO He 3H3THMyTb, XTO fl.

— A n yKpaiheub,— yce xc tekh nporoBOpHB a. 3 tbkhm BHrjiaaoM. hcmob 

BCbOMy cBiTOBi aaBHo BiaoMO, mo ue 3a nraufl— vKpai'Heub.

— Qu’est-ce que c’est?!— bhcoko niaHiuia cboi rycTi 6 poBH naHHa.
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9l nonyxaBca h noHas po3xa3VBaTH. Ane naHHa Henocnyxana— t h m  Kpame, uie 

oflHa Hauifl (621).

I hesitated a little bit,— if  you tell them, they still w on’t know who 1 am.

— And I am a Ukrainian,— I said as though everyone in the world has long 

known what the Ukrainian species is.

— Qu’est-ce que c ’est?!— the young lady raised her thick brows.

I scratched m yself and began to speak. But the lady didn’t listen to the end—  

it’s nice to know that one more nation exists.

Though ironic, Emma’s remark indicates the international atmosphere and modernist 

cosmopolitanism of a large European centre, a kind of contemporary ideal of 

multicultural society: the more diversity, the better. But therein lies the problem: Emma 

is totally indifferent to national uniqueness, in contrast to her father, who asks a lot of 

questions about Ukraine, although he knows nothing about it either:

BiH 3apa3 ace nonaB MeHe nHTara, xto  s, hkoi Hauii', hh naBHO b napn>xi. BiH 

TaKo>K He 3hhb, mo to  Taxe yxpai'Hui, ane BinHicca no to to  He Tax, ax nouxa. HaBnaxw, 

nyace 3auixaBHBca, npucvHyB no MeHe CBifi CTuieub i 3 TaxHM BHrnanoM, hcmob MaB 

nonyTH Bin MeHe Han3BHHaHHi pini, craB nHBHTHCb MeHi b JiHue. Ife MeHe 3BopymHJio 

H 3pa3y Binnano b noBHy fioro BJiaay. YsBrrb co6i: ueH mhjihh ninycb HaBiTb npo 

Onacj)a 3a6yB i Tax 3auixaBHBca hobohd Hauieio! Ifi-6ory, BiH Mir MaTH noBHe npaBO 

nyMaTH, mo BHHafimoB Hac! Ane ax BiH me nani BinHiccs no cboto BinxpHira! 

Jfi3HaBmwcb, mo mh TinbXH-TinbXH BcrynaeMO no xynbTypHoro jkhtts, mo mh me He 

3incoBaHi “po3nycToro 3onoTa”, ax BiH ninxa3aB Meni; ni3HaBmHCb, mo Hac TpunuaTb 

MinifioHiB (axacb xadanicTHHHa mujjpa b ycTax xoacHoro yxpaiHua!),— Banbnoepr 

3aTyp6yBaBca, nonaB xanara MeHe 3a xoniHa i npo mocb Haiimnpime Sjiara™. 

CnonaTxy a HaBiTb He 3p03yMiB, mo Mir Taxoro cxa3ara nonoBixoBi. BusBHJiocb, mo 

BiH 6oaBca 3a Hac! B5h 6oaBca 3a Harny Monony nomo i npoxaB Hac 6yrH 

odepeacHHMH— He xnnaTHCb Ha m in, yaBJiaraHH, mo ue nificne 3onoTo... (632)

He immediately began asking me w ho I was, what nationality and had I been in 

Paris long. He too did not know what Ukrainians were, but his attitude was different 

from his daughter’s. On the contrary, he was very interested; he dragged his chair to me
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and began looking at my face as though he were about to hear som e extraordinary' 

things from me. This touched m e and at once placed me under his full authority. 

Imagine: this gentle old man even forgot about O laf and showed such interest in a new  

nation! W ell, he had every right to think that he had discovered us! You should have 

seen his further attitude to his discovery! After he had learned that w e are just now- 

beginning to build our cultural life and that w e were not yet corrupted by the “lechery 

o f  gold,” as he put it; after he learned that there are thirty m illion o f  us (a cabalistic 

number for every Ukrainian!), Valdberg became concerned, began touching m y knees 

and making urgent appeals. A t first, I did not even understand what 1 had said to upset 

him. It turned out that he was concerned for us! H e was concerned about our young fate 

and begged us to be careful— not to throw ourselves on manure, imagining that it is 

real gold ...

This peculiarity of Europe’s encounter with Ukraine as a terra incognita is also rendered 

through the way the narrator is addressed. Contrary to the other characters that have real 

names, he is simply called ‘Ukren,’ that is, according to the French pronunciation of 

‘Ukraine.’

Colonial prejudice was a problem that Vynnychenko encountered during his 

European exile. It was not always manifested openly; sometimes it was disguised in the 

exoticism o f “the other.” Vynnychenko’s stay in Europe made him realize the subaltern 

status o f his national representation not only within Russian imperial structures but also 

on the broader international scale. “...[I]t is difficult to be a Ukrainian writer. You carry 

your nationality like some kind of hereditary disease. It’s impossible to get rid o f it, as a 

blond can’t become a brunette, but it’s not easy to carry it” [...[Tjpyjmo 6yra 

yxpaiHCbKHM JiiTepaTopOM. Hecem me axyct HacJiiucTBeHHy xBopoSy Ha co6i cboio 

HaniOHajIBHiCTb. CKHHyTH n—HeMOXCJIHBO, JIK HeMOHCJIHBO 3 SjlOHXWHa CTETH SpiOHeTOM, 

ajie 5K i HecTH He nenco] (22 December 1910). In this respect, he assumes that his national 

affiliation might be an obstacle to issuing his works in translation by a German
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publishing house in Munich, which had offered to publish them (28 March 1913)/9 

Vynnychenko tries to inscribe a Ukrainian identity in the hostland, or as Gurr puts it. "to 

claim the universality of [exiles’] local experience” (22). In other words, displacement for 

colonized subjects always carries a sense of mission—political and cultural to represent 

their nations at the international arena (Baranczak). Vynnychenko articulates it in this 

way: “I want to glorify everything Ukrainian through me” [51 xony bosbcjihmhth coook> 

yxpaiHCLKe] (Shchodennyk 1: 214, 21 December 1916). In general, artistic Modernism 

was an international and cosmopolitan tendency and had little to do with nationalism in 

the West. In Eastern Europe, however, Modernism to a great extent determined the 

revival of many subjugated nations (Ilnytzkyj 1991).

In “Olaf Stefenzon,” Vynnychenko continues to experiment. Although the story is 

mainly written in a realistic manner, there is an episode that betrays a non-realistic 

element in regard to the very content. This is an intriguing episode in which Mr. 

Valdberg offers his daughter as a prize for the best painting:

B ih  npH3HaHHB cepen c b o i x  v m h ib  Komcypc i nae nonoBHHy rpoinefi t o m > ' .  x t o  

3acnyjKMTb nepiny npeMiio. Ane fi uboro He nocHTb. KpiM nec h t h  t h c h h  MapoK, BiH 

MaB me enHHv yjuoSneHy KpacyHio nonxy, o t  mo caMy EMMy. I mo nonk v  BiH nae 

TOMy, x t o  Ha6JiH3HTbca b noTpibHift Mipi no fioro ine'i. 3rona noHKH? 3BHnafiHo, He 

6e3 iT 3ronn. BoHa noHan Bee CTaBHTb SaTbKOBe m h c t c u t b o  i 3a fioro po3Bifi Moxce 

aa™ cede b c i o  Ha mo xoneTe. YMOBa Taxa: BOHa ooitwe necsnrb JiiT Hi pa3y He 3paanTn 

HOJioBiKOBi, n6ara npo fioro, cjiy>KHTH fioMy, ax pa6nHa. H h  HOJiOBix xoxaTHMe iT. h h  

Hi— ue poni He rpae b c j ih k o T :  necaTb JiiT BOHa cnyacHTHMe, a Toni h h  JiHmHTbca 3 

H O J io B ix o M , h h  nine Bin Roro (625).

He has announced a competition among his students, and he is g iv ing h a lf  o f  

his m oney to the one who w ins first prize. But there’s more. B esides the 10,000 marks, 

he had an only daughter, the beautiful and beloved Emma. And he w ill g ive  his

Actually, there is no evidence that these translations were ever published.
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daughter to  the one w ho w ill adequately approach his idea. D oes he have the daughter s 

agreement? Certainly, nothing w ill happen without her consent. She reveres her 

father’s art above everything, and for its development she is ready to g ive herself no 

matter what. This is the condition: she promises not to betray her husband even once 

during the ten years, to take care o f  him, and serve him like a slave. It does not matter 

very much whether her husband loves her or not: she w ill serve him for ten years and 

then either stay or leave him.

The language of this episode echoes a popular fairy tale motif, according to which a king 

offers half his kingdom and his daughter to the man who fulfills his wish. This motif is 

found in folklore throughout the world. Here are two examples from a different 

background:

“Askeladden and his Good Helpers” (Norwegian folk tale)

...O n ce  upon a time there was a king, and that king had heard a ship that could  

go  on sea as fast as on land. A  ship like that he wants too, and to that man w ho could  

build a  ship like that, he promised his daughter and the h a lf  kingdom.

('http://www.testmann.gs.nt.no/facts/nor05.htm'>

“Cossack Mamaryha” (Ukrainian folk tale)

. . .S o  the Cossack M amaiyha traveled until he cam e to a strange country. Here 

he heard from the people that there lived a king, and that before his palace grew a 

mighty oak tree, and that under this tree there lay untold treasure. The king had 

proclaimed that whoever would cut down this mighty oak, uproot i t  and find the 

treasure, w ould have his daughter as his w ife. But none w ho had tried so  far were 

successful.

Hearing this, the Cossack Mamaryha decided that he would g ive it a try. He 

rode up to the palace to announce his arrival and his w illingness to cut down the oak.

The king cam e out and asked: “W ho are you?”

“I am the Cossack Mamaryha," he replied, "and I w ill get the treasure from 

under the oak for you.”

“Very w ell,” said the king. “If you cut down the tree and find the treasure, 1 

w ill g ive h a lf o f  my kingdom and the hand o f  my daughter in marriage. But i f  you  

haven't done it overnight, you'll lose your head in the morning.”
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(Tittp://www.4fo40.com /folktales/index.asp?article=folktales cossackmamarilia)

The attributes of folk narrative are evident in “Olaf Stefenzon": “half of his 

money” (parallels “half of the kingdom”), “the only beloved beautiful daughter." and 

Emma’s consent to fulfill the extraordinary will of her father and be obedient to her 

husband for ten years. The marriage can continue if the conditions of the agreement are 

met. Does this episode with Emma-the-prize sound real in Vynnychenko’s historical 

circumstances? Certainly not: its congruence with the overall realistic style o f the story is 

problematic. This tendency may be motivated by what Peters calls “compensatory 

fantasies” (19). The critic continues: “Fantasy arises from the human condition of 

incompleteness” (37). A sense of incompleteness comes from the state of displacement 

and the lack of impressions. This prompts Vynnychenko to direct his attention from the 

physical world to the world of ideas, and he thus utilizes his “compensatory fantasies." 

Fantasies can also serve to better implement ideas and convince readers by alluding to 

traditional narratives.

“Olaf Stefenzon,” unlike any of Vynnychenko’s previous works, is an adventure, 

almost a detective story. Vynnychenko succeeds in maintaining suspense throughout: 

strangers on a street; unusual relationships among the members of Mr. Valdberg’s circle: 

Emma’s mysterious behaviour; attempts to spoil or destroy the paintings of both Pables 

and Stefenzon. In some sense, it can be called a detective story with an artistic theme, in 

which the narrator resembles a detective, who unravels a series of events leading to 

O laf s sudden escape and Emma’s depression. The story begins with a scene in which the 

narrator, walking along a Paris street one foggy evening, observes the extraordinary 

behaviour of a female passerby, who later turns out to be Emma:
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...[ITJepexoAHHH OflHy bvjihujo, a 3ynnHHBca, 60 Jiecb nonepeny. ax Teaa b 

3aroHi, acajiicHO peBiB aBTOMoGijib. riopyn 3i mhoio to k  3ynnHHjiacb axacb naMa.

BoHa Horocb 03Hpajiacb i Hi6n luynajiH o h h m b  no3an ceoe... HaMa, b h u h o , 

HeTepnejiMBHJiacb, cepaHTo nocrvKyxoHH napacoaeM no TpoTyapy. ft noaHBHBca Ha 

He'f. B oni MeHi KHHyjmcb n nyxce nopm, rycTi, 3MiacTi opoBH, BejiHKi oni 3 hvahh .m  

G jihckom  i HiTKHH pHcyHOK ry6 (613-14).

...[C ]rossing the street, I stopped because som ewhere ahead a car was 

bellow ing like a trapped calf. A  lady stopped next to me. She w as looked around for 

som e reason, as i f  she had spotted something behind her... The lady seem ed to be in a 

hurry, angrily thumping the ground with her umbrella. I looked at her. I immediately 

remarked her very black, heavy, and serpentine eyebrows, her large eyes, gleam ing  

strangely, and the sharply etched shape o f  her lips.

He is also wary when he first meets Olaf Stefenzon on the street, immediately 

after his encounter with Emma. Replying to Olaf s request to tell him where she went, he 

says:

3Hacre mo, Miw ju oGh h ,... bh He xBHjnomrecb, ane anpecH a BaM naTb He 

Moxcy; Hi Bac, Hi naHHH a He 3Haio; aapecy MoacHa cxa3aTb, h v b  He3aKOHHo; kojih  6 

naHHa 3Hana, mo bh MeHe 3HafineTe, BOHa, neBHo 6, He cxasajia npH MeHi aapecH. a 

TOMy i a He cxaary xT BaM (618).

You know what, m y dear fe llow ...d on ’t be upset, but I can’t g ive you her 

address; I don’t know either you or the lady; one may say that 1 heard the address 

illegally; i f  the lady had known that you would find me, she would probably never 

have mentioned her address to me, and that’s w hy 1 w on’t give it to you.

Even after a reading of the story some episodes remain unclear and can lead to 

different interpretations. The folk motif definitely contributes to building a sense of 

adventure throughout the story. Actually, this was Vynnychenko’s new artistic device, 

which served two purposes: 1) to entertain readers; and 2 ) to present his ideas in an 

entertaining fashion. In the general context of his writings during this period, “Olaf
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Stefenson” can be viewed as an artistic experiment that seemed to puzzle readers with an 

unusual mixture of real and fictionalized planes.

This shift to non-reality in “Olaf Stefenson” led critics to accuse Vynnychenko for 

lowering his style and switching to sensational themes: “Whereas earlier even1 theme of 

his stories struck the reader’s heart with its real truth, now the sensational theme strikes 

only one’s nerves” (“Olaf Stefenzon” 1913, 313). The contemporary critic Pavlo 

Fedchenko calls the story an attempt “to fence himself off from real life” (1987, 55). a 

myopic approach in his estimation. The writer, in fact, gives quite a realistic picture of 

Bohemian life in Paris and presents his ideas on modernist art. Ostap Hrytsai positively 

reviewed the story, which “stimulates vivid interest on the part of readers” and called 

Vynnychenko “a great sensation” (qt. in Stel’mashenko, 118).40

Vynnychenko’s next works of this period, such as Po-svii and Bozhky bring us 

back to his problematic themes of individuals struggling with revolutionary change. 

However, it is important to note that he will develop this experiment with non-realistic 

devices during his permanent exile in the 1920s in works, such as Soniachna mashyna, 

Velykyi sekret [The Big Secret] (1925), Prorok, calling his new style “symbolic realism.”

2.3. The Emigre Writes Back

Although Vynnychenko was away from his homeland during 1907-14, he made it the 

main focus of attention by becoming actively involved in the cultural and literary life of 

Ukraine: he did so by contributing to intellectual discussions, broaching such issues as 

revolution, family relationships, love, truth, prostitution, and human instincts. It is

40 Stel’mashenko refers to Hrytsai, Ostap. “Z nashykh zhumaliv.” Dilo [L’viv] 7 (8 April 1913): 1 -2. [From 
Our Journals]
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striking that this writer, who resided abroad, became Ukraine’s most acclaimed author. 

Although his radical, modernist ideas were widely criticized, their provocative nature and 

freshness were factors that attracted intelligentsia readers with their new horizon of 

expectation. In this section I emphasize Vynnychenko’s national preoccupation and sense 

of Ukraine as a “familiar territory” that generated his assiduous interest in his native 

country and became his main literary focus. Then I examine how displacement leads to a 

shift from “real life” and “real people” to the more abstract and intellectually strained 

world of ideas in his works, his critical perspective on his homeland, and his provocative 

way of writing and communicating with the public from a distance.

Before examining Vynnychenko’s emigre preoccupation with his homeland. I 

will survey his literary achievements in this period. Mykhailo Kotsiubyns’kyi, his 

prominent contemporary, observed in a letter to Vynnychenko in 1909: “Whom do our 

people read? Vynnychenko. Whom do people talk about if  it concerns literature? About 

Vynnychenko. Whom do they buy? Again Vynnychenko” (“Lystuvannia,” 50). The 

writer’s displacement during 1907-14 appears to have been enormously beneficial to his 

creativity. In a diary entry for 19 September 1910, Chykalenko called him a ‘highly 

productive’ writer (1931). During this period Vynnychenko wrote about forty works, 

including stories, plays, and novels. For the purpose of comparison, it should be noted 

that during 1902-06 Vynnychenko wrote twenty works, mainly short stories, one play, 

and no novels. The majority of his works were published in Kyiv and L’viv, with Russian 

translations in Moscow and St. Petersburg. Most were written in Europe, although I do 

not exclude the possibility that Vynnychenko may have written some works during his 

brief, illegal trips to Ukraine. It has not been established with any certainty where these
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works were written. My reconstruction of these places is on the basis of his 

correspondence with Chykalenko and other sources:

Geneva: “Moment” “Dym” [Smoke] “Rabyni spravzhn'oho" [Slaves of the 

Genuine], “Zina” [Zina], “Matvii Bezodnia” [Matvii Bezodnia] (1907-08).41 

Capri: “Te zh same” [The Same] (1908).42 

Zurich: “Zapysna knyzhka” [The Note Book] (1909).

Paris: Memento, Bazar (1909), Brekhnia, “Chudnyi epizod” (1910). Rivnovaha 

(1911), “Fed’ko-khalamydnyk,” Natus’ [Natus’] (1912), Zapovit bat'kiv [Testament of 

Forefathers] (1914)43

L’viv: Chesnist’ z  soboiu (started in Paris), Chorna Banter a i Bilyi Vedmid'. 

Moloda krov (1910)

During 1908-1913 over 200 critical works appeared with references to 

Vynnychenko’s writings, including Ukrainian, Russian, German, and Polish sources.44

His dramaturgy, along with the plays of Lesia Ukrainka, Oleksandr Oles’ and 

Spyrydon Cherkasenko, symbolized the rupture with traditional Ukrainian drama based 

on folkloric motifs (e.g., plays by Ivan Karpenko-Karyi, Marko Kropyvnyts’kyi, and 

Mykhailo Staryts’kyi) and the creation of a new modernist theatre. The staging of 

Vynnychenko’s plays, however, encountered problems both because of censorship 

restrictions and challenges that they brought to the traditional theatre and audience 

expectations. A number of plays were banned by the Tsarist censors not only because

41 “Matvii Bezodnia” is not extant; it is possible that Vynnychenko destroyed it. The writer mentioned this 
idea in his letter to Chykalenko from 7 July 1907.
4* This story was published under the title “Shchos’ bil’she za nas” [Something Greater than Us].
4j Zapovit bat ’kiv was first published in Russian in 1914.
44 Stel’mashenko mentions 184 references to Ukrainian sources (92-122), 24 to Russian (475-80), two to 
German (460) and one to a Polish one (477). There was one reference to a Czech source dated 1907 (ibid., 
537).
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they were about revolutionaries (e.g., B azarf5 but also because they touched upon moral 

issues that seemed too revolutionary (e.g., Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid*). Brekhnia, 

however, was not prohibited and had quite a mixed reception. As one reviewer noted, its 

premiere in Kyiv was successful but the actors’ performance was too poor to render all 

the nuances of the writer’s ideas (“Artystychni,” 7).

Through his connections with the Russian intelligentsia, thirty-six Russian- 

language publications of Vynnychenko’s works appeared, including a collection of his 

works in separate volumes.46 He was highly acclaimed by imperial audiences, and in 

some respects his writings echoed the traditions of Russian writers, such as Dostoyevsky, 

Gorky, Kuprin, and Artsybashev. The critic Konstantin Arabazhin. comparing 

Vynnychenko’s works with those of Artsybashev (e.g., Saniri), singled out the Ukrainian 

writer’s international appeal and the greater sophistication and philosophical 

underpinnings of his works (Stel’mashenko, 477) 47 His plays would be widely staged in 

cities throughout the Russian Empire during 1914-17: Brekhnia in the Alexandrinsky 

Theatre in St. Petersburg, in the Nezlobin theatre in Moscow, and in Odesa (director: 

Sibiriakov); Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid,’ Mokhnonohe and Pryhvozhdeni in Saratov 

(Shchodennyk 1 : 222; Stel’mashenko, 476; 486). Vynnychenko also contributed his 

critical articles to the discussion about Ukrainian-Russian relations and Ukrainian identity 

in the Russian Empire (“Otkrytoie pis’mo k russkim pisateliam” [Open letter to Russian 

Writers], 1913).

45 Bazar, however, was staged in L’viv, Chemivtsi, and Kolomyia (Ukrainian cities in Austro-Hungary). 
“Big ovations in Chemivtsi,” Vynnychenko noted in his letter to Chykalenko (4 April 1912).
4* Five volumes appeared before 1914 and the other four by 1917 (Stel’mashenko, 67-70).

Stel’mashenko was referring to Arabazhin, K. I. Etiudy o msskikh pisateliakh [Etudes on Russian 
Writers]. St. Petersburg: Prometei, 1912.
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Vynnychenko constantly drew the attention of the press. From time to time the 

newspaper Rada (Kyiv, 1909-1914) and other periodicals published brief notes about the 

writer’s whereabouts and what he was working on, even though he was officially wanted 

by the police in Ukraine. It seems that the writer reacted to any information that 

concerned him personally or his ideas. In this respect, his numerous letters to such 

periodicals as Literaturno-naukovyi visnyk (L’viv, in 1907 the journal moved to Kyiv). 

Ukrains’ka khata (Kyiv), Nash holos [Our Voice] (L’viv), Dilo [Cause] (L’viv), Rada 

(Kyiv), Dzvin (Kyiv), and Ukrainskaia zhizn’ (Moscow) are very significant. This 

phenomenon of being physically victimized but culturally present (in the form of literary 

works and plays) is what distinguishes Russian imperial rule from the Soviet regime 

(upon Stalin’s consolidation of state power in the 1930s), which put a ban on all 

Vynnychenko’s works. In other words, during the period 1907-14 the writer was 

physically absent from his homeland, yet his “persona” and works were not in 

displacement; they were present and played a significant role in Ukrainian cultural 

production. His long stay abroad did not limit his creative zeal. On the contrary, despite 

many inconveniences he became more productive and versatile.

Next I will examine how displacement informed Vynnychenko’s attitude toward 

his homeland. Theory tells us that it is natural for a displaced writer to look back at the 

beginning of his displacement, especially for an emigre with an active political attitude 

toward processes unfolding in the homeland and a strong desire to return. As White 

points out: “...[I]t must be noted that amongst all the literature of migration the highest 

proportion deals in some way with ideas of return, whether actualised or remaining 

imaginary” (14). Although Vynnychenko can be considered a traveler and a displaced
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modernist writer who enjoys his stay abroad, his emigre status prevailed at this period 

and was best exemplified by his extensive involvement in the Ukrainian cultural 

discourse. We use the term “emigre” here to emphasize his active attitude, both in 

cultural and political terms, toward his homeland. Despite Vynnychenko’s connections 

with the diaspora and foreign artistic circles, his main audience remained in Ukraine. The 

country was rapidly undergoing cardinal changes, and Vynnychenko felt responsible and 

dedicated to its fate. In a letter to Chykalenko from Geneva, dated 21 January 1908. he 

describes his national position:

EyabTe neBHi, GBreHe XapjiaMniifoBHHy, mo noKH a nonyBaio b cooi chjih, a 

nocTapatocb 3Po6 hth Bee, mo6 npHCJiyacHTHCb Hauiifi HauioHajibHiw cnpaBi. Bcakhmh 

nyTHMH, BcaKHMH cnoco6aMH, a mh MycHMO CTaTH HapiBHi 3 nepeaoBHMH HauiaMH. Ue 

MeTa, juia aKoi' BapTO jkhth h npamoBaTH.

Y ou can be sure, Ievhen Kharlampiiovych, that as long as I feel able, 1 w ill do 

m y best to serve our national cause. By all w ays and all means w e must keep up with  

the developed nations. This is the goal for which it is worth living and working.

There is an opinion that a displaced writer becomes more national when he lives 

outside the homeland (Fizer, xxiv). For instance, the fact that American expatriate writers 

who stayed in Europe after World War I understood their national identity more deeply 

was the subject of numerous studies (Cowley, Earnest, Ross, and Washington). This is 

not necessarily true of all writers, especially those who left their homeland at a young age 

(compare this to Nabokov’s prose works, none of which were set in his homeland, 

Russia, barring the odd allusion) .48 For Vynnychenko, distance gave him crucial 

reinforcement and sharpened his focus and active engagement in processes in the home

48 Besides the fact that Nabokov, who studied English and French in his childhood, was younger when he 
left his country, there was also a weaker sense o f his national preoccupation, since Russia, unlike Ukraine, 
was an independent state.
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country. This active engagement can be inspired by what Maria-Ines Lagos-Pope calls 

“literary responses to the political repression” (123). For Tucker, displacement creates “a 

wound that shoot its own arrows of artistic strength and stimulation” (xx). Certainly, 

being a revolutionary activist and a member of a political party, Vynnychenko considered 

his literary activity a part of his political agenda to transform society on different levels.

Crucial to a writer’s preoccupation with his homeland there is the factor that 

Seidel calls “familiar territory:” “...[TJhe exilic mind, no matter where it projects, no 

matter how unknown its arts, emanates from familiar or local territory. Imaginative 

powers begin at the boundaries of accumulated experience” (2). It is natural for a 

displaced writer to write about what s/he knows better. That is why, in his opinion, 

displaced writers, such as Conrad or Naipaul, wrote so little about Britain, where they 

migrated. For instance, virtually all of Conrad’s characters are travelers, foreigners, or 

exiles. This “familiar territory” can be reached through artistic sensitivity, an important 

characteristic that determines the writer’s decision to write about what is familiar and 

engrained in his soul. In Gurr’s opinion, exiles who write about the hostland risk losing 

artistic sensitivity and thus these works cannot compete with those written from 

homeland experience: “All the work of such exiles, Joyce, Mansfield, Naipaul, is 

markedly weaker when the creative effort has to be directed towards the construction of a 

foreign environment or tradition” (26). Significantly, out of approximately forty works 

written during this period only four works (i.e., “Taina,” Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid', 

“Olaf Stefenzon,” and Rivnovaha) have a deliberate hostland setting, whereas his other 

works are set in Ukraine and depict familiar realia for the readership (although mostly 

with a very vague and conventional setting). Tellingly, even in those four works
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Vynnychenko says little about the local space but deals predominantly with the life of 

emigres.

However, in time, the vision of “familiar territory'’ moves from immediate 

impressions and realistic observations to the more abstract world of ideas. In his letter to 

Chykalenko, dated 5 February 1910, Vynnychenko speaks about this transformation: 

“My entire misfortune is that I recollect life, I don’t see it around [me], I don’t see real 

people, but my ideas are always with me. That’s why there is an advantage of ideas over 

images” [Bee moc HemacTs b TOMy, mo s  3ranyio >khtth, a He oauy fioro HaBKono ceoe, a 

He oauy xchbhx moaefi, ane moi iae'i 3aBaczm 3i mhoio. Oce> homy ijieT nepeBaacaiOTb Han 

o6pa3aMH]. The writer confesses that geographical displacement impedes observations of 

everyday life.

This statement, however, may be illusive and serve as proof that his complaint 

betrays his literary crisis. For instance, Moroz, in referring to the above citation, assumes 

that Vynnychenko sometimes “lacked the ability to prove his rightness—to prove in an 

artistic way and through characters that are bright, understandable, and attractive to the 

audience” (137). Certainly, there were defects in his works. But the point is that 

displacement forced him to deploy a new narrative strategy based on recollections and 

elaborations of ideas. This citation is a very important clue for understanding the shift in 

Vynnychenko’s literary career from a realistic depiction of everyday life (with a focus on 

social issues) to philosophical reflections and intellectual analyses of problematic moral 

issues. It is also important to emphasize here that his retreat from realistic observations in 

no way means a lessening of his interest in his homeland. Although his physical break 

with his country and its social and psychological consequences may be perceived in
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negative terms, in terms of literary development it impacted the writer positively. At this 

point his literary expression took a more philosophical form, and his ideas were initially 

addressed to the Ukrainian audience. While some of Vynnychenko’s early works were 

overburdened with national tonality,49 now they acquired more visible universal value, as 

they shared a common modernist interest in the complexity of human nature. In general, 

strictly modernist concerns begin to stimulate ideas, driving the narrative and replacing 

naturalistic representation. In this sense, Vynnychenko was always a man of ideas. But 

displacement, on its part, with its geographical distance and lack of immediate 

impressions from the homeland, made those ideas more intense and dominant in 

Vynnychenko’s handling of literary material. Panchenko observes this writer's shift to 

immense intellectual tension and philosophical values, which he attributed to 

Vynnychenko’s gradual loss of political influence and acquisition of the voice of an artist 

and thinker (http://www.librarv.kr.Ua/books/panchenko/p2.shtml#2.2.%2Cn.

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari explain the phenomenon of philosophical 

preoccupation of another modernist writer, Franz Kafka, by what they call 

“deterritorialization,” the loss or absence of a writer's natural territory, and social and 

cultural milieu. They particularly emphasize that Kafka was a Jew who lived among 

Czechs and wrote in German, whose population and language were limited to Czech 

territory (16). On this basis critics include him in the ranks of writers of “minor 

literature.” Considering ‘deterritorialization’ synonymous with displacement (as well as 

“territory” and “place”), we can draw a parallel between the two writers to support our 

argument, although their displacements have clearly different characteristics.

49 Lesia Ukrainka in her article “Vynnychenko” indicated, in particular, the writer’s low and rough humour 
in the stories “Narodnyii diiach” [The People’s Activist] (1903) and “Zaruchyny” [The Engagement] 
(1904).
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Being displaced from his natural social and cultural milieu, Vynnychenko spoke 

about the loss of live contacts and the lack of impressions from Ukraine, which were 

gradually disappearing. He even asked Chykalenko to narrate episodes about everyday 

life or to send letters from Rada’s correspondents so that he could refresh his own 

memory and use them as literary material:

Ax, mxoaa— mxoaa, mo a He mojkv 6vth  aoMa. R  Hanpyoxyio Bci HepBH, 

MaHHce rajunouHHauii' BHKjiHKaio, m o6 6aMHTH h vsbhth  Te, mo MeHi Tpeoa, arte Hiaxa 

(j)aHTa3ia He yTBoptrrb Toro, m o Moace aaTb oaHa api6HHHxa, yrBopeHa >khttj!m. Ha 

yjiHui, Ha JiHui, b cnoBi jxhboi atoatiHH. O t rax Mymy chjuth b uhx TVMaHax. cepea  

nyxcHX, HeuixaBHX, HenoTpioHHx MeHi m oaefi i TpaTHTH chjih Ha Te. mo Tax Jterxo 

b33th aoMa. Moxce 6  Bh MeHi HanHcaan Taxojx npo aeaxHX juoaeii BnaaTHHx hhm- 

He6yab b yxpa'iHCbxoMy pyci, iHTepecHHx ana poMaHa (29  Novem ber 1912).

Ah, what a pity it is that I can’t be at home. I strain every nerve and almost 

conjure up hallucinations to see and imagine what I need. But no fantasy can create 

what a sim ple thing created by life, on a street, a face, and in a word o f  a living person 

can give. So I have to remain among these fogs, among these strange, uninteresting 

people, who are useless to me and expend m y energy on what is so easily available at 

home. Perhaps you could write to me about certain people who are prominent in some 

ways in the Ukrainian m ovement and interesting for the novel.

A year later Vynnychenko expresses the same thought after finishing a new 

novel:50

Ha niacxaBi xinbxox He3HanHnx puc Tpe6a 6y.no BmSyaoByBara CHTyauiK), 

xapaxTepH. Kojih 6 s  6yB aoMa, He Tpe6a 6yjio 6  raaTH nac Ha Te, mo roTOBe nia  

pyxaMH. I aoxH >x Tax 6yae? Hh aoBro a 3Mo*y Tax nncara? IfixaBO caMOMy, mo 6yae  

aani (11 December 1913).

I had to re-create the situation and characters on the basis o f  a few  insignificant 

details. I f  I were at hom e, 1 would not have to spend time on what is at hand. And how

50 The writer does not mention the title o f  the work. It could be most likely Bozhky.
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long w ill this continue? H ow  long can I keep on writing like this? I m y se lf am 

interested to see what will happen later.

A lack o f fresh impressions o f his homeland is what concerns him most: '"...[I]f 

it’s going to be like this for at least another three years, I won’t be able to write a word 

about Ukrainian life, let alone general Russian life. This is what torments me most!" 

[...[K]ojih Tax i 6yne me xoh 3 rpn pokh, % Bxce h cnoBa He 3Moxcy Hanncara He Te mo 3 

yKpaiHCBKoro, a  h 3 3aram>HopociHCiKoro jkhtts. O t mo Sintm ycboro myhhtb!] (11 

December 1913).31

Critics observed this shift in Vynnychenko’s works based on his vivid 

impressions of everyday life to the more intellectual stance of works of ideas. Mykola 

Ievshan, for instance, says:

Vynnychenko’s new  direction is not spontaneous but [that o f  an] intellectual, 

who ‘lectures’ readers and proposes a n e w  m orality... He began to produce plays a  la  

Ibsen, which are limited to a small group o f  people... Vynnychenko becam e a man o f  

letters [Iiterat], who professionally works out his themes and who does not take from  

real life  but imitates European writers... A  strange force hangs over the w hole artistic 

world o f  the author. He is tom  from the reality o f  life and he studies, not creates 

(1998c, 574-5).

On the other hand, these constructed ideas introduced a sense of artificiality to his 

writings. Some critics (Steshenko, Kostiuk) criticize Vynnychenko for the improbability 

of his characters, as if they were constructed to support the writer’s ideas.

51 Interestingly, Joyce also asked his brother Stanislaus and his friends to send him very detailed 
information about Dublin. Working on Ulysses in 1921, he asked his Aunt Josephine the following: “Two 
more questions. Is it possible for an ordinary person to climb over the area railings o f  no 7 Eccles street, 
either from the path or the steps, lower himself from the lowest part o f the railings till his feet are within 2 
feet or 3 o f  the ground and drop unhurt. I saw it done myself but by a man o f rather athletic build. I require 
this information in detail in order to determine the wording o f a paragraph. Secondly. Do you know 
anything o f  Mat Dillon’s daughter Mamy who was in Spain? If so, please let me know. Did any o f your 
girlfriends ever go there? Thirdly and last. Do you remember the cold February o f 1893.1 think you were in 
Clanbrassil street. I want to know whether the canal was frozen and if  there was any skating” (qt. in Beja, 
65).
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“Vynnychenko’s plays and prose works after 1907 sometimes lacked persuasive artistic 

and psychological motivation, even though they aptly portrayed true characters of that 

epoch and the chaos of the search for ideas that were swirling among the youth" (Kostiuk 

1980a, 170). The reviewer in Rada (1 (14 January 1911): 5) commented on the character 

of Myron Kupchenko from Chesnist’ z  soboiu: “[...] he is not a 'hero of our time' at all 

but the fruit of the writer’s fantasy” (“Novi,” 5).

In a letter to Chykalenko Vynnychenko justifies his literary experiments: “I didn’t 

make up any of my works; I personally experienced them all to various extents’’ [Hi ohhh 

CBiu TBip a He BHjtyMaB, kojkhhh a Tax hh maxiiie nepeacHB, b kokhomv a b HCHrri 

npHHMaB Sintrny hh Memny ynacT&] (16 April 1909). It seems that the writer and his 

critics understood his work in different ways. Critics wanted to see the writer as they had 

seen him during his first period, as a pure observer o f “real” life. For Vynnychenko, his 

works embraced everything that appealed to his own experience either in terms of 

everyday life or ideas. This ideological “non-reality,” in fact, became his “new reality,” 

and was probably even more important, as it fostered greater intellectual strength and 

contributed to the writer’s broader international appeal. The only problem, as 

Vynnychenko saw it, was to find an appropriate artistic form to embody these ideas: 

“Two-three more attempts but I must learn how to create plays from philosophical 

treatises... Hauptman, Ibsen also take an idea and transform it into actions and images” 

[Xail me HBi-Tpn npoSn, ane Myrny hc h cxonHTH Te, mo i3 (j)ijioco(j)CbKHX TpaKTariB 

Po6 htb n ’ecH. TaynTMaH, ISceH t o r  6epyn> inero i BonnomaioTB iff b niio h o6pa3n] (5 

November 1910).
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By comparison, returning home illegally in 1909, Vynnychenko planned to write 

stories the way he did before his emigration: “Don’t be scared regarding my travel. This 

is the kind of travel that may produce something like “Holota” [The Needy] and “Holod" 

[Hunger] etc. I can’t help doing it. I’ve become rusty. My old impressions have become 

mouldy and thickened. I can’t stand the quiet, it annoys me terribly” [Ufono nojtopoam 

Moei, t o  He Oiihect 3a He'i. Ife TaKH noaopoac, aica Moace ^an> mo-Heovnt. Bponi 

‘T o j io t h ,”  ‘T ojioaa”52 i T.n. He p o o h t h  u—He MÔ cy. 3 aK H c a. CTapi BpaKiHHa nouBijiH. 

3arycKJiH. He BHHomy cnoicoio, cxpameHHO HajoKyuae] (16 April 1909). This admission, 

in fact, highlights a crucial tendency in Vynnychenko’s writings in displacement: realistic 

and impressionistic narratives about everyday life were closely connected with his 

presence in Ukraine, whereas the rupture of his connection to Ukraine contributed to his 

detachment, new works of ‘ideas,’ and philosophical reflections on himself and his 

society. However, not all critics saw this distinction clearly. Panchenko, for instance, 

writes:

Vynnychenko, tom  by forced emigration from his native ground, from the 

spontaneity o f  the life that he had left behind, felt with a specific acuteness the lack o f  

spontaneous impressions and observations. As a creative person he had alw ays had a 

strong capacity for spontaneous short stoiy depiction, a skill in the wake o f  recent 

events to recreate “a piece o f  life” through words, with its paradoxes, urgent socio- 

psychological and moral collisions, with its vivid material, the objective world o f  

things, distinctness o f  characters, and daring penetration into “prohibited” zones 

(http://www.librarv.kr.Ua/books/Danchenko/D7.shtml#3.4').

The critic seems to have overlooked the point that “urgent socio-psychological and 

moral collisions” and “daring penetration into ‘prohibited’ zones” became dominant

52 These stories were published in 1905 and 1907, respectively.
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later, during Vynnychenko’s emigration in 1907-14, and that, to a great extent, they 

became possible at the cost of “the lack of spontaneous impressions and observations.”

Having moved to the abstract world of ideas, Vynnychenko found himself 

simultaneously detached and with a new perspective on his country. Why is this 

important and is there a limitation on such a perspective? Here we follow the theoretical 

premises stated above (p. 37-40) that movement leads to transformation of the self and 

helps the writer acquire a fresh perspective on things, which seem to be ordinary and 

familiar at home. Speaking in terms of pilgrimage, Dalby and Wallace B. Clift say:

It seems that one needs to get away from one’s routine sometimes in order to 

get perspective on it. When one is caught in a sense of sameness where nothing 
happens, one may be drawn to go on pilgrimage. It can also be out of boredom with the 
home place and a longing for transformation, although without necessarily having a 
conscious awareness of that need (54).

Being detached from normal everyday life, the writer was inclined to self-analysis 

and self-reflection. “[I]n exile,—Randolph Pope writes—the worst danger is stagnation 

and loss of self, the worst pains, loneliness, ineffectiveness, and dread. The answer to 

these dangers and sufferings can be found in the continued transformation of the self’ 

(80). Significantly in this respect is the fact that at this time Vynnychenko began keeping 

a diary. Kostiuk, who thoroughly examined the writer’s archive, stated in “Zapysnyky 

Volodymyra Vynnychenka” [Notebooks of Volodymyr Vynnychenko] that his first diary 

entry was made on 1 February 1911 (1980b, 11). The forty-volume diary is a unique 

document that Vynnychenko kept systematically until his death. In one of his entries the 

writer defines the purpose of his diary:

.H p iiiiH B , hk He moaHs, to aKOMora Hacrime Becra moneHHHK. U,e cnpwae 

caMoaHajii3i h  caMoopraHi3auii', n p H M y iu y e  3ynnHflracb nan co6oio i nepeBipjmi.
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KpiM Toro, me e Ta yBara, Te 3ynHHflHHfl Han xchttom, a koto  Tax Tpeoa ana macro. 

Po3yM, 3/iaTHHH 3ynHHaTH ce6e h ycjo icTOiy Han MeirraMH /khtto , npHcnyxaTHCb no  

hhx, BCJiyxyBaTHCb, ocBiTJiioBaTH Vx, sx  3 pyMHoro ejieiapHHHoro jiixTapa, nynxoM 

CBiTJia,— TaKHM po3yM e bcjihkhh noMimmx macro (Shchodennyk  1: 118- 19. 15 

Novem ber 1914).

I decided to keep a diary if not every day, then as often as possible. It fosters 

self-analysis and self-organization and forces me to focus and examine myself. 

Besides, it means that attention, that focus on life, which is so necessary for happiness.

The mind that is able to stop itself and one's whole human being at moments of life, 

listen to them, observe them, and illuminate them, as though with an electric lantern, 

such a mind is a big aid to happiness.

As a parallel, in Po-svii the main protagonist, Vadym SteFmashenko. who is 

living in Siberian exile, also keeps a diary, which occupies a substantial part of the novel. 

He records notes that reflect on the collective and individual aspects of the revolution:

M h  p eB O jn o u io H ep n , c o u ia n ic ™ , xcepTByeMO c n o x o e M , M OJioaicTio, bci'm 

5Khtthm 3 a  in e io  cn p a B e /u iH B o c™ , 3 a  daxcaHHJi noM orTH obpaxceHHM  i 3HenoJieHHM, mh 

T axi ryMaHHi 3  J ir o a c b x ic n o , momv mh T axi > x o p cr o x i 3  oahhhuhmh, homv mh baH /ryjxi 

n o  m acTH, HaBiTb He m a c r o , Ta HeBejiHmcoY, cxpoMHOi' paaocT H  HanSjiHJKMHx cboTx 

TO Bapnm iB? H eB xce t o  np aB n a , m o  m acT a jiton cb xocT H  S y n e  xynn eH O  cT paxcnaH hsm 

monen? (135).

We, revolutionaries, socialists, sacrifice peace, youth, and all of life for the 

idea of justice, for the desire to help abused and downtrodden people. We are so 

humane to humankind, why are we so cruel with individuals, why are we indifferent to 

happiness, not even happiness, but the small, modest happiness of our closest friends?
Is it true then that human happiness will be redeemed through people’s suffering?

on love and respect:

HoMy jik>6ob, nomaHy mh naeMO thm, x to  h Tax yjxe Mae 6araTo,— rapHHM, 

po3yMHHM, 3nopoBHM i Hepe3 Te m acjiHBHM ? I nepe3 mo mh xapaeMo th x , nxi h Tax 

noxapaHi,— HerapHHX, Hepo3yMHHx, Henyxcnx, HemacnHBHx? (ibid.).
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Why do we give love and respect to those who already have enough—to nice, 

intelligent, and healthy and thus happy people? And why do we punish those who have 

already been punished—not nice, stupid, weak, and unhappy?

and on his own inner struggle:

...[3 ] co6 ok> flaneKO Tpyjwiwe noroaHTHCb, hdk 3 k h m  i 'h w h m . . .  Ane noro s 

xo n y , 3peuiTOK>? PoShth Te, wo MeHi HenpweMHO? Ta ue jk uijiKOM npnpo^HO. wo 

BCHKa »HBa icTOTa ana nlzwepaacH CBoro icHyBaHrta MycHTb BHwyKVBaTH KopncHe R 

npHCMHe wia ce6 e. Kojih 6  Syjio HaBnaKH, kojih 6 li TjirHy.no no WKkuiHBoro h 

HenpHGMHoro, to  Bci 6  iunHBizw noBHMHpaJiH h 3HHKJia Ta caMa jnoacbKicTb... (ibid.. 

137-38).

...[I]t is far more difficult to cope with oneself than anyone else ... But what 

do 1 want, after all? To do what is unpleasant for me? It is completely natural that every 

living being to sustain his existence has to look for beneficial and pleasant things. If it 

were the contrary, if everyone were drawn to harmful and unpleasant things, then every 
individual would have died out, and all humankind would have disappeared...

This kind of self-reflection is also present in his next novel, Bozhky, which can be 

considered a sequel to Po-svii.

One of Vynnychenko’s most confessional works was his article “Pro moral’ 

panuiuchykh i moral’ pryhnoblenykh” (published in Nash holos, 1911), a response to the 

criticism of his first novel, Chesnist’ z soboiu. The article is a striking document in which 

the writer reveals his disillusionment in revolution and analyzes himself in that context. 

At first a romantic revolutionary, Vynnychenko had now become disillusioned with real 

revolutionary practice and had come to the conclusion that revolutionaries were not ideal 

but ordinary men, who may also be prone to natural human traits, such as egoism, envy, 

and animosity. The main idea of Vynnychenko’s message was to justify his concept of
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“honesty with oneself’ as a fundamental principle that revolutionaries must follow in 

order to succeed:

If lea  “ MecHocTH 3 co6ok>” 3apoannacb b MeHi... naBHO. IH e  b tom nac, kojih 
MeHi kojkhhh, xto 3bbb c e 6 e  peB O JiiouioH epoM , yaBJiHB ca repocM, kojih n y m a  Syria 

n ijiH eceH a n o  3pa3KiB P an im eB a , IlepoBCbKoT,— B»ce T o n i a  n o n aB  noMiwaTH ax y cb  

n i3rapM O H iio  mdk OTonyioHHM MeHe peaJibHHM jKHrraM  i oSpa3aM H  vrBopeHHMH 

KDHaubKoio 4>aHTa3ieK>.

npHrjianaB ca no cboro vkhtth, BnyMyBaB ca b yneHHa couiajii3My. ajie hhm  

SiJibiue a poShb ce, thm acxpaBiuie cTaBajia nepen moimh ohhmb ca ni3rapMOHia (420).

The idea of ‘honesty with oneself occurred to me... a long time ago. Even in 

the days when I imagined that everyone who called himself a revolutionary was a hero, 

when my soul was exalted by examples of Radishchev and Perovs’ka, even then 1 was 

beginning to notice disharmony between the real life around me and images created by 

youthful flight of imagination.

1 observed this life and I delved into the study of socialism. But the more 1 did 

so, the more explicit this disharmony appeared before my eyes.

The writer is sincere enough to expose his own experience as a “progressive 

man.” Following his moral principle of “honesty with oneself,” he speaks provocatively 

about his visits to brothels, drinking, and lying to friends, and inserts his personal life in 

his narrative strategy:

n e p e / t y c i M  a  n o M in a B  c i o  n i3 r a p M O H iio  b  ca M iM  c o 6 i .  % B B a n ca B  c e d e  3 a  

n o e r y n o B y  jn o j t H H y ,  3a  H JieH a c o u i n n i c r a H H o i '  o p r a H i3 a u i i ' ,  a u t H p o  h  r a p a n e  

n p o T e c T y B a B  n p o T H  c o u i a j i b H o i - H e n p a B j m ,  b  im c h h  c b o r o  n p o T e c r y  h u i o b  n o  T io p M H ,  

n y r o B H H  6 y B  i m  H a  C M ep T b  3a  n e p e M o r y  c b o 'i'x  n o jiiT H H H H X  i c o u i s j t b H H x  n e p e K O H a n b .

B toh nac a HanncaB Bxce KijibKa onoBinaHb, b skhx BHCJioBJiioBaB CBifi npoTecT npoTH 
couiajibHHX HecnpaBejuiHBOcreM. Kphthkh 3HaHiunH b hhx i po3yMiHHSi HaponHO'i 

nyuii, id iunpe BinnoLueHHa no npHrHOOJieHHX, h “nponosinb npaBnn h CBOOonn”...

Ane c a M  nepen coSokd a 3hbb, mo moV onoBinaHHfl, moh y n a c T b  b n a p T iV , moV 
TiopM H , mo'i HarxHeHHi npoiciH M auiV — Bee ce mnpe, B ee ce b MeHi, a He 6 pemy b 

y c b O M y  Hi c o d i ,  Hi HHbuiHM, ane... Bee ce He Te. B moneHHHM jkhttio a hchb He
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B if ln o B if lH O  c b O M y . Si, H a n p H K J ia a , 6 e 3  o m a n y  H a  cbok> B ip y  b  cBiTJie, H H C Te B n e H H a  

c o u i s j i i 3 M y ,  n o n y B a B  c e o e  M o p a n b H H M  3 n o H H H u e M ,— a x o a h b  no n p o c r i T y r o K ,  n t o o H B  

i n o a i  BHriHTH , a o B o a n a o c b  i3 3 a  K O H c n ip a u iV  6 p e x a T H  c b o im  n e e  T O B a p m u a M , 6 v t h  

H eH eC H H M  3  H aH 6jIH 3U lH M H  n iO flb M H , p o S H T H  HaCTO H e C n p a B e jU IH B i H O p y T a ilb H i  

b h h h k h . Bee c e  H e  B ianoB iflano  B 3 ip u e B i  c o u i a n i c T a ,  a x o  a i o a n H n  bhluoi M o p a a i .  

r e p o a  h  c B a T o r o . . .  3 b 1ch o , c e  m v h h j i o ,  3 M y u iy B a a o  3 M a ra T H C b  3 c o o o t o ,  3 M y m y B a n o  m e  

r m a b H i iu e  n p H r a a a a r a c b  a o  C b o r o  O T o a e H H a  (420-21).

First o f  all I noticed this disharmony in m yself. I considered m y se lf a 

progressive person, a member o f  a socialist organization. I sincerely and passionately 

protested against social injustice, for which I was imprisoned and was ready to die for 

the v icto iy  o f  m y political and social convictions. At that time I wrote a number o f  

stories, in which I expressed m y protest against social injustice. Critics found in them  

an understanding o f  the people’s soul, a sincere attitude toward oppressed people and a 

“sermon o f  truth and freedom” . ..

But in private I knew that my stories, my participation in the party, my 

imprisonments, and m y inspired proclamations— all that is sincere, all this is in me, 1 

do not lie about anything either to m yself or to  others, but...a ll this is not the point. M y 

everyday life did not correspond to this. For instance, despite my faith in the bright and 

pure study o f  socialism , I felt I was a moral criminal— I visited prostitutes, liked to 

drink sometimes, lied to my comrades because for conspiratorial reasons, was 

dishonest with people who were closest to me, and often committed unjust and brutal 

acts. A ll this did not correspond to the model o f  a socialist as a person o f  superior 

morals, as a hero and a saint... Naturally, this tormented me, forced me to com pete 

with m yself, com pelled me to observe my m ilieu more vigilantly.

As a result, Vynnychenko’s eyes were opened to the whole system of 

revolutionary ethics, which tried to hide all faults, considering them unimportant in 

contrast to the serious cause of the revolution:

Ane Te, mo nowaB a h  T y r  noMinara, He TinbKH He 3acno1cot.no MeHe, a 

BHtcnHKano me 6inbiue HeaoyMiHHn fi pocnan. Si noSaMHB, m o SinbiuicTb Moi'x 

TOBapHiuiB TaKo>K He c b s t i ,  mo ix  moiteHHe h  HaBiTb napriPiHe ncnTra He BmnoBiaano 

b h c o k h m  B3ipmiM peBoniouioHepiB nonepe/m ix waciB... EaraTo TOBapnmiB roBopmm
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MeHi: “Taic He MO»cHa iincara npo peBomouioHepiB, ce LUKOZtHTb napTifiHifi cnpaBi. ce 

nijiKonye aBTOpHTer iHTejiireHuiii”. CnoHancy ci apryMeHTH 3jiaBajiH ca MeHi 

nepeKOHViOHHMH, ane noTiM a no6aHHB Yx xuSHicTb, a nooatHB, mo xoBaHHa cboix 

ooiianoK me 6Lnbme nouiKOHHTb napriHHifi cnpaBi, hdk CMijiHBe, bo-mone BHaBJieHe h 

xypyBaHHa Vx (421).

And what I began noticing not only did not reassure me but caused even  

greater bewilderment and despair. I saw that most o f  m y friends were not saints either 

and that their everyday and even party life did not correspond to the superior exam ples 

o f  past revolutionaries... Many comrades told me: ‘Y ou can’t write about 

revolutionaries like this, it harms the party’s cause and undermines the authority o f  the 

intelligentsia.’ At first, these arguments seem ed convincing to m e. But later 1 saw their 

shortcomings; I saw that hiding our defects affects the party’s cause even more than 

their painful discovery and cure.

It is natural that self-analysis is projected to what lies beyond the self—society at 

large, which is now seen from a perspective of distance generated by displacement. Many 

critics point to its creative and transformative role. According to Robinson, distance is 

what differentiates displaced writers from non-displaced ones and makes them unique: 

“[T]he most energetic exiles have the opportunity to see things from an unvisited 

perspective—to enjoy a degree of sensitivity and acuity unavailable to most non-exiles” 

(xvii). Distance gives a new context for old experience. It is not, as Theodor Adomo put 

it, “a safety zone but a field of tension” (qt. in Kaplan, 101) .53

The perspective of distance, along with self-analysis (hence, the role of his diary 

and the introduction of diaries in his works) and a strong ideological focus were the 

factors that gave the writer new and fresh insight into various aspects of intellectual and

Vynnychenko does not explicitly say that his stay abroad would lend him a new perspective as a writer. 
On the contrary, as is clear from his letters to Chykalenko cited above, he complains about his 
displacement, which impedes his normal literary work. In the same way, an exile writer does not simply 
accept his exile as a better place in which he can write. Contrary to expatriate or self-exiled writers (e.g., 
Hemingway, Joyce), Vynnychenko’s displacement gave him rather an ‘involuntary’ perspective with its 
intensive intellectual work, which he willy-nilly transformed to his advantage.
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cultural life of Ukrainian society. Revolutionary activity, the relativity of absolute truth, 

sex, love, and family relationships, and the so-called “paradoxes of life'’ attracted 

Vynnychenko with their “unvisited” perspective and became revolutionarily significant 

issues. These ideas were often neglected by traditionalists, who viewed society from the 

conservative perspective of homogeneity. Probably no other modernist writer, including 

Lesia Ukrainka, Kobylians’ka and Kotsiubyns’kyi attained such a degree o f intellectual 

intensity and controversy as Vynnychenko. Although he implied a preference for a kind 

of “modest art” (e.g., “Olaf Stefenzon,” 632), which linked him to the tradition of 

realism, this principle soon came into conflict with Vynnychenko’s new stance during his 

emigration, which was often ostentatiously provocative and caused fierce debates. Now I 

will examine how these ideas were manifested in his works.

The corruption of revolutionary ideals and morals was at the forefront of 

Vynnychenko’s criticism, as he himself painfully experienced the defeat of the 1905-07 

revolution. No social changes could alter society unless there is a revolution in people’s 

minds and within individual relationships. In his play Bazar Vynnychenko depicts a 

group o f revolutionaries who are working for the same cause. But it soon becomes clear 

that some of them (Leonid, Trokhym) are attracted to their activities because of the 

beauty of their colleague Marusia. To solve the problem she scars her face with a 

chemical. With such works as Bazar, Vynnychenko undermined the traditional 

understanding of a group as more or less ideal and homogeneous and revealed natural 

contradictions within it. Life is not only what it seems; much more is hidden in the 

human subconsciousness. It is more chaotic or, as the protagonist Tsinnist’ Markovych 

observes, “Life, my dear, is a bazaar” PKhtts, jnooHHKy, 6 a3ap] (91). Vynnychenko did
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not portray revolutionaries as heroes or ideals to follow, but as ordinary people with all 

their instincts and egotistical drives that govern human behaviour in many ways. His 

criticism of revolutionaries violated the ideological restrictions articulated by the party 

activists, about which the writer complained in “Pro moral' panuiuchykh i moral' 

pryhnoblenykh" (421). In a letter to Vynnychenko (4 April 1909, Capri), Gorky 

articulated this position with regard to Bazar:

Let us assume that not long ago both the social democrat Veresaev and the 

socialist revolutionary Savinkov have been stripping the Russian revolutionaiy o f  his 

romantic and ideal garments. But I can’t consider their argument with Russian histoiy a 

victory for them— I can’t!... Your revolutionaries are not socialists— do you see?... 

Generally speaking, I probably don’t understand your play. And that is w hy 1 will 

refrain from discussing it further. 1 don’t  want you to align with Veresaev,54 Savinkov55 

and other liquidators o f  the revolution. I w ill allow  m yself to look at your work as your 

misunderstanding and error (2001, 7: 116-117).

Vynnychenko managed to avoid the dilemma of whether he ought to criticize 

revolutionaries, even if it might affect the revolutionary cause. Truth matters above all. 

Thus, his vivisection of the revolutionary movement became a real revelation, which 

helps us to understand this important event at the beginning of the twentieth century and 

Vynnychenko’s success as a writer.

In Vynnychenko’s opinion, the revolution’s exclusively political aspect would not 

lead to cardinal changes in society but would, in fact, result in a simple rotation of power. 

Vadym Stel’mashenko in Bozhky articulates the writer’s disillusionment:

Mh, co u ian icT H , x to — mh? Mh xcepui uhx caMHX 6 o>KKiB. Mh He T ax i 

oaroaoBaHi, jiiHHBi h SpexjiHBi, sk t i ,  npoTH koto mh BoioeMo. Mh— xyai, cjraHaTHHHi

54 Vikentii Veresaev (1867-1945) was a Russian writer imbued with revolutionary ideas. After 1907 he 
came to reject revolutionary changes through violence.

Boris Savinkov (1879-1925) was an active member o f  the Party o f Socialist Revolutionaries and the 
author o f  a number o f literary works.
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aCKCTH, MH nyCTeJIbHHKH, mo HJteMO Ha yKepuiB nHIIIHHX XpaMiB, ae CTOHTb 0 0 >KKH.

Mh Ĥ eMO npo™ h h x  3a Te, mo b o h h  6pexjiHBO, HeaGajio h eroVcTHHHO .aoatorb npo 

oo>KKiB, m h  o6ypeHi Ha h h x  3a Te, mo b o h h  niapHBaiOTb y Hac Bipy b  CBSTicTb o o j k k I b  

3 OJiSHTHMH H0C3MH, B BiHHiCTb CKpHHCaJliB. M h  XOHeMO BHTHaTH OarO^OBaHHX

HcepuiB, mo6 i 'x h e  Micue 3aHanH xyai acnera, mo6 aBTopiTeT G o jk r I b  b h c o k o  nmHSBca 

majibHicTio, mnpicTio, caMOBmaHicTio BipHHX nepeKOHaHHX cnyjKHTejiiB. Ane caMi 

005KKH, caMi CKpHJKani, He3MlHHi, BiHHi, eflHHi, 3aKaM'sHUli— MVCSTb JIHUIHTHCfl. TaK 

caMO 6 o 3 k k h  JiiooJiaTb acepTBH. Ane mo mnpimi, mmibHimi, oijiboi BiaaaHi ncepui, t o  

6ijibiue MycHTb 6yTH wepTB, 6ijibuie cnpaBHCHboi k p o b h  (156).

We, socialists, w ho are we? W e are priests o f  these small gods. W e are not as 

fat, lazy, and mendacious as those whom  w e are fighting. W e are skinny and fanatic 

ascetics; w e are hermits w ho fight the priests o f  luxurious tem ples where the small 

gods stand. W e fight them because they mendaciously, inaccurately, and egotistically  

take care o f  the small gods; w e are offended that they undermine our beliefs in the 

holiness o f  the small gods with their chipped noses, in the eternity o f  the 

commandments. W e want to drive out the fat priests, so that the skinny ascetics can 

take their places, so that the authority o f  the small gods w ill increase through the 

activity, sincerity, and self-sacrifice o f  their devoted and believing servants. But the 

small gods and the commandments them selves must remain unchangeable, eternal, 

unique, and cast in stone. The small gods also like sacrifices. But the more sincere and 

devoted the priests, the more sacrifices and true blood must there be.

Significantly, Bozhky appeared to be a prophetic work that anticipated the transformation 

of self-sacrificing revolutionaries into the most brutal tyrants that clung to power after 

Lenin’s revolution of 1917.56

Not only revolutionary events but also other “paradoxes of life” attracted 

Vynnychenko. Following Bergsonian intuitivism, the writer sought the mysteries of life

56 There are numerous references to Vynnychenko as a prophet in Ukrainian literary discourse (Taniuk, 
Syvachenko). Syvachenko, for instance, included the word ‘prophet’ in the title o f  her recent monograph on 
Vynnychenko, Prorok. ne svoieii Vitchyzny. Ekspatriants’fcyi ‘metaroman' Volodymyra Vynnychenko: tekst 
i kontekst (2003).
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and its extraordinary manifestations—something that is hidden from explicit perception. 

What is truth? Are moral principles unchangeable in bourgeois society? As a Marxist. 

Vynnychenko embraces the relativity of this principle. The most significant work in this 

respect is his play Brekhnia (1910), theatrically the most successful of Vynnychenko's 

plays. In order to preserve her family, Natalia Pavlivna is engaged in a balancing act 

between her ailing husband, the engineer Andrii Karpovyh, and her lover, the young poet 

Tos,’ who wants Natalia Pavlivna to leave her husband. The lie becomes the truth that 

justifies her personal motives and behaviour until a third man, Ivan Stratonovych, learns 

about her life and blackmails Natalia Pavlivna into becoming his lover. This 

manipulation of the “truth” leads to a tragic end, i.e., Natalia Pavlivna's suicide. Unlike 

traditional narratives with simple plots and folk cliches (works by Nechui-Levyts'kyi, 

Panas Mymyi, and Karpenko-Karyi), works like Brekhnia introduced new dimensions 

into the Ukrainian literary discourse. They reveal human nature in all its complexity. 

Psychological phenomena are multi-dimensional, with characters constantly struggling 

with their own contradictory personas.

No Ukrainian writer elaborated so much on sexual and erotic themes at the 

beginning of the twentieth century as Vynnychenko. His new man appears to be totally 

emancipated within the modernist discourse. He shows sexual desire as a natural instinct 

that bourgeois morality tries to avoid or restrict. Sexual freedom is now considered a 

matter of personal choice. His works feature the emotionally sensitive images of Dara 

(Chesnist’ z soboiu), Snizhynka (Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’) and Mary 

(Rivnovaha). To challenge herself, Dara goes to a hotel and asks a porter to find a young 

man for a sexual affair. Although placing herself in man’s shoes is a real challenge for a
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patriarchal society, the most important thing is her individual victor}' over herself. She 

could do whatever she wanted and nobody could stop her. After this advanture Dara 

decides to leave her husband to live with Myron, a man whom she really loves/ 7 

Although the couple feels alone and isolated from society, they are confident in their own 

way of life, which is also the way of the new people. In contrast, Vira Kysel's’ka and 

Taras Shcherbyna, who cannot reconcile their sexual desires with moral customs have a 

nervous breakdown and eventually die. For Vynnychenko this was a problem of honesty 

with oneself and the hypocrisy of bourgeois society.

Within the theme of sexual and love relationships, Vynnychenko also addresses 

the issue of prostitution as a social and moral problem. His own visits to brothels, about 

which he intimated in “Pro moral’ panuiuchykh i moral’ pryhnoblenykh,” likely served 

as a basis for his novel Zapovit bat’kiv. The main protagonist, Petro Zabolot’ko. a doctor 

who specializes in venereal diseases, explains the phenomenon of prostitution as the 

result of the conflict between human nature and society. If it is impossible to abolish 

prostitution, then society must recognize it simply as a profession and not denigrate 

prostitutes. For Vynnychenko the problem of prostitution was always a litmus test for the 

true, evolved revolutionary. Zabolot’ko, who represents the authorial voice, says: 

“Revolutionaries? Destroyers of the old? But what can you destroy if you firmly defend 

the cement that binds together all the stones o f an old building—its morality?” 

[PeBOjnomoHepn? PyiHHHKH craporo? Ta mo xc b h  MoxceTe 3pyHHyBara, k o jih  b h  nynico 

GopoHHTe t o h  neMeHT, mo B ’® K e Bee KaMiHtm CTapo'i byaoBH—Mopant ix?] (158). He 

continues: “If you want to test a so-called ‘progressive person’—address the issue of

57 Needless to say, Vynnychenko was a consistent supporter o f women’s emancipation and other issues 
relating to sex and gender relationships. He admitted that men and women alike could have as many 
partners as they want, but have children only with those whom they love most o f all.
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prostitution, love, marriage, and family” [Xouem nepeBipHTH Tan 3BaHy "nocTvnoBV 

jnonHHy”—3anenH 3 Hem nHTaHHS npocTHTynri, KoxaHHa, nuirooy, p o u h h h ] (160). 

Ironically, Zabolot’ko is falsely charged with propagandizing prostitution and sentenced 

to three years’ imprisonment; he is accompanied by his wife Tonia, a former prostitute 

whom he cured from her venereal disease. As in Bozhky, the main protagonist feels 

lonely and opposed to the whole world.

In Vynnychenko’s focus on moral issues Lenin saw the ghost of Dostoyevsky. In 

his letter to Inessa Armand, Lenin wrote the following comment on Zapovit bat ’kiv:

My dear friend, I have just read a new novel by Vynnychenko that you sent to 

me. What nonsense and stupidity! To combine more ‘horrors’ and to collect ‘sins’ and 

‘syphilis’ and fictitious crime with blackmail for money for a secret... and a trial of a 

doctor. All this, together with hysterics, eccentricity, and his claims to his own theory 

about organizing prostitutes. There is nothing bad about this organization, but the 

author, Vynnychenko himself, made nonsense out of it, he savours it and has turned it 
into his hobby-horse. The preface to the novel says that this is an imitation of 

Dostoyevsky and that the imitation is good. The imitation is, in my opinion, an arch- 

bad imitation of arch-bad Dostoyevsky. Certainly, all these ‘horrors’ that Vynnychenko 

portrayed can happen in real life. But to combine them in such a way means to draw 

horrors and scare both his imagination and that of his reader, to “forget” about himself 
and him (1964b, 48: 294-95).

Certainly, Lenin welcomed more such works, among them Gorky’s novel Mat ’ [Mother] 

(1907), which showed, sometimes unnaturally, the transformation of ordinary people 

(Pavel Vlasov and his mother Nilovna) into dedicated revolutionaries.58

In Vynnychenko’s attack on bourgeois society, he shows the family as a 

traditional institution based on hypocrisy and patriarchal relationships. The worst thing

58 On the relationship between Vynnychenko and Lenin, see Panchenko, Volodymyr. “Zaochna duel’. 
Volodymyr Vynnychenko i Volodymyr Ulianov-Lenin” [A Duel by Proxy. Volodymyr Vynnychenko and 
Volodymyr Ulianov-Lenin]. Vitchyzna 1-2 (1997): 105-9.
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was that he denounced revolutionaries who are not consistent with respect to overall 

changes and who speak first of all about political power while neglecting such issues as 

family, love, and sex. Strictly speaking, Vynnychenko even considers the family a hidden 

form of prostitution, where relationships are formed on the basis of material interest and 

untruthfulness with the self. In his diary he observes:

M h  3 K o x o k j paxyBaJiw cboromi u u h o 6 h ,  aid 3HaeMO. 1 3 h h x  60 3HaeMO 
HemacjiHBHX, 4-5 macjiHBHX i 5-6 nia cyMHiBOM. Ta xi6a m h MoxceMO nopynaTHCb 3a 

t h x  4-5, mo b o h h  aincHO m acjiH B i? Hepe3 mo 5K ue Tax? HeBHce cnpaBai 33 k o h  

cniB>KHTTH HOJiOBiKa h  jk m k h  e 6opoTb6a i BopoxcHena? (1: 141,2 Januaiy 1915)

Today Kokha and I counted the marriages that we know. Among them we 

counted 60 unhappy marriages, 4-5 happy ones and 5-6 questionable ones. But how can 

we be sure that those 4-5 marriages are really happy? Why is it so? Is the life of a man 
and woman together really only struggle and enmity?

The writer applied this question in his story “Istoriia Iakymovoho budynku” 

(1912). The narrator Vasyl’ cannot identify any happy family when he is queried by 

Iakym. In the latter’s opinion, a contemporary “family is a sort of bad habit inherited by 

humanity"’ (17). Iakym is that new man who dreams about a home in which people who 

share his views will live together and where happiness, warmth, and light will prevail. He 

finds a girl named Lina and they live together without the benefit o f a traditional 

marriage ceremony and against the will of her parents.59 However, after they officially 

marry, Lina is haunted by a sexual desire for other men. Iakym wants to help her fulfill 

her wish and secretly arranges a meeting with the military officer Kalmykov. Her 

relatives become furious about this 'experiment,’ and Lina’s brother Serhii, kills Iakym.

59 Such marital non-conformism was typical among modernists, such as Vynnychenko and Joyce. The 
latter, however, registered his marriage so that his wife Nora would avoid legal complications in dealing 
with his inheritance.
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The court justifies the killing, and in a few months Lina marries Kalmykov. Again. 

Vynnychenko shows that a man who wants change in society is actually alone, and in 

danger of being expelled from it.

Vynnychenko’s reflections on Ukrainian society were provocative in nature, not 

only from the purely modernist stance but also from the writer’s displacement that 

generated these provocative ideas. “Exiles are always eccentrics who feel their 

difference,” Said argues (1994, 144). Joyce’s stance, e.g., was one of deliberate 

eccentricity and conflict with his native Ireland. “[WJhenever his relations with his native 

land were in danger of improving,”—Richard Ellmann writes— [Joyce] was to find a new 

incident to solidify his intransigence and to reaffirm the rightness of his voluntary 

absence” (qt. in Said 1994, 145). There is also a sense of eccentricity in Vynnychenko's 

literary profile during this period. For instance, Chykalenko, commenting on 

Vynnychenko’s concept of “honesty with oneself,” advised him to be “wise with 

himself’ (1931, 43-44). Apparently, Vynnychenko felt liberated from the social ties and 

obligations of the homeland, and geographical distance lent him a sense of individual 

freedom that fostered his provocative attitude toward Ukraine.

Vynnychenko explained his provocative approach to literary material as his desire 

“to have an exchange of views in an artistic form between other people and myself on the 

subject of my observations of life and of the consequences which arise from life” (qt. in 

Struk, 279). The critic Danylo Struk called his writings of this period a “moral 

laboratory,” in which he conducts experiments with human types and situations. In 

Struk’s opinion, this laboratory serves “to test certain ideas that in theory sound so 

beautiful, to see if they were realizable and what their consequences would be” (287). For
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instance, Kryvenko in Memento allows his infant baby to die to test his adherence to new 

revolutionary principles. However, in his later works, Zapysky kyrpatoho Mefistofelia and 

Zakon, the child characters survive. Another critic, Larysa Moroz, speaks about the 

game-like nature of Vynnychenko’s works, especially dramas: “Every Vynnychenko play 

is a specific playful experiment, which is an analysis of the possibilities and. in a matter 

o f speaking, versions of man’s life in close interconnection with external circumstances" 

(141).

Besides his literary themes, his relationship with the public was also provocative 

in nature. Interestingly, one can hardly find any serious conflicts between Vynnychenko 

and the public or critics prior to his displacement. The first visible conflict occurred after 

Ieffemov’s review of Vynnychenko’s play Shchabli zhyttia in Rada entitled “Literatumyi 

namul” [Literary Silt] (1908, nos. 45-46; 48-49; 51; 53). Although the play was 

overloaded with philosophical speculations instead of more dynamic actions, the attack 

seemed to be too harsh and undeserved. Iefremov, in particular, claimed that 

Vynnychenko was championing “free love” and “prostitution.” His critics (e.g., 

Iefremov, Chykalenko) persistently urged him to abandon his experiments with new 

provocative themes and enter the stream of traditional realistic writings, as before. “You 

have to have a lot of themes from students’, workers’, and peasants’ life, such as in 

“Zaruchyny” [Engagement] “Holota,” and “Borot’ba” [Struggle], etc, without 

‘sophistication.’ You understand me, but you don’t want to listen to me but want to say 

your ‘new’ word,” Chykalenko chided him in one of his letters (qt. in Krutikova, 79). He 

convinced the writer to give up his philosophy and morality and to be just a belletrist 

(1931, 23). Vynnychenko responded very emotionally, projecting his opposition onto the
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entire society: “Who gave you the right to decide that I am sick? I have the same or even 

bigger right to consider you all to be sick” [X to  tk  BaM aaa npaBO pirnara. mo a xBopHH? 

JI Tane caine, a me h  oijiBine npaBO Maio BBaxcara Bac ycix x b o p h m h ], he replied to 

Chykalenko in connection with his play Shchabli zhyttia (14 March 1908). In one of his 

next letters he drew a sad conclusion about his relationship with the homeland that he felt 

“foreign” in Ukrainian society (7 July 1908). In spite of public attacks by his critics, he 

was gratified to receive letters supporting his new vistas, which gave him more 

confidence in his new direction in literature (26 March 1908).

Vynnychenko’s conflict with his critics60 almost led to a boycott against the writer 

for his provocative stance to enter “prohibited zones.” A new scandal soon erupted in 

connection with his first novel, Chesnist’ z  soboiu. The Literaturno-naukovyi visnyk 

published the first part but was later forced to stop publishing owing to readers’ protests 

against these new, sensitive topics and threats to cancel their subscriptions. This conflict 

forced Vynnychenko to complete the novel in Russian, which was published by “Zemlia” 

(1911). In any case, the work was confiscated by the Russian authorities for its 

“amorality” (Panchenko, http://www.librarv .kr.ua/books/nanchenko/pl 6.shtml#6.4) .61 

This turn of events affected the writer, who was compelled to write his next novel, 

Rivnovaha, in Russian, entitled Na vesakh zhizni; it was issued by the same publishing 

house in 1912. The language switch then led the public to accuse Vynnychenko of 

treason, as the language issue was at the very core of Ukrainian national self- 

identification versus Russian imperial identity. The most provocative statement was made

60 Among works critical o f  the play are: “Novyny nashoii literatury” [News o f  Our Literature. “Dzvin.” 
Collection 1] by Hekhter and “Dzvin. Zbimyk” [Dzvin. Collection] by Petliura.
61 His other works that were banned by the censors were the plays Bazar and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi 
Vedmid. ’ Since they do not have anti-tsarist features, 1 can assume that they were also prohibited for 
‘amorality.’
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by a group of Ukrainian students from the Russian city of Tomsk. They called 

Vynnychenko “a literary hermaphrodite,” that is, a half-Ukrainian and half-Russian 

writer, and “a slave of All-Russian culture” (SteFmashenko, 118-119). Other prominent 

figures (e.g., Chykalenko, Lesia Ukrainka, and Kotsiubyns’kyi) also expressed their 

concern about Vynnychenko’s move to Russian literature. Despite his repeated "'threats” 

to abandon Ukrainian literature for Russian, it was rather his provocative pose to irritate 

his readership. Responding to his friends’ queries about whether he was really going to 

‘"betray the Ukrainian cause,” he objected to such an assumption and assured them of his 

loyalty to the homeland. Vynnychenko shed some light on the matter in a letter to the 

editorial board of Rada (97 (12 May 1914): 4). He writes:

JfeHKHMH JlKXflbMH... flaBHO B/Ke IUHpHTbCH HyTKH, HioH fl 6epy npKe BKTHBHy H 

6e3nocepenHK) ynacTb b “pyccKiii” jiiTepaiypi, h i6 h SLnbma ncxnoBHHa m oTx  npaub 3a 

ocTaHHi nacH HanncaHa Ha pociHCbKiii m o bI i h 16h a o t- o t  3 0 bc1m nepecTaHy oyTH 
yKpaiHCbKHM JiiTepaTopoM, Tax mo rijibKH Myron 30craHyTbca npo \ieHe, mo a KOJiHCb 

6yB b yKpai'HCbKiH jiiTepaiypi.

Oroce Mymy 3B5ib h t h , mo Hi npo mohd 6e3nocepenHio yuacTb b “pyccKm” 

jiiTepaTypi, Hi HaBiTb npo uacoBe rocnoBaHHa b him He mojkc 6yTH HiaKoi' m o b h , 6 o 30 

BCboro, nanHcaHoro mhokd 3a 12 JiiT mocY JiixeparypHoY nianbHOcro Ha “pyccKiii” mobi’ 

a HanwcaB TiabKH onHy pin, a caMe Ha eecax d k u 3 h u .

U,k> 3K p i n  a  H a n n c a B  “ n o - p y c c K O M y ”  n e p e 3  T e ,  m o  n i n  to m  M ac H e  M aB  M ic u a  b  

y K p ai'H C b K iw  n p e c i  f l j i a  n p y ic y B a H H a  cboVx p o 6 i T .  Lfe 6 y .n o  a K p a 3  n i c n a  T o r o ,  k o jih  

p e n a x u i a  Jl-H B i c h u k o  o n M O B H J ia c b  n p y K y B a r a  y  c e 6 e  n o B ic T b  mok> Hecmcmb 3 

cooom  ( H a n H c a H y  n o -y K p a i'H C b K O M y  i 3 a n p o n o H O B a H y  m h o io  c b O M y  a c y p H a iiO B i) .  

P e n a x u i a  Jl-H B i c h u k o  o y j i a  npH C H JTV BaH a n o  u b o r o  n p o T e c T O M  n e B H o i'  h b c th h h  

y K p a i'H C b K o r o  r p o M a n a H C T B a , a n a  o n M O B J ia j ia c b  B in  n e p e n n j i a n y B 3 h H a  J K y p H a n y  M ep e3  

" H e M o p a n b H ic T b ”  mo'ix n p a u b . . .  n i n  p e n  M ac a  H a n H c a B  H a  p o c i f i c b K i i i  M OBi Ha eecax  

0 K U 3H U  (4).

Some people... have been spreading rumours for a long time as though I am 

participating actively and directly in “Russian” literature, as if most of my recent works
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were written in Russian, and as if I am about to cease being a Ukrainian writer, with the 

end result that only rumours will remain that I was once in Ukrainian literature.

So, I must declare that there is absolutely no question of my direct participation 

in “Russian” literature or even my temporary visit, because out of everything that 1 

have written in the “Russian” language during the twelve years of my literary career 

there was only one thing, Na vesakh zhizni.

I wrote it in Russian because at the time I did not have a chance to publish it in 

the Ukrainian press. This happened right after the editors of L-N Visnyk refused to 

publish my novel, Chesnist’ z soboiu (written in Ukrainian and submitted to the 

journal). The editors of L-N Visnyk were forced to do so because of the protest of a 

certain part of the Ukrainian community, which was refusing to subscribe to the journal 

because of the ‘immorality’ of my works... At this time I wrote Na vesakh zhizni in 
Russian.

Vynnychenko confirms that he remained a Ukrainian author and all his other works were 

to be published as translations from the Ukrainian:

Bee, mo T e n e p  3 ’HBJiaeTbca Ha pociifcbK iH  MOBi 3 Moi'x n n caH b , e  nepeicnan 3 

yKpai'HCbKoV.

PeaaKuiflM Bcix tux “pyccKHx” opraHiB, ae a apyxyio cboi npaui, Bate naBHO 

oc^iuisjibHO 3aaBJieHO mhokx mo a Hi Ha axux yMOBax He naBaTHMy im cboix pooiT, 

nvicaHHX pocificbKOio moboio (4).

All my works that are now appearing in Russian are translated from the 
Ukrainian.

Long ago I informed the editors of all those “Russian” organs where I am 

publishing my works that under no circumstances will I give them my works written in 
Russian.

The writer’s conflict with the critics, on the one hand, spurred him to persisting in 

proving his ideas, but on the other hand, it contributed to his alienation and detachment 

from Ukrainian society. He admitted to his feuds with the critics in a letter to 

Chykalenko, dated 23 July 1912, from Paris:
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A nepe3 mo xony BmiHTH b Lu VKpaYHCbKoY npecH Tenep? CKa*y OABepTo: n 

3TOMHBca. KoxcHy pin, axy a 3anyMyio iuia yxpaYHCbKoY ny6jiiKH, a Mymy nepuu ycboro 

nepeBipHTH, mh He BHioiHMe BOHa norojiOBHoro odypeHHH. I B»e nepe3 ue o^He Ta pin 

cTae HyaHoro Ann Mene, n KHjtaio iT. IloTiM MeHi HaaoKyminn HOTauiY k p h t h k i ' b . J I k h h  

6 h  noraHeHbKHfi k p h t h k  He 6yB, b Ih  BBaacae 3a CBifi o o o b ’ ji3o k , 3a noopHH t o h , 

BHJiajiTH MeHe (He po3i6paTH a v m k v , o6pa3, KapTHHy, a TinbKH BHJiaaTH) (Chykalenko 

1931,317).

Why do I want to abandon the Ukrainian press now? Frankly speaking. l?m 

tired. First of all, I must think if every work that I plan for a Ukrainian readership will 

not cause total indignation. And because of that, work becomes boring for me and 1 

abandon it. Moreover, 1 am tired of didactic notes from critics. Every mediocre critic 

makes it his duty, or considers it good form, to scold me (there is no attempt to analyze 

an idea, image, or portrayal—only to scold).

The writer’s ostracism haunted him so much that he found it very difficult to 

work. Later, after his return, Vynnychenko even assumed that one day this might force 

him to leave his homeland:

I 3H aH flyT bcs T a x i, m o  runoH yrb MeHi b  Jiw ue Ha ByjiHui i po6nT H M yrb MeHi 

CKaHaanH b ny6jiiHH H X M icu a x , i cJ iaraM yrb  jiaitnH B i jih c t h , i 3 p o 6 jn m >  B ee moc  >khtth  

Ha  T in  Y K paiH i, n p o  jncy n M piro 15 poiciB , 3 hkoY BHrHaB MeHe y p jm , t 3 khm , m o  n 
BOJiiTHMy nyxcH Hy, 3acnaH H a, TFopMy, m o -H e6 y flb  TinbKH He CBiil pm H H ii xpaR . I t o  3a  

Te, m o  a a io  cboY n p a u i b  n e p e ic n a a i Ha p o c ific b K y  MOBy, m o  BHCTaBjraio b  n e p e ic n a a a x  

n ’ecH  Ha p o c iiic b K ifl c u e H i.. .  [M ]a 6 y r b , a o B e a e T b c a  3HOBy h th  y  BHm aHHa 

{Shchodennyk 1: 249,23 January 1917).

There will be some people who will spit in my face on the street and cause 

scandals in public places and send offensive letters and make my entire life in Ukraine, 

about which 1 have been dreaming for fifteen years and from which the government 

expelled me, so [bad] that I will prefer foreign lands, exile, prison, anything but my 
native land. And this is because I am submitting my works in Russian translation and 
staging translations of plays on the Russian stage ... [P]erhaps, 1 will have to go once 
again into exile.
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At the same time, the Russian literary discourse appeared to be more tolerable and 

attractive:

riepeai MHoro po3ropTaen>cs uiupoKe pocificbKe Mope. Cepea JiafioK. s k h m h  

MeHe oScwiajiH “opToaoKcaabHi Mopanicra”, a HHTaio nacoM y pocificbKifi npeci Taicy

npHXHJlbHy KpHTHKy, HKOl H1KOJIH He HyB BIO, CBOIX. MaJIO Toro T3M He TinbKH

XBaiiHTb h h  JiafOTb— noHH HaiO Tb p o 3 6 ip a r n ,  m o  H a H d u ib iu  MeHi n o T p io H O . ${ oany cboV 

x h 6 h  h  ae^ ieK T H , a  B ip io  xpHTHKaM (aesK H M ) i ue M eHe H aB u ae  (Chykalenko 1 9 3 1 . 

314-5).

A broad Russian sea is being opened up before me. Among the scolding, with 

which ‘Orthodox moralists’ hailed me, sometimes I read such positive critiques in the 

Russian press, which I have never heard from our people. Moreover, they not only 

praise or scold but also analyze, which I need most of all. I see my faults, I trust (some) 

critics, and this teaches me.

But this alienation, bound to certain limits, may be considered an important factor 

of writers’ functioning as a “psychiatrist” and “diagnostician.” Alienation, as William 

Monroe claims, implies discontent, desire to be elsewhere, and accusation. In the critic’s 

opinion, it has a protective and provocative strategy and creates the power both to hurt 

and to heal (5). While Vynnychenko was in displacement, his conflict with the public 

showed his desire to escape that simultaneously inspired him to reject the social and 

moral situation and to become actively involved in the current intellectual discourse in 

the homeland to change this situation.

2.4. Encounters with the Hostland

Having established Vynnychenko’s dominant preoccupation with his homeland, I now 

move to his relationship with the hostland. As a displaced modernist writer and a traveler 

(Section 2.2), Vynnychenko, however, was reluctant to adjust more fully to the new
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milieu and more often than not expressed his dissatisfaction with his current state of 

displacement, which was accompanied by a longing for the homeland.62 Here is how he 

responds to this situation in a letter to Chykalenko:

T o ckh o  MeHi, C B reH e X apjiaM nifioB H H y, 6 e 3  p y x y ,  6 e 3  aieuiT, 6 e 3  p e a n b H o r o  

SynyB aH H a Toro, kojio n o r o  b h  B ci M acre c n p o M o r y  x o h h t h . 51 30B ciM  He c a n y  jiK xaefi.

3 (J)paHuy3aMH a  He M oxcy Ta h  H e x o n y  cxoanT H C b, a  p o c ia H e — jik d h h  x B o p i ,  b 

aH opM anbH H x yM OBax, H e n iaaaiO T b G a flb o p o c r a  (23 July 1912).

Ievhen Kharlampiiovych, it is boring for me without movement, without 
action, without a realistic construction of those things that you are all able to be around.

1 don’t see people at all. I can’t and don’t want to socialize with French people, and 

Russians are sick people, in abnormal conditions, they don’t cheer me up.

His impressions of places that he visited, such as Capri and Paris, were rather 

cursory. As it appears from his letter to Chykalenko, Capri did not impress him very 

much, finding it hardly better than Ukraine (26 March 1908). His first impressions of 

Paris are also quite reserved: “...[I]t is not such a Babylon, it is not so grandiose and 

magnificent as could be imagined” [...[H]e t3khh BaBHnoH, He TaKHH rpaHjtio3HHH i 

BejiHHHHH, sk MOJKHa co6 i yHBHTH] (22 September 1908). In contrast, Kotsiubyns’kyi, 

who lived in Ukraine, was enchanted by Capri and called it a “wonder,” an “earthly 

paradise,” and “an island of wonders.” It is worth noting that one of Kotsiubyns’kyi’s 

letters to his wife is entirely devoted to the description of the flora on the island 

(Panchenko 2003, 196). Being an actual tourist (Kotsiubyns’kyi was confident about his 

return) he, a clerk in a state office, could afford to focus in detail on the various 

attractions and enjoy them fully, whereas Vynnychenko, a professional revolutionary.

6‘ This is in contrast, for instance, with such modernist writers as Joyce, who did not seek to return home 
and liked speaking Italian at home with his children.
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who was not permitted to live in Ukraine, had to negotiate his expatriate and exilic 

feelings, and the latter prevailed.

There are different definitions of exile, but they mainly boil down to negative 

characteristics, both in terms of social hardships in a new land and spiritual isolation. For 

David Williams exile is “a kind of amputation” (qt. in Dahlie, 3). In Dahlie's opinion. 

“...[GJenuine exile is a permanent condition characterized by dislocation, alienation, 

dispossession” (4). “By its nature exile posits the awareness of loss,” Tucker argues (xiii). 

Moreover, the realization that your home is somewhere else and you cannot go there is 

genuinely painful, and metaphorically is equivalent to death. “For active and sensitive 

temperaments, exile is sometimes more cruel torment than death,” Madame de Stael 

observed (qt. in Knapp, 7). That is why an exile does not tolerate the present, which may 

seem absurd and empty. S/he often seeks the present in the past or the future (Pfanner, 

144). If there are no connections between the present and the past, at an extreme point it 

can lead to existential crisis and attempts at suicide. Narratives of exile writings are full 

of dark colours, gloomy landscapes, and nasty weather. Their characters experience 

uprootedness, hunger, difficulties of encounter with the hostland, dividedness, and 

escape.

Vynnychenko’s hardships in exile included difficult living conditions, isolation 

from the homeland, and uncertainty about the future, which leads him to a nervous 

breakdown, boredom, and escapist tendencies. Lack of money is a constant problem for 

the writer, as he can rely only on his publications. In one of his letters to Gorky, 

Vynnychenko asks for an advance payment for his works. But the answer is not 

comforting: “...[BJecause there is no money. There is no money anywhere” (Gorky 2000,
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265). That was one of the reasons behind his conflict with Gorky, who invited 

Vynnychenko to publish his works but later refused when he criticized revolutionaries. 

Vynnychenko accused Gorky of breaking his promise, adding that he had wasted his time 

and could have offered his works to other publishers. Lack of money will be a leitmotif in 

his works (e.g., “Taina,” “Chudnyi epizod,” and Rivnovaha).

Even more compelling is his state o f isolation from the native cultural milieu: “I 

don't read anything in Ukrainian, I don’t talk, and sometimes I don’t even think. 

Generally speaking, I am not reading or thinking anything and I am growing more 

insensate by the day” [i? Hinoro He UHTaio no-yKpamcsKOMy, He Sajiaicaio, HaBm> He 

jiyMaio iHoni. B3arajii a Hiuoro He HHTaio i He nyMaro i Tyniio 3 kojkhhm xmeM] (7  July 

1908). (I touched upon this issue above in my discussion o f Vynnychenko's lack o f 

impressions and inclination toward the ideological domain—cf. 117-18.)

Another reason for Vynnychenko’s concern was his uncertainty about the future 

and the dim possibility of his return to the homeland. Although he was more optimistic at 

the beginning of his displacement (this is reflected, e.g., in “Taina”), later the writer was 

less confident that he could go home ever: “Shall I finish my life abroad? It’s even 

terrible to think this, but it may likely be so” [HeBxce aoBejieTbcs CKiHHHTH h c h t t h  3a 

KopnoHOM? Ahc cTpanmo ayMaTb, a, Maoyn>, Tax i 6 yne], he writes to Chykalenko (11 

December 1913). Vynnychenko sought amnesty from the tsarist government but, as his 

lawyers informed him, the best he could count on was a life sentence (10 March 1914). 

His exilic feeling intensified over time.

Naturally, these predicaments of exile can lead to physical and nervous 

exhaustion. In his letter to Chykalenko Vynnychenko writes:
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BijibiuicTb Hacy a npocTO acajiKa xBopa icTOTa, axy flOBOiiHTb j o  cjii3 ryaiHHa 

MyxH, a6o cKprni uepeBa on BiTpy. MajieHbKa 3MiHa norouH pooHTb m o g  Tijio b jp k k h m , 

rojiOBV nopo^cHbofo, t h jk k o i o .  A « k  rioroaa Tyr MiHacrbca TpHHi Ha rajKaeHb, t o  a 

TinbKH Te h  podjuo, mo xczty nocTiimoi norottH. 9t neBHHH, mo He3a6apoM y M eHe 

3'aBJiflTbca rajifouHHaui'i. iHoai 6e3COHHHMH h o h b m h  MeHi Tpe6a npocTO BCTaBaTb 3 

niaoca i po6nTb MHM-Heoyjib myM, mo6 He aonycraTb ao yaBJieHHa 3 a c to j io m  aKoi'cb 

cJiirypM- il  CTapaiocb ce6e ririHOTH3yBara, ak po6HTb ue 3opa .ZfparoMamB, i 

nepeKOHyBara, mo Bee ue— moT BHramcH. I Ha «KHMCb wac ue BaaeTbca M en i. Aiie 

aocHTb aKoi'cb aypHHui, i Bee nponajio. IIoraHO, CBreHe XapjiaMnifioBHHy, a ue 

BHpaacHO Bace 6aHy. IlpaBaa, a me He niaaaBCb 30BciM i 6yay 6opoTHCb 3 ocTaHHix 

c h j i . . .  (7 July 1908).

Most of the time, I’m a pitiful, sick human being, who becomes tearfully 

irritated by a fly’s buzzing or a tree creaking in the wind. A small change of weather 

makes my body heavy and my head empty and hard. And since the weather here 

changes three times a week, the only thing that I do is wait for stable weather. I’m sure 

that soon I will be suffering from hallucinations. Sometimes during sleepless nights I 

simply have to get up and make some noise to prevent myself from imagining some 

figures sitting at the table. I try to hypnotize myself, like Zoria Drahomaniv63 does, and 

reassure myself that I have made all of this up. And for some time 1 am successful. But 

any silly thing ruins everything. It’s bad, Ievhen Harlampiiovych, I see it clearly now. 

However, I haven’t completely succumbed and I will struggle with my last efforts...64

Periodically, Vynnychenko experienced boredom stemming from an unnatural 

lack of activity. In a letter from the Swiss mountains (the village of Biere) he confesses 

that only at home can he be truly fulfilled:

Xony i'xaTH a, CBreHe XapjiaMnifioBHHy, Ha YKpaiHy. HyflHo MeHi T y r  6e3 

jKHTTfl i jnoaefi. Xowy pyxaracb, nym cjib03H, caMOMy nnaKaTb, a He M O »y nHBHTHCb

63 Zoria Drahomaniv is likely an alternate form o f Svitozor Drahomaniv, a Ukrainian revolutionary. 
Vynnychenko also mentions his name in his diary entry for 1917, dealing with the matters related to the 
Tsentral’na Rada [Central Rada] (1:260).
64 Vynnychenko’s difficulties with women may also have contributed to his neurosis. His correspondence 
with Lusia Holdmerstein (before his meeting and marriage with Rosalia) reveals the tragedy surrounding 
the birth and death o f  their child in 1909. Panchenko argues that the writer used this episode in his play 
Memento (http://www.librarv.kr.ua/books/panchenko/p4.shtmlni2.3'l.
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Ha Hyad rapHi ropH, HHTan> k h h jk k h  i rofli. HaflOKynmio CTpauueHHO TijibKM flHBHTHCb. 

hk ju o a h  jKHByrb, npamoioTb, MaiOTb HKicb iHTepecH, a a HaBiTb He m o jk v  3 h m m h  

no6 ajiaKaTb, 6 0  i MOBa nyjxa i caMi b o h h  3 Yx iHTepecaMH nynci MeHi... He BHHomy a 

noKoio, npoTHBHO MeHi SyTH cnoidHHHM, HyflHO i nocaflHO. Xoh ripm e, aoH HHMe (27 

August 1908).

Ievhen Kharlampiiovych, I want to go to Ukraine. I'm bored here without life 

and people. 1 want to be active, to hear tears, and to cry myself. But I can’t simply to 

watch beautiful foreign mountains, and read books, and that’s all. I’m terribly tired of 

only watching how people live, work, and have their interests, and I can’t even talk to 

them because the language is foreign and they and their interests are foreign to me... I 

can’t stand the quiet, I don’t like it, it’s boring and annoying. Let it be worse, as long as 

it’s different.

Consequently, as a response to his exile, Vynnychenko considers the possibility 

of his further emigration, which I treat as his escapist tendency. Beginning in 1913, the 

writer repeatedly expresses a wish to abandon his homeland and travel to a remote 

country. Gurr argues that “the exile leaves on an impulse to escape, not to enjoy travel” 

(25). Escapism is conditioned by feelings of extreme uprootedness and alienation, which 

Vynnychenko experienced in displacement. He confesses in a letter to Chykalenko: 

“Were it not for my wife, I would long ago have gone somewhere to Australia or 

somewhere else so as not to have either Ukrainian newspapers or magazines” [Kojih 6  He 

xciHKa, yxce 6  ztaBHo fleet noflaBcs b ABCTpajiiio aoo Kyuncb Tax, mo6  He Mara HkKHX 

yKpaiHCbKHx ra3eT, Hi xcypHajiiB] (23 March 1913). He planned among other things to 

travel to India or a French colony, where his wife could find a medical position65 and take 

care of him. He was also considering North America, where he could join the Ukrainian

65 Panchenko (1998) is wrong when he states that Rosalia quit her studies in Paris in 1914. According to 
documents I found in Vynnychenko’s archive at the Institute o f  Manuscripts she obtained a certificate 
stating that she had graduated from the Faculty o f Medicine o f the University o f  Paris (Fund 293, no. 239). 
However, as a foreigner with a French certificate, she was not allowed to practice medicine in France or 
anywhere else in Europe.
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diaspora: “I even have a dream of settling in Canada and becoming a farmer, dig a bit in 

the earth— it lures my peasant soul” [JI HaBm> Mpiio— nepei'xaTH b  KaHany i 3pooHTHCb 

cjDepMepoM, nojmySaTHCb y 3eMJii, Tarae BOHa no cede moio MyxombKv nyuiy] (28 March 

1913). But, as though predicting his future conflict with the diaspora, Vynnychenko was 

greatly concerned about the prospect o f having contact with his compatriots: “I have an 

idea to go to Canada—after all, our people are there. But I’m afraid that *our people* will 

turn out to be worse than the foreigners” [ C  ttyMica b  KaHany IxaTb, Bee xc Taxn Hion c b o i 

TaM. Ta ooiocb, mo “cBoi” BHfinyTb ripme uy>KHx] (6 May 1913). Imagining himself 

emigrating to the US, he writes to Chykalenko: “I will write stories to you from America 

a la Mark Twain” [3 AMepmcH 6yny BaM m icara onoBiztaHHJi b  crani Mapxa TBahHa] (1 

October 1913).

On the other hand, Vynnychenko experiences nostalgia, which softens and 

reconciles the bitterness of exile. This feeling, for instance, may have been behind his 

illegal and risky visits to Ukraine during the period 1907-14. In 1908 Chykalenko 

convinced him not to long for the homeland, since it was, after all, unreasonable on his 

part to go back because of tsarist persecutions of the opposition after the failure of the 

revolution of 1905-07: “Do not long for Ukraine [...] you should overcome your exile 

and wait for better days, because such days have arrived that I have never seen before. 

There is an unprecedented policy of revenge and terror” (qt. in Panchenko. 

http://www.librarv.kr.Ua/books/panchenko/pl.shtml#y Chykalenko was therefore 

astonished by his unexpected encounter with the writer at the railway station in Fastiv: 

“Vynnychenko came to the village to find impressions and to touch ground” (1931, 137; 

dated 5 June 1910). As is known from Vynnychenko’s correspondence, he planned to
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leave for the homeland permanently. In his letter to Liusia Holdmerstein he writes: "In 

going to Ukraine, I am signing my own death sentence. After my first arrest I will 

commit suicide” [IayuH Ha YicpaiHy, st caM ninnncyio cBifl CMepTHHH npucya. 3 nepuiHM 

>Ke apemTOM j i K iH n a io  c b o g  h c h ttji]  (qt. in Panchenko. 

http://www.librarv.kx.Ua/books/panchenko/p4.shtml#2.3). At the same time he feels 

alienated from the Ukrainian society and has a plan to immigrate to Canada. This 

unbearable condition o f Vynnychenko’s displacement (which was concretely addressed 

in Rivnovaha), reveals clear threats to continuities o f his identity. The thought of suicide 

is very indicative in this respect (Davis, 2).

For a certain period o f time Vynnychenko’s stay abroad intensified his intellectual 

ability and stimulated the work of memory. But how long would this state o f affairs last? 

His homeland gradually becomes more remote, sensitivity whithers, and vivid 

impressions fade. The writer himself predicted his creative exhaustion unless he regained 

his native social and cultural environment: “...[I] dreamed about amnesty... I dreamed of 

finally living at home if only for a little while. I’m bored o f being a foreigner my whole 

life— either at home or here. And the most important thing is that I have to be at home, 

among people definitely. Otherwise, I won’t be able to work soon” [...[M] pi j ib  npo 

aMHicriio... Mpbmoc& noacH TH  Hapenrri xon Tpoxu noMa. Taic H a jio K y n H n o  Bee jk h t t x  

Syra uyacHHireM— h h  y cebe, h h  Tyr. I, rojioBHe, Tpe6a MeHi byrn aoMa, cepea jnoaeh 

Tpe6a o 6 o b ’ji3Ko b o . iHaiane xyrico i npaiHOBaiB He 3M05Ky] (17 March 1913). Gurr 

suggests that exile “concentrates on the scrupulous depiction o f his home in his art” (25). 

This, o f course, is true. But in focusing on Ukrainian themes at the beginning o f his 

displacement, in time Vynnychenko found himself in a situation marked by a lack of
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vivid impressions from Ukraine. On the one hand, this stimulated the writer to elaborate

on “works of ideas,” but on the other, this prompted him to look closer at the local life.

which now provided him with new experiences and immediate impressions. In a letter to

Chykalenko (12 March 1909) Vynnychenko complains about the lack of materials. In

response Chykalenko suggests elaborating new themes about the hostland:

Once you mentioned in a letter, the last one I believe, that now you don't have 

any observations because you are cut off from life. But what about emigre life? Doesn't 

it provide you with any materials? It seems to me that you can observe many 

interesting things there. It can offer themes and materials for any kind of literature— 

plays, stories, etc (qt. in Panchenko.

http://www.librarv.kr.ua/books/Danchenko/pl 4.shtml#6.2).

Chykalenko’s advice came at the right time. In his diary entry for 1911 (the year in which 

Vynnychenko began his diary), he already sets himself the task of depicting French life 

(1: 41).66

It is important to emphasize the dynamic nature and gamut o f experiences and 

feelings in displacement—both positive and negative, which are not strictly demarcated 

and may overlap. Although the bitterness of exile prevails (Rivnovaha), reflecting 

Vynnychenko’s own predicament, in this section I will also focus on the positive 

experience of expatriates (“Taina”) and nostalgia as a way of overcoming the bitterness 

(“Fed’ko-khalamydnyk” and some other works from this period, which are relevant to the 

discussion). Some of these questions already surfaced in the analysis of Vynnychenko as 

a displaced modernist writer (Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ and “Qlaf Stefenzon”). 

However, those works present a different type of a hero—a Bohemian artist, who enjoys 

his stay abroad. In contrast, in “Taina” and Rivnovaha we have a revolutionary type, who

66 This note refers to 1911 in general, and Vynnychenko did not specify the concrete date.
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is forcefully uprooted from his homeland, does not fully accept the “bourgeois life" in 

Europe, and seeks to return home and continue his revolutionary cause. It is important to 

note that Vynnychenko’s exilic feelings grow with time, and accordingly the works under 

consideration also reflect this shift. In choosing the method of my analysis. I find it 

helpful to focus on character analysis, as it reveals more subjectively the writer's 

approach to hostland themes (based on his recent experience or lyrical recollections), in 

contrast to more artificial literary creations designed for the embodiment of his ideas.

2.4.1. Expatriation without Pain: "Taina" and Other Stories

The story “Taina” [A Mystery] (1910), Vynnychenko’s first work about the hostland (it is 

set in Paris), is a good example of the gradation of displacement. It portrays 

Perederiienko, a former revolutionary from Ukraine, as a lonely and contemplative 

person who has a generally positive attitude to his expatriation, conveyed through a 

number of characteristics: his optimistic worldview (especially evident when contrasted 

to the pessimistic French professor Laroche), openness to people, love of singing, 

association with bright colours, etc. Though rendered in lyrical tones, the challenges of 

the hostland and a longing for the homeland also surface in the story, foreshadowing the 

further bitterness of exile (e.g., Rivnovaha). Here I shall focus on the analysis o f the main 

protagonist Perederiienko whose displaced condition quite closely, although not 

completely, approximates the writer’s. For the purposes of contrast and comparison, I 

shall also consider the image of the French professor Laroche and will discuss two other 

stories, “Taiemna pryhoda” [A Mysterious Adventure] and “Chudnyi epizod”, written in 

the same year, 1910.
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In order to proceed with the analysis, it is necessary to recapitulate the main 

events of the story. It deals with the philosophical issue of optimism vs. pessimism and 

happiness vs. malice. The two positions are represented respectively by Perederiienko 

and Laroche. Both reside in the same building. Their meetings often turn into 

philosophical debates, in which each expresses and supports his own worldview. At the 

end of the story, Laroche witnesses the happy reunion of a blind tramp and his dog under 

a bridge, which touches him deeply. With this the narrator suggests that he ought to get 

rid of his malice and be transformed into a more positive person. Eventually, he goes to 

live with his granddaughter. This transformation of a man from a pessimist into an 

optimist and the realization of human happiness that is inside every human being reveals 

the “mystery,” the main message of the story. What is important from our perspective is 

that the optimistic worldview is represented by a displaced person, whereas a 

representative, of the hostland displays pessimistic characteristics.

The first accidental meeting between Perederiienko and Laroche clearly reveals 

two opposite characters and positions. Perederiienko’s former image of the Frenchmen 

makes him expect a positive response:

51 3acMisiBCH, 60 h TaKH cnpaBfli McnaB, uxo BiH, sue i Bci b o h h ,  ci <j)paHuy3H, 

3acHnjie MeHe (j>pa3aMH nojyncH.

— B h  H acT o C M ie rec b ,— cK a3aB  b ih  t b k h m  t o h o m ,  h c m o b  c t b b h b  M eHi c e  Ha

y B a ry .

51 H e nepecraBaB n o c M ix a -m c b  (152).

I smiled because I really expected that he, like all of these Frenchmen, would 

shower me with words of thanks.

—You smile often,—he said to me in a way as if to draw my attention.

I didn’t stop smiling.
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Laroche, who despite his academic position and presence in his own homeland, is 

lonely and pessimistic, and takes pleasure in people's misfortunes. Here are 

Perederiienko’s impressions of him: “BiH hIkojih He CMieTtca, kojih CMitoTbCJt Bci Jitone" 

[He never smiles when everyone is smiling]; or “I noticed that he looked at everything 

that was merry, bright, and joyful with indifferent scorn...” [5i noMiraB, mo Ha Bee 

B ecene, acHe, paaicH e BiH o tbh tbch  3  Hejt6ajioio 3HeBaroio...] (1 6 2 ).

Laroche’s experiences have made him disillusioned and stripped him of positive 

emotions. Perederiienko, he believes, is also destined to become this way. Laroche’s 

dilemma suggests Vynnychenko’s own attitude toward his recent revolutionary past:

— raH-rafi!.. KOJiwcb Texc 6 y B  tb k h m ,  h k  b h . . .  9l  t o k  j u o 6 h b  CMiaracb i 

cn iB am  O!.. I a  T exc jik > 6 h b  a y M a T b , m o  m h m b cm o  B e J in x y  u in b ,  m h— j n o a e ,  uapi 

n p H p o ^ H . 9i T ax o x c  x o t i b  p a T y B a rb  jnoaefi i b c c t h  i x  b  uapcT B O  j u o 6 o b h ,  c b b t h x  

ifleaniB, b h c o k h x  M pifi. Tax, T a x , m !h  n p y x c e , c e  c T a p a  pyi'Ha, mo c n n H T b  n e p e n  b 3 m h ,

Mana Ti caMi noMHJiKH, mo h bh. Bh KOJiHCb Tx Tax caMO ni3Hacre, ax 3apa3 a. Ce—  

3axoH. Ce 3axoH... (166).

— W ell, w ell!.. I too w as once like y o u ... I also liked to laugh and sing. Oh!..

And I also liked to think that w e  had a  great goal, w e— the people, the kings o f  nature. I 

also wanted to save people and lead them to the kingdom o f  love, sacred ideals, and 

high dreams. Y es, yes, m y friend, this old wreck sitting in front o f  you had the same 

flaw s as you. One day you’ll understand them as I do now. This is the law. This is the 

law ...

In this story Vynnychenko develops the idea of people’s inner harmony that

parallels his concept of “honesty with oneself.” Laroche implies that a lack of inner

freedom is the main reason behind people’s unhappiness and that makes him pessimistic

about the world:

-— [Jlaporn] A  bh cBooony juoSnTe?

— Hepe3 HeT a T y r  i xcHBy, a He aoMa.
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— 9l H e n p o  n o J i i r a n H y  C B o S o a y . Y  H a c  b p e c n > '6 n iix i T a d  ac p a o H , aic i y  B ac . Oh!—  

b Ih  c e p ^ H T o  npoT arH V B  p y K y  n o  BiKHa— noBHHH r o p o A  p a o iB . ^  n p o  a p v r y  C B O ooay  

nHTaio (165).

—[Laroche] And do you like freedom?

—That's why I’m here, not at home.

—I’m not talking about political freedom. We have the same slaves in our republic as 

in your country. Look over there!—he pointed angrily at the window—the city is full 

of slaves. I’m asking you about another kind of freedom.

In contrast, Perederiienko is portrayed as an optimist, who believes in people's 

happiness. The fact that he is in a foreign country, unlike Laroche, makes the contrast 

more significant. Vynnychenko scarcely intimates a past for Perederiienko, but from 

short phrases like those above we can assume that he was involved in revolutionary 

activity and had to abandon it. Despite his uncertain social status and lack o f money, he 

never emphasizes his problems and rather enjoys his stay abroad. He likes his loneliness, 

which he transforms into a powerful source of reflective energy. Perederiienko’s attitude 

toward the new country and its people is very open and sincere. References to bright 

colours, the sun, smiling, and singing percolate throughout the story: “I was not lonely at 

all, people were humming pleasantly below, above in the sky the bashful eyes o f stars 

were twinkling from behind clouds, and an angry, gloomy, and funny old man was sitting 

on a small suitcase!... I told him everything that was in my heart, which was like a fiddle 

on which merry melodies are played” [I 30BciM a He 6yB caMOTHiM, BHH3y npneMHO 

ryniJiH Jnoan, Bropi 3-3a XMap KJiinanH 3acopoMJieHi oni 3ipOK, a Ha neMoaaHHHKy c h x u b  

JHOTH0, xMypHH i KyMenHHH amycb! ... % roBopHB HOMy Bee, nio b MeHe 6yjio Ha ayrni. 

A Ha ayini 6yno arc y CKpnnni, kojih Ha Hift rparon> Beceni mothbhhkh] (160).

Perederiienko’s positive emotions are conveyed through his constant singing:
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— Bh pa3-y-pa3 cniBacre,— BMHTb, He pyxaionHCb npoMOBHB Jlapoui. Horo, 

MaovTb, ce ziyace 3auiKaBuno.

ft CKpOMHO 3irxHyB, ane mworo He CKa3aB.

—Jlto.au Ha TOfli cniBae, kojih Vm paaicHO,—3hob SypKHVB aiaycb TpouiKH cepauro Bxce 

i 3aMOBK, HeMOB HenajoHH oanoBiai.

f t  CKOca nornaaaB Ha fioro. CMyrjiaBHH rapHHH Hie iioro ynepTO ovb  

noxHK)ruieHHH r o  cbi’hkh.

— M e H i TaKH paaicHO,— H apeum  cKa3aB s .

Tofli BiH 03HpHyB MeHe cTporo, nHJibHO Si 3 Taxoio HeaoBipHHBOK) uiKaBicTio. 

HeHawe a 6yB SKOiocb 3HaxiaKOK) aoicTopHHHoY enoxH, b sk ih  bi'h cyMHiBaBca.

—3aB3Kaw?—MypKHyB BiH.

—Po3yMieTbca (157).

—You are always singing,—said Laroche at once without moving. It seemed 

to interest him very much.

I sighed modestly but said nothing.

—A man sings when he is joyful,—the old man growled a little angrily and fell silent, 

as if waiting for an answer.

I looked at him indirectly. His tanned, nice nose stubbornly drooped toward the

candle.

—I truly am joyful,—I said eventually.

Then he looked at me severely, intently, and with such distrustful interest, as if 

I were some sort of dubious discovery from a pre-historic era.

—Always?—He muttered.

—Certainly.

Perederiienko’s explicitly positive mood, which is sustained through the entire 

story, is motivated by a kind of irrational existential happiness at being alive and 

observing the life of other human beings. Kaczurowsky called “Taina” a very “humane 

work,” reminiscent of the best works of O. Henry (2002,158). Here is how Perederiienko 

feels at the end of the story:
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Ha noKpiBjii MaHcapaH CMiajiocb coHue Benepa, BHH3y chhIm JiencHM TVMaHOM 

noBHjiHca ByjiHui BecejioV c to j ih lu  CBrra, BiaB n’aHHH b o x k h h  BiTep 3 niBUHfl.

f t  3aKHHyB pyKH 3a roJiOBy, noTarHyBca, HaopaB noBHi rpynn BiTpv 3 niB^Hs i 

paaicHo, waaiHBo 3acMiaBca (179).

The evening sun was smiling on the roof of the mansard, down below, the 

streets of the merry capital of the world were enveloped by a light blue fog. a drunk 

and humid wind was blowing from the south.

1 put my hands behind my head, stretched myself, breathed in the wind from 

the south, and smiled joyfully and happily.

Significantly, even Perederiienko’s negative experience, i.e., the shortage of 

funds, is transformed into an ironic attitude and philosophical contemplation. Here his 

thoughts about hunger are imbued with subtle irony:

CboroflHi a 3anuiOB b 6i6jiioTeKy norpiTHCb. 3  3aKJionoTaHHM, cepfio3HHM 

BHnnwoM nonpoxaB co6i HHBapcbicy KHHJKKy “CBiTOBoro Onumy” i c tb b  HHTaTb.

TaM  a  BHHHTaB 3 C T arri ottHoro n p o tjre c o p a , s k  T p e o a  n ijm epacvB aT H  cb o c  

3 tto p o B 'a . C T p a u m o  MeHi B n o ao 6 aB ca  t o h  c n o c i6 .  JlerK H H , 3pyHHHH, Haji3BHMaRH0 

npocTHH  i 6e3  BCHKoro cyM niB y neBHHH. T p e 6 a  He Y cth t p h - h o t h p h  a m .  BiH  MeHi 

3pa3y  H aaaB  o a a b o p o c r a .  O cTaH Hifi pa3  a  Tb y n o p a  B B enepi. C b o ro a H i a x p a 3  c v tk h .  S i 

u te  Maro n o n e p e a y  T p o e  c y ro K , M oacy He V cth i Te MeHi n i a e  Ha 3 a o p o B 'a .  M yaecH o!

(154)

Today I came in the library to warm myself up. With a concerned and serious 

expression 1 requested the January issue of World Review and began reading it.

There I read an article by a professor about how to keep oneself in good health.

I liked that method very much. It’s easy, convenient, extremely simple and 

undoubtedly reliable. You must not eat for three or four days. It encouraged me straight 

away. The last time I had a meal was yesterday evening. Today is 24 hours. I still have 

three days of fasting and that will improve my health. Wonderful!

Even the fact that Perederiienko has to sell his sofa does not seem to trouble him: 

“Since I sold my sofa and sleep on the floor, I am convinced that it’s much better.
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Nothing squeaks under you, and you can turn in all directions and not worry that you'll

fall down during the night” [3 roro nacy, ak a npoaaB cboio KaHanKy h cnjno ztojii. a

nepeKOHyrocb, mo Taic najieno Kpame. Hinjo He CKpnriHTb nin toooio. MoatHa

noBepraTHCb Ha Bci 6okh h He KJionoTaracb npo Te, mo BHoni Bnanern jjonony] (155).

There is another problem related to Perederiienko’s encounter with the hostland—

the recognition o f Ukrainian identity in the West—which also surfaced in "Olaf

Stefenzon” and will be addressed below in Rivnovaha. Here is the scene o f the meeting

between Perederiienko and Laroche:

— Moe n p i3 B n m e  Jbrpoiu.

— HyaecHO. A moc flepeaepieHKO.

— ^K??

B ih umpoKO po3runomHB oni. 9l 3acMiaBca. Ce BiHHa icTopia 3 moTm 

npi3BHiueM, boho HaBoaHTb »:ax Ha <J>paHuy3iB.

— riepeaepieHKO— noBTopHB a.

— Hi. a Cboro He bhmobjikd— piiuyne h cyBopo noKpyTHB BiH tojiobok).— Ta MeHi h He 

uiKaBe Bame npi3BHme. Adieu!

— Adieu! (153)

— My name is Laroche.

— Wonderful. Mine is Perederiienko.

— What??

He opened his eyes widely. I smiled. This is an ongoing problem with my 

surname, which strikes the French with terror.67 

— Perederiienko— I repeated.

— No, 1 can’t pronounce it— he shook his head decisively and sternly.— Anyway, your 

surname isn’t interesting to me. Adieu!

— Adieu!

67 This dilemma also appears later, when Vynnychenko moves to the south of France and wonders what to 
call his new place of residence, so that it would be easier for the French to pronounce it: “1 have to give it a 
name, so that the French don’t distort it and make fun of it” (Shchodennyk, 23: 232). He eventually names 
it “Zakoutok” [Cozy Comer].
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The biggest challenge for Mr. Laroche is the name of his Ukrainian acquaintance. 

It is much simpler to call him a “foreigner” (162). Assigning a proper name, often with 

symbolic meaning, is an intrinsic feature of Vynnychenko’s writings (e.g., Komii/Polar 

Bear and Ryta/Black Panther in Chorna Pant era i Bilyi Vedmid’). It would appear that 

Vynnychenko deliberately chose the surname Perederiienko, which requires an effort 

even of native speakers. Serving as a parallel to Vynnychenko‘s own surname, the 

surname of the main protagonist, in fact, symbolizes the problem of recognition of 

Ukrainian identity in the West: the Frenchman Laroche, like the German Emma Valdberg 

in “Olaf Stefenzon,” is indifferent to Ukrainian identity. Perederiienko, however, is not 

really affected by this ignorance and he responds with a smile.

The depiction of the local space is quite cursory, nonetheless it endows the work 

with exotic foreign flavour. These are indigenous realities, such as money (sou, 153). 

names of streets (rue de Seine, rue Dauphine, 170), and the use of French words (adieu. 

153). For many place names Vynnychenko maintains the original French spelling.

Although Perederiienko is virtually an exile, who was forced to leave his country 

because of his political activity, emotionally he remains more an expatriate. In his 

negotiation between a remembered homeland and the physical hostland he enjoys both. A 

sense of expatriation as a “soft” form of displacement (Tucker, xvi) rests on close ties 

with the homeland and the possibility of a return. Alfred Polgar rendered this thought in a 

very poetic form: “Oh foreign land, how beautiful you are—for the person who still has a 

home” (qt. in Pfanner, 20). Perederiienko’s joyful feeling can be explained by the fact 

that he has his own homeland, and he is optimistic about his return:

i l  noTflrHVBCfl. Xm! Moro MeHi p a a ic H O ?  Xi6a a  3 H a io ?  P a a ic H O , mo B rre p  

TaKHH M'SKHH i COKOBHTHH. PaZUCHO, WO 3 0 p i KJlinafOTb, «K  3aCOpOMJieHl' OHeHHTa
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flHTHHH. PaaicH O , LUO BHH3y TOMOHflTb iCTOTH riOXOXd Ha MeHe i HOrOCb pyxaiOTbCS i 

cn iuuaT b K yaw cb, i MHHaiOTb noB3 MeHe. X i6 a  a 3H aio? PaaicH O , m o  aajieK O -aaneK O  

ecTb K paiH a, a e  ianT b BapeHHKH 3 KpanwHKaMH c n p y  i ra i l y B e n e p i 3B epxy  

no3oaoH eH H H , a  BHH3y TaeMHO-TeMHHH, BorKHM naxoM  6yaH T b m o cb  b a y u i i .  X i6 a  a 

3H aio? (1 5 7 )

I stretched myself. Hm! Why am I so glad? Do I really know? I'm glad because 

the wind is so gentle and rich. I’m glad because the stars twinkle like a bashful child’s 

eyes. Pm glad because down below human beings like me are making noise and for 

some reason are moving about and hurrying somewhere, and passing me by. Do 1 

really know? Pm glad because there is a country far away where people eat varenyky 

with cheese and in the evening the grove is gilded on its top and mysteriously dark at 

the bottom, awakening something in one’s soul with a humid smell. Do I really know?

The finale o f the story reveals the victory of optimism and happiness over 

pessimism and malice. It is remarkable that the Ukrainian expatriate has a crucial 

influence on a representative of the hostland, who begins to be transformed into a kinder 

man and is reunited with his granddaughter. To show his gratitude to the “foreigner” for 

his support, Laroche invites Perederiienko to visit him in his new home:

I oni iforo Bneprne 3aanHCb MeHi hdkhhmh, jiactcaBHMH i cy M H O - 

xcapTiBJiHBHMH, sue npoMiHb cohiw nepea BenepoM.

A 3aCMisBCH H 3 OXOTOHD nOOSiuflB HOMy ce.

— Bh 3aB*aH CMierecb— CKa3aB BiH cepawTO. FIoTiM panTOM oohhb, 

nouinyBaB MeHe h, npomenoTiBiiiH:—“CMiifrecb, cepue, 3aB»can”,— nocniuiHO 

BHHUIOB 3 XaTH (1 7 9 ) .

And for the first time his eyes seemed soft, tender and sadly playful, like a sun 
beam before nightfall.

I laughed and eagerly promised to come.

—You always laugh—he said angrily. Then suddenly he embraced and kissed 

me, whispering “Smile, my dear fellow, always,” and hurriedly left the apartment.
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Reflecting the gradation of displacement, exilic feelings are also characteristic to 

Perederiienko, foreshadowing the bitterness of exile in the later work, Rivnovaha. They, 

however, do not concern his negation of the hostland but his imagined brief journeys to 

the homeland, which are portrayed through tender nostalgia and warm lyricism. Small 

details on different perception levels imply very intimate relationships with his home:

I panTOM Ha ByjiHui n o ro c b  MeHi 3 ra a a j io c b , j jk  Yb a p a3  rp e n a H i BapeHHKH 6 u ih  

3ojioT O H om i. B e n ip  6yB . CoHue 3 aH u w o  3a m jih h s m h , mo p o 3 c t3 b h j ih  KpHJia, h c m o b  b 

eKCTa3i ninHXJW Yx i 3acTH rnH . K p a h  H eS a 6ys 3aayMJiHBO-po)KeBHH. 3 eraB K a bi’h jio  

ay xoM  b o x k o c t h ,  pacKH, .gyxoM Taro, noB H T oro  BeHopoM. A TyT Ha n p n c b o i  c T o a jin  b 

BeaHKiH HepBOHIH MHCUi 3 aCOBTHMH naCOHKaMH TeM HO-cipi, BenHKi BapeHHKH 3

KpanHHKaMH cnpy. 3 onHoro Soxy, noBepHeHoro no 3axony, b o h h  HepBOHijiH. 

MepBOHina h  rycTa CMeTaHa b nonyMHCKy. 51k a Yx Yb, 6o5Ke! Ex! Xafi T o6 i BcanHHa! 

(154-155)

I don’t know why, but suddenly I remembered how once I ate varenyky68 with 

buckwheat near Zolotonosha. It was evening. The sun had gone down beyond the mills 

that had spread their wings as if in ecstasy and froze. The edge of the sky was a dreamy 

pink. A scent of humidity, duckweed; I hold my breath, enveloped by the evening, was 

wafting from a pond. And there on a bank of earth near the house stood a big red bowl 

with yellow stripes, which held large, dark grey varenyky with droplets of cheese. On 

one side, turned to the west, they were red, as was the thick sour cream in the plate. Oh,

God, how I ate them! Oh! Nothing beats that!

Sensory perception, including smell, taste, audial and visual images, plays a 

significant role in the work of memory in displacement. Margaret Morse considers them 

through the imaginary link of a person and home:

Feelings and memories linked to home are highly charged, if not with meaning, 
then with sense memories that began in childhood before the mastery of language. A 
fortuitous and fleeting smell, a spideiy touch, a motion, a bitter taste—almost beyond

68 ‘Varenyky’ is the Ukrainian word for perogies.
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our conscious ability to bid or concoct or recreate home is thus an evocation that is of 

this sensory world, ephemeral and potential in the least familiar (63).

In the story “Taina” the main protagonist Perederiienko with great passion alludes to taste 

(varenyky), smell (humidity) and light (golden, dark)—these very intimate feelings that 

deconstruct the exilic sensibility of the author.

If one looks at the characters throughout Vynnychenko’s stories, their background 

and nature become more evident; they are like facets of one character. This pattern of a 

lonely man with a vague background living in an unknown city recurs in stories such as 

“Taiemna pryhoda” and “Chudnyi epizod.” The main protagonist in "Taiemna pryhoda," 

Dovhal’, is hiding from the police in a large city. His way of life and tranquility remind 

us of Perederiienko:

Ifin H H  n e H b  BIH CHJUB y  K iM H ari, CXHJlHBUIHCb H a a  XHHWXaMH H HOTHpaiOHH 

cboTm  3BHH3CM j io 6 a ,  a B B en ep i H e a S a n o  o 6 ™ p a B  pyxaB O M  3aBW flH w o r o c b  

3 a 6 p y aH eH H H  x a n e n to x ,  H a ra ra B  R o r o  H a r o a o B y  i, H e3 rp a6 H O  n ep ecy B aiO H H  H o r n ,  

B H xoaH B  H a B y a w m o . T y r  b ih  3 y n H H aB ca  n e p e a  BixHaMH M ara3H H iB , p o 3 a n B a « B c a  

TOBapH h  a o 6 p o a y u iH O  n o c M ix a B c a , a x  a io a w H a , flKo'i c i  TOBapH H e T o p x a to T b c a , a a e  

B ce-T axH  u ix aB O  noaHBHTHCb, mhm 3afiM aiO T bca Bci c i ic ro T H , m o  in a p x a iO T b  onyr 

x p y r  w o ro ,  m o  c n a a T b  3 a  t h m h  BixHaM H, c e p ii0 3 H 0  X B H aK aoT bca  3 -3 a  m tyH O K , 

BHCTaBaeHHx Ha BiKHax, i HaBiTb B ee  t k h t t x  n p o B o a a T b  3 h h m h .

IloTiM 3aicaaBuiH pyxw 3a cnHHy h i i io b  aaai i Tew ao6poayuiHO nocMixaBca 

BCbOMy, mo oanHB. Ha noaiuai'B aw B H B ca 3 aHTanoio H a cT o p o w e H S c th d , 3axaonoTaHo 

3acTi6aB niaJKaxa i nocnimaB noMHHyrn Tx. noMHHVBmn, 3aicaaaaB 3 h o b  pyxw 3a 

cnwHy h  aH B H B ca Ha c b I t  3 npHXHabHicno Ta iHTepecoM.

Tax ryaaB b ih  x o w h h h  B enip i k o k h h m  BenepoM  6yB 3aaoBoneHnfi (121-122).

He sat in a room all day, bending over books and scratching his forehead out of 

habit. And in the evening with his sleeve he would carelessly wipe his hat, which was 

always dirty for some reason, put it on his head, and shuffling his feet awkwardly, go 

out onto the street. There he stopped in front of store windows, looked at the 

merchandise and smiled good-naturedly, like a man who didn’t care about this
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merchandise, but found it interesting to look at what preoccupied all the beings milling 

around him. Those beings standing in front of those windows, seriously worrying about 

what was displayed in them and even spending their whole lives with them.

Then, putting his hands behind his back, he walked further and also smiled 

good-naturedly at everything he saw. He looked at policemen with child-like attention, 

fastened his jacket anxiously and hastened to pass them. Having passed them, he again 

put his hands behind his back and looked at the world positively and with interest.

That was the way he walked every evening and he enjoyed every evening.

From the vocabulary in the above passage, we can draw a conclusion about 

DovhaFs intense intellectual activity (“he sat in a room all day, bending over books"), 

optimism (“he...smiled good-naturedly,” “he enjoyed every evening,” “he...looked at the 

world positively”), and curiosity about his new surroundings (“he...found it interesting to 

look at what preoccupied all the beings milling around him,” “he looked at the world... 

with interest”). It is likely that the protagonist does not belong to this place and observes 

it as if  from the sidelines. Interestingly enough, he is not afraid of policemen, who would 

not do any harm to him: his attention to them is child-like.

A similar anonymous protagonist appears in “Chudnyi epizod,” who also has time 

on his hands to wander the streets (“In wonderful weather, I like to walk along the 

streets” [51 juoojho b nyztoBy norojjy ryjnrra no Byjmnax] (142)) and enjoy his 

extraordinary condition. His tranquility and positive attitude are his salient 

characteristics:

ni3Ho 6y.no Bwe. Ha Byjwui TyMaH, «k HaMiTKOK) oSropTaB jiixTapi. flpoxo>Ki 3 

ni,nH5rrnMH KOMipaMH i pyxaMH b k h u ic h sx  nocniuiHo MHHaJiH noB3 MeHe. Bohm 

3najiH, Kymi h u ijih . A a He 3HaB, TOMy h  He nocnimaB. 55 HaBiTb pyx He xobbb y 

KHuieHi i KOMipa He nizmiMaB. 51 TuibKH nocMixaBca (140-141).

It was already late. The fog, like a bandage, covered the lanterns on the street. 

Passers-by with raised collars and hands in their pockets were in a hurry to pass me by.
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They knew where they were going. But I didn’t know, so I wasn’t hurrying. I didn’t 

even put my hands in my pockets or raise my collar. I only smiled.

Like Perederiienko, the protagonist in “Chudnyi epizod” also lacks money and food: 

“There were times when we ate only potatoes and only had a coat to cover ourselves" [Y 

Hac 6 yjiH Taxi oOcTaBHHH, mo mh roztyBajinct ojihoio KapTOiuieio i BxpHBanHCb xijibKH 

nnameM] (140). He also has no money to pay for a prostitute.

Unlike in “Taina,” Vynnychenko does not elaborate the setting of these two 

stories. The text implies that the events in “Taiemna pryhoda” and “Chudnyi epizod" take 

place in the homeland (e.g., the Ukrainian woman’s name Natalia; the characters do not 

have problems communicating in public places) or most probably in L’viv or other cities 

in Western Ukraine. But the theme of all three stories, the types of characters and 

narrative structures are quite similar. Only in “Chudnyi epizod” we have an artist whose 

reflections are directed toward aesthetics. After arguing with his beautiful girlfriend, 

Natalia, the unnamed hero accidentally meets a prostitute. Her ugliness is her most salient 

feature, which attracts him as an artist. He is genuinely moved when he learns that she is 

making an ugly sculpture—which is strangely beautiful. Thus, the hero finds himself in a 

dilemma between beauty and ugliness—external and internal—which, however, do not 

have strict limits and may transform into each other. In this respect, the story echoes two 

other works, Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ and “Olaf Stefenzon,” and reveals 

Vynnychenko’s growing interest in the theme of beauty.

In most of the works o f this period, the Ukrainian setting is quite evident through 

the portrayal of active revolutionaries (e.g., “Student” [The Student] (1907). “Moment.” 

and “Zina” [Zina] (1909)), in which the characters belong to their places. In contrast, in 

“Taina,” “Taiemna pryhoda,” and “Chudnyi epizod” Vynnychenko reveals his displaced
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condition, which is conveyed through the image of optimistic lonely men. who spend 

their time walking on the streets of a big city and contemplating life. It seems that the 

protagonist does not belong entirely to the place and is staying there temporarily. 

Vynnychenko’s hero is deliberately passive and contemplative, a change from the active 

revolutionary types in his stories with Ukrainian themes.

2.4.2. Bitterness of Exile: Rivnovaha

Whereas the story “Taina” has dense philosophical underpinnings, Vynnychenko's 

second novel Rivnovaha is entirely devoted to exile. What are the conditions of exile? 

What happens to exiles over a certain period of time? What are the reasons for changes 

and what should be done to overcome the hardships of exile? These are some of the 

questions that came out of Vynnychenko’s personal experience and were addressed in 

Rivnovaha.

The novel was written in 1911. According to Vynnychenko’s diary (1: 41) and 

correspondence with Chykalenko (15 May and 3 June 1911), he worked on the 

manuscript in May-June in Paris. The writer informed Chykalenko in May that he was 

polishing the work, so we can assume that he probably started it earlier. This was 

Vynnychenko’s first work that he wrote entirely in Russian after Literaturno-naukovyi 

visnyk refused to publish his previous highly provocative novel, Chesnist’ z  soboiu. 

Rivnovaha was published in Russian as a separate edition of the anthology Zemlia 

(Moscow, no. 9) in 1912. The Ukrainian version was issued in 1913 by the publishing 

house “Dzvin” (Kyiv). Both versions were reprinted several times: the Ukrainian one in
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1919 (“Dzvin”); 1927 and 1929 (“Rukh,” Kharkiv); and the Russian in 1913 and 1917 

(“Moskovskoie knigoizdatel’stvo,” Moscow).

Based on Vynnychenko’s exile experience, Rivnovaha is remarkable in a number 

of ways. Firstly, as some critics claim (A. Nikovs’kyi, O. Hrushevs’kyi). it advanced a 

new theme in Ukrainian literature (if one discounts “Taina”). Although other writers 

(Shevchenko, Franko, Stefanyk, and Lepkyi) had also touched upon this theme, none of 

them addressed exile so broadly. For instance, writers from Western Ukraine (Franko. 

Stefanyk, Lepkyi), who witnessed the mass migration of their compatriots to the North 

American continent during the 1890s, were predominantly preoccupied with the tragedy 

of departure, often embodied in symbols of death. They did not have any opportunity to 

reproduce a picture from inside the new territory.69 Secondly, the novel signals a shift in 

the character types: from the stoic revolutionary in Chesnist ’ z soboiu to the depiction of 

an alienated individual. Thirdly, although the novel received contradictory reviews, it was 

generally considered an aesthetic success, more so than Chesnist' z  soboiu, which was 

burdened by a cumbersome ideological structure (Ievshan 1998c, 573). The main concern 

of critics was whether Vynnychenko’s criticism of revolutionaries would affect the 

revolutionary movement in the Russian Empire (the work depicted the all-Russian 

Imperial revolutionary movement and was addressed to readers in that country). In 

popular literature, revolutionaries were often idealized as heroes. Consequently, there 

was a certain fear (e.g., Lenin, Gorky) that any criticism would seriously undermine

69 For example, the crying o f  cranes flying away like emigrants is associated with death in the well known 
poem “Zhuravir [Cranes] by Bohdan Lepkyi, which became a popular song. A similar melancholy story is 
depicted in “Kaminnyi khrest” [A Stone Cross] by Vasyl’ Stefanyk, in which the main hero builds a cross 
in his yard prior to his departure across the ocean.
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political and ideological efforts to oppose the monarchy. Gorky perhaps articulated the 

fiercest reaction. In his letter to V. Miroliubov he wrote:

Vynnychenko’s work almost show s talent i f  one were to take into account the 

persistence with w hich he has com piled all the dirt and ugliness o f  life in order to 

throw into the face o f  former ‘saints and heroes’. . .  In the end, there is not a single  

normal person in this silly  work (1955, 177-78).

Gorky as a forerunner of the ideologized literature of the time is well known: he 

supported works that introduce the theme of “social usefulness” and particularly in 1913 

called for protests against the premiere o f the play Nikolai Stavrogin based on 

Dostoevsky’s novel Besy (1953, 156). Ilia Ignatov in Russkiie vedomosti noted that 

Rivnovaha had only “dreadful figures” and it lacked positive characters, although his 

general impression was quite positive (qt. in Stel’mashenko, 114).70 The majority of 

critics concede that the negative flavour of the novel was rather conditioned by the 

challenge of exile, and that the writer generally succeeds in reflecting that reality. One of 

the first reviews appeared in Rada:

Vynnychenko’s second novel is based on the life o f  Russian7' em igres in Paris. 

Influenced by vivid impressions from current life in emigration, the novel portrays 

genuine types o f  emigrants, full o f  real life. Som eone m ay notice a certain one

sidedness or incom plete depiction o f  life, but no one can blame him for being artificial 

and tendentious in this depiction (“N ovi,” 5).

“Rivnovaha is not a slander, it emerges from the natural psychological response of 

those people who were forced to live in the artificial and severe conditions of emigre life 

without real employment,” writes Doroshkevych (226). As we can see, Vynnychenko’s

70 Stel’mashenko was referring to Ignatov’s review in Russkiie vedomosti (1912, no. 112).
71 The author refers here to the subjects o f the Russian Empire.
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focus on exilic life allowed him to utilize his immediate impressions and experience that 

were lacking in his depiction of Ukrainian life, owing to his absence from his country.

It is worth noting that the work has been neglected in studies o f Vynnychenko's 

writings (Panchenko, Kharkhun). For instance, in Panchenko's study of Vynnychenko’s 

works Rivnovaha appears to be the only major novel omitted from analysis. The likely 

reason is that the exile theme contrasts sharply with works on homeland themes and 

settings (e.g., Chesnist ’ z  soboiu, Zapovit bat ’kiv, Po-svii and Bozhky). Examining the 

novel from the perspective of displacement, I shall focus mainly on characters that 

represent a response to exile, as well as address the issues of an encounter with the 

hostland, and the role of nature in the portrayal of the exile condition.

Rivnovaha is a broad portrayal of the life of exiles in Paris during 1907-11. The 

novel lacks a structured plot and consists of a number of episodes revealing different 

aspects of exile existence: social conditions, intellectual and artistic activity, and moral 

and philosophical concerns. There are more than a dozen characters in the novel, each 

representing specific exile problems (e.g., existential ennui, loneliness, hunger, 

debauchery, inebriation, violence, suicide, nostalgia, encounter with the hostland, and 

adjustment, etc). The characters may be divided into positive one, i.e., those who make 

the effort to overcome the hardships of exile (e.g., Khoma, Tania, Mary, Fenia and 

Ladia), and negative ones, i.e., those who are corrupted by exile (e.g., Shurka, Adolph 

and Stameskin). As indicated in Vynnychenko’s diary and correspondence, the novel is 

actually his reflections on his current status and on the fate o f revolutionaries who took 

part in the 1905-1907 revolution in the Russian Empire and had to go into exile to escape 

tsarist repressions. Parisian exile is depicted as a social condition that is exposed to the
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so-called “law of equilibrium”—the main idea of the novel. The author implies that true 

revolutionaries, in order to sustain their identity, must return home and continue their 

revolutionary activity; otherwise they will be corrupted and marginalized.

The first problem of exiles is their encounter with the hostland—what 

Vynnychenko himself experienced and described in his letters to Chykalenko and other 

stories. Although in Rivnovaha the writer gives us a number of French words and realities 

to underscore the local atmosphere (e.g., bonjour, monsieur, centime, bon, c'est ca. 

diners, femme de menage, mademoiselle, premiere, opera, la presse, entrez, cela depend, 

c’est ca mon vieux, tres bien, adieu, n’est-ce-pas, Moulin Rouge, Saint Germain, and 

Cafe de Pantheon, etc) we hardly see the hostland; the novel is entirely inhabited by 

exiles. The impression is created that the two worlds, local and exilic, exist separately. As 

Sriblians’kyi notes in his review: “There is nothing French [here], except for streets, cars, 

and a few simple words from everyday French vocabulary” (1912, 304). There is not, in 

fact, a single French person in the novel. There are simply “French people” as a 

collective. Critics (Hnidan and Demianivs’ka, 159; Sriblians’kyi 1912, 304) noted the 

absence of “social rootedness” of the characters in Rivnovaha, who seem to come from 

nowhere and are going nowhere. This underscores that integration into the daily life of a 

hostland is a challenge, especially at the beginning of exile. It is interesting to follow the 

thoughts of Khoma, who observes the clash of two different cultural spaces:

XoMa 3ynnHHBCfl Ha cboim myMjiHBiM po3i i a o B r o  ctohb nia. aixTapHeio, 

AHBJIHHHCb TbMSHHMH, 6aHa>OKHMH OHHMa Ha pyXnHBl fiaUbOpKH JHOaefi. MaflHHJlH 

nacoM pociflHH. Ix  J ienco  ni3HaTH: HeMa b h h x  to to  cnoKoro h BneBHeHocTH, 3 hk hm h  

npoxoflHTb xa3aiH Kpai'HH— c})paHuy3. 06jihhhs Yx  h i6 h mocb mvKaiOTb. flo  h h x  He 

HinjifltoTbCH npocTHTyTKH; KpaMapi kbItok He npocTsraiOTb Ym SyKeriB (47).
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Khoma stopped at the noisy comer and stood for a long time under the lamp 

watching the moving streams of people with his clouded, indifferent eyes. Sometimes 

Russians loomed. They are easy to recognize: they don't have that calmness and 

confidence that their hosts, the French, have. Their faces seem to be looking for 

something. Prostitutes don’t pay attention to them; flower salesmen don’t offer them 

bouquets.

The allusion to unaffordable prostitutes echoes similar leitmotif in his stories and aptly 

conveys the low status of emigres in the hostland society. The image of the street in the 

above episode is also recurrent in Vynnychenko’s works on displacement, implying 

instability and homelessness. But whereas in previous works the image of the street 

indicated mysteriousness, Bohemia, the joy of wandering or curiosity (cf. "Olaf 

Stefenzon,” “Taina,” “Taiemna pryhoda,” and “Chudnyi epizod”), in Rivnovaha we note 

the exiles’ indifference to the street and, conversely, the street’s indifference to them.

The exiles must constantly overcome the ignorance of foreigners concerning 

Ukraine and the Ukrainian identity.72 In Rivnovaha Mary tells Tania a story about how 

she tried to flirt with a Frenchman, whom she met accidentally on the street:

“Bh MHTaere no-aHnniucbKH?”— “IIo-aHrjiiHCbKH, no-cjipaHuy3bKn, no- 

HiMeubKH, no-rrajiiHCbKH, no-pocincbKH, no-yKpai'HCbKH”... OcTaHHboro,—  

ooyprofiTecb Tawt!—BiH He 3Hae. “Flo hkomv?”— Ilo-yKpai'HCbKH, roBopio. Hapin

T3KHH e, KpaCHBHH, nOeTHHHHH, HK hajliHUi. TpH/UWTb MijliOHiB Yx e. 3nHBOBaHHH.

“Tie 3K bohh?!” “Ha M ic a u i!”—peronyca... (76).

“Do you read English? [asked the French man].—“[I read] English, French, 

German, Italian, Russian, and Ukrainian...” The latter [language]—be indignant 

Tania!—he doesn’t know. “What?”—Ukrainian, I say to him. There is a nation like

7‘ The colonial issue also surfaced regarding Ukrainian-Russian relations in the novel (e.g., the use o f  
pejorative nicknames for Ukrainians, such as “khokhol” (219-20) and “maloros” (240)). But Vynnychenko 
did not emphasize this, as both Ukrainian and Russian exiles were mainly presented together as one group 
from the Russian Empire and equally exposed to exile conditions.
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that, beautiful and poetical, like Italians. There are thirty million of them.—He’s 

surprised. “Where are they?!” “On the moon!”—I laugh uproariously...

Again, the way Ukrainian exiles react to their unrecognizability in the novel is different 

from that in “Taina.” Whereas in “Taina” Perederiienko simply smiles, seeming to 

reproach himself for the awkwardness of his surname, in Rivnovaha the exiles feel 

indignation about Europeans’ ignorance concerning the “thirty million strong” nation, 

which is accompanied by uproarious laughter.

A remarkable feature of the novel is that Vynnychenko not only depicts the life of 

exiles, but also approaches exile as a philosophical issue. The encounter with the new 

social and cultural milieu and the sudden rupture of ties with the homeland for many 

characters create an existential crisis that must be filled with activities and involve 

personal transformation. This change can lead to different results: stagnation, attempts to 

adjust to a new society or to return home. The protagonist Mary introduces what she calls 

“the law of equilibrium” that fills every vacuum:

...Bifl piBHOBarn He BTeneTe. i l x  X T o-neS yub  T y r  3a n n a x a B , t o  XTOCb TaM y>xe 

3acM iflBca. O u h h  3anxae, 3a T e ih i i ih h  p o ju r rb c a . He M oxm a—piB H O B ara... I f ix a B a , 

BJiacTHBo MauiHHKa, c e  H a r r ra .  I b h  nouH B iTbcs, TaHfOK,— i 3paaiM Te: He TinbXH 3 

j ik w h h o io  T ax , a  i 3 CBixaMH. Bee n o p H B acrb cs  jjo  He'i, 3 0  piB H O B arn... O c b  mh, 

H anpH K Jiaa, eM irpaH TH : Bn.aep.rcn y  H ac uiM aTox T ax  3BaHo'i a y u i i .  n o 36 aBHJiH 

rp o M a a c b x o ro  jx m rra , v tb o p h j ih  nopo x cH en y  n o  oflHiM 6 o u i ,  m h i cxH JixeM ca b i 'h u ih h .

A a x  n p n p o a a  H e a io o H T b  c n o x o r o  i H a a M ip H o ro  B iax w ae H H a , to  i 3anoB H rce Haiw 

n o p o a cH e w y ,— x o M y  xapT aM H , xacj)e, bhhom, xoM y x o x aH H aM , x o M y  Botom, x o M y  

caTaH O K )... X to m o  nepeH O C H T b x p a m e .  A riT a T o p H , o p a T o p n ,  tphovhh, a e n y r a T H —  

n o p o d w a H c a  p o 3 H o u iH x aM H , aB iaT o p aM H , xoM iB o aacep aM H , xy ao x cH H x aM H , 

(fjoxycH H xaM H , lu x n a p a M H . I l p o  n a p T i 'i  3 ra ay fO T b  3 ipoHiHHOHD y c M irn x o ro .. .  He M o * H a  

iH a x u ie — n o p o x c H e n a  B H M arae  3 an o B H eH H a . lH a x u ie — a o r o p n  H oraM H  n o a e T H u i  (80).
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...You cannot escape equilibrium. If anyone cries here, then another laughs 

there. One croaks, another is bom. You cannot escape it—equilibrium... This life is an 

interesting little machine. Just look, Tania—and be glad: it doesn't just happen to 

people but to entire worlds. Everything strives to this, to equilibrium... Here we are. 

emigres: they ripped a piece of so-called soul from us, deprived us of social life and 

created nothingness on one side, so we incline toward the other side. And since nature 

abhors quietness and excessive deviation, it fills up the gap for us: for some with cards, 

coffee, wine, sex, for others with God and the devil... It depends on who can endure it 

better. Agitators, orators, tribunes, deputies have become peddlers, pilots, salesmen, 
painters, magicians, glass-cutters... They recollect their parties with irony... There is no 

other way—the gap has to be filled up. Otherwise, you would fly with your feet upside 
down.

This feeling of emptiness and irrelevance leads Vynnychenko's characters to 

perceive the challenge of exile in broad philosophical terms. According to this law, all 

transformations in nature and social life take place only to maintain the state of 

equilibrium. Mary speaks to another protagonist, Tania:

Bee— aypHHui! I peBOJiiouiY Hauii, i couisumMM, i Mopani, i mvokmhhu, 

-tcfooobh, cyxoTH, cMepTb. Bee ue— riiibKH He3HaHHi KOJiHBaHHH >KHTTfl. ... flporpec, 

pyx Hanepen. Kyan Hanepea? ... Ane Toni Hexafi MeHi no mnpocra cKaacyrb: mh 

MeHiua CTaaa b HamoMy cTOJiim' cyMa cipa^aaHb b w h o ch o  cyMH paaomiB 

jnoacbKHx? ... J lxy mh mbcmo, KaxcyHH no mwpocTH, nuteraBy cnoniBaTHca uboro? 

HiaKO'f. JIkhh xce To/ti nocryn? G nocTyn y  Toro rapsmoro noBiTpa? Bnepea mh Ha3an 

pyxaeTbcsi boho? Hinoro nomdHoro. Pyxaerbca, o t  i Bee. To sropy, t o  bhh3, t o  y 

niBO, Ta y npaBO. A aecb e nyHicr, Bin a k o to  boho He mojkc ni™ i no jikoto  BiMHO 

nopHBaeTbca. To eno piBHOBarH... I Sijibuie, TaHioic, HeMa hi'moto (78-79).

Everything is nonsense! Our revolutions, and socialism, and morals, and men, 
loves, tuberculosis, death. All this is only the small vibrations of life. ... Progress, 
forward movement. Forward where? ... Let them tell me sincerely: has the sum of 

human suffering, compared to happiness, decreased in our century? ... What reasons, 
frankly speaking, do we have to hope for this? None. Then what is progress? Is there 

progress in this hot air? Does it move forward or backward? Nothing of the kind. It just
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moves and that's it. Up and down, to the left and to the right. But there is a certain 

point from which it cannot depart and for which it constantly strives. Toward 

equilibrium... And there is nothing more, Tania.

The law of equilibrium thus provides a key to understanding Vynnychenko's 

vision of exile. If nature abhors a vacuum and strives for equilibrium, so do people in 

social life. In the new space, exiles have to transform themselves and change their 

activity in order to adapt to the new circumstances. But it is a challenge to do this, as 

people have already established themselves in one society and have their ideals. To 

remain revolutionaries they have to return home. Vynnychenko portrays a number of 

characters who demonstrate different individual responses to these challenges of 

displacement.

Presenting a broad view of exiles’ life, Vynnychenko initially shows them 

continuing their revolutionary activity. They establish associations, organize meetings, 

give lectures, hold discussions and cultural programs, and even manage to maintain a 

fund to help poor exiles. Tania proudly calls exile groups “socialist islands in a sea of 

bourgeois life” (6 8 ). Thus, the exiles’ “exclusive” attitude toward the hostland also has a 

class dimension: as revolutionaries, they could not fully accept the capitalist order, as 

they saw themselves as new people who aspire to build a socialist society (Vynnychenko 

will emphasize this during his next displacement in the 1920s). But soon their 

revolutionary activity appears to be merely an emulation of their former activity in the 

homeland, for which many exiles have no practical use and which seem quite abstract 

and irrelevant to the current situation. This feeling of being out of place is the first taste 

of the bitterness of exile that haunts even the positive characters.
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After the collapse of the revolution in 1905-1907, the general atmosphere among 

certain circles of the intelligentsia in the Russian Empire was characterized by 

disillusionment and exhaustion. As Hryhorii Kasianov observes, “The revolution of 

1905-1907...caused a deep moral crisis in the intellectual milieu, because its defeat was a 

collapse of the world outlook of several generations of intellectuals” (21). Displacement 

also contributed to this disillusionment. Exile became an extreme condition that revealed 

the intellectuals’ moral characteristics. Exile was a mirror that helped them look at 

themselves from a different perspective, so that many see themselves in a rather repellent 

light. As Raoul Auemheimer notes: “People’s characters become transparent during the 

emigration. This is one of the reasons why it is so difficult to endure” (qt. in Pfanner. 

134).

Doroshkevych noted “too many divided, instead of strong, characters” (231) in 

Vynnychenko’s works. One of them is Khoma, the main protagonist, who is to a certain 

extent Vynnychenko’s alter-ego. Khoma participated in the revolutionary upheavals of 

1905-07 and was forced into exile. Even though he is one of the few exiles who manage 

to work (as a turner), he feels quite lonely and alienated from his fellow revolutionaries. 

Being a very dedicated revolutionary (he was even imprisoned) at home, he now finds 

himself totally out of his depth. Indifference to what is going on around him is probably 

his most salient feature, though one can still recognize his former strong will and vital 

energy. His indifference is conveyed through a number of characteristics (the way he 

watches people on the Parisian street is described on p. 166). Lack of interest in 

participating in a discussion is accompanied by Khoma’s “curt” speech and closed eyes:

— .UpSpoaifo Xorna! Ce— c b h h c t b o ! BianoBiaafiTe, k o jih  Bac nHTaiOTb.

— He xony BianoBiaaTH— Safiayace i cyxo  CKa3aB XoMa, He po3naK>myiOHH onefi (2 9 ) .
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—Mister Khoma! This is swinishness! Answer when somebody asks you a question.

— I don’t want to answer— Khoma replied indifferently and curtly, without opening his 

eyes.

and with emotional coldness and self-estrangement:

Bnpa3 OOJ1HH y BCix MHMOxiTb i HenOMiTHO CTUB m ’hKUIHH... TijlbKM OflHH XOMa CHAiB 

3 THM CaMHM OOJIHHHSM, BTHTHyTHM B Ce6e, XOJIOUHHM (2 9 ) .

Everyone’s faces became somehow imperceptibly gentler... Khoma was the only one 

who sat with the same face, cold and closed off.

The purposelessness of Khoma’s current state is rendered by the image of his head 

bent down:

XoMa aoBro muiob, HH3bKO cxhjihbiuh ronoBy, HeMOB po3rjiauaiOHH b ceoe nia HOraMH 

(4 6 ) .

Khoma walked for a long time with his head bent down, as if he were looking at his 

feet.

His fellow revolutionary Ostap Klunia, who had not seen Khoma for half a year,

notes cardinal changes in him and assumes that he has been ill:

— A, 3Haere, b h  aificHO, ayace nepeMiHHJiHca... Ocb 3apa3 6auy ue. CnonaTtcy 

He noMiuaB... Hane Te jinue i... iHuia jiKXUHHa... A ycboro TiabKH Micsm'B uiicTb He 

SaMHaHCb. Toro pa3y hk a 6yB y IlapmKi, cboro He 6yao. Moxce xopyBanw? (53).

—You know, you’ve really changed a lot... I see it now. At first I didn’t 

notice... It’s like the same face but... a different person... And we haven’t seen each 

other only for about six months. I didn’t see it when I came to Paris the last time. Have 
you been ill?

Khoma’s apathy is further developed through a description of his residence:

floMeuiKaHHH Xomh CKJiaaanocH 3 ManeHbKoi' xiMHaTKH i kvxhu KiMHaTa ova a 

noxMypa h  xojioaHa. 3obci'm  rojii c t ih h  6e3 eaHHoro ManioHKa a6o rpaBtopn. Eiaa
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CTiHH JIDKKO, HaKpHTe nyXOBHKOM 3 CipHM HaKpHB3JIOM, By3bKe, HajVTe, nOXOJKe Ha 

TpyHy; HeBejiHHKHH caMonijibHHH crln; TOKapcbKHH BepcTaT i TaoypeTxa. Ha nijuio3i 

CTpyjKKH 6jlijlO-JKOBTHMH KVHepHMH nOjiOHHMH Ha JlbOKOHH, BajlSJlHCb n i j  CT3HK0M i 

Ta6ypeTKOK>. Buibiue Hinoro. Hi KHHr, Hi npnnaaiB no rmcaHHfl (56).

Khoma’s residence consisted of a small room and a kitchen. The room was 

gloomy and cold. The walls were completely bare without a single picture or 

engraving. There was a bed near the wall, covered with a fur blanket and grey 

bedspread, narrow, puffed up; it looked like a coffin; a small hand-made table; a lathe, 

and a stool. On the floor pale yellow wood shavings, like locks of hair, were scattered 

under the lathe and the stool. There was nothing else. No books, no writing tools.

This description already indicates Khoma’s hermit-like way of life. The absence of books 

and writing tools implies that the hero has abandoned his intellectual activity, in which he 

was earlier engaged as a socialist. One should note this change in the protagonist, who is 

contrasted with the revolutionary Dovhal’ in “Taiemna pryhoda,” who “sat in a room all 

day, bending over books.” The comparison of the bed to a coffin symbolizing the 

hopelessness of his exile is particularly striking.

Another important characteristic of Khoma as a divided person is his intention to 

escape. Escapism, as a person’s preoccupation with escape and change of a worse 

condition for a better one, is an important characteristic of exile experience. In his 

discussion of this feature in connection with American expatriates of the 1920s, Cowley 

underscores its ephemeral nature (236). Igor Kaczurowskyj examines escapism as a 

literary phenomenon in greater depth. He considers escape, along with resistance and 

surrender, to be a response to an extreme human condition. There are four factors that 

contribute to escapist motif in literature: 1) the nature of a writer’s works, which are 

conditioned by both individual characteristics and experience; 2 ) national tradition; 3 ) 

literary fashion; and 4) limitation of writer’s freedom by political factors (1973, 1104). A
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simple rendering of an escape in a work of art—in a farce, detective or adventure story— 

does not necessarily mean escapism. Kaczurowskyj writes:

What is most important is not escape but [the writer’s] attitude to it. Escapism 

appears when an author is preoccupied with the motif of escape, treats it as the only 

possible solution, constructs a culmination around it or piles up different versions of 

this motif, recurring constantly to it in his works (ibid., 1099).

•  7*3
Reviewing escapist writings in world literature, the critic notes escapist motifs 

in Vynnychenko’s works (Rivnovaha, Na toi bik, Soniachna mashyna). He does not 

elaborate on them, considering them of minor importance for the writer. For us, however, 

the escapist motif in Rivnovaha, as represented by Khoma, is a very important argument 

for characterizing the bitterness of exile. Referring to Kaczurowskyj’s scheme above. I 

argue that it is inspired by the individual characteristics and experience of Vynnychenko, 

who intimated his escapist mood in his letters to Chykalenko (cf. 148). The writer 

actually does not focus on Khoma’s (or other characters’) departure into exile in Europe 

as an escape from political repression in the homeland. He portrays Khoma—and that is 

essential for our perspective—as a person who virtually seeks escape from escape, 

namely escape from the unbearable condition of exile. In the novel Khoma plans to 

donate all his money to the party and leave for Canada (235). The fact that he is going to 

a foreign country without leaving any money for himself betrays the symbolic rather than 

pragmatic character of this step. Ridding himself of all his financial means symbolizes a 

desire to make a break with his past and start from the beginning. Significantly, Khoma 

seeks escape not to another European country to be close to his homeland, but to another 

continent (in his letters to Chykalenko he also mentioned some overseas places, such as

7j In particular, he names the novels II fu  Mattia Pascal [The Late Mattia Pascal] (1904) by Luigi 
Pirandello and Martin Eden (1909) by Jack London, poetry by Stefan George, etc.
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Australia, India. North America, one of the French colonies, where he would like to go— 

cf. 148).74 Canada is a perfect symbol of a place for a new beginning, a kind of virgin 

land, or “terra incognita,” that often attracts migrants. Indeed, many political emigres left 

for North America to avoid repressions after the revolution of 1905-1907. One of them 

was, for instance, the revolutionary Pavlo Krat (1882-1952) who first went into exile in 

Austro-Hungary (he stayed in L’viv) and then moved to Canada in 1907. There is no 

evidence indicating that Vynnychenko met Krat personally, but both remarkably 

resemble each other as a type of dedicated revolutionary and intellectual: both belonged 

to the Revolutionary Ukrainian Party, both repeatedly smuggled revolutionary literature 

from Galicia to Russian Ukraine, both were the authors of the first utopian works in 

Ukrainian literature, and both subsequently underwent a significant re-evaluation of their 

positions (Krat eventually became a Ukrainian Protestant minister, and Vynnychenko 

elaborated his own philosophical doctrine—Concordism) .75 Consequently, Khoma's 

intention to migrate to another continent can be considered what Kaczurowskyj calls 

“escape into the unknown,” in contrast to what he calls “escape-retum” (1973, 1100). In 

the former case, the condition must be so unendurable that any change of place would 

necessarily lead to a better one. The narrative of the novel, however, shows us a very 

vague line between these two concepts: an escape into the unknown turns into an escape- 

retum after Tania’s love revives Khoma and they decide to go home. Manifested during 

Vynnychenko’s first exile in Rivnovaha, escape to other places (e.g., Poklady zolota. 

Nova zapovid’ [The New Commandment], 1949) or time periods (e.g., Soniachna

74 It is natural for exiles to find a place in which to settle down that is close to their homeland. Pfanner, for 
instance, observes that many German writers who settled in the USA after 1933 longed for Europe, and 
some (e.g., Thomas Mann) eventually moved there after World War II. Nabokov, who lived in the USA 
during the war, also moved to Europe and settled in Switzerland.
75 A more detailed biography o f Krat can be found in his Crath, Paul. Autobiography o f  Rev. Paul Crath. 
Unpublished Mss., n.d.
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mashyna, Vichnyi imperatyv), thereafter becomes part and parcel of the writer’s state of 

mind and one of his responses to displacement.

Among the other characters in Rivnovaha, Arkadii also experiences a huge 

transformation in exile. He combines his revolutionary activity with art (he is a painter). 

Whereas in Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ and “Olaf Stefenzon” Vynnychenko depicts 

expatriate artists who are preoccupied with beauty, in Rivnovaha Arkadii cannot 

concentrate on his painting because he is experiencing the hardships of exile. Painting 

hardly provides him with the means of survival. “But am I really a painter? I am 

pretending to be a painter” [Ane xi6 a a xyztoacHHK? 51 yaaio xyaoxcHHica], he declares 

remorsefully (144). His roommate Adolph laughs at the fact that Arkadii maintains his 

“spiritual interests” when there is nothing to eat. He shares a sandwich with Adolph, who 

stole it from their colleague Tania. Although Adolph does not care about his wrongdoing, 

Arkadii is tormented by his bad behavior. He is really depressed seeing former 

revolutionaries who have virtually betrayed their ideals. Eventually he becomes 

extremely lonely and alienated. Divulging his loneliness, he allows Tania to read his 

letter and diary—a typical form of personal reflections in Vynnychenko’s works of this 

period (cf. Po-svii and Bozhky). These documents are a striking revelation of 

transformation in exile, so much so that Arkadii realizes his substantially altered identity:

ToBapnui— Tara! Ta Hi: npocTO Tara. He xony opexam , x o h  BaM He xony 

6pexaTH. Bac, p03yMierE.es, 3/mBye cefi j i h c t .  B h  neKaere, po3yMieTE.cs, npn3HaHHs b 

KoxaHHi i BHce cyBopo cuinnriH ycTa. Ane He cepabTecb, cboro He 6yjje. Plumy BaM 

npocTO jjjis  Toro... Ocb 3 h o b  x o H b  36pexara. IlHuiy TOMy, mo 6inbuie 3 b b m h  He 

roBopEO. OcTaHHboro nacy HaBirb Mano 6aHy Bac. O, s  Hi Ha mo He npereHnyio, na 

Bora He ayMafiTe cboro, MeHi TijibKH xoneTbcs CKasaTH BaM, mo MeHi t s j k k o .  3 ypHBKa 

moaeHHHKa B h  nepeKOHaerecb b  cbOMy. Meni xoneTbcs cKa3ara ce KOMy-Heoy^b, 

npocTO cKa3aTH i 6iabuie Hinoro. Aae b  MeHe HeMa HiKoro, KOMy 6 s Mir CKa3ara ue.
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9l— caMiTHHH. C e— /ih b h o , a , SyBUiHH c o u ia j i ic r ,  jiKxaHHa com'aribHHX 3 b h h o k , a—  

caMirHHfi. T a x , c e  BipHO, c e  T an. 9l 3H aio, c jiobom  “ 6 v b ii ih h "  a H acT poio io  Bac npora 

c e 6 e , a jie , nyM aio , B H rpaio  th m , mo 6yay u ih p h h .  B e e  / k h t t a  moc a  6 p ex aB  i 

opexaTHMy, ynaBaTHMy He re, mo a  e, a  BaM He xouy (142).

Comrade Tania! No: simply Tania. I don’t want to lie. 1 don’t want to lie at 

least to you. This letter will, of course, surprise you. Naturally, you are expecting a 

declaration of love and your mouth are already pinched severely. But don’t be angry, 

this won’t happen. I’m simply writing to you to... See, I wanted to lie again. I’m 

writing to you because I no longer talk to you. I rarely see you lately. Oh, don’t think 

that I have anything in mind; God forbid that you should think this. I just want to tell 

you that it’s hard for me. You’ll see from an excerpt of my diary. 1 want to tell this to 

somebody, just to tell and that’s all. But I don’t have anyone to whom 1 could say this.

I’m lonely. It’s strange that I, a former socialist and a man of socialist habits, am 

lonely. Yes, it’s true. I know that by using the word “former” I will pit you against me.

But I think that I’ll win through my sincerity. All my life I have lied and will continue 

to lie; I’ll pretend to be not who I am not, but not to you.

The realization of this bitter change comes also from Arkadii’s transformation 

from a revolutionary in the homeland to a person who in exile is forced to do odd jobs for 

a living. He writes in his diary:

Cy6oTa. I cborojtHa m h b  iju h S h . UjjiHH aeHb 6iraB Bin oaHoro Mara3HHy no 

apyroro  i u l h h h  aeHb 3aHATHH 6yB t h m ,  h h  scrarH y crciHHHTH c b w  ypox, mod MeHe He 

nporHanH i mod m o it h  i 3aBTpa i no3aBTpa, a  6araTO-6araTO me amB m h th  BiKHa 

KpaMHHLtb. Bnopa Mene onaHyBaB CM ix. 9l  jiejxaB b TeMHOTi Ha CBOMy MaTpaui i 

6e33ByHHO, HecrpHMaHO peroTaB. TpH poKH a  npocwaiB y  b ’a 3 h h iu ,  nepe>KHB aBa poKH 

3acjiaHHA, BHTpaTHB aecAmniTHifi 3anac HepBOBoi eHepriV— i Bee aa a  Toro, moo cnaTH 

Ha MaTpaui i S irara 3 rah'HipKoio ByjiHUAMH IlapHJKa. ilxm o ue He CMimHe, to  He 

3Haio, mo Moxce oyro CMimHe (142-43).

Saturday. And today I cleaned windows. All day I was rushing from one store 
to another and all day I was preoccupied with whether I would finish my assignment on 

time, so that 1 would not be fired and so that tomorrow and the day after and for many, 

many days I can wash store windows. Yesterday I was overcome with laughter. I lay in
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the dark on my mattress and laughed soundlessly and irrepressibly. I have spent three 

years in prison and two years in exile, I have expended a ten-year reserve of nervous 

energy—-just to sleep on a mattress and rush with a rag on the streets of Paris. If that's 
not funny, then I don’t know what is.

Even Paris, the cultural capital of the world, which is a magnet for many artists 

and intellectuals, does not shield him from loneliness. “I can’t believe that I live in the 

capital of Europe. I doubt that I am even living on the planet inhabited by any other living 

beings” [MeHi He Bipmbca, mo a Homy b ctojihih EBporrn. % cyMHiBatocb. hh acuBy a Ha 

nnaHeTi, Hacejiemg me hkhmhcb hohbhmh icroTaMH], writes Arkadii in his diary (144). 

his words providing a marked contrast to Perederiienko’s attitude toward the city in 

“Taina.” Loneliness forces him to value his relationship with the rude Adolph: “Adolph 

makes fun of me either to my face or behind my back; Adolph is dirty and coarse. Adolph 

is corrupt, but I value him highly because I don’t have anybody else” [AnoJibcj) i b oni i 

no3a oui rjiy3ye 3 Mene, AnojibcJ) 6pyiiHHH i ipy6HH, AnonbtJ) BHnoTpomeHHH. ane a 

uiHyio iioro noporo, 6o b MeHe SLnbiiie HeMa Hiicoro] (144). This echoes the motif of 

existential loneliness, which forces individuals to value relationship, no matter how 

unnatural, like the archetypical one between Robinson Crusoe and Friday. The extreme 

condition of exile, as revealed in the characterization of Arkadii, helps him begin to see 

things clearly and realize that he has taken a wrong path in life, and now he reproaches 

himself and feels estranged from the exile community.

The poet Ostap Klunia is another example of transformation in exile. At the age 

of 26 he has an incurable disease as a result of the hardships of his revolutionary activity. 

On the verge of dying, he begins to reevaluate his life and attitude toward the revolution. 

He says to Khoma:
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...[JI] TinbKH Tyr ocb, Ha JibxKy, nowHHaio TpomenKH po3yMiTn jkhtta. Ih 

Eory, XoMa...— I 3HaeTe, a  B noB H i 3ro,o>Kycji 3 0;ieKcanapoM... €  t v t  oanH TOBapmu...

Mh HacTO po3MOBJiH£MO... flxa , HanpHicnaa, npocxa ayMKa: ocb mh couianicTH. 

CTpa»aaeMO 3a jikdjictbo (hk Hi ax, a TaKH cTpaataaeMo!), jtk>6 hmo Bee jnoncTBO. a 

3BHHaHHoi' npocTo'f jho6 obh Miac co6 ok> me He 3HaeM0. Ce ac npocTO Bpaacae. BJiacTMBo 

KaacynH (55).

. . .[0 ]n ly  here in bed I am beginning to  understand life a little. I swear to God. 

K hom a...— And you know, I totally agree with O leksandr... H e's a friend o f  m ine...

W e often talk ... Here’s a simple thought, for instance: w e, socialists, suffer for the sake 

o f  all humankind (say what you w ill, w e do suffer!) and w e love all o f  humankind, but 

w e don’t experience ordinary love among them selves. That’s amazing, actually.

Ostap feels useless and desperate because he is not dying in battle but somewhere 

in a foreign country: “I’m only 26... And how vexing it is to die without any results. 

What did I endure hunger for? What was I beaten for? And I will see nothing o f this’* 

[Mem BCboro ztBajnmTb micTE. poiciB... I sk  Hi hk, a nocazmo: Tax, 6e3 HacjiizndB 

BMHpaiH. 3a mo hc a rononaB? Ehjih Teac 3a mo Hebyjm? A a ctoro  muoro i He noSauy] 

(55). At his burial his colleagues sing a  revolutionary song:

3aMyueH TjOKejiofi HeBOJiefi,

Tbi cjiaBHOio CMepTbK) noHHJi... (173)

Tortured by difficult captivity,

Y ou passed away in g lory...

[Translation from Russian]

It sounds rather ironic, as “difficult captivity” was applied to those who were in Russian 

prisons. The allusion to the prison, thus, is symbolic and parallels the state of exile.

Interestingly, the female characters (Tania, Fenia, Mary) seem to withstand the 

conditions of exile better. Tania, for instance, manages to find a job at a factory and plans 

to obtain her education in Paris. She is a person who does not lose her personal qualities
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in difficult circumstances. Her moral strength is particularly emphasized through her 

relationship with her boyfriend Shurka. “Shurka is bowed and gloomy. There is 

something hopeless and bitter in his whole posture” [IHypica 3irHyrHH. noHypnn. ffiocb 

6e3HazufiHe, ripice y nijim nocTari] (179). Shurka is divided between his pure love for 

Tania and easy flirtation with Annette, and between his revolutionary ideals and current 

involvement with a group of former revolutionaries, who now call themselves Satanists. 

Tania does her best to support Shurka and inspire him to take up positive activity. 

However, Shurka cannot tolerate his divided soul and commits suicide. Despite her 

positive worldview, Tania sees clearly the unbearable situation of exile. Here is how she 

feels during Ostap’s burial:

Ta™ nowyBana, mo BOHa Moace 3apa3 c i c t h  Ha 3eMJUO, o 6 x o ™ t h  ro .n o By 

pyKaMH i pmiaTb. Han OcranoM? Hazt coboio? Haa c h m h  b to m j i c h h m h  cepwo3HHMn 

o 6 j ih h h b m h  noKHHyTHx, 3arHaHHX Kyzwcb jnoaefi? ... .Hr ^ h b h o  h  6 ojnoHe o6 pa3JiHBo: 

naneici, TyMaHHi rp o M aiw  ny>Koro M icra, Hyaci M o ran  h ,  nyjKe Heoo... (174).

Tania felt as though any minute she would sit on the ground, grab her head 

with her hands and wail. For Ostap? For herself? For these tired, serious faces of 

abandoned people hunted down somewhere? ... How strange and painfully insulting: 

remote and foggy communities of a strange city, strange graves and a strange sky...

The way Tania perceives the hostland and herself in the hostland is essentially 

different from Perederiienko’s in “Taina.” Whereas the optimistic Perederiienko is full of 

vital energy and curiosity, the main feature of the exiles in Rivnovaha is their exhaustion 

and uselessness. Where Perederiienko sees himself dissolved among the people o f the 

hostland country and belonging to one human race (“human beings like me”), Tania notes 

the strangeness of her new surroundings. Interestingly, this includes not only material 

things (“strange city,” “strange graves”), but also “a strange sky”— often a symbol of
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human unity, as articulated by Plutarch, who states his attitude toward exile in “De 

exilio”:

[The sky above] is the boundary of our native land, and here no one is either 

exile or foreigner or alien; here are the same fire, water and air; the same magistrates 

and procurators and councillors—Sun, Moon and Morning Star; the same laws for 

all, decreed by one commandment and one sovereignty—the summer solstice, the 

winter solstice, the equinox, the Pleiades, Arcturus, the seasons of sowing, the 

seasons of planting (qt. in Guillen, 277).

Longing for her homeland, in her imagination Tania transports herself to the 

Dnipro River, a symbol of Ukraine in the folk and literary tradition:

TaHfl BTOMJieHO cxHJiHJia ronoBy Ha pyxy. Ot Tax nepeHecracb on Ha yxpai'Hy,

Ha Jbunpo, a ^Hinpo TeruiHH, roJiybjiHHHH. CoHue nanae i nicox ax HepiHb rapane 

H ananeH oi' neni. JlarrH b BRUOBoaHHH h o b h h x  Ha M’axy npaHy, 3anauiHy nocrijib 3 

nyroBoro ciHa, 3aruuomHTH oni it Bijmara b c io  b o j t o  h d x h o m y  xonHcaHHK) crraporo 

JHHinpa... (230).

Exhausted, Tania propped her head on her hand. This is how she would like to 

transport herself to Ukraine, to the Dnipro River, and the Dnipro is warm and 

caressing. The sun bums, and the sand is like a hearthstone in a heated oven. To lie on 

a gentle and fragrant bed made of meadow hay, to close her eyes, and to give herself up 

wholly to the gentle swaying of the ancient Dnipro...

She realizes that to sustain her identity as a revolutionary, she must return home. To her, 

exile is associated with grime and a slow death; “No, truly Mary, I can’t go on like this, I 

can’t look at them. Why do they stay here in this Paris, in this dirt? Why don’t they at 

least go home to croak? Oh, God! I don’t understand this. Well, imprisonment, penal 

servitude... Is it better here?” [Hi, cnpaBfli, Mepi, a He Moacy Tax, a He Moacy OTBHraca Ha 

hhx. Hy, Horo bohh CHjxaTb Tyr, b ciM naproxi, b ciM 6oJioTi? HoMy xou 3flHxara noflOMy
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He i'ztyrb? Tocnoxm! He po3yMiio cboro. Hy, b’h3hhiui, KaTopra... Ajie xioa tvt Kpame?] 

(128)

Fenia too is portrayed as a devoted revolutionary, who cannot endure watching 

the transformations of her colleagues. For her, moral and spiritual death is worse than 

physical death. That is why she decides to return home, even at the risk o f being arrested:

Kpame TaM y b '5 I3 h h lu  3rHHTH, aHixc Tyr h h b h t h c j j  Ha pixcHi Mep30TH.... ? i (ay 

He TOMy, mo MeHi Tpeba, a TOMy, mo xony... Bo a  He Moxcy 3aaHxarncfl b uifi 

aTMOCcjiepi 6e3po6iTTa, cruibOTOK, poMamB xa 6 onoTa! MeHi BaxtKO 6 annTH, jjk  j h o jw ,  

h k h x  a noBaxtana, naaaiOTb Ha m oi'x  onax (231 -232).

It is better to perish in prison over there than to watch all these loathsome 

people h ere .... I’m leaving not because I need to but because I want to... B ecause I w ill 

be stifled in this atmosphere o f  unemployment, gossip, love affairs, and quagmire. It’s 

difficult to watch how  people whom I respected go down in my eyes.

As a result of Mary’s revolutionary activity, she falls ill with an incurable disease, 

just like the poet Ostap. She knows that she has only one year to live, and this knowledge 

probably causes her to behave in a very open and unusual fashion. She suddenly feels as 

if she has gotten rid of the shackles o f her revolutionary obligations and can now be 

herself. It is she who presents her philosophical view of the mechanisms of exile life, 

which is subject to the law of equilibrium (cf. 171-72). Realizing this, she decides to 

return, even if this means that she is going home to die. Mary refuses to go to Italy for 

treatment because she is afraid to die there rather than at home. She says passionately: “I 

want to die at home, in the snow...” [Xony BMepra jtOMa, b cniry...] (264).76 The motif of 

death and the desire to be buried in the homeland permeate exile writings. This reveals 

the importance of spiritual connection and awareness of the place of belonging for

76 Sensory memory o f  snow is mentioned by the critic Domnica Radulescu who tells about a Russian 
woman traveling to Russia “to feel, smell and hear the snow” (186).
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uprooted exiles. As Lynda Jentsch-Grooms points out, “perhaps the exile's greatest fear 

is that of dying while removed from his native land” (36). Mary’s return may be viewed 

symbolically as the gravitation of exiles to their homeland and a response to their 

displaced condition.

To show that the motif of return and gravitation to the homeland is recurrent in 

Vynnychenko’s works, I would like to make a short digression to his novel Khochu [I 

Want] written in 1915, right after the writer’s return home.77 This novel features 

interesting parallels with Rivnovaha. Here the writer depicts a Russian poet from Saint 

Petersburg, Andrii Khalepa, who on the verge of an existential crisis, attempts suicide, 

which symbolizes the absurdity of his present existence. After recovering, he suddenly 

finds the lost roots of his Ukrainian background and visits Ukraine, planning to introduce 

a new method of labour organization based on the collective principle and common 

interests of all workers. This cardinal change of activity is also symbolic and implies a 

new beginning, as Khoma in Rivnovaha plans to donate all his money and start a new life 

in Canada. In broad terms, Khochu reflects the emancipation of Ukrainian national 

consciousness on the eve of the 1917 revolution, which was followed by the 

establishment of a short-lived independent state. One of the ideas in the novel is also the 

hero’s search for identity after turbulent years spent in a place where he realizes he did 

not belong. Although Vynnychenko shows Khalepa’s return from the Russian city of 

Saint Petersburg, this can be also seen as a projection of his return from European 

displacement, a kind of return of a prodigal son, who has finally found the sense of his 

existence in his homeland. It is interesting to note that Khalepa breaks with his Bohemian 

way of life in St. Petersburg, which may also be viewed as parallel with this kind of life

77 As it comes from Vynnychenko’s diary, he worked on the novel in Moscow. It was published in 1916.
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in Europe. Here is how Khalepa contemplates his past life in St. Petersburg during his 

sojourn in Ukraine: “Do I really need to return to St. Petersburg, to Lida, Kostiashkin. 

Ogloblin, the restaurants, gossips, flirtations, literary and artistic groups with their mutual 

hostility, jealousy, pettiness, self-praise, emptiness, and boredom?” [Ta h 3hob y 

IleTepoypr. ao Jlizm, KocTaimriHa, OrjioSjima, pecTopaHiB, ruibOTOK, (jmipTiB. 

JliTepaTypHO-apTHCTHHHHX rypTKiB 3 lXHbOK) B3a£MHOJO BOpO'A'HeMOIO, 3a3jpicTK). 

flpi6’a3KOBicno, caMOBHXBaneHHStM, nopoacHeuoio, Hyabroio?] (155). This rhetoric is 

strongly reminiscent o f the exiles’ complaints in Rivnovaha about the stifling atmosphere 

in displacement (cf. Tania’s and Fenia’s words above) and their desire to return.

Among the other female characters in Rivnovaha, only Annette is depicted in 

clearly negative terms. From a revolutionary she turns into a coquettish woman without 

moral restraints, one whose sense o f life is based on flirting with men. She perverts 

Tania’s boyfriend, Shurka, and actually contributes to his suicide. Khoma could have 

become her next victim. She tells him: “If you agree to spend the night with me, I will 

leave this herd of roaring beasts with pleasure” [ihcmo th 3ro.umiiCH npoBecra y MeHe 

Beuip, a 3 npHCMHicno noKHHy ck> OTapy peByunx TBapiOK] (227-28). The “herd o f 

roaring beasts” is how she now describes her fellow revolutionaries. But Khoma, as we 

saw above, is so indifferent to everything that he simply does not have the inspiration to 

engage in this kind o f relationship, although they had an affair earlier. On the other hand, 

his refusal symbolizes his desire to be out o f the dirty atmosphere o f the exile 

community, while his love for Tania strengthens his hope for rejuvenation.

But even positive characters are prone to various petty squabbles. The two main 

revolutionary groups, the Socialist-Revolutionaries and Social-Democrats are
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occasionally intolerant o f  one another. Invited by Tania to attend a lecture organized by 

the Social-Democrats, Fenia responds straightforwardly: “I don’t have any desire to listen 

to social-democratic nonsense” [He Maio o x o t h  cuyxaTH piacHy co iiiju m eM O K p aT H H H y  

HiceHiTHHmo] (216). A kind o f irony underlies the discussion whether to address a person 

with the traditional (‘dobrodii’ [Sir]) or in the revolutionary way ('tovarysh' [comrade]) 

(221). A discussion about art and revolution leads to a rigorous demarcation o f the two 

domains: can a revolutionary deal with art when the revolution is not yet completed? 

Tania suggests: “For a true socialist, revolution and struggle comes before everything 

else... And if  art [for him] is above everything, this means that he is not a socialist” [JTjih 

cnpaBHCHboro coniajiicTa HacaMnepea peBomouia, oopoTbSa, a noTiM Bee imne... A jik 

MHCTeiiTBO BHme 3a Bee, t o  3HaHHTt>, BiH He coitijuiicT] ( 3 1 ) .  All these disagreements 

hardly seem essential to the current state o f exile and arouse nothing but irony.

Besides the positive characters who manage to overcome their exile by returning 

home, Vynnychenko depicts another group, characters that are totally in the grips of 

moral degradation. The most explicit manifestation of the latter is the transformation of 

former revolutionaries into anarchists and Satanists. The anarchists (e.g., Stameskin, 

Apolinarii) organize a group called “Huliai dusha” [Romping soul], whose “purpose is 

pleasure in life” (238). They indulge in drinking, scandals, and debauchery. Their 

behaviour is clearly revealed during an “emigre evening.” They do not pay for their 

tickets or the food and are very brutal with people, claiming: “Long live the ‘Romping 

soul!’ Down with the bourgeoisie! Down with the intelligentsia!” [Hexaft name ‘TyjiHH 

nyma!” Tern 3 6 ypMcya3 ieio! TeTt. iHTenireHiuio!] (249). Their debauchery finally results 

in the rape of their colleague, the young revolutionary Ladia, a positive character, who
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aspires to obtain an education at the Sorbonne. Stameskin, who participates in a violent 

act of rape, flees to London to avoid responsibility. It is interesting to point out that 

Gorky, who was in exile at that time, emphasized this problem in his letter to 

Vynnychenko: “It seems that soon this miserable Russian intelligentsia will perish from 

suicides and debauchery, in which they indulge with more and more fervour" (2 0 0 0 . 

216).78

Exile transforms Adolph the revolutionary into a highly egotistical and cynical 

anarchist without moral restrictions and a person who corrupts the revolutionary milieu. 

He embodies the problem of hunger in exile. In his diary Vynnychenko records a note to 

himself “to emphasize hunger” in the novel Rivnovaha (1: 41). While Perederiienko 

views his inadequate nutrition philosophically and ironically (“Taina”), this problem 

leads to more serious consequences in Rivnovaha. Adolph looks with a grudging eye at 

how “indifferent French people eat their ‘dinners’” (10) .79 Meeting a couple that speaks 

Russian, the “generous Slavic language,” he is inspired to beg for food but receives only 

aloof looks from “bourgeois exploiters.” Interestingly, Adolph’s revolutionary 

consciousness is ironically undermined by the way he identifies the passers-by as 

“bourgeois exploiters”: he spots a new hat on the man’s head, and his cane with a silver 

handle (11). He eventually steals Tania’s sandwiches and urges Arkadii to share them 

with him. Ultimately, in order to earn a living, he decides to become a gigolo to a rich, 

old lady. This is the point where his revolutionary ideals encounter the realities of exile 

and crash.

78 This situation may be paralleled with Siberian exile: “After the storms o f  1905-06 the situation o f the 
exile changed for the worse. Cases o f  suicide among the exiles, some as a protest against intolerable 
treatment, shocked the entire country” (Olgin, 355).
79 Here Vynnychenko uses the French word for special emphasis.
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Besides the typical manifestations of bitter exile, such as hunger, lack of money, 

menial and low-paying jobs, moral degradation, and alienation, Vynnychenko uses 

another device—the negative depiction of local nature and surroundings, usually 

conveyed through such elements as dark colours, noise, bad weather, etc. Accordingly, 

the novel begins with a gloomy description of the apartment that Arkadii shares with 

Adolph:

“Hi, ce HeMoxoiHBo! Ta po3VMieTbca b TaKifi KOHypi i npn tbkomv ocBiTJieHHK) 

BaacKO mocb nyrame cotbophth!”

A p K a n if i  po3apaT O B aH O  o n y c r a B  neH3JiH h 0 3 H p H y B ca  H a b Ikho: mob 

3anopoineHa Kicefma 3aHaBica noBHC Ha HbOMy MyrHO-cipHii TyMaH B y jiw u i. Ha 

kphbhx CTiHax MaHcapnH i HeHHCJieHHHX npenMeTax 3JiHneHHoi' o 6 c t 3 h o b k h  Hacina 

BOJioxaTa TeMpHBa (5).

“N o, it’s im possible! A nd o f  course it’s hard to create som ething decent in this 

dump and with this light!”

Arkadii dropped his paintbrush in irritation and looked at the w indow. M uddy- 

grey fog  from the street hung on it like a dusty curtain. Shaggy dusk covered the curved 

w alls o f  the mansard and the couple o f  pieces o f  miserable furniture.

The life of Paris seems to be alien to exiles, who feel as though they do not belong 

to this place. This negative mood is conveyed in the portrayal o f a city scene:

K3p6a Te>K c n iu iH T b . f lo cn iu iaH D T b  aB T O M odin i, po3n p aT O B aH O  K p u u a T b  

3BomnKH cu in H B iu H C b , n o c n iu ia ro T b  T i, mo tmyTb bhh3 i T i, m o  b r o p y  im yrb. T aK  

H idH  io p 6 a  KOM amoK, s k h m  3aicpHTO B x ia  n o  M ypam H H K y. H eM O B 3 a o y jiH  c i  j n o n n  

n B e p i  n o M iB  cb oix  i 3 M y m eH i J iH u ia ra c H  H a B y jiH u i, noB H i T p H B orH  ii H e cn o K o ro  (47).

The crowd is also in a  hurry. Cars are speeding; carters are shouting with 

irritation, people stoop— those w ho are going down and those who are going up. It 

looks like a  swarm o f  ants that are barred from entering the anthill. It seem s as though 

these people have forgotten what the doors o f  their hom es look like and are forced to 

remain on the street full o f  anxiety and worry.
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The local weather is also a source of irritation for the exiles. Earlier I mentioned 

how it affected Vynnychenko himself (cf. 67-68). In the novel Fenia grumbles about the 

inclement weather: “How can we go for a walk? It’s so terrible outside. Is it snow or 

some kind o f  spittle? The weather! Europe! Just think: they boast about their warm 

climate, the bastards, they don’t make stoves—is it warm if  they themselves shiver like in 

a cellar” [Kyan TaM ryjurra! IIoraHi. Taica Ha aBopi, hh to CHir, hh to nmoBKH axicb? 

Ilorona! GBpona! IIo^yMaem, hochtbcji 3 cboim TenjiHM miiMaTOM, CBOJioni. neneh He 

SynyioTB,—Ternio, caMi Tpyarrbca b jmoxy] (233). Interestingly, she does not specify 

Paris in this case but makes a generalization about all o f  Europe, even though there is a 

significant difference between, say, northern and southern France. But the point is that 

Fenia would be dissatisfied with the climate no matter where in Europe, as it symbolizes 

exile for her.

In contrast, the depiction of the homeland weather and landscape is imbued with 

bright colours. It also serves as a form of nostalgic memory of the past. Here is an 

interesting comparison between French and Ukrainian scenes:

CnpaBai, CHir naaaB piaxHH, MOxp«H, bjdkkhh. 3aacypeH0, Hane HacynHBiiiHCb, 

ropuiH JiixTapHi,— ayace He npHCMHO ocBmuoBaTH cio cabOTy. riepexoad 

nocniiuaiiH,— y xoaworo HaneBHe aoMa Tenao ii 3aTHUiHO, 6aH3bKa aioaHHa nexae 3 

aK>6 oB’io. Ere, Taxa noroaa HaBiTb npncMHOK> Moace 6 yTH.

A Ha y x p a iH i CHir— nan e tobcthh khbhm 3  6 ia o r o -6 ia o r o  nyxy HaxpHB u ia y  

3eMaro. K omoph, roaybaTHH, xayH a b 6 ia w x  rnanxax, HacyHyTHx Ha caMi o a i. E iaa  

xyxH i BeaHKa x y n a  noTOBneHoro CHiry 3 jkobthmh caiaaM H BHaHToi' Boaw i noM hYb. 

JfepeB a CToaTb Baacxi T axi, noBaacHi, im T enep  He MoacHa po3M axyBaTn riaaaM , T p eoa  

CHir niaTpHM yBa™ . Caa 30BciM iHaxuiHfi, Hiac aiTOM,— He3HafioMHH, ypoHHCTHH, 

cyB opH ii. Hi UBipxoTiHHa, Hi cn is iB  (234).
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Indeed, the falling snow was thin, wet, and heavy. Lanterns were burning 

worriedly, almost pouting—it was very unpleasant to illuminate this sleet. Passers-by 

were hurrying—it’s probably warm and cozy in each of their homes and their dearest 

one is waiting for them with love. Well, even this kind of weather can be pleasant.

But in Ukraine the snow looks like a thick carpet of very white down covering 

the ground. Store-houses, a pigeon-house, and a bam are wearing white hats pulled 

over their eyes. There is a large heap of trampled snow with yellow traces of spilled 

water and slops by the kitchen. The trees stand heavy and dignified; now they are not 

allowed to swing about with their branches because they have to support the snow. The 

garden is entirely different than in summer—unfamiliar, solemn, and stem. Not a chirp 

or song.

In Rivnovaha Vynnychenko portrays a different aspect of displacement—exile— 

and a different type of character—a revolutionary. Whereas artists could share their 

Bohemian interests with fellow artists from other countries and adapt more easily to the 

hostland (Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’, “Olaf Stefenzon), this appears to be more 

problematic for revolutionaries. At the beginning of their displacement they still have a 

positive attitude toward both the homeland and hostland (“Taina,” “Taiemna pryhoda”). 

But with time, exiles are more frustrated with their long-lasting displacement and become 

psychologically divided persons uncertain of their future. Following “the law of 

equilibrium,” the best way out for revolutionaries in Rivnovaha seems to be a return 

home even at the risk o f facing repressions. This is the step taken by the main characters 

(Khoma, Tania, Fenia, and Mary), all of whom have a positive outlook. As 

Vynnychenko’s correspondence indicates, to return home at any cost as the result of the 

pressure of long exile was his personal attitude toward his own displacement. In point of 

fact, a few years later, in 1914, Vynnychenko finished his novel; he and his wife Rosalia
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disguised themselves in peasant clothing and carrying false passports, returned illegally 

to Ukraine.

In terms of the revolutionaries’ disillusionment and dividedness, Rivnovaha is a 

groundbreaking work that first signaled a crucial change of Vynnychenkian hero. To 

show this, it is helpful to draw parallels between Khoma and the main protagonists in the 

other major works of the period 1907-14, such as Myron Kupchenko (Chesnist' z  soboiu. 

1911) and Vadym Stel’mashenko (Po-svii, 1913 and Bozhky, 1914), to whom I also made 

references earlier (cf. 60-63, and 124-25). It is important to emphasize that 

chronologically they develop from a stoic Nietzschean-like (Kupchenko) individual to a 

lost and divided character (Khoma and Stel’mashenko).

Determination and superiority are probably Kupchenko’s most salient 

characteristics in Chesnist’ z soboiu. To convey this, the author repeatedly uses the 

metaphor of eyes that flash with fire: “But his eyes sharply, coldly, and with sparks of 

something hidden and burning scanned the faces o f  the assembled people” [Ane oui h o m v  

rocTpo, xojiottHO, 3 icKopKaMH Horocb 3axoBaHoro Ta neicyqoro 6 irajiH no o o jih h h ^ x  

3i6paHHx] (81); “his eyes reflected the colours o f the lamps and in the semi-darkness 

looked as though they were glittering” [(iioro) oui oztCBinyBajiH 6apBaMH njiMnanoK i b  

niBTbMi 3jtaBanHCb b h S j ih c k y io h h m h ] (190); “Myron’s eyes flashed but he didn’t move” 

[Y MnpoHa 6jiHCHyjiH oui, ane Bin He pyxHVBcn] (233). Interestingly, Dara, who left her 

husband to live with Kupchenko and follow his ideas, also possesses this feature: “Dara 

walked with her head down, frowning fiercely” [JJapa ftmna HaxHJiHBuin ronoBy, cyBopo 

CTHCHyBinH 6poBH] (251). In Rivnovaha the female characters, though generally strong, 

seem less protected and resolute. Tania’s weakness, for instance, is stressed in a rather
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ironic episode when she, a revolutionary, is not able to endure the look of her dead 

boyfriend Shurka and cuts off the rope with which he has just hung himself (258).

The revolutionary Vadym Stermashenko appears in two works—Po-svii and 

Bozhky, which were written shortly after Rivnovaha—in 1913 and 1914, respectively. 

The critic Valentyna Kharkhun makes the interesting observation that Stermashenko 

signifies the first disillusionment of Vynnychenko’s heroes with socialist ideas and his 

submersion into loneliness and inwardness, unlike the Nietzschean-like Myron 

Kupchenko (62). “Stermashenko,” in Kharkhun’s opinion, “never departed from an 

existential circle of loneliness” (64), whereas Petro Zabolot’ko (.Zapovit bat’kiv, 1913) 

was opposed to the entire world (65). My study, however, proposes that this submersion 

is already evident in the image of Khoma from Rivnovaha, a work that was quite 

neglected because of its foreign setting. Displacement, as I argue above, was the reason 

for Vynnychenko’s personal transformation, and so it was for his heroes. Stel’mashenko 

further develops the image of a disillusioned revolutionary. It is interesting to note that 

Vynnychenko begins Po-svii with Stel’mashenko’s banishment to Siberia for his 

revolutionary activity. But even among his fellow revolutionaries he cannot find mutual 

understanding of his revolutionary views on love and family and is disillusioned with 

revolutionary rhetoric. At the same time he suffers from the loss of former revolutionary 

ideals, for which he is also responsible. After his return to Ukraine SteFmashenko looks 

entirely lost in society; Vynnychenko describes him as a recluse. The novel reveals the 

confrontation between the protagonist and society, as well as his family and difficulties 

that he encounters on his way to overcoming and adjusting to his new circumstances at 

home. At the end, Stel’mashenko becomes involved again in revolutionary activity and is
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convicted for this crime. Although Po-svii and Bozhky deal with the homeland theme, we 

may assume that it is a projection of Vynnychenko’s own predicament of displacement, 

but merely shifted from the Parisian to the Siberian setting. In this case, however, the 

writer does not focus on his exile surroundings but quickly transfers his narrative to the 

homeland. Stel’mashenko’s encounter with the homeland after years spent in Siberian 

exile likely parallels Vynnychenko’s own drama of return from his European exile. 

Stel’mashenko’s eventual imprisonment almost certainly prophesies the fate that would 

have befallen Vynnychenko upon his return. He would most certainly have been 

imprisoned if he had been caught by the police, if the revolution had not begun in 1917. It 

is worth noting that in Zapovit bat ’kiv the main protagonist Zabolot’ko is also arrested 

and commences a new period of exile.

2.4.3. Reconciliation through Nostalgia

If there is a problem with returning home and exile is intolerable, the mechanism of 

nostalgia helps the displaced person to reconcile his anxieties. Nostalgia (Greek nostos— 

to return home; and algia—a painful condition) is a feeling that appears as time passes 

and a person ages. The material of nostalgia is the past, the “golden age” of childhood 

and, in more symbolic terms, a “lost paradise.” The past is always personally experienced 

and of a very intimate nature. It is imbued with lyrical recollections and imaginary 

projections of familiar sights and experiences.

However, the main source for nostalgia is rooted in the present, which actualizes 

the past and makes it a manifestation of the present experience. But a Heraclitean 

paradox arises: when does the past become the past? Where is the line of demarcation
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between the past and present: a day, a month, a year, or a number of years? Fred Davis 

argues that this border cannot be defined strictly: “The ability to feel nostalgia for events 

in our past has less to do with how recent or distant these events are than with the way 

they contrast—or, more accurately, the way we make them contrast—with the events, 

moods, and dispositions of our present circumstances” (1 1 - 1 2 ).

In normal life nostalgia comes with age, usually in late adulthood and old age 

(ibid., 64). But it can also be the result of a sudden change in life conditions that makes 

the contrast between the past and present obvious. In Davis's opinion, “sudden alteration, 

sharp transition, or marked discontinuity in life experience” explains the phenomenon (2 - 

3). Geographical displacement clearly fits this paradigm. Nostalgia is considered one of 

the most salient characteristics of displaced experience, defining sudden rupture with the 

native social and cultural environment and challenging the encounter with the hostland. 

While the individual is at home, time passes gradually and preserves a sense of 

continuity, so that the process is natural and not so painful. “When we are at home, we 

don’t need to talk about it [nostalgia],” Svetlana Boym says (251).

The concept of nostalgia was coined by a Swiss physician, Johannes Hofer, in 

1688 to define the homesickness of Swiss mercenaries who were away from home for a 

long time. First defined as a “disease,” today nostalgia is mainly considered a protective 

mechanism that balances one’s identity by connecting the past with the present. Andreea 

Ritivoi sees nostalgia as a “defence mechanism designed to maintain a stable identity by 

providing continuity among various stages in a person’s life” (9). To “reflect on [human] 

nature and the social world through communication and language” is a distinctive human 

capacity that defines one’s identity from a sociological point of view (Marshall, 294).
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Obviously, with the rupture of established forms of communication and language that 

exists in the homeland, geographical displacement brings a challenge to this human 

capacity. Displacement, as I argue above, is a very prolific ground for an on-going 

process of the creation of identity on the basis of the encounter of different conditions— 

exile, emigre, and expatriate. This is a highly unstable process that may lead to 

discontinuity of one's life experience and, in Davis’s opinion, can be the main threat that 

makes nostalgia protect one’s identity: “In the clash of continuities and discontinuities 

with which life confronts us, nostalgia clearly attends more to the pleas for continuity, to 

the comforts of sameness and to the consolations of piety...” (33). “Discontinuities of too 

great a magnitude,” the critic goes on to say, “can only give rise to chaos and psychosis; 

and it is precisely these states that nostalgia in its sometimes charming, sometimes 

pathetic way aims to arm us against” (50). In Milbauer’s opinion, this implies a certain 

equilibrium between past and present, which exiles must reach in order to transcend their 

exile. “Unless such an equilibrium is achieved,” the critic says, “tragedy is predictable” 

(54).

In studies on exile the concept of nostalgia has often been neglected or equated 

with similar concepts (e.g., melancholy) that allowed scholars to view exile only from the 

negative perspective of dislocation and loss. However, by using the concept developed in 

recent works by Davis, Boym, and Ritivoi, we can see the reconciling work of nostalgia, 

which helps to soften the bitterness of exile:

...[T]he nostalgic feeling is infused with imputations of past beauty, pleasure, 
joy, satisfaction, goodness, happiness, love, and the like, in sum, any or several of the 
positive affects of being. Nostalgic feeling is almost never infused with those 

sentiments we commonly think of as negative—for example, unhappiness, frustration, 
despair, hate, shame, abuse (Davis, 14).
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Speaking about Vynnychenko’s displacement, one can see his unbearable 

condition and clear threats to the continuity of his identity. His escapist-like intention to 

migrate to Canada or some other distant place and the thought of suicide are especially 

indicative in this respect. Although Vynnychenko’s personal nostalgia never left him in 

Europe and is evident from his correspondence with Chykalenko and his strong desire to 

return, or at least to “touch the ground,” it is, at first glance, barely perceptible in his 

writings. He seems to be entirely preoccupied with contemporary intellectual discourse. 

His creative energy is directed to the present rather than to the past. Nostalgia and a 

longing for the past are elements hidden in the ideological labyrinths of his writings. 

Strictly speaking, nobody would call him a nostalgic writer. Moreover, as Davis argues, 

radicals are critical of nostalgia, considering it “a deliberately created, cleverly exploited 

obstacle on the path to reform or revolution” (108). We remember how Vynnychenko 

himself in his .article “Sposterezhennia neprofesionala. Marksyzm i mystetstvo” (1913) 

spoke critically about writers who immersed themselves too deeply in their loneliness and 

self-contemplation (cf. 59). Nonetheless, it would be wrong to neglect feelings of 

nostalgia in Vynnychenko’s work. The perspective o f displacement gives us a theoretical 

clue to deconstructing Vynnychenko’s texts and finding his constant need and 

willingness to actualize the past.

Davis’s statement that art thrives on nostalgia seems incontestable:

We need only reflect on the character of our aesthetic experience, on how often 

the poem, the story, the song, the picture “reminds us o f’ or “captures exactly” the way 

we felt then or “makes us feel sad for some lovely time and place we shall never see 
again.” So frequently and uniformly does nostalgic sentiment seem to infuse our 

aesthetic experience that we can rightly begin to suspect that nostalgia is not only a 

feeling or mood that is somehow magically evoked by the art object but also a
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distinctive aesthetic modality in its own right, a kind of code or patterning of symbolic 

elements, which by some obscure mimetic isomorphism comes, much as in language 

itself, to serve as a substitute for the feeling or mood it aims to arouse (73).

In Vynnychenko's case, however, this is not explicit. Such episodes are dispersed 

throughout his works on revolutionary, artistic, and exile themes. Only his children's 

stories correspond purely to his nostalgia. In some sense, my attempt is a reconstruction. 

Using what Davis calls a “distinctive aesthetic modality,” as point of reference, we take it 

as a conventional stance or attitude that is assumed by the writer toward his subject and 

embodied in certain formal features. Among them we distinguish lyrical prologues and 

passages, landscapes, climate descriptions, childhood memories, and realistic description 

of the homeland.

Lyricism is probably the most salient formal feature of nostalgic aesthetic 

modality. An initial association of the term with a song very appropriately indicates a 

speaker's subjective state with emphases on mood and feeling instead of rational thought. 

“Lyric speakers,” as Abrams puts it, “may be represented as musing in solitude” (97). 

The lyrical aspect of a literary work invites us to read it as the writer’s personal utterance, 

although it can be represented by an invented character. Vynnychenko’s depiction of the 

native landscape, climate, and childhood experience is imbued with this sense of 

lyricism.

The story “Zina” (written in Geneva in 1908, published in 1909) is quite an 

indicative example in this respect. The story is actually about the revolutionary Zina and 

presents a revolutionary theme set in Ukraine. Zina plans to spring her fiance Antyp from 

prison. But on her way to Antyp, who has begun a hunger strike, railway workers go on
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strike. Zina stays to support the strike, even though she desperately needs to continue her 

journey by train. Fortunately, after a week of the strike Zina arrives and frees Antyp.

The narrator is the person who assists Zina and introduces a lyrical tone into the 

narrative. He is depicted as a slow and judicious man, for whom haste is a totally 

extraneous feature. It is shown, for instance, by the halting way in which he speaks: 

“Listen, Zina, what do you think?...Doesn’t it seem to you that...if...couldn’t I stay home 

today?...” I coughed again. “Couldn’t I stay home?...I have work to do... [A cnyxaHTe, 

3mo, hk BaM 3«aeT&ca, hh He toh... hh He Mir 6h a ctoronHa... toh...— i l  MycHB me 

npoKamjiaTHCB.— ...JIhihhthcb, po3yMiexe, aoMa... Y  MeHe, 3Haeie, poooTa...] (475) .80 

The narrator’s slowness is also emphasized through the contrast with the very agile and 

romantic Zina. Here is how he describes her:

I ot, ysBiTb bh co6i: iw zuBHHHa mopaHKy BJiirajia ro MeHe b KiMHaTy, 

HauiBHaKy CTpyciOBajia mohd pyxy, 6pH3Kaiia b yci kjtkh CMixoM Ta cnoBaMH, xanana 

MeHe 3a pyicaB i 3 Taxoio xaruiHBicno BHTarana Ha ByjiHmo, h16h b TOMy SyawHKy 

noHHHanacb noxceaca (475).

And now, imagine: every morning this girl flew into my room, shook my hand 

in a slapdash manner, and filled all the comers of my room with words and laughter.

She would grab me by the sleeve and drag me out to the street with such speed, it was 
as though my house were on fire.

Although the narrator’s temper does not seem to resemble that of the author, who 

was rather hot-tempered and impulsive, there is an episode in the story, which allows us 

to speak about its lyrical tone and the narrator’s affinity with the author. This is the 

lyrical prologue at the very beginning of the story, in which the narrator introduces 

himself in the following way:

80 All the translations from “Zina” are by Theodore S. Prokopov (Vynnychenko, Volodymyr. “Zina.” In his 
Selected Short Stories. Wakefield, New Hampshire: Longwood Academic, 1991, pp. 76-85).
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B h  yflBiTb c o 6 i:  a  poflHBca b cT enax. Bh p o3yM iere , a o 6 p e  po3VM ieTe, mo t o  

3HSHHTb „b CTenax”? TaM, n ep m  y c b o r o , HeMae xaruiHBOCTi. TaM jikxhh, H anpH xnaa, 

iazyrrb BOJiaMH. 3 a n p a » y r b  y iiihpokhm , noBaxcHHH Bi3 n a p y  BOJiiB, noxjiajryTb Haairo 

Ha 6 o r a  i m yTb. B o jih  c o 6 i  CTynaiOTb, 3eMJia xoflHTb x p y r  coH ua, m a H e r a  TBoparb  

cb ok ) n yrb , a HOJiOBix jiexcHTb Ha B03i i ta e . T poxH  3acH e, niaxycH T b Tpoxw. 

npoRaeTbC3 3 6arbxxoM  H anepea , n m o jx a e  BOJiiB, xpwxHe 3aayMJiHBO ..r e f i!” i 3hob  

c o 6 i  nosaacHO n ia e  y n e p e a .

A HaBKpyra TeiuiHH CTen Ta m oth jih , y c e  cT en  Ta m oth jih . A Haa MormiaMH 

Bropi xpyraMH ruiaBaroTb m yjiixH ; HacaMH, a x  n o  a p c n y , b a p o x  cnycTHTbca w o p H o m .  

m'hxo, noBaacHO, He x a n a w n n cb . TaM HeMa xanjiHBOcri. TaM Koa<HHH 3Hae. m o  cKuibKH 

He xanaK ca, a  Bee x o 6 i  6 y a e  H e6 o , Ta CTen, Ta m o th jih . I TOMy h o jio b ik  c o 6 i  l'ae. He 

ncyiOHH xpoB i xan jiH B icn o , i, Hapem Ti, npn'iacaJKae TyaH, R yan HOMy T peoa.

Orace, a BHpic y t h x  crenax, 3 th m h  bojibm h, myjiixaMH, 3aayMaHHMH 

MorHJiaMH. BenopaMH a cjiyxaB, ax cniBajiH acypaBJii 6ijia xpHHHUb y apax, a yaeHb 

mwpHHa CTeniB HaBiBana cyM 6e3xpafiH0CTi. B t h x  Tenjiwx cxenax BHpo6Hjjacb xpOB 

Moa i ziyma Moa (474-75).

Imagine: I was bom in the steppes. Do you understand—do you clearly 

understand?—what it means, “in the steppes”? First of ail, there is no haste. People 

there, for example, use oxen for transportation. They yoke the oxen to a solid, broad 

wagon, put their trust in God, and off they go. The oxen walk, the earth rotates around 

the sun, the other planets move in their orbits, and the man lies in his cart, and moves 

slowly along. He falls asleep for a while, eats a little, walks ahead of the oxen with his 
little whip, yells “hey!” pensively, and then continues moving forward.

And all around him are the warm steppes and grave mounds, nothing but 

steppes and graves. And high above the grave mounds hawks are swimming. 

Sometimes a big, heavy stork descends in a dignified manner into a valley, softly and 

slowly. There is no hurry there. There, every creature knows that no matter how much 

it hurries, there will always be more sky, steppes, and grave mounds. So men, too, 

drive slowly, without getting their nerves on edge by hurrying, and finally they arrive 
where they need.

I was raised in the steppes with those oxens, hawks, and pensive grave 

mounds. In the evenings I would listen to the pulleys of wells creaking in the valley;
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and during the day, the breadth of the steppes imbued me with the sadness of infinity.

In those warm steppes my blood and my soul were created.

On the one hand I agree with Kaczurowskyj (2002, 144) that this lyrical prologue 

helps to reveals the character of the narrator—this is a function of landscape in a literary 

text. But taking into account Vynnychenko’s other lyrical use of landscape (e.g., in 

“Taina,” Rivnovaha), I would suggest that it also expresses his nostalgic feeling for the 

homeland, which overlaps with the former function, as shown in the above quotation. In 

one of his letters to Chykalenko Vynnychenko remembers the steppe with devotion: "If I 

could at least take a quick look at this ‘estate.’ To walk in the steppe and trample the dry 

steppe grass” [Kojih 6  MeHi xoh ohhhm okom noztHBHTHCB Ha uen ‘3aiuiajf 

[Chykalenko’s estate]. Y  CTenax noxoxmTH, noTonTara cyxoi CTenoBoi' TpaBH] (11 

December 1913). The native landscape is associated with a place where one is bom and 

belongs. For Vynnychenko this is the steppe, which is intimately connected with his past 

and in general symbolizes Ukraine. Significantly, the image of the steppe repeatedly 

recurs in his works (e.g., “Kuz’ ta Hrytsun’” [Kuz’ and Hrytsun’], 1911). As late as in 

1925, in Paris Vynnychenko planned to focus on the “poetics of the steppes” in his work. 

He noted in his diary: “Theme: a Ukrainian in Paris, a man from the steppes in the centre 

of human civilization. The poetry of the steppes and space—and stone streets” (2: 625,23 

September 1925).

The Dnipro River is another place that Vynnychenko’s characters either recollect 

or where they stay or return to it. Tania in Rivnovaha returns to it in her imagination as a 

relief from the hardships of exile (cf. 184). In the story “Istoriia Yakymovoho budynku” 

(1912) the protagonist, the painter Vasyl’, is in a lyrical mood when he settles in a house
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near the Dnipro River. This is his studio, located in an attic of an old house that overlooks 

the beautiful landscape of the river:

3aM icTb JiDKKa y  MeHe 6yB raMaic, npHB’jrcaHHfi n ip  SaHTHHaMH. 3  MeHe cboro 

6yjio flocHTb, HaBiTb He pocHTb, a paneKO p in rn e , hdk pixcKO. TaMaK bhcIb AKpa3 nip 

nipKOio. B B en ep i a 3aBacflH Mir Gyro Ha ophhih 3 HeSoM, tcmhhm i t3£mhhm. 3aB>KPH 

B h e p , BecHHHHM KBiTHeBHH B h e p , Hie MeHi 3-3a Jfmnpa yci naxomi, aid poacpaPHca Ha 

poBrwx fioro pynax (5-6).

Instead of a bed, I had a hammock bound to the joists. This was enough for me, 

even more than enough, it was far better than a bed. The hammock hung right 

underneath a hole. In the evening I could always be alone with the dark and mysterious 

sky. The wind, the spring April wind, always brought from the Dnipro River all the 

scents produced in its long meadows.

Vynnychenko’s diary also contains a reference to the Dnipro River as a kind of holy 

place. Here is how he describes his encounter with the river after he returned home from 

exile in 1914:

M h 3 P030K) jiokhm o Ha M'AKOMy, HDKHOMy, ak Thibue p h th h h , nicKy JfHinpa. 

3axoflHTb coHue, XMapHHKH Hap o6pieM poaceBo-MaPHHOBi. Hap hbmh nacKaBO. 

npHBirHO uienecTHTb SjiHCKyne, ak noiiaKOBaHe, p h c ta  6iP0K0pHX ocoxopiB. Imchho. 

papicTb i XBHJHOK3HHH 3axBaT nepeiKHBaeMO mh b ueii momcht! Koph mh npHHumn Ha 

nycTHHHHH 6eper uboro ocTpoBa, koph Ha Hac BiiiHyB pmnpoBHii BiTep, 3MiuiaHHH 3 

3anaxaMH rapanoro cyxoro cohua, ocok h , p h c ta  i nicxy, mh Tpoxn He 3aBHipapn Bip 

macTH. Up HKacb cbatb  nycrrepbHicTb pHinpoBHX jkobthx nicKiB 3 pipeHbKHMH 

KyuiHKaMH, ue uinponeHHe He6o Hap hbmh,— b h hx CTpauieHHi napn! npany h 

PHBPiocb Ha CHByBaTO-3epeHHH o6uinp no t!m 6oui, mo TarHeTbCA b HeocaacHy 

paneuiHb Ha o6pi'f. A Ha o6pii‘ ManeceHbKi, ak 3epeHi npHiimKH, MonuiH... Bopa b 

flrnnpi xcoBTa, ak nepecTOAHHH wan, pk>6obho xpionoHeTbca ManeHbKHMH kopotkhm h  

xbhpamh 06 h h cth h  hdkhhh nicoK 6epera. IIlHpowiHb boph nouiHproe pymy (1: 63-64,

10 June 1914).

Rosa and I are lying on the sand of the Dnipro, tender like a child’s body. The 
sun is setting, and the little clouds over the horizon are coloured pink and raspberry.
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Above us the shiny, as though varnished, leaves of black poplars with white bark are 

rustling above us in a friendly, welcoming way. We feel just joy and trembling ecstasy 

at this moment! We almost screamed with joy when we came to the deserted shore of 

this island and when the wind from the Dnipro, mixed with the fragrance of the hot 

dry sun, black poplar, the leaves and sand, gusted at us. This is a kind of holy 

wilderness of the Dnipro’s yellow sands with sparse bushes and this huge sky above 

us—they have a terrible charm! I’m crying and looking at a grayish-green expanse 

across the river, which stretches boundlessly toward the horizon. And on the horizon 

are tiny graves, like green pimples...The water of the Dnipro, yellow, like overbrewed 

tea, is splashing merrily with small, short waves against the clean and delicate sand of 

the shore. The breadth of the water expands the soul.

Interestingly, one can find this intriguing scene of the first encounter with the 

Dnipro in Khochu, the novel mentioned above. Probably, no episode betrays Khalepa's 

lyrical mood of return better than his trip to the riverbank. He addresses the Dnipro as 

though it is a grandfather, almost a deity:

3HOBy 6yjiH MicflHHi Honi, ii Xanena Macro x o a h b  ao  HHinpa. TaM 6yno t h x o  

h jKypHO. CpiSjiflcro-ronyGa umpoKa CTbOJKKa, ax y reHepana, 6yna neperarHyTa 

nepe3 yci MoryTHi rpyzw awyca. Ifiocb nryxo roMOHUio Tyan nani,— me nopir. YaeHb 

TaM Bona, ax niHncre MepejxHBo, o6xnaaae o6jiH3aHi BHcryrm cxejib i BoaocnanaMH 

KHflaeTbCa BHH3. HaHXH 3 BeCejTHMH, 3J10pajIHHMH KpHKBMH raCaiOTb Han MepeaCHBOM i 

o ’fOTbca rpynbMH 06 Bony. ...BHoni MOMycb xopomHH copoM i HeBHpa3Ha, xjiHHyna 

Kynwcb TpHBora XBHjnoioTb nyuiy. flinycro flHinpo, noMoacH R npHHecH Te, no noro 

pBeTbca nyma! (294)

There were moonlit nights again, and Khalepa often went to the Dnipro River.

It was quiet and mournful there. A wide silvery blue ribbon, like a general's, was 

stretched across mighty chests of grandfather Dnipro. Something was thumping dully 

further on—that was a rapid. During the day there water like a foamy lace covers the 

smooth ledges of rocks and hurtles down like waterfalls. Seagulls with merry and 
malevolent cries rush above the lace and smash against the water with their breasts. 
...For some reason at night a feeling of beautiful shame and vague disquiet calling
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somewhere moves the soul. Grandfather Dnipro, help me, bring me that to which my 

soul aspires!

The imagery of the steppe and the Dnipro River is important not only because 

these are objects o f personal memory, but they are also symbols o f Ukraine, combining 

individual and collective voices. Christopher Ely considers landscape a form “to 

formulate an inspirational vision of the nation” (8). Examining the role of landscapes in 

the works of Russian artists of the nineteenth century, he argues that “landscape imagery 

still remains an important part o f the imaginative process by which individuals connect 

themselves to the greater national collective” (26). The images of the steppe and the 

Dnipro River are ingrained in Ukrainian culture and history and were addressed widely in 

national myths, folk narratives, and artistic works (e.g., Taras Shevchenko, Ievhen 

Malaniuk, and David Burliuk). The steppe and the mighty Dnipro are not simply objects 

but symbols representing the homeland, both physical and spiritual. Taras Shevchenko 

asked in his poem “Zapovit” [Testament] (1841) to be buried there:

I desire to be buried

Where the Dnipro’s running by.

On this land of steppes and cherries
Bury me when I die.

[Translated by Anna Revchoun]

By the same token, these two images for Vynnychenko are holy lands and shrines 

where he can always return and feel at home. Displacement and distance deprived 

Vynnychenko of physical contact with native landscapes but enhanced their spiritual 

significance—something akin to the way dispersed Jews imagined the Holy Land. This is 

a kind of imaginary pilgrimage that seeks a spiritual connection with the homeland, 

healing, and completion. The holiness of the Dnipro River can be also connected with
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water as a life-giving substance and with water rituals during pilgrimages, which 

symbolize cleansing and purification (Clift and Clift, 72-3). The image of grave mounds 

in “Zina” gives the author the right to claim a territory and acquire a sense of belonging.

Although “Istoriia Yakymovoho budynku” deals with moral issues within the 

context of family relationships (which I address above, p. 131), we can see another 

significant tendency in it—a lyrical mood and nostalgic feelings. This tendency is 

represented by VasyF, the narrator o f the story, who, to a great extent, articulates an 

authorial voice. As in “Zina,” Vynnychenko begins with a lyrical prologue. VasyTs 

encounter with his “childhood friend” Iakym, invokes early recollections, accompanied 

by visual, aural, and olfactory sensations:

Horn Tapa6aHHB no 3 an i3 y  noxpiarii, cxapHH nopox i rjiHHa, HaMonem nomeM, 

npflHO naxjiH. Ane 6y.no Tax 3aTHiuHO, Tax cyMHo! I 3ranyBajiHCb juromi nacH, x o jih  

m h  rax caMO, 6yBano, b u b o x  c h ju jih  y nom aecb Ha ropnmi- Toni m h  lynn  3a6HpajiHCb

nns BCHXHX TaeMHHHHX i 3JIOHHHHHX CnpaB, XypHTH, po6HTH naTpOHH, X0B3TH Haiiiy
AHTsmy HenerajibiuHHy.

I p a H iu ie  ilxH M  He ju o 6 h b  “ n o e 3 w  c n o ra n iB ” . A T e n e p  HaBiTb caM  33HHHaB i'x. 

C h ^ hh h  Ha TOBCTOMy C B onoxy, noxpHTOM y nnaxTOK), b ih  3anyMJiHBO cn y x aB  uiyM 

n o m y  i n o ro c b  n o cM ix aB cs ... K o jih  k  n o m  n p oxonH B , m h  3 h o b  o n n n H a jin  “ u iT o p y ” i 

co H u e  npoxcoroM  BecenHM B oraeM  3anH B ano raM ax , MOJib6epT, GaHTHHH, nayrH H H . 

KyTXH CT3B3J1H 5KOBTHMH i BHflHO 6yjlO  flKicb CTapi XOUli, nOJIOMaHi B inpa, yxpHTHH 

nop o x o M  onuH oxH H  uepeB H x, b  ax oM y, M a6yrb , c x o n n jin c b  n o  h o m b x  M nuii. A b  a ip x y  

3 J ln in p a  jth bcb  MoxpHH a y x  n o m y , m o jio a o i TpaBH, po3irpiTHH  c o h u c m , j ih b c b  rOMiH 

ro p o n a ,  ry n x H  napoxoniB, a3 b 1 h x h  TpaMBaiB, xpHKH, oSipBaH i uiMaTKH xaTepHHKH, 

raB xaH H a c o 6 a x  (6-7).

The rain drummed on the iron roof, and old dust and clay wet from the rain 
smelled of spices. But it was so cozy and so sad! And we remembered our childhood 

when just like this, we sat in the attic when it rained. We would get together there for 

all sorts of secret and criminal things—to smoke, make cartridges, and hide our illegal 
children’s stuff.
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Before, Iakym didn’t like the “poetry of recollections.” But now even he would 

initiate it. Sitting on a thick beam covered with a plakhta,81 he would listen pensively to 

the sound of the rain and smile at something... When the rain passed, we would open 

up the “curtain,” and the sun would rapidly pour onto the hammock, easel, joists, and 

spider webs with a merry fire. The comers would turn yellow, and you could see old 

baskets, broken buckets, and a shoe covered with dust, in which perhaps mice gathered 

in the nights. From the Dnipro through the hole flowed the wet scent of the rain and 

young grass; and the noise of the city, heated by the sun, and steamboats hooting, 

streetcars ringing, shouts, snatches of tunes from a barrel-organ, and dogs barking.

The specific role of VasyF in representing the author’s displacement becomes 

more evident later in the story. After a brief stay in Iakym’s house he leaves for Italy to 

study painting. His detailed description of Italian sights convinces us in an authentic 

literary material: “From Florence I went to Pisa, Milan, Rome, and Naples. Everywhere I 

wandered around museums, churches, and galleries and was filled with them. I dreamed 

of frescoes, peeling walls, and long corridors with niches in which figures with broken 

arms stood” [3 cpjibopeHnii a noi'xaB b Ili3y, MijwHO, Phm, Heanojib. Cicpi3b a thjmbcb 

no My3eax, nepKBax, ranepeax i Becb 6yB noBHHH hhmh. Mem chhjihcb <j)pecKH, 

nojiynjiem crimi, noBri Kopnaopn 3 HimaMH, b skhx c toh tb  nocTari 3 ojiohthmh 

pyxaMn] (49-50). As noted earlier, Vynnychenko himself traveled through such Italian 

cities as (Florence, Genoa, Sestri Levante, and Cavi di Lavogna) in 1911. In his diary he 

left a number o f vivid descriptions of these places. Here is how he depicts the view of 

Florence:

CH/UKy Ha ropi, BHH3y S u ih m h  xaiviiHHHxaMH po3cnnaHO Bijuin OjibopeHuiV. 

ByrpHCTa h nonaiwaHa najieniHb jierxoro dnaxHTHOto Mpaxoio 3amrHyjiac5). I"Ioxo>xe, 

sx  xypeub nycTHTb jih m  no pyxaBy i BiH crejiHTbca CH3HMH b o jio k h h c t h m h  xMapxaMH. 

MaCJIHHH CHBHMH XpyrjIHMH njISIMaMH BXpHJIH cxhji ropH. Bijli,

81 A kind of skirt rarely used nowadays.
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flCHOOJiHCKyni ctihh 6ynHHKiB BHiaiHKaiOTb b MeHi 3HOBy TOCKy (1: 32, 1 February

1911).

I am sitting on a hill. Down below the villas of Florence are scattered like 

small white pebbles. Light and blue fog dropped its curtain on the uneven and distorted 

distance. It looks as though a smoker has exhaled puffs of smoke that trail along his 

sleeve, and it hovers in warm grey and fibrous clouds. Olives covered the nearest 

hillside with gray, round spots. The white and brilliantly shiny walls of the buildings 
arouse my yearning once again.

Significantly, in the last sentence the writer expresses his longing for the homeland, 

inspired by “the white and brilliantly shiny walls of the buildings," which is very' typical 

of the Ukrainian rural landscape.

Although VasyF’s character represents an expatriate-artist who went to Europe 

driven by art, at the same time he is depicted as a person who experiences a strong sense 

of nostalgia that distinguishes him from other artists (e.g., Kanevych in Chorna Pantera i 

Bilyi Vedmid’ or the narrator in “Olaf Stefenzori”). Besides lyrical recollections of the 

past and landscapes, the native land's climate and weather also become objects of 

nostalgia. Here is how VasyF begins to express his longing for the homeland after his 

short stay in Italy, which he initially enjoyed: “Shrovetide was coming in Russia,82 people 

were riding on sleighs, getting together to eat pancakes. But at this time I was in Naples 

sweating from the heat and yearning for snow” [B Pocii Bxce ninxonnjia MaciwHa, ihnHnH 

Ha caHKax, 36ipajiHCb ic th  6jihhh. A sl b Heanoni b cefi nac ynpiBaB on cneKH i MpiaB 3a 

CHiroM] (50). The difference in climate is the main device by which Vynnychenko 

conveys Vasyl’s nostalgia:

MuHyjio me MicauiB TpH. iTania nonana Bwe HanoKynaTH MeHi...

82 Vynnychenko meant the Russian Empire.
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llpHXoay BecHH n He noMiTHB: iTajiificbKHH KJiiMaT He 3H ae 3HMHboY lyrw  3a 

BecHSHHM ubitom. I TOMy a cKyHaB 3a flyxoM po3Tajioro CHiry, 3a »coBTO-3ejieHOK) 

TpaBHHKOio nifl THHaMH, Re rpie coHue. A  CKyHHB 3a BenipHiMH npHMopo3K3Mn, kojih 

3opi Ha He6i BenHKi, Hi™ i xoHeTbcs o r  HeBiaoMoi' panocTM H acy H y rb  ropoaoBHKy Ha 

caMHH Hie fioro “xBopMeHy (j)ypaxvKy” .

0,iihhm cjiobom, y MeHe nonajiaca nostalgie, Hynbra 3a pimiHM xpaeM (51-52).

Three more months have passed. Italy has begun to bore me...

1 didn’t notice that spring had come. The Italian climate doesn’t know winter’s 

longing for spring blossoms. That’s why I missed the spirit of thawed snow, yellow and 

green grass near fences where the sun is warm. I missed the evening frost, when the 

stars are large and clear in the sky and from some unknown joy you want to yank a 

policeman’s peaked cap all the way down to his nose.

In a word, I have begun to feel nostalgie,83 a longing for my native countiy.

The native climate can actually be considered a part o f the landscape and as such 

it represents the natural environment in which one grew up. The change of climate often 

affects a person’s psychological state and may arouse nostalgic feelings about the past. 

This, as we saw above (pp. 189-90) was explicitly revealed in Rivnovaha. Here we can 

see from the above quotation how nostalgia for the native climate triggers olfactory 

associations (“the spirit of thawed snow”) and visual (“yellow and green grass” and “the 

stars...in the sky”). Significantly, the protagonist himself emphasizes his state of 

nostalgia.

In his letters Vynnychenko often recollects the native climate with pleasure: 

“They write that the spring is beautiful in Ukraine, so much so that my heart begins to 

ache” [A 3 YKpaiHH mimyn>, mo TaM uyztOBa BecHa, y MeHe xc axe rpyzm 6ojnm>] (28 

March 1913). At the same time he contrasts it with the bad weather in Europe. He left 

Geneva because the fog in that city made him neurotic and gave him writers’ block (27

Vynnychenko used the Latin nostalgie in his Ukrainian original.
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February and 30 May 1908). The rain in Paris also annoyed him, so he traveled to Italy to 

stay for some time in a sunny climate (28 March 1913). As we saw, Vynnychenko gives 

this option to his characters in Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’. When the Kanevvch 

family fails to make this journey, their child dies (cf. 83). Ely notes such a contrast in 

Gogol’s depiction of his native Ukrainian landscapes, with its bright and romantic tones 

and “dim view o f northern, Great Russian landscape” (98). Such contrasts play a role in 

“Istoriia Iakymovoho budynku,” as well as in Rivnovaha. In “Olaf Stezenzon” the main 

protagonist also experiences the gloomy weather of Paris. But as a displaced modernist 

writer, he does not express his nostalgia for the homeland and is more preoccupied with 

the artistic life of the city. A displaced person values the native landscape and climate 

above all as symbols of his/her imaginary return to the homeland and to the past, as Fenia 

did it in Rivnovaha (cf. 190-91). Bad weather is a sign of their discontent.

One of the most remarkable forms o f nostalgia is a return to one’s childhood. 

Andreea Ritivoi refers to Kant, who considers the loss of childhood a universal source of 

nostalgia (170). A return to one childhood sustains one’s identity, and the experience of 

the past may well serve to actualize it for the needs of the present. Nostalgia for 

childhood, as I mentioned above, usually comes with aging. However, nostalgia for 

childhood on the part of a 29-year-old writer is really extraordinary and signals a 

significant change in his life’s condition. It can be motivated, as we argued above, by a 

geographical displacement. “The basic response to such conditions [of exile]—in Gurr’s 

view—is a search for identity, the quest for a home, through self-discovery or self- 

realization, [which may lead to a] search for a past, a cultural heritage” (14). The critic 

develops his idea and concludes that such a voyage into childhood may bring a sense of
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stability and rootedness: “ ...[T]he exile is still more deliberately concerned to identify or 

even create a stasis, because home is a static concept rooted in the unalterable 

circumstances of childhood” (23-24). To return to the happy days of his childhood and to 

enjoy the work of memory in a situation of isolation finds suitable ground in 

Vynnychenko’s case.

During 1907-14 Vynnychenko wrote two children’s stories. “Kumediia z 

Kostem” (1909)84 and “Fed’ko-khalamydnyk” (Paris in 1912). The writer used images of 

children in other works (Memento and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’)}5 But the latter 

served only as props to challenge his heroes. Before I began studying Vynnychenko‘s 

works through the prism of displacement, I was of the opinion that the two stories 

“Kumediia z Kostem” and “Fed’ko-khalamydnyk” seemed to be entirely out of place for 

a writer who had never before focused on child characters. In fact, these two stories are 

totally different kinds of works, in which children are the main characters and their 

psychology is revealed in depth.

Various aspects—didactic, philosophical, and psychological—of Vynnychenko’s 

children’s stories have been addressed in recent studies (I. Bratus’, T. Nehodenko, A. 

Horban’). Horban’, for instance, argues that they convey the world o f adults by raising 

philosophical issues of freedom, power, good, and evil. Bratus’ (38) and Nehodenko 

(191) explain Vynnychenko’s children’s stories simply as an expression of the writer’s 

love of children. The latter statement is quite vague. Much later, during his stay in Paris 

in 1929, when Vynnychenko was asked by the Ukrainian publishing house DVU 

(Derzhavne vydavnytstvo Ukrainy) [State Publishing House of Ukraine] to write a story

84 It is not known where Vynnychenko wrote this story.
85 Later he will use the motif o f  children in the novel Zapysky kyrpatoho Mefistofelia (1917).
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about children in Western Europe, Vynnychenko advised them that a French writer could 

do this better (Shchodennyk, 20 March 1929). Indeed, to write about Ukrainian and 

French children is not the same thing. Vynnychenko’s children’s stories are too personal 

and lyrical to be simply a manifestation of his ideological constructs—so typical of this 

period. To write about Ukrainian children meant, in fact, to project the writer's own 

childhood, to retrieve his memory of the past and to perform a kind of homecoming. I 

would like to examine here “Fed’ko-khalamydnyk” as the projection of his childhood 

experience, in which displacement can be viewed as the real reason behind his nostalgic 

mood.

“Fed’ko-khalamydnyk” is Vynnychenko’s best known story about children, 

which went through numerous reprints. Evidence that the story is based on 

autobiographical material may be found in recent studies whose authors observe the 

resemblance of the main protagonist Fed’ko to Vynnychenko’s own childhood:

The recollections of the writer’s relatives show that the story about trouble- 

making Fed’ko, written in 1912 in emigration, contains autobiographical elements. It 

concerns both the details and circumstances of the author’s childhood and his 

protagonist and features of character of the real person and literary hero... The 

recollections of Vynnychenko’s mother, noted by the writer’s wife, provide a number 
of details that “duplicate” the story about Fed’ko

(qt. in Panchenko, http://www.librarv.kr.ua/books/panchenko/p2.shtml#2.2.%20').

Fed’ko is a trouble-maker who likes to be a leader among children and invents 

different pranks:

Lie 6yB  h h cth h  po36m naK a-xanaM naH H K .

He oyjro -roro aHJt, mo6 XTO-He6yab He KaaiBCJt Ha Oeabxa: TaM uiHOKy 3 

poraTKH b h6 h b ; TaM CHHarca nia6nB CBoeMy «3arcaanuiHOMy» apyrosi; TaM nepeKHHyB 
aijKKy 3 aOmOBOK) BOaOtO, flKV 36HpaHH 3 TaKHM KJlOnOTOM.
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Hane 6ic «khh chai'b y  xjionuejsi! Yci a i ra  3K a ira ,— rpaioTbca, oaBJisTbca 

th x o , jiariziHO. OeabKOBi jk, HeoaiuiHHo, mo6 Shthch, moo mo-Heoyztb nepeBepHVTH 

aoropH HoraMH. CnoidH 6yB fioro BoporoM, 3 juchm  bi'h 6 o p o b c ji Ha k o jk h o m v  Micm' 

(304).

He was a complete bully boy and trouble-maker.

Not a day would pass without someone complaining about Fed’ko: he would 

break a window with a slingshot; give a bruising to his ‘good’ friend: or overturn a 

barrel with rainwater that had been collected with much trouble.
It seemed as though there was a devil in the boy! Children are children—they 

play quietly, gently. But Fed’ko always needs to fight or turn something upside down. 

Peace was his enemy, which he always fought in every place.

But even though he is a trouble-maker, Fed’ko cherishes honesty above all. His 

main conflict is based on his relationship with Tolia, the son of a nobleman. Tolia is 

depicted as dishonest and a liar. Racing on an ice floe, he loses his way and nearly 

drowns. Fed’ko shows his courage and rescues him. However, Tolia lies and says that 

Fed’ko pushed him on the ice floe, which caused the accident. While rescuing Tolia, 

Fed’ko catches cold from the icy water and dies. Trouble-making (provocativeness) and 

aspiration to honesty are probably Vynnychenko’s most intrinsic characteristics, which 

manifested themselves during his adulthood (best revealed in his moral principle of 

‘honesty with oneself).

The images of Fed’ko’s father and mother are also autobiographical. In the story 

the father is presented as a strict but honest person. He punishes his son for his pranks by 

beating him with a belt. But afterwards he rewards Fed’ko with pocket money for 

admitting his wrongdoing (310). In contrast, the mother places her maternal instincts over 

honesty and reveals her low self-esteem in her relationships with upper-class people, like 

Tolia’s parents. She is opposed to rewarding Fed’ko with money and calls him a
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‘‘peasant’s son” (muzhychyi syn) who should not play with children of noblemen (311). It 

is known that Vynnychenko had a more problematic relationship with his mother than 

with his father. This difference between father and mother is clearly revealed in Bozhky 

where Stel’mashenko’s father represents order and honesty and his mother—maternal 

instincts that rationalize any moral transgressions on the part of her children.

Vynnychenko’s desire to contemplate his childhood in the story is revealed 

through such elements as realistic description, children’s activities, landscape and 

weather, songs, and a lyrical mood. The portrayal of the past may require specific details, 

generated by the drive to recreate and preserve the past exactly as it was. In “Istoriia 

Iakymovoho budynku” this is, for instance, a boy’s “peaked cap” (cf. 209). In terms of 

artistic conventions, this corresponds to a realistic style. Davis even uses the term 

“nostalgic hyperrealism”—an “almost obsessive realism that strains to recapture exactly, 

in minute and exquisite detail, how objects looked then, how people spoke and dressed 

then, and so forth” (8 8 ). On the contrary, there could be an opposite tendency toward 

symbolic devices in works that are not nostalgic (e.g., Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid 

“Olaf Stefenzon,” and later Soniachna mashyna). In “Fed’ko-khalamydnyk” 

Vynnychenko pays attention to various sights in the village: an unpaved street, where 

horses always get stuck (304), a steam mill (317), and a cross on the Church of the 

Epiphany (317). There were small things that children found on the street during a 

thunderstorm: nails, horse-shoes, and other metal objects. Fed’ko also found five kopecks 

(313).

Children’s activities—making little sand houses (304-305), flying a kite (305-8), 

sailing paper boats (315) and racing on ice floes (315-328) (in “Kumediia z Kostem,” this
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is smoking)— impress with their detailed description and lyrical mood. Here is how the 

author portrays the building of sand houses:

JliiuiHTb xaTKH 3 nicKy. Ilepen bynuHKOM, ne jk h b  Oenbxo, oy.na 

He3a6pyKOBaHa Byawiw i TaM 3aBx<nH rpy3JiH b nicxy KOHi. Flicaa aomy ueu nicox 

CTaBaB jiuriKHM i BorKHM— ana SynyBaHHa x btox  HeMa xpawe. FlocTaBHiij Hory. 

ooKaaaeui li nicxoM i bhmmbh noTHxeHbxy. O t i xarxa. X to  xoue, Moxee HaBiTb 

aHMapa npHpoSuTH. Koao xaTH MoxeHa t h h  BRninHTH. a 3a th h o m  HaTHxaTH 

ciHHHOK—i caa e. A Mixe xaTxaMH iae Byjinua. Moxena b rocTi xonwTH oaHe ao oaHoro 

(304).

They [the children] are building houses out of sand. In front of the house where 

Fed’ko lived was an unpaved street, and horses always got stuck there in the sand.
After a rainfall the sand would become sticky and damp—there was nothing better for 

building houses. Place your foot, cover it with sand, and pull it out gradually. There’s 

your house. You could also build a chimney, if you wanted. Next to the house you can 

make a fence, and stick sticks of straw behind the fence—and you have a garden. And a 

street runs between the houses. You can visit each other.

It would be problematic for a writer who had no personal experience of such activities to 

write this way.

Native landscapes and other visual scenes appear in the writer’s imagination. The 

scene of a thunderstorm is the most picturesque in the story:

HanBopi 6ypa, /tout juiexbca 3 Heoa t 3 k h m h  naTboxaMH, Haue TaM m cani 

OenbxiB nepeKHHyjTH th chh v  niaeox 3 Bonofo. XMapn axe cum, xouuiaTi, Tax i 

po3pi3yK>Tb Yx 3ejieHHBi 6-nncxaBKH. TpiM 6jwcxae 3 Taxoto ch jio k j, uto axe nocyn  

A3BeHHTb y macj)ax...

Ha ByjiHui, b caMOMy noToui, nin nomeM, Moxpi, 6e3 uianox 6penyn> <f>enbxo, 

Orboniea i Bacbxo. B ohh no3axanyBanH uiTaHui axe no xeHBOTa, nauatoTb HoraMH, 

CMiiOTbca, mocb, b h jih o , xpunaTb. Im Beceno i ju o 6 o !  Bona, Ma6yn>, Tenna. ax nyui y  

6 aHi, Tax i oSnuBae ix. Ocb Oenbxo nincTaBJiae jwue nin nom, JiOBHTb xpanni p o to m .

.Hxi y  h h x  CMiuiHi M oxpi ronoB H l...
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XM apH H aa HHMH TaKi CTpaUIHi, IUO flHBHTHCb MOTOpOLLIHO, a  1M Te 3K pa3 i

m hjio— n ow u  3H3MHTb. m e  n o B ro  o v n e  (3 1 2 -3 1 3 ) .

There is a thunderstorm outside, and the rain pours from the sky in such 

streams, it seems as thousand thousands of Fed’kos have overturned a thousand barrels 

of water. Blue and shaggy clouds are being cut through by greenish lightning. Thunder 

roars with such force that dishes are clinking in the cupboards...

Wet and without caps, Fed’ko, Stiopka and Vas’ko are walking beneath these 

streams of rain. They rolled their trousers up to their belly-buttons, splashing with their 

feet, laughing, and shouting something. They are joyful and merry! The water pouring 

over them is probably warm as a shower. All of a sudden Fed’ko lifts his face to the 

rain and catches drops with his mouth. What funny wet heads they have!...

The clouds are so frightful above them that it is terrifying to look at them, but 
they are happy—it means the rain will last a long time.

The gloomy, terrifying scene of the thunderstorm is, in fact, transformed into a 

very lyrical scene of children’s carelessness and mirth. This lyricism is further 

strengthened by the scene of the children’s singing:

Ocb bohh npHTaHubOByioTb, MaSyrb, cniBaiOTb:

Idu, idu, dou{UKy,

IfeopoM,

IJeopoM-yeopuifeJO  

Had Hauxoto nuieHuifeio

1 n o w  ifle  Vm Ha r a n o B y , H a m ie n i, H a p y r a .  C opom cH  n o n p a riH n a jiH  n o  T in a , 

n o n 'K  6bKHTb-6i>KHTb, rpiM Tpim H Tb (3 1 3 -1 4 ).

They are dancing and maybe singing:

Fall rain, fall,

Like from a bucket,

Like from a million buckets 
Right onto our wheat

And the rain falls on their heads, shoulders, and arms. Their shirts have stuck 
to their bodies, the stream runs, and the thunder roars.
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We saw a similar function of a song in "Taina” (cf. 155-56). In contrast, Vynnychenko's 

other works either do not have musical passages at all or they are of a different kind and 

serve a different purpose. For instance, in Rivnovaha characters sing a revolutionary song 

(cf. 182). In Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ Snizhynka sings a French song (cf. 92). 

Significantly, the song will be the main expression of nostalgic feeling in the collection 

of stories about children, entitled Namysto (written during 1922-1929, published in 

1930), in which the titles of all eight stories are taken from Ukrainian folk songs and their 

themes are developed in a literary form.86 References to songs will be also present in 

highly nostalgic episodes from his last work, the novel Slovo za toboiu, Staline (1950).

In Davis’s opinion, whatever the negative childhood, nostalgia transforms it by 

the power of imagination into positive heritage (14). Vynnychenko’s difficult childhood, 

when he experienced class (peasant) and national (Ukrainian) enmity, is common 

knowledge (Panchenko 1997a). Even though “Fed’ko-khalamydnyk” and “Kumediia z 

Kostem” depict children’s tragic deaths and adults’ intolerant attitudes to the children, 

these works are positively charged with nostalgic recollections of the past. Unlike 

Vynnychenko’s works on revolutionary themes, there is no ideology and no politics in his 

stories about children—-just recollections of adventures from his childhood. Certainly, 

readers will find social or moral issues, but these elements are not emphasized. Children 

of different social strata play together. It is their parents who are opposed to their 

contacts. This kind of transformation of a negative past into a positive memory was

86 They are the following: “Viiut’ vitry, viiut’ buini” [The Wild Winds Blow], “Stelysia barvinku, 
nyzen’ko” [Creep, Periwinkle, Low, Low], “Za Sybirom sontse skhodyt’” [The Sun Rises beyond Siberia], 
“Oi, vypyla, vykhylyla” [Hey, 1 Drank to the Bottom], “Ta nemaie hirsh nikomu” [And It Couldn’t Be 
Worse for Anyone], “Hei, khto v Iisi, obizvysia” [Hey, in the Forest, Can You Hear Me], “Hei, ne spyt’sia” 
[Hey, I Don’t Want to Sleep], and “Hei, chy pan, chy propav” [Hey, All or Nothing],
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experienced, for instance, by Eva Hoffman, who spent her childhood as a Jew in 

communist Poland. Remarkably, she calls this chapter in her book '‘Paradise”:

No, I’m no patriot, nor was I ever allowed to be. And yet. the country' of my 

childhood lives within me with a primacy that is a form of love. It lives within me 

despite my knowledge of our marginality, and its primitive, unpretty emotions. It is 

blind and self-deceptive of me to hold on to its memory? I think it would be blind and 

self-deceptive not to. All it has given me is the world, but that is enough. It has fed me 

language, perceptions, sounds, the human kind. It has given me the colors and the 
furrows of reality, my first loves (74).

Another striking example is found in the works of the Hungarian writer, Imre 

Kertesz, the winner of the Nobel Prize in literature for 2002. In his works (e.g., Fateless. 

1975; Fiasco, 1988; Kaddish for a Child not Bom, 1990) he refers to his adolescent 

experiences in Auschwitz and Buchenwald as an important value in his life.

Vynnychenko will resume his interest in children’s themes only in the 1920s. 

during his next displacement.

In summary, I have discussed displacement as an intrinsic characteristic of 

Modernism, which created a new type of writer—traveler and expatriate—who enjoy 

his/her stay abroad. These writers, being dislocated and alienated, are able to negotiate 

their emigre or exile status by keeping a close eye on the homeland either through active 

participation in the literary process or nostalgia. Despite social hardships and spiritual 

calamities, displacement offered advantages of geographical movements, communication, 

and opportunities for intellectual growth and education—all of which predispose a person 

to an exchange of ideas and a broader vision. Utilizing contemporary modernist ideas in 

philosophy and art (e.g., Marxism, Nietzscheanism, Bergsonianism, and symbolism, etc),
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Vynnychenko, with his ostentatious provocativeness and artistic talent, contributed 

significantly to the intellectual and literary discourse of his country during 1907-1914. 

the period in which he was genuinely creative, and which led to his becoming the most 

acclaimed writer of his time. His travels and expatriate status opened up fin  de siecle 

Europe and its rich cultural traditions with its intellectual quests, artistic 

experimentations, preoccupation with beauty, Bohemian way of life, and individual 

freedom (e.g., Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmict and “Olaf Stefenzon”). Vynnychenko's 

long stay abroad and lack of vivid impressions resulted also in displacement from his 

native social and cultural environment and led to a shift in his literary career from short 

realistic stories to dramas and novels of ideas with conventional settings. This gave him a 

sense of detachment from the homeland and the perspective of distance, which helped the 

writer to observe his native country from a new, unvisited perspective. His numerous 

conflicts with his readership and critics stimulated his fervour to prove his rightness, but 

at the same time reinforced his alienation from the homeland. The impossibility of return 

and uncertainty for the future aroused his exilic feelings, prompting Vynnychenko to look 

at his encounters with the hostland. With time they developed from quite an optimistic 

mood of a lonely and contemplative revolutionary (“Taina”) to the unbearable condition 

of displacement (Rivnovaha). This was counterbalanced by nostalgia, which helped the 

writer to ease his feelings of uprootedness and sustain his identity, connecting his past 

with the present (e.g., “Fed’ko-khalamydnyk” and other stories). However, 

Vynnychenko’s encounter with the hostland was quite minimal and limited to artistic life, 

as the writer found himself tightly bound to his homeland’s social, political, and moral
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problems, as well as the opportunity to publish his works and introduce radical changes 

into society.
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2.10

CHAPTER THREE

THE SECOND DISPLACEMENT, 1920-1925

Vynnychenko’s final emigration made him a totally different man
(Volodymyr Panchenko)

The 1920s signified a new shift in Vynnychenko’s life and literary career. The beginning 

of the new displacement, which would be final and last for more than thirty years, 

deepened his psychological dividedness, feeling of uprootedness, and uncertainty for the 

future—all that had already surfaced during his stay in Europe from 1907-14 but had now 

reached its apogee. Despite the hardships of the first displacement, Vynnychenko 

gravitated toward his homeland by means of an active involvement in its literary 

discourse. Although his early works were still published in Ukraine and his plays had 

earned success in Europe, during his stay in Czechoslovakia and Germany (1920-25) he 

felt more suspended between his homeland and hostland, between his ideological 

commitment to socialism and disillusionment in actual Bolshevik practice, and between 

his disdain for capitalist Europe and his search for a new home in it. In this chapter I will 

analyze these new changes, examining Vynnychenko’s responses to his new social and 

cultural milieu, his shift to utopianism as a manifestation of extreme displacement, and 

divergent perceptions of his works in Ukraine and Europe.
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3.1. Hectic Years at Home, 1914-1920

To proceed with next Vynnychenko’s displacement, I shall briefly address the period of 

his stay at home, 1914-20, which will shed more light on his further development. The 

period of 1914-20 was very hectic for Vynnychenko, which brought him from being a 

persecuted exile to the peak of political fame and then took him down again into 

permanent exile. After he returned to Ukraine in May 1914 on a fake passport under a 

false name, he stayed in Katerynoslav (today—Dnipropetrovs’k) until the end of the year. 

Hunted by the police, he and his wife had to move to Moscow, where they stayed from 

November 1914 to March 1917. His correspondence shows that he occasionally traveled 

to other places both in Ukraine (Kharkiv, Pereshory) and Russia (St. Petersburg, 

MineraTnyie Vody) (Lysty do Chykalenka, 30 June 1915; Shchodennyk 1: 205, 20 April

1916). While in Moscow, Vynnychenko worked for the Ukrainian weekly newspaper, 

Promin’ [Ray] (December 1916-early 1917).1 In March 1917 revolutionary events in the 

Russian Empire and the tsar’s abdication brought him back to Kyiv, where he actively 

plunged into political activity. He was elected by the Ukrainian Central Rada [Council] as 

first Chair of the Ukrainian government—i.e., the General Secretariat—and then General 

Secretary of Internal Affairs (for the period from 28 June 1917 to 30 January 1918), or 

until the Bolshevik troops invaded Ukraine. Following the coup led by Hetman 

Skoropads’kyi and supported by the presence of the German army in Ukraine 

(Skoropads’kyi held power from April to November 1918), Vynnychenko was arrested

1 The newspaper, edited by L. Solohub and Vynnychenko, dealt with literary, cultural, and community 
affairs. It was later closed by the Russian authorities. Here Vynnychenko published his story 
“Baryshen'ka" [The Sweet Young Lady] (1916, no. 1), play Pryhvozhdeni (11 December 1916, no. 1; 
(1917): 2-4: 1-10; 5-6: 1-11; 7-8: 1-14) and his article “Vichnyi vohon”’ [Eternal Fire] (1-2 (14 January
1917): 20-21). Among the other contributors were Oleksander Lotots’kyi, L. Abramovych. Mykhailo 
Hrushevs’kyi, Serhii Iefremov, Dmytro Doroshenko, Oleksander Oles’, Oleksander Salikovs’kyi, Petro 
Stebnyts’kyi, Pavlo Tychyna, Mykola Filians’kyi, and Hryts’ko Chuprynka.
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for a short period (July 1918). In November 1918 Vynnychenko, along with Svmon 

Petliura, headed an uprising against the Hetmanate and declared the establishment of the 

Directory whose rule was short-lived. Ruthless struggle was in progress during 1919-20 

among the Ukrainian National Republic, the pro-tsarist monarchist forces (the Whites), 

and the Bolsheviks until the latter took entire control over the region (the Army of the 

Ukrainian National Republic retreated to Poland on 21 November 1920). Vynnychenko 

resigned as co-head of the Directory on 11 February 1919 in protest against its turn to the 

right and at the cost o f the social liberation of working people. During February 1919- 

May 1920 he briefly resided outside the country (Semmering, Budapest, Leinz. Vienna, 

and Prague) focusing on his three-volume documentary work Vidrodzhenma natsii, in 

which he gave his account of revolutionary events in Ukraine. Sharing common 

ideological views with the Bolsheviks, he attempted to come to an understanding with 

them and made a trip to Ukraine and Russia. During May-September 1920 Vynnychenko 

stayed in Kharkiv and Moscow and negotiated his appointment to the Government of 

Soviet Ukraine. He was appointed Peoples’ Commissar of International Affairs and 

Deputy Chair of the Council of Peoples’ Commissars of Soviet Ukraine. But his 

candidacy for membership in the Political Bureau, the most influential organ in the Soviet 

system of power, was rejected and he therefore broke off the negotiations. He assumed 

that real political power would remain in Moscow and again went into European exile, to 

Czechoslovakia.

During 1914-20 Vynnychenko remained active in literature and the theatre. In this 

period he wrote the stories “Bosiak” [The Tramp] (Moscow: Dzvin, 1915), 

“Baryshen’ka” (Promin’ [Moscow], 1916), “Khoma Priadka” (L’viv, 1916), “Slipyi”
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[The Blind] (Kyiv: Dzvin, 1917); the plays Mokhnonohe (1914),“ Pryhvozhdeni (Promin* 

[Moscow], 1916), Panna Mara [Miss Mara] (Literaturno-naukovyi visnyk, 1918. no. 2-3. 

pp. 118-179), Mizh dvokh syl [Between Two Powers] (Kyiv: Dzvin. 1919): and the 

novels Khochu (Moscow: Dzvin, 1916), and Zapysky kyrpatoho Mefistofelia 

(Literaturno-naukovyi visnyk (1917) 1: 21-74; 2: 180-222; 3: 24-91; 4-5: 161-211). 

Sixteen separate editions of his works appeared in Russian translation (SteTmashenko. 

69-70). Especially successful were his plays translated into Russian, which were staged 

throughout the Russian Empire.3

Since Vynnychenko physically returned to his homeland and was actively 

involved in literary and political activity there, I have not included the period of 1914-20 

in this discussion and only make occasional references to it. His sojourn in Moscow 

might justify an analysis of the writer from the perspective of displacement. This, 

however, exceeds the boundary of the present project, as it would require a different 

methodological approach, including particularly the theory of empire. Besides, from our 

perspective Vynnychenko moved from Ukraine to Russia within a common imperial

2 According to Vynnychenko’s diary, the play was written at the end of 1914 and ran in many theatres in 
the Russian Empire during 1915-1917. Many believed that Vynnychenko, dissatisfacted with the play, 
destroyed the text. However, it was found recently and published in the journal Vezha (1996, no. 4-5; 1997, 
no. 6-7).
^Vynnychenko noted in his diary which plays were staged where during 1914-17:

Brekhnia: Moscow. Petrograd (formerly St. Petersburg), Saratov—“The fon Meves Theatre"; Tiflis 
(today Tbilisi)— “The Baratov Theatre"; Odesa— “The A. I. Sibiriakov Odesa Drama Theatre”; Samara—  
“The Lebedev Theatre”; Baku—“The Polonskii Theatre.”

Mokhnonohe: Moscow—“The Drama Theatre”; Saratov— “The Theatre o f the Ostrovskii Association”; 
Kyiv— “The Solovtsov Theatre”; Kharkiv— “The Sinelnikov Theatre”; Odesa— “The Drama Theatre”; 
Samara—“The Lebedev Theatre”; Baku—“The Polonskii Theatre.”

Pryhvozhdeni: Petrograd—“The Nezlobin Theatre”; Moscow—“The Nezlobin Theatre"; Saratov— “The 
Theatre o f  the Ostrovskii Association”; Kyiv— “The Solovtsov Theatre”; Kharkiv— “The Sinelnikov 
Theatre”; Odesa—“The A. I. Sibiriakov Odesa Drama Theatre”; Kyiv— “The Sinelnikov Theatre”: 
Kharkiv—“The Sinelnikov Theatre”; Samara—“The Lebedev Theatre”; Tiflis— “The Gitaieva Theatre,” 
“The Tirto Association.”

Chorna Pantera: Kyiv— “The Solovtsov Theatre”; Kharkiv— “The Sinelnikov Theatre”; Saratov—“The 
fon Meves Theatre”; Rostov na Donu— “The Baratov Theatre”; Samara—“The Lebedev Theatre”; Baku—  
“The Polonskii Theatre” (1:261).
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space with its shared social, political, and cultural institutions. The writer did not feel the 

same kind of displacement in Moscow as he did during his European experience of 1907- 

1914. Despite the large Ukrainian population of L’viv, he probably felt more displaced in 

that city, as it was problematic for him to cross the border and travel, say, to Kyiv: 

whereas from L'viv he could rather easily travel to such European cities as Geneva. 

Zurich, and Florence, etc. There were active Ukrainian political and cultural groups in 

Moscow and St. Petersburg, including such prominent figures as Mykhailo Hrushevs'kyi. 

Symon Petliura, and Dmytro Doroshenko. Vynnychenko had extensive contacts with 

Russian artistic and literary circles, particularly in Moscow, including the famous theatre 

directors Konstantin Stanislavskii, Vasilii Nemirovich-Danchenko, the actor V. 

Maksimov, the actress Iekaterina Roshchina-Insarova, and the writer Mikhail 

Artsybashev. His works were oriented toward both Ukrainian and Russian audiences. 

Although his involvement in the Russian discourse engendered fierce criticism from 

some radical Ukrainian circles, he always remained open to as broad a readership as 

possible. “[A]s a writer I want to be exposed to a broader audience. I’d like the whole 

world to read me and my works to be published in all languages, remaining a Ukrainian, 

as I’m now publishing my works in Russian” [ [5 I ]k  xyaoxoniKa, MeHe Tame 2 0  

niHpinoro Kona HHTaniB. i l  xoriB 6 h ,  11106 yBeci> CBiT MeHe h h t u b ,  Ha Bcix m o b u x  

.npyicyBaTH c b o i  npaui, jinmaiOHHCb yKpaiHueM, h k  jiHinaiocb h h m  Tenep, ztpyicyiOHH no- 

pociScBKOMy] (Shchodennyk 1: 251, 23 January 1917).
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3.2. From Czechoslovakia to the Weimar Republic

In this section I shall examine Vynnychenko's encounter with a new social and cultural 

milieu in Czechoslovakia (he lived in Prague and Karlsbad, 1920-1921), and Germany 

(Berlin, Zehlendorf, and Rauen, 1921-1925).

Czechoslovakia was the largest Ukrainian emigre centre in Europe at the 

beginning of the 1920s. Ukrainian emigres had financial support from the 

Czechoslovakian government and established a number of institutions (e.g.. the 

Ukrainian Sociological Institute in Prague; Agricultural Academy in Przibram. etc). Here 

Vynnychenko collaborated with Mykyta Shapoval (he was known under the pseudonym 

of Mykola Sriblians’kyi), one of the leaders of the Ukrainian Party of Socialists- 

Revolutionaries and former member of the modernist journal Ufcrains ’ka khata. During 

1919-21 Vynnychenko was one of the organizers of the so-called foreign group of the 

Ukrainian Communist Party4 and contributed extensively to its organ, the newspaper 

Nova doba (Vienna). The newspaper focused mainly on current emigre political life and 

criticized the Bolsheviks for their chauvinistic stance regarding the national question.5 In 

Prague Vynnychenko published his play Hrikh [The Sin] (“Nova Ukraina,” 1920) and

4 The Ukrainian Communist Party was founded in 1920 in Kyiv by former members o f the Ukrainian 
Social-Democratic Workers’ Party, which split in 1919. The party supported Soviet rule in Ukraine but 
opposed Russian domination through the Communist Party o f Ukraine (Bolsheviks). It was dissolved in 
1925 by a decision o f  the Executive Committee o f the Comintern.
5 Among his articles in Nova doba in this period were: “Zaklyk ZH UKP do amerykans’kykh robitnykiv- 
ukraintsiv” [Appeal from the Foreign Branch o f the Ukrainian Communist Party to American-Ukrainian 
Workers] (no. 40 (4 December 1920): 3-4); “Lyst do ukrains’kykh robitnykiv i selian” [Letter to Ukrainian 
Workers and Peasants] (34 (23 October 1920): 2-5); “Ne u vsiomu chesni z soboiu” [Not Honest with 
Ourselves about Everything] (39 (28 November 1920): 1-2); “Porada berlins’kym ukrains’kym 
komunistam” [Advice to the Berlin Ukrainian Communists] (4 0  (4 December 1920): 4-6); “Revoliutsiia v 
nebezpetsi” [Revolution in Danger] (co-author V. Levyns’kyi) (37-39 (13, 20 and 28 November 1920): 1-2, 
2-4, 2-4); “Spravozdannia z podorozhi na Ukrainu” [Report o f My Visit to Ukraine] (40-42 (4, 11 and 18 
December 1920): 3-6, 3-5, 3-5); and “Politychne shulerstvo” [A Political Swindle] (8 (19 February 1921):
I)-
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started two new plays: Pisnia Izrailia (Shchodennyk 2: 26, 8 February 1921) and Zakon 

(ibid., 2 :25,26 January 1921), both of which he completed later in Germany.

On 24 February 1921 Vynnychenko left Czechoslovakia for Germany, where he 

remained until 6  February 1925. In Germany he lived mostly in Zehlendorf (until July

1923) and Rauen (July 1923-November 1924)—small towns near Berlin. In Germany 

Vynnychenko remained involved in political activity for some time. He was the 

Chairman of the Famine Aid Committee for Ukraine and a member of the Ukrainian 

Revolutionary and Democratic Union. He continued contributing to Nova doba and for 

some time to the journal Nova Ukraina (Prague, 1922-1923). The latter publication was 

significant in that Vynnychenko, along with his journalistic articles, managed to publish 

there his new literary works, such as the plays Hrikh (2nd edition) and Zakon and the 

novel Na toi bik.

To understand better Vynnychenko’s move to Germany and the implications it 

had for his life and works, we cannot avoid discussing the phenomenon of the Weimar 

Republic (1918-1933). The German republic was proclaimed on 9 November 1918. The 

Constitution was adopted on 11 August 1919 in Weimar (hence, the name of the 

republic), considered one of the most democratic constitutions of its day. The situation in 

the country, however, was strained in the wake of World War I. Various political 

forces—monarchist, socialist, communist, and nationalist—sought power. The burden of 

the post-war reparations that were imposed by the victors on the German government (as 

a result of the Treaty of Versailles, 28 June 1919) stimulated extremist tendencies. 

Inspired by the Bolshevik revolution, German communists headed by Karl Liebknecht 

and Rosa Luxemburg sought active support from the impoverished working class. The
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Marxist view of the inevitability of the collapse of capitalism and the emergence of a 

socialist state seemed to have captured the hearts and minds of many people, including 

intellectuals, who opposed the old monarchic and bourgeois order. However, both the 

Bavarian Soviet Republic (8  November 1918-May 1919) and the communist revolt on 6  

January 1919 failed, as Germans opted for the social democracy of the Weimar Republic.

Such intense processes in the political and social spheres had a significant impact 

on the cultural life of the country. The early 1920s, often called the period of the Weimar 

Renaissance, combined the modernist tendencies of the fin  de siecle with a search for 

new meanings and values after the devastating war. “A war has been destroyed; we must 

seek a radical solution,” proclaimed Walter Gropius, the founder and director of the 

Bauhaus school o f design in Weimar, the leading German institution introducing new 

aesthetic and cultural norms. They believed that they were creating a new world through 

art. Expressionism became a powerful movement which had been flowering in Germany 

through the 1910-20s. It was specifically understood as the “discovery of all modem art”, 

an all-embracing term which was used to define a variety of heterogeneous avant-garde 

movements (i.e., Cubism, Futurism, Die Briicke, the Fauves and Der Blaue Reiter), and 

opposed to naturalism and impressionism (Richard, 12) .6 Expressionism touched 

different fields: painting (George Grosz, Max Beckmann, Otto Dix), music (Arnold 

Schoenberg, Anton von Webern, Alban Berg), film (Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari [The 

Cabinet of Dr. Caligari] (1920), Nosferatu—eine Symphonie des Grauens [Nosferatu—A

6 The term “expressionism” was initially applied to a group of French Cubist painters (Picasso, Dufy, and 
Braque) who presented their works at the 22nd exhibition o f the Berliner Sezession. Later the term was 
extended to define any artist who was opposed to impressionism and naturalism. Kurt Hiller was the first to 
apply the term to literature in the supplement to Heidelberger Zeitung (1911): “,..[A]t least, those aesthetes 
who know only how to react, who are nothing more than wax-tablets for impressions, or delicately exact 
recording machines really do seem to us to be inferior beings. We are Expressionists” (qt. in Sheppard, 
274).
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Symphony of Horror] (1922)), architecture (Peter Behrens, Bruno Taut. Erich 

Mendelsohn), and literature (Georg Kaiser, Ernst Toller, Bertolt Brecht). Two major 

journals, Die Aktion (1911-32) and Der Sturm (1910-32), were devoted to the movement. 

Among its most salient features were subjective emotionality (rather extraneous to other 

avant-garde movements), exaggeration and distortion of reality, symbolic representation, 

satire on bourgeois values, apocalyptic vision, ideological inclination and concern for 

social and political reform. In objectifying inner experience through external objects. 

Expressionism pays much attention to formal devices. Characters become masks 

representing a certain position. Often Expressionism is associated with a leftist 

orientation and propaganda purposes. A sense of a profound crisis of the capitalist system 

being on the verge of cataclysm was intrinsic to expressionists who could seek an 

alternative prophetizing a better future. Rainer Rumold calls Expressionism future- 

oriented: “Expressionism as a movement claimed to be future-oriented in the struggle for 

a better, more humane, “spiritual” modernity elevating art over modem social discourses” 

(4). Meanwhile, Wolf-Dieter Dube connects the expressionist idea of the new man with 

utopian dreams: “The Expressionist utopia of the new man, informed by the principles of 

liberty, equality, and fraternity, and able to expedite the coming of a new era of the spirit, 

aimed to supersede a society based on materialism and selfishness 

(http://www.palazzograssi.it/eng/mostre/espressionismo/intro/soizno.htmT We shall see 

below how these characteristics of Expressionism will surface in Vynnychenko’s novel 

Soniachna mashyna.

That atmosphere of a cultural breakthrough in Germany closely paralleled 

Ukraine in the 1920s, a period of national and cultural revival. Among current European
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artistic trends, German Modernism had probably the greatest influence on Ukrainian art 

of the period. There were, in particular, references and translations of works of such 

expressionist writers as Kaiser, Toller, Rudolf Leonard, and Karl Stemheim. Kaiser's 

play Gas was staged by Les’ Kurbas by the Berezil’ theatre in 1923. Der Sturm was 

advertised in Ukraine, particularly by the futurist journal Nova generatsiia [New 

Generation] (1928, nos. 7 and 10), and its editor, Herwarth Walden, visited Kyiv in 

September 1929, where he met with Ukrainian futurists.7

With the new democratic constitution and the ease with which entry visas could 

be obtained, Germany became a country that welcomed immigrants. Cheap post-war 

living was also an attractive factor. A highly developed book publishing business and 

flourishing cultural life served as a magnet to attract artists and intellectuals from other 

countries. Among them was Alexander Archipenko, who came to Berlin from France and 

stayed during 1921-23 (Leshko, 93). According to the German census, in 1925 there were 

250,000 individuals in Germany who had previously lived on the territory of the Russian 

Empire in 1914 (Williams, 111). However, in 1923 an economic and political crisis hit 

the country, and the German mark was devalued to 2.7 million marks for $1 US by 16 

August 1923 (Glad, 3). Although the economy stabilized the following year, the crisis 

forced a general exodus to France, Czechoslovakia, the USSR, the Balkans, the USA, and 

elsewhere.

In contrast to his first displacement (1907-14), Vynnychenko made serious efforts 

to adjust to the hostland. Having abandoned his political career, he plunged more deeply 

into the world of literature, art, and philosophy by attending exhibitions, theatres, 

cinemas, reading new texts, and attempting to approach the European audience with his

7 See Ilnytzkyj 1997, 117n, 118n, 144 and 339.
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works. While in Germany, the writer continued to be interested in modem philosophy. In 

his diary he made particular references to the French philosopher Jean-Marie Guyau, who 

dealt with issues of aesthetics, ethics, and religion (Shchodennyk 2: 42, 30 June 1921); 

the German philosophers Arthur Schopenhauer (Counsels and Maxims) (ibid.. 2: 316-17. 

25 March 1924), Wilhelm Max Wundt (Ethik. Eine Untesuchung der Tatsachen und 

Gesetzen des sittlichen Lebens) (ibid., 2: 71, 1921)8 and psychoanalyst Wilhelm Stekel 

(ibid., 2: 298, 27 February 1924). Concerning the formal aspects of writing. 

Vynnychenko, paradoxically, seemed to be more influenced by the visual arts rather than 

literary works, namely paintings by impressionists (i.e., Monet, Kokoschka), German 

expressionists of the “Sturm,” and cinema. Vynnychenko’s diary gives us numerous 

examples of his interest in modem and expressionist painting. On 28 April 1922 he 

attended an exhibition of the “Sturm,” which also published a journal called Der Sturm 

(ibid., 2: 123). The writer was impressed by an exhibit that he attended on 5 November 

1924:

B n an au i M oaepH oro ManjrpcTBa. 3HaimeHHfl rwcepen BiuiHBy Ha EnymeHKa: 

MOJiOflHH Hivieub Dix 3 H oro flBOMa aBTonopTpeTaMH. Ta a< caM a H enoni6H icT b, Ta 

caMa MaHepa nHCbMa, to h  ace <})o h  neiriaacy  3 KBiTOHicaMH. Yea BHcraBica B ee Te caMe: 

aocKOHanicTb 4)0pMH h My3HKH <|)ap6 i 6jiiaicT b croaceTHoro 3MicTy. I f  N a s o ,  bk  

no3HanHBca b iijih b  n a cy  i neBHHx Ten in Ha aeaKHX Martapax. Liebermann b 1880 p o u i i 

b ih  ace b 1912-13 pOKax,— u e  30BciM pi3Hi aBTopw. JJ h b h o , HOMycb T yr ace M o n e t i 

K o k o sch k a  3 cboVm h  yjibTpacHHiMH nonoTHaMH 3 bb h h m  6aacaHHaM nepeicpHHaTH 

cyc in iB  (ibid., 2: 437).

[I am in] the palace of modem art. I have found the sources of influence on 

Hlushchenko: the young German Dix with his two self-portraits. The same 
dissimilarity, the same manner of painting, and the same background of a landscape 

with little flowers. The entire exhibition is the same: perfection of form and music of

8 No specific date is indicated.
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colours, and weakness of subject. It's interesting how time and some artistic trends 

have influenced certain painters. Liebermann in 1880 and in 1912-13 is entirely 

different. It's strange to see here Monet and Kokoschka, whose ultra-blue paintings 

definitely want to overshadow his neighbours.

In his diary Vynnychenko notes his wife Rosalia’s impressions of an exhibit by 

the “Secession” group, a modernistic current in German art, headed by Liebermann (ibid.. 

2: 487, January 1925). His lasting interest in painting was also revived because of his 

acquaintance with a group of Ukrainian artists in Germany. Among them was Mykola 

Hlushchenko, who remained a close friend of Vynnychenko and his wife after their move 

to France and until his return to Ukraine in 1937.9 The writer was positively struck by the 

innovative character of another young Ukrainian painter, Ivan Babii: “[I’ve been] to the 

Hlushchenko and Babii exhibit. The talent of both painters is obvious. From young 

apprentices they developed into genuine young seekers of new ways” [Ha BHCTaBiti 

rnynxeHKa i Ba6k. TaJtaHT o6ox BHpa3HO noMiTHHik 3 xnonuiB-yHHiB 3po6njincH 

cnpaB5KHiMH mojiouhmh myKanaMH hobhx injisxiB] (ibid., 2: 356, 4 April 1924). 

Vynnychenko also found the works of an amateur painter named Hanna Sobachko from 

Ukraine to be “quite modernistic and rich” (ibid., 2: 438, 7 November 1924). He met the 

prominent Ukrainian sculptor, Alexander Archipenko, who often had exhibits in Berlin 

during the 1920s (ibid., 2: 118, 30 March 1922). Curiously, I found no references in 

Vynnychenko to such innovative expressionist writers as Georg Kaiser or Ernst Toller. 

All in all, the general cultural atmosphere of the Weimar Republic in the 1920s was quite 

favourable for creative activity, including Vynnychenko’s.

9 Some scholars assume that Hlushchenko was recruited as a KGB agent (Fedoruk).
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During this period Vynnychenko continued to explore his interest in the theatre. 

Among the plays that he attended were Reigen by the Austrian playwright Arthur 

Schnitzer (ibid., 2: 32, 30 March 1921), Ved Rigets Port by the Norwegian Knut Hamsun 

(ibid., 2: 35, 3 May 1921), Na dnie [At the Bottom] by the Russian Maxim Gorky (ibid.. 

4 May 1921), Dybbuk by the Jewish playwright Solomon Ansky (ibid., 2: 60, 23 

November 1921) and a play10 by the Irish writer Bernard Shaw (ibid., 2:455, 8 December

1924). He was critical of the latter comedy, but in general he liked Shaw's dramaturgy. 11

Although Vynnychenko was interested in film earlier, now this interest intensified 

because of the experimental nature of German film. Such films as Das Cabinet des Dr. 

Caligari and Nosferatu—eine Symphonie des Grauens were part of the expressionist 

movement’s search for new aesthetic values to reflect post-war realities (Kaes). In 

Czechoslovakia Vynnychenko saw Anne Boleyn (Shchodennyk 2: 26, 12 February 1921) 

and Rund um die Ehe in Germany (ibid., 2: 458, 14 December 1924) by the famous 

German director Ernst Lubitsch. In Germany he also saw Danton by the Russian Dmitrii 

Bukhovetskii (ibid., 2: 28, 27 February 1921), Quo Vadis based on a novel by the Polish 

writer Henryk Sienkiewicz (ibid., 2: 495, 18 January 1925), and films with Charlie 

Chaplin (ibid., 2: 251, 18 November 1923). Vynnychenko was quite critical of Chaplin’s 

films, but held Lubitsch’s innovative cinematic art in high esteem. Concerning Rund um 

die Ehe he noted: “Artistically made. I must note it. I’d like to work with Lubitsch 

someday” [Xynoxomo. Tpeoa 3aH OTyBaTH . 3 Lubitsch’eM Moxora k o jih c b  Mara cnpaBy] 

(ibid., 2: 458, 14 December 1924). Vynnychenko’s admiration for the new art and media 

inspired him to launch his own projects. Interestingly, he started his Pisnia Izrailia as a

10 In his diary Vynnychenko calls Shaw’s play Lover, which is apparently an inaccurate translation o f the 
original title, as there is no such Shaw’s play.
11 It may be assumed from the diary that all these plays were staged in Berlin.
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film script (ibid., 2: 25, 1 February 1921), which was later transformed into a play (ibid., 

2: 50, 13 September 1921). His other film scripts were based on his literary works. 

Soniachna mashyna and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid although he worked on the 

former project and his novel almost simultaneously (ibid., 2: 52, September 1921). On 28 

April 1921 he visited the largest German film producer, UFA (Universum-Film AG. 

founded in 1917), seeking collaboration (ibid., 2: 35). Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid' 

under the title Die schwarze Pantherin was made into a German film in 1921 jointly by 

two companies, Decla-Bioscop AG and Russo-Film GmbH (Berlin) (director: Johannes 

Guter) (Kostiuk 1980a, 87; SteFmashenko, l l ) . 12 The premiere o f the film was held on 

14 October 1921 in Berlin, during which Vynnychenko was present (Shchodennyk 2: 54). 

An abridged version of the film scenario was published in Illustrieter Film-Kurier 

(January 1921, no. 73) with a number of illustrations {Shchodennyk 2: 84, comments by 

Motyl). Vynnychenko, together with the former Georgian consul in Germany Vasso 

Dumbadze, tried to establish a film company “Ukrainfilm.” UFA agreed to collaborate 

with “Ukrainfilm” (ibid., 2: 108, 29 January 1922), but nothing came of the project 

because of lack of financing after Dumbadze left for the USA.

During this period Vynnychenko more actively sought contacts with artistic 

circles in Germany and other countries. Besides his collaboration with the film-maker J. 

Guter, the writer had business dealings with the publisher Gustav Kiepenheuer (owner of 

the Gustav Kiepenheuer Verlag publishing house founded in 1910) and the poet and 

translator Gustav Specht. There was an extensive correspondence between Vynnychenko 

and Kiepenheuer regarding Vynnychenko’s works and staging of his plays, such as

Information on the film is also on the German Web site 
http://www.kinotv.com/proc/film/film.cfm?filmcode=3653 [2 June 2005], with reference to Vynnychenko 
as the author o f the script. The Russian actress Elena Polevitskaia [Polewitzkaja] starred in the main role.
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Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ and Brekhnia.1 J For example, in a letter dated 23 

September 1921 the Ukrainian writer informs the publisher about the abridgement of 

Brekhnia and an agreement with Specht, who translated the play (Shchodennyk 2: 51). In 

1922 Kiepenheuer released the two above-mentioned plays. 14 Later he agreed to publish 

an abridged version of Soniachna mashyna. But Vynnychenko refused, as it required 

cutting two-thirds of the text (ibid., 2: 608, 19 August 1925). Specht was highly regarded 

as an accomplished translator of Vynnychenko’s works, Brekhnia and Chorna Pantera i 

Bilyi Vedmid.' He was also known as a member of the editorial board of the monthly Die 

Ukraine, the organ of the German-Ukrainian Association, and the author o f articles on 

Ukrainian topics. 15

Vynnychenko also had contacts among migrants from the former Russian 

Empire—Ukrainians, Russians, Jews, and Georgians. Among Russian emigres he had 

contacts with writers, such as Remizov, Belyi, Erenburg, Lundberg, and Shraider, who 

were grouped around the publishing house “Skify.” The Russian Drama Theatre in Berlin 

successfully staged his play Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’. He was personally 

acquainted with the director of the theatre Ivan Shmidt (Shmit), his actress-wife Ielena 

Polevitskaia, as well as other actors (Gzovskaia, Gaidarov, and Neludov) (Motyl and 

Kostiuk, 20). Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ was published first in Russian translation 

by the Russian emigre publisher “Vozrozhdeniie” [Revival] in Berlin (1922). The 

original Ukrainian version appeared a year later. Another Russian emigre publisher in

Beginning in 11 July 1921 until 19 August 1925, there were 35 references to Kiepenheuer in 
Vynnychenko’s diary.
14 Wynnytschenko, Wolodymyr. Die Liige. Drama in drei Akten. Einzig autorisierte Ubersetzung aus dem 
Ukrainischen von Gustav Specht. Potsdam: Gustav Kiepenheuer Verlag, 1922; Dev weisse Bar und die 
schwarze Pantherkatze. Schauspiel in 4 Akten von Wolodymyr Wynnytschenko. Einzig autorisierte 
Ubersetzung aus dem Ukrainischen von Gustav Specht. Potsdam: Gustav Kiepenheuer Verlagr 1922.
15 For the period 1921-25 there were 21 references to Specht in Vynnychenko’s diary.
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Berlin, Olga Diakova, issued reprints of his two novels Zapysky kyrpaioho Mefistofelia

(1922) and Chesnist’ z  soboiu (1922). The story “Talisman” [Talisman] was issued by Ie.

Gutnov’s publishing house (1922) (Stel’mashenko, 70-71).

During his stay in Germany, Vynnychenko had great success in promoting his

plays. In fact, he became the first Ukrainian playwright to be extensively translated and

staged in many European countries. His plays appeared in Germany (Leipzig, Berlin.

Dresden, Munich, and Nuremberg), Italy (Rome, Turin, Milan, and Ravenna).

Czechoslovakia (Prague), Spain (Madrid), The Netherlands (Amsterdam), Switzerland

(Zurich), Austria (Vienna), Poland, Yugoslavia, Norway, and Denmark (Copenhagen).

Especially popular were Brekhnia and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’, which were

written during Vynnychenko’s first displacement. Brekhnia, for example, ran

successfully sixty times in the Berlin State Theatre “Volksbtihne Theater,” headed by

actor-director Friedrich Kayssler. In his favourable review of the play in the theatre

periodical Die Rampe he wrote:

The special charm of the play consists in the manner in which, during a quiet 

mundane struggle which a group of simple people wages in a half-unconscious and 

half-conscious manner, one single will [that of Natalia, the heroine of the play] 

transcends itself; a will which has determined to give of itself and which perishes for 

the good of others because of this determination (qt. in Rudnytzky, 363).

The German critic Fritz Mack, writing in the Leipziger Neueste Nachrichten (June 

4 1921), noted Vynnychenko’s knowledge of the European tradition and compared him 

to Sardou, Henri Bernstein, Sudermann, Ibsen, and Strindberg. 16 Brekhnia was even more 

popular in Italy, where it ran over 300 times. A famous Italian actress, Emma Gramatica,

16 Another favourable review o f the play was published by Hans Ratonek in the Leipziger Zeitung, 4-5 
June, 1921. For more details about the reception o f Vynnychenko’s plays in Germany, see Leonid 
Rudnytzky.
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included it in her repertoire, which she performed for three years. Favourable reviews

were published in such newspapers as II Momento (Rome, 24 October 1924), La Stampa

(Turin, 25 October 1924), La Gazzetta del Popolo (Milan, 24 October 1924) and Corriere

Padano (Ravenna, 17 February 1926) (di Marco, 378; 382). In his diary Vynnychenko

comments briefly on the success of his plays:

06i,a 3 flHpeicropoM i oraan Jlafinuiry. BwcTSBa “Die Luge”. Ycnix. Benepji 3 

apTHCTaMH (,Shchodennyk 2: 39, 3 June 1921).

Lunch with the director and sightseeing in Leipzig. Performance of Die Luge [The Lie]. 
Success. Supper with the artists.

JIhct Bin UlanoBana. Ycnix ^opHoi' IlaHTepH” b Ilpa3i (ibid., 2: 57, 3 November 

1921).

A letter from Shapoval. The success of Chorna Pantera in Prague.

IIpHXHJibHa peueH3ifl Ha BHCTaBy “Luge” b Miinchner Kammerspiele (ibid., 2: 128, 6 

June 1922).

A positive review of the play Die Luge in Miinchner Kammerspiele.

EK3eMrunip “Siinde”. PeueH3 ia 3anoJibCbKo'i Ha „Tpix”: 3aBoioBaB yci eBponeficbKi 

cueHH (ibid., 2: 379,21 July 1924).

An issue of Siinde. A review by Zapol’s’ka on Hrikh: it has conquered all the European 
stages.

Y Minimi BHcraBa “EpexHi”. B “Corriere della Sera” “BOCTopnceHHa” cTarrn 

(noBinoMJieHHH Ulpaiinepa) (ibid., 2:460,16 December 1924).

Brekhnia in Milan. An impressive article in Corriere della Sera (according to 
Shraider).
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Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’11 had less success than Brekhnia (I shall address the 

response in greater detail below). His first novel Chesnist ’ z soboiu was also published in 

Czech translation (1922).18

This penetration of Europe’s cultural scene was possible as a result of 

Vynnychenko’s contacts with European and diasporic circles. After the exodus of the 

Ukrainian army in 1920 there were Ukrainian groups scattered throughout Europe 

(Poland, Czechoslovakia, Germany, France, Yugoslavia) (Narizhnyi), as well as 

representatives of former Ukrainian diplomatic missions. Vynnychenko had ‘'literary 

agents” in Prague (Shapoval) and in Germany (Volodymyr Levyts’kyi, a former director 

of press service at the Ukrainian embassy in Berlin, 1919-20). Through Kiepenheuer 

Vynnychenko had contacts with German and other theatres. For instance, Kiepenheuer 

informed Vynnychenko by letter that his play Brekhnia was accepted for staging in 

Munich and Amsterdam {Shchodennyk 2: 124, 1 May 1922). Vynftychenko’s affiliation 

with the socialist movement was another channel for distributing his work. Among 

European socialists who assisted him was the Czech Vincenc Charvat, who translated the 

story “Student.” 19 Later, in 1926, Vynnychenko requested the Ukrainian Public 

Committee in Prague to write on his behalf a letter to the French writer Romain Rolland, 

who was sympathetic to socialism, inviting him to write a preface to Soniachna mashyna.

17 The following reviews were published: J. Kn., uDer weisse Bar urtd die schwarze Pantherkatze. 
Urauffuhrung in der Tribune.” Boersen Zeitung (Berlin), 14 July 1922; E. M., “Der weisse Bar und die 
schwarze Pantherkatze.” Berliner Morgenpost. 16 July 1922; A. M., “Wynnytschenkos Pantherkatze 
Vossische Zeitung (Berlin). 14 July 1922; K. H. B., “Psychologeles in der TribQne. Der weisse Bar und die 
schwarze Pantherkatze.” Das deutsche Abendblatt. 14 July 1922; Gysae, Otto. “Ukrainisches Theater. 
Wynnytschenko: Der weisse Bar und die schwarze Pantherkatze.” Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung (Berlin). 
14 July 1922; A. P., Wynnytschenko: Der weisse Bar und die schwarze Pantherkatze.'” Tagliche 
Rundschau (Berlin). 14 July 1922 (Rudnytzky, 369-370). There was also an article by Wasyl Simowytsch, 
“Ober das ukrainische Theater,” in Mitteilungen der Leipziger Schauspielgemeinde (3 June 1921), which 
elaborated on Vynnychenko’s dramaturgy (Rudnytzky, 366-67).
18 The novel was published under the title: Anarchiste (Poctovost k sobe). Roman. PreloZil Jaroslav Rehak. 
Praha: Koministicke knihkupecti a nakladetelstvi R. Rejman, 1922.
19 “Student.” Praha: Vilimek [n. d.]
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3.3. Ambiguities of the New Displacement

In this section I shall focus on how the new displacement affected Vynnychenko's 

political, ideological, and literary stance, as well as his relationship with the homeland 

and diaspora.

Paradoxically, Vynnychenko’s adjustment and recognition in Europe caused even 

more ambiguity and dividedness. How long would his displacement last? For what 

audience should he be writing? How to respond to the political and cultural process in the 

homeland and hostland—these were just some of the questions that tormented the writer. 

Among his biggest concerns were tensions between national and social issues; the 

diaspora and the Bolsheviks; politics and literature, not to mention his search for a new 

meaning in life. Vynnychenko was quite conflicted on whether to support the national 

Ukrainian “bourgeois” state (what he called “petliurivshchyna” )20 or the socialist state 

controlled by the Bolshevik government in Moscow. Here is how he painfully responded 

to this dilemma:

I 3hob win MeHe T a  caMa T p a r e n ia ,  mo Ha n poT H 3i MatbKe jxbox poK iB  crijibKH 

pa3iB po3anpana MeHe. Ith 3 pycbKHMH 6ojibuieBHKaMH,—ayuiH T H  cboimh pvtcaMH 

cbok) Hauiio, c a M o ro  ce6e. Ith 3 nerntopiBmHHOio, peascuieio,—ayuiHTH peBOJHouijo, 

ayiuHTH caMoro ceoe, nyuiHTH Te, mo a BBsmcato ao6pHM /yia BcieV jno/tcbKOCTH 
(Shchodennyk 1: 433-34, 3 June 1920).21

And once again I have the same tragedy that has been tearing me apart for 

almost two years. To join the Russian Bolsheviks means to oppress my nation and 

myself with my own hands. To join Petliura and the reactionary forces means to 
oppress the revolution, myself, and everything that I consider to be good for the whole 
of mankind.

20 In fact, their leaders were socialists who sought support from the Western states.
21 See also Shchodennyk 1:404,24 October 1920; 1: 405,2 November 1920.
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This tension eventually led to very strained relationships between Vynnychenko 

and the highly politicized Ukrainian diaspora and ruptured relations with his former 

fellow revolutionaries (i.e., Petliura, Panas Fedenko, and Isaac Mazepa). Having 

collaborated with Petliura in the pre-revolutionary Ukrainian press (e.g.. Ukrainskaia 

zhizn', 1912-17), during the first Ukrainian government (1917-18) and the Directory of 

the Ukrainian National Republic (1918-19), the two men now found themselves in 

different political and ideological camps. Petliura's government in exile sought Western 

support to restore Ukrainian statehood, whereas Vynnychenko recognized only socialism 

and a socialist Ukraine. This conflict between the two leaders of the Ukrainian revolution 

was addressed in Vynnychenko’s article in Nova doba, in which he called Petliura a 

traitor of the socialist cause and “maniac-accountant” [maniiak bukhhalter] (4: 5, 27 

March 1920).

With time, the writer began avoiding close contacts with emigre circles. For 

example, Vynnychenko refused to take part in the celebration of Ukraine’s independence 

(declared on 18 January 1918), which was organized by a Ukrainian organization in 

Berlin (Shchodennyk 2: 182, 26 January 1923). Although his closest colleague, Shapoval, 

repeatedly invited him to move to Prague, he felt more and more alienated, preferring 

artistic autonomy in Germany to group activity in Czechoslovakia. Eventually his 

isolationist tendencies led to a severe break with the diaspora. He writes in his diary: “A 

final rupture of my relations with Prague’s quagmire22... I’m searching for a support point 

in this new situation of political isolation and temporary loneliness. I long for loneliness 

in everyday life—as a means to strengthen and deepen my views” [OcTaroHHa JiiKBinauisi 

BiztHOCHH 3 npa3BKHM bOJIOTOM... UlyKaHHJI TOHKH OnOpy B HOBin CHTyauil—nOJliTHHHOl

“  This is what Vynnychenko called the group o f  Ukrainian emigres in Prague.
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i30Jib0BaH0CTH h THMHacoBOi caMOTH. Tyra 3a caMOTHicno b oyaemiiHHi.— hk 3acooy 

3MiiiHeHHfl i 3arjiHOJieHiw cboix bhchobkIb] {Shchodennyk 2: 583. 30 June 1925). Later. 

Vynnychenko wanted to sever contacts with the diaspora totally:

jJifiCHO, XOHeTbCa OVTH LUJlKOM-ItijlKOM i30Jlb0BaHHM oa ycboro VKpa'lHCbKOrO. 

JJj'MaeMO. ayMaeMO, KyztH 6 3aixaTH Tax, woo hIxto m caiay He 3HafiiuoB. ffe o y 

Aqf)pnui hh A3iT 3Haimi aixapcbKy nocaay aaa Koxh, moo He noiviepTH 3 roaoay. 1 

oorpycHTH 3 Hir cboix Becb ueft 6pya, CMirra, rwab. I b uinKOBHTifi caMOTi. hcmob 

30BciM noMepjiHH aaa uhx “HociiB BeanKOi iaei”, npayioBaTH juts Bejimcoro IJiaoro.

X oh Ha n’aTb poKiB 3HHKHyTH! Ta KyaH? HeMa Hiae Micua, 6o cxpi3b Tpeoa Tcth 

{Shchodennyk, 7 August 1926).23

Indeed, I want to be entirely isolated from everything Ukrainian. We go on 

thinking where to arrive so that no one will find even a trace. Where in Africa or Asia 

would we find a medical position for Kokha just so as not to die from hunger. And to 

shake off all this dirt, rubbish, and rot. And to work for the Big Whole in total 

seclusion, as though dead to these “carriers of a great idea.” To escape at least for five 

years! But where? There is no place, because eveiywhere one must eat.

Vynnychenko’s attitude toward the Bolsheviks is significant, as it largely defined 

his relationship with the homeland and influenced his ideological views. His attitude was 

two-fold: he denounced the Bolsheviks’ rule as oppressive and imperialistic, but on the 

other hand, he shared with them views on socialism and communism. In Nova doba and 

Nova Ukraina Vynnychenko published a number of articles that were critical o f the 

Bolsheviks. Particularly noteworthy was his article (in collaboration with V. Levyns’kyi) 

entitled “Revoliutsiia v nebezpetsi” [Revolution in Danger] (1920), which also appeared

2’’ Vynnychenko even revealed his fears for his life, particularly after the May 1926 assassination o f the 
emigre political leader Symon Petliura (Shchodennyk, 5 August 1926), whom he had criticized. The danger 
from Ukrainian rivals or from Soviet agents bothered him, so much so that he drew up a will bequeathing 
his property not only to his relatives but also “for the spread o f ideas o f  human happiness and for the 
struggle and work for this happiness” (ibid., 23 March 1927). Vynnychenko thought about writing a 
comedy on the Ukrainian emigration under the title Tsekhmaistry nad solomoiu, or Tsekhmaistry, [Shop 
Masters] but vacillated, because it might have had a bad effect on the overall Ukrainian movement (20 
October 1926).
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in German, French, and Italian (Motyl and Kostiuk, 11). As a result, the writer was 

declared persona non grata at the All-Ukrainian Congress of Soviets held in Kharkiv 

during 25 February-3 March 1921. In March 1921 the Ukrainian Communist Party 

renounced its relationship with its foreign branch in Europe. In October 1921 the foreign 

branch of the Ukrainian Communist Party and its organ, Nova doba, were dissolved.

Vynnychenko’s disregard for ‘smena vekh,’24—a political current that emerged in 

the early 1920s among Russian, Ukrainian, and other emigres which was aimed at 

overcoming displacement through reconciliation with the Bolsheviks—was also an 

important indicator of his irreconcilable attitude toward the Bolshevik regime. Even 

suspicion of a person’s sympathies for the Soviets impelled him to sever his relations 

with all collaborators. That was the case, for example, with the socialist Ievgenii 

Lundberg: “A rupture with Ie. Lundberg for his collaboration in the ‘smena vekh’ 

newspaper Nakanune...' I can’t have friendly relations with a man of such ideas” 

[Po3pHB 3 C. JlyimSeproM 3a Moro ynacTt y CMCHOBexoBC&KOMy “HaicaHyHe”... He M oxcy 

6yra b npmrrejiBCBKHX BumocHHax 3 jnotumoio TaKHX izteH] {Shchodennyk 2: 127-28, 1 

May 1922). He was also critical of Mykhailo Hrushevs’kyi, the first president of the 

Ukrainian Central Rada, who was the most prominent Ukrainian emigre to return home in 

1924 (ibid., 2 : 250, 12  November 1923). However, with time Vynnychenko admits that 

‘smena vekh’ movement was very natural for the ‘masses.’ He particularly notes in his 

diary:

KapTKa Bia IilanoBajia. rim ne npo po3bhtok “cMCHOBexiBCTBa” cepea 

yKpai'HCbKo? eMirpauii. Hyerbca cyM b fioro caoBax. A ae, Ha moio ayMicy, HopMajibHe i

"4 The Russian term ‘smena vekh’ means literally the change of postsignes.
25 The Russian newspaper Nakanune was published in Berlin (26 March 1922-June 1924) and had a pro- 
Soviet orientation. The editors were G. Kirdetsov, S. Lukianov, B. Diushen, and Iu. Potiekhin. It had a 
weekly literary supplement that featured works by both Soviet and emigre writers (Struve. 35).
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HaBiTb 3 /iopoB e jiBHme b M aci, b c th x IT , a  He b f io ro  L aeoJio rax ... M a c a  jk u iy icae 

BHX oay h paTyHK y Bin. <|)i3HMHoY h ayxoB H O i 3 a rn 6 e n i .  .H cho, m o  T p e o a  Y xbth n o  c e o e . 

nonoMy, He3BajKaioHH Ha Te, m o  t v  “noMy” 3axoruieH O  boptokhmh cnnaMM (2 : 2 5 8 .  21 

D e c e m b e r  1 9 2 3 ).

A postcard from Shapoval. He writes about the development of the ‘smena 

vekh’ movement among Ukrainian emigres. I feel sadness in his words. But. in my 

opinion, this is a normal and healthy spontaneous phenomenon among the mass, not its 

ideologists... The mass looks for a way out and rescue from physical and spiritual 

death. It’s clear that they should go home, even though that “home” has been captured 
by enemy forces.

Although Vynnychenko had no great trust in the Bolsheviks, his anger was 

seemingly mollified after the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) proclaimed the 

policy of korenizatsiia (indigenization; also referred to as Uhrainization in Ukraine) at its 

twelfth congress in 1923. The new policy allowed more political and cultural freedom in 

the Soviet republics, inspiring the short-lived period often known as the period of 

national revival—1923-33. In literature, this led to an unprecedented flowering of 

various movements (e.g., Futurism, avant-garde, psychological realism, romanticism) that 

culminated in the so-called “literary discussion.” 27 Especially indicative of 

Vynnychenko’s attitude toward his homeland was his brochure Povorot na Ukrainu [The 

Return to Ukraine] (1926), specially written in order to convince emigres to return home 

and continue contributing to the nation- and state-building process.

26 One should, however, notice that this period can be divided on two parts: 1923-27 as a high time of 
liberalization and 1928-33 as gradual slipping down to totalitarianism, marked with the famine o f  1932-33, 
first executions o f  writers and the first Congress o f the Union o f Soviet Writers in 1934.
27 The “Literary discussion” in the 1920s was a focus in a number of works such as Luckyj, George. 
Literary Politics in the Soviet Ukraine, 1917-1934. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1990; Shkandrij, 
Myroslav. Modernists, Marxists and the Nation: the Ukrainian Literary Discussion o f  the 1920s. 
Edmonton: Canadian Institute o f  Ukrainian Studies, 1992.
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Criticizing the Bolsheviks for their distortion of true Marxism, Vynnychenko 

nevertheless remained an adherent of the Marxist theory concerning the inevitability of 

socialism as a new and more progressive social order. It would replace capitalism, which 

was in decline and doomed to disappear. The writer was confident that the fall of 

capitalism was only a question of time: “Capitalism will shed much more blood, it will 

strangle many lives in its death-agony embrace before it falls in this momentous struggle 

that will be fatal to it” [Hie SaraTo kpobh npoiine Kanrraji, me oaraio khtts 3anyimiTb y 

cboix nepencMepTHHX o6 ifiMax, noKH ynaae b urn riraHTCwciH i (jjaTajiBHift juis iroro 

oopoTtoi] (Vidrodzhennia natsii 3: 503). In his article, “Utopiia i diisnist'” [Utopia and 

Reality] (13 March 1920), Vynnychenko critisizes socialist parties for their 

“evolutionary” approach to the capitalist system and actually links them with counter

revolutionaries. Convinced of the need for a radical change of power, he expresses his 

belief in a “Great World Revolution”:

I aapeMHO pbKHi “couiajiicraHHi” iaeojiorw uiei 3oipHOi HeaooHToY 

KOHTppeBOJiiouii cnofliBaroTbCs, mo TpoH xaniTany Bnaae ne panTOBO, a THxeHbKo, 

JiariuHeHbKO, b “KyjibTypHHx” <|)opMax... Hi, h uefi TpoH ynaae Tax caMO, hk naaatOTb 

yci TpoHH, ynaae 3 bcjihkhm rpoxoTOM, ynaae nia HeaeaixaTHnMH yaapaMH 

“<])aHTacTa”-nponeTapiaTa h Bnaae b T3khx (JiopMax, b hkhx BHMaraTHMe 6opoTb6a 

KJTac He Ha acHTTJi, a Ha CMepTb. Bo eanHa tk h b s l , peanbHa aificHicTb TenepimHboro 

nacy e Bennica BcecBiTHa PeBoajouia. Bee k , mo npo6ye oaBepHVTH mo HeMHHym'cTb, 

e, BO-icTHHy, 3aonHHHa h aypHa yronia, 6e3HaaifiHa c])aHTacTHKa ( l) .28

Various “socialist” ideologists of this collective remnant of the counter
revolution vainly expect that the throne of the capital will collapse, not suddenly but 

quietly, gently, in “cultural” forms... No, this throne too will fall in the same way as all

28 Interestingly, his wife Rosalia published an article entitled “{Capitalism i khvoroby" [Capitalism and 
Diseases], in which she made the connection between human diseases and capitalism: “[Diseases exist 
because] all European countries are capitalist and the proletariat is an object of exploitation” [ [X b o p o 6 h  c 
TOMy,] mo BCi eB poneH cbxi Kpai'HH e KaniTanicTHHHi, mo npojieTapiaT TaM cjiyxcHTb o S ’ck to m  
eKCnnyaTauiY] (ibid., 4).
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thrones collapse—with a huge rumble, it will fall from a forceful attack of the 

“fantasisf’-proletariat; and it will fall down in such forms that will be required by the 

struggle of the classes, not for life but death. Because the only living, true reality of the 

present time is the Great World Revolution. Everything that tries to deflect this 

inevitability is truly a criminal and silly utopia, a hopeless fantasy.

Later, in 1925, he noted in his diary: “The decay o f the capitalist world stinks 

with a putrid smell” [Po3KJian KanrrajiicraHHoro C B ny  6 'e  b Hie TpynHoto 3aayxoio] 

{Shchodennyk 2: 532, 21 March). At the same time he accepted the existence o f the 

USSR as the first socialist state, which he considered inspiring: “Fm  reading Soviet 

newspapers... Objectively they have a wonderful goal. To have as a goal the 

transformation of all people on the planet is a goal worthy o f existence” [Hvrraio 

c o B C T C B K i ra3exH... 0 6 ’ c k t h b h o  m b i o t b  npexpacHy l u j i b . M ara u Lu b  j k h t t j i— nepeBopoT 

jnoay Ha scifi njWHeii— i u j i b  rizma icHyBaHHfl] (ibid., 2: 580,24 June 1925).

This sense o f historical determinism explains to a great extent his state of 

temporariness in the current political situation and his high degree o f expectation for the 

future. “I sense some kind of emptiness in experiencing the world. Everything is unreal 

and temporary” [5hcacB nopoHCHena y BiflnyBaHHi CBny. Bee—HecnpaBaoie, THMHacoBe], 

he jotted in his diary (ibid., 2: 600, 4 August 1925). To some extent Vynnychenko 

reflected the general atmosphere o f transition that characterized German society. He 

belonged to those left-wing radicals who had removed themselves from the real world of 

social democracy, with its crises and right-leaning tendencies, and entered on abstract 

world that was yet to come. He did not accept the evolutionary transformations within 

Western capitalist societies and looked forward to cardinal changes. His utopian novel 

Soniachna mashyna, which I will address below, was the apotheosis o f this ideological 

stance. Vynnychenko’s contradictions grew as he supported the ideology o f ‘the first
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Socialist state,’ the USSR; at the same time he assumed that the real practice of building 

socialism diverged sharply from the ideals of such a society. This discrepancy between 

high expectations of a world revolution and sober reality of Bolshevik practice, between 

his loathing of “bourgeois Europe,” which had given him asylum, and support for the 

USSR, which expelled him, largely determined his psychological rift.

Vynnychenko’s relationship with the homeland was also ambiguous. Going 

abroad in 1920, he expected not to return home until the Bolshevik regime collapsed. 

Despite the political sanctions imposed on him by the Bolsheviks, he, nevertheless, 

remained quite popular as a writer and thus functioned in the literary discourse of his 

homeland. Twenty-four separate editions o f his works were released in 1921-1925. 

including eight volumes of a multi-volume edition (Stel’mashenko, 30-31; 46). During 

1920-26 his plays ran in the T. Shevchenko State Ukrainian Drama theatre (e.g., Hrikh, 

Dyzharmoniia, Natus’, Parma Mara, Mizh dvokh syl, Brekhnia, and Chorna Pantera i 

Bilyi Vedmid’) and in the “Molodyi teatr” {Hrikh, Brekhnia, and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi 

Vedmid) and were quite popular with audiences (Ryl’s’kyi, 108, 120; Stel’mashenko, 

192). Vynnychenko was also asked to send new plays for staging. This is evident, for 

example, from a letter written by Dmytro Rovyns’kyi of the T. Shevchenko State 

Ukrainian Drama theatre in Kyiv, dated 30 July 1921 (“Lysty do,” 317-18). He also 

maintained contacts with young writers of the realist school (Hryhorii Kosynka, Valerian 

Pidmohyl’nyi, Todos’ Os’machka, etc), whom he helped financially and assisted with 

their publications in emigre periodicals, particularly in Nova Ukraina. Competition from 

emigre journals prompted Soviet officials to establish a new journal called Chervonyi 

shliakh [Red Pathway] (Kharkiv, 1923) to counteract the publications appearing in Nova
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Ukraina (Motyl and Kostiuk, 14). Vynnychenko responded to the launch of Chervonyi 

shliakh with his article “Znamenna podiia” [A Remarkable Event] (published in Nova 

Ukraina 6 (1923): 8-27).

Many critics have acknowledged Vynnychenko’s influence on several young 

Soviet Ukrainian writers, including Kosynka, Khvylovyi, Antonenko-Davydovych. 

Pidmohyl’nyi, Slisarenko, and Ivchenko (Pohorilyi, 24; Hrechaniuk, 234-235). For 

example, upon receiving Kosynka’s book Na zolotykh bohiv [Against the Golden Gods] 

Vynnychenko notes in his diary:

O nepjK aB  jiHCTa 3 YKpaiHH B in T p . K o c h h k h . B iH— '"H eojiaroH aniH H H fi” . 

3ajiBJia€ CBOho npHHane>KHicTb n o  M oro  JiiT epaT ypH oro  HanpHMy, H a3HBaronn c e d e  

moTm yneHHKOM. Ilo cH Jiae  KHroKemcy onoB inaH b  “Ha 30 jio t h x  6 o riB ” . ^ iiicH O , b  him  

ny ace  novuTHHH Min BnjiHB, a a t  n o  M aH epn neaKHX JiipHMHHX BHCJioaneHb, 3BepHeHb n o  

MHTana i T .n . IlpocH T b  n o n o M o r rn  xapnoBHM H nocmiKaM H (2: 209,26 April 1923).

I received a letter from Hr. Kosynka. He is “politically suspect.” Claims that he 

belongs to my literary school, calling himself my disciple. He has sent a book of stories 

Na zolotykh bohiv. Yes, my influence is very visible in it, including the style of certain 

lyrical expressions, addresses to readers, etc. Asks for help with food parcels.

What is striking, however, is that all Vynnychenko’s publications in Ukraine 

during this period were only reprints of his earlier works (the exception being the 

children’s story, “Babusyn podarunok”) .29 In literary terms, he was on his way to 

becoming a historical figure, especially in view of the fact that there was a new 

generation of very talented writers. Although Vynnychenko followed Ukrainian life in 

the Soviet Union through periodicals, correspondence, and accounts of eyewitnesses, this

29 It has not been established when Vynnychenko wrote the story “Babusyn podarunok.” It was first 
published in 1923 (Kyiv). The fact that Vynnychenko does not mention working on this story in his diary 
leads me to assume that it may have been written earlier, during his first exile.
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was not enough for the writer. This inevitably engendered a sense of difference, 

otherness, and even alienation, which increased with time:

Ajie b KOKHOMy p a 3 i  to m  (Jjajcr, mo sncecb jK H T ra e, a no-apyre. mo b o h o  

uijiKOM  o o x o f lH T b c a  6ez H ac  eM irpaH T iB . I mo a nwrny, mo jxyM ato , mo 3p o o n B . c x a 3 a B  i 

CKa>Kv, B ee  ue Hi TpiiiiK H  HiKOMy TaM He u iK a B e ... I 3 u h m  (JjaicroM T p e o a  cnoxiHHo 

p a x y B a r a c b  i h c h th  c o 6 i  Tax, H e H a n e  t h  6e3 6aTbK iBm H H H , 6e3 rpo iv iaaaH C T B a. 

caM O TO to H a 3eM H iii ruiHHeTi b  TOBapHCTBi 3  Koxohd (Shchodennyk, 21 September 

1926).

But in any case it is a fact that life exists [in the homeland] and secondly, that it 

goes on completely without us, emigrants. And what I write, what I think, what I've 

done, said, and will say is not of the slightest interest to anybody there... And one 

should calmly take into account this fact and live as though you're without a homeland, 

without citizenship, and alone on the planet together with Kokha.

As during the first displacement, it also led Vynnychenko to strengthening the ideological 

aspect of his writings, which was overtly manifested in Soniachna mashyna and his 

subsequent works.

Thematically, Vynnychenko’s older works seemed quite outdated, especially 

given their focus on pre-revolutionary reality. As the complexity of the discussion among 

opposing artistic movements and groups in Ukraine intensified, he seemed confused by 

them:

Hinoro HeMae b  u h x  “MOJioaHx” . CrapeHa axacb >xoBHHicTb, nareTHHHa 

(j)pa3eoJioria KOMyHi3My h  HiaxiciHbxoro Bumyrni, HiaKoro nparneHHa, Hiaxoro 

TBopeHHH HOBoro xoHa 6 b  VHBi. MoTopouiHa nopoJKHeua b u h x  KHmKenxax Ta 

TpicKOTHJ) icyjieMeTiB, HaraHiB, rapMaT. O rax b o h h  po3yMitoTb peBOJuouiio, nepeBopoT 

x c h t th ! (Shchodennyk, 13 M arch 1927)

These ‘young’ writers have nothing. Some sort of old-age bitterness, pathetic 
phraseology of communism and no feeling, no aspiration, no creation of anything new 

if only in their imagination... A horrific emptiness and rattle of guns, revolvers, and
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machine-guns in these small books. That is how they understand revolution and life 

change.

When the highly acclaimed play Narodnyi Malakhii (1927) by Mykola Kulish, a leading 

playwright, appeared, it seemed almost like a critical, ironic response to Vynnychenko’s 

attempt to introduce cardinal changes in human moral and relationships. Iurii Smolvch. a 

well-known writer and critic of the 1920s, notes in his memoirs:

In his conversations Kulish ridiculed Vynnychenko’s notion of ‘the reform of 

man’ and considered it politically important, because, as is known, Vynnychenko’s 

authority—as a writer, playwright, kulturtrager, moralist, ‘Europeanizer,’ and even 

politician—was quite high among the masses (1986, 61).

Vynnychenko was also at risk of becoming ‘diasporized,’ as his new works were 

appearing only in the diaspora. For instance, Hrikh, Zakon and Na toi bik appeared in 

Prague as publications of the journal Nova Ukraina. His works were also published in the 

newspaper Ukrains’ki shchodenni visti [Ukrainian Daily News] (New York, 1920-21), 

and his play Bazar was published in Winnipeg (1920). His plays were staged by some 

emigre theatres (e.g., in Winnipeg, Edmonton, Fort William,30 Chicago, Czechoslovakia). 

It is interesting to note that a theatre in Iablunove (Czechoslovakia) (Narizhnyi 1: 59) and 

a theatrical society in Winnipeg (Almanakh, 229) were named after Vynnychenko.

Another conflict that betrays Vynnychenko’s state of ambiguity is the clash

between politics and literature. The collapse of Ukrainian statehood and the defeat of the

revolution, to which he had totally devoted himself for twenty years, was a huge

disappointment for him. Moreover, the revolution was defeated not by monarchist forces

but by the Bolsheviks, his former colleagues and allies with whom he had collaborated

and shared the difficulties of pre-war exile. This became even more painful when his

30 On the staging o f Vynnychenko’s plays in Canada, see Kravchuk, Petro (pp. 427-468).
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attempt to join the Bolshevik Party and remain in Ukraine failed. Just how actively he 

plunged into political activity one can see from his publications in Nova doba and Nova 

Ukraina, membership in the foreign branch of the Ukrainian Communist Party, and other 

activities. Such a political stance can be explained by his recent involvement in the 

Ukrainian revolution as one of its leaders. It also motivated him to respond actively to the 

situation in his homeland—-just as he had during the first displacement. But this time it 

was short-lived and done almost as if  through inertia. His rift with the Bolsheviks and the 

diaspora, as well as the refusal to collaborate with Western states, minimized his 

effectiveness and thus led him more into the domain of literature and ideology.

After his political defeat, Vynnychenko believed literature would be a relevant 

domain into which to channel his creative energy. Before his final departure, he 

contemplated his literary career and came to the conclusion that it would be better for 

him to deal with literature abroad: “[That’s why] after the end of the war I prefer to move 

somewhere abroad, where I feel much better than in my homeland” [...[A] uepe3 Te a 

BOJiiio, no cKiHneHHi b Ih h h . BHixaTH Kynncb 3a KopaoH, ae a ceoe nonyBaio aajiexo 

ainme, mac Ha c b o ih  6 an>KiBmHHi] (qt. in Chykalenko 1931, 493) .31 A few years later he 

reflected on this matter again and admitted that it would be difficult to write at home:

.H M oacy p o 6 h t h ,  mo x o n y .  riH T aH H a c r o iT b  TinbK H  Taic: R y a n  M e m  YxaTH— H a 

Y K p a iH y  h h  3 a  K o p a o H . P o 6 h t h  b  n o j i i r a n H iH  ccp ep i a  H e m o jk v  hi' TaM , Hi TaM . G a u H a  

p o 6 c n ra — JiiTepaTypH O -H ayK O B a. Y m o b h  a n a  ueT p o 6 o t h  Ha YicpaYHi H aa3B H H aiiH O  

Baacici, MafbKe neMoxuiHBi (Shchodennyk 1: 442, 19 June 1920).

I can do whatever I want. The only question is where to go—to Ukraine or 

abroad. I cannot work in the political sphere either there or here. The only work is

31 In his Shchodennyk [Diary] Chykalenko did not provide an exact date for this remark, but from the 
context one can assume that it refers to the period 1915-16, for he also discussed the events o f  World War I 
and Vynnychenko’s plays, which were being staged in Moscow and St. Petersburg.
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literature and scholarship. The conditions for this work in Ukraine are extraordinarily 

difficult, almost impossible.

Vynnychenko saw himself for a while as a kind of a writer-nomad, a person who 

stays in places where he feels comfortable but endowed with the possibility of traveling 

home and writing for a Ukrainian audience. But now the writer was conscious of 

continuing his literary career abroad. This was a significant transformation in comparison 

to his first displacement: then he complained about his absence from the homeland and 

about the lack of fresh impressions. For a person deeply rooted in his country and 

preoccupied with its political and cultural emancipation, it was a bitter truth to admit to 

this new exile.

More and more often Vynnychenko considered putting an end to politics and 

indulging completely in literature. He writes in his diary: “[I] am going abroad; [I] am 

shaking off all the dust o f politics, I will surround myself with books and plunge into the 

only true matter: literature... I am leaving as a writer, and I want to die as a politician with 

all my heart” [ [ i f ]  iny 3a KopjtOH, o6TpycioK) 3  ceoe b c ju c h h  nopox nojiiTHKH, 

oSropoflxcyiocb KHHKKaMH h  nopHHaio b  c b o c  cnpanxcHe, earnae jxijio—jirrepaTypy... 

ixty hk nucBMeHHHK, a bk nojiiniK a Bcieio ayrneio xony noMepra] (Shchodennyk 1: 446, 

15 July 1920). Contemplating his immanent move to Europe, he becomes energized at 

the thought of focusing on his literary career:

M eH e 6 e p e  T y ra . H o ro c b  MeHi t h jk k o  i t o c k h o . M o ro ?  T o r o ,  m o  K H aaio 

YKpaYHy? PeB O Jiiouiio? I l f o  BHXOjuKy 3 p a a iB  nironoT  apMi'i? LU,o BMVBaro npO Ban BcieV 

cnpaB H ? MaSyrb, Bee pa30M . I He ao x o a H T b  4 0  c e p u a  x b h ju o k >h o k > p a a i c n o  ayM K a, 

m o , H apeuiT i, KHHycb n o  p o 6 o t h . l i f e  He n o x o n n T b . A n e  3HaK), m o  n iR n e . B o 

aicrMBHicTb i T BopnicTb, b  h o m v  6  t o  He 6 y jio , e  H afib ijibm a, caM O uiH Ha caTH ctjjaK uia. 

BejlHKHH, HeBMHpymHH 3BKOH “ 6yTH uiHHHM JU1X KOJieKTHBy”  JlHmaCTbCfl Ha KOJKHOMy 

M icui. Eyra uiHHHM a n a  iH u in x  i necHHM 3 co S o ro — u e  HafiBHmi 3aKOHH i H anBH m a
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HacoJioaa ana k o h c h o i j i i o u h h h .  3MorrH 3 x u h c h h th  ui 3 3 k o h h — ue 3MorrH MaTH wacTH. 

CrpaataaHHfl, Tyra, cyM, xcanb— ue Ti BorHHicH uyuii, Ha a k h x  rapTyerbca 

BcenpomaHDwa oo’eKTHBHicTb t b o p h o c t h .  C h t h h  cnoKifi, caMOBuoBOJieHa b to m b  i 

neBHicTb b  c b o ih  6e3noMHJibHOCTi—y6HB3K)Tb ayx uiyKaHHS i TBopiHHa. CnacHoi Ty3i. 

mo CTHCKye MeHi cepue (ibid., 1:481-82,16 September 1920).

I am filled with an ache. Why is it so difficult and sad? Why? Because Fm 

abandoning Ukraine? The revolution? Because I am exiting the ranks of an active 

army? Because I predict the failure of the entire cause? Maybe everything together.

And the exciting thought that I will finally plunge into work doesn’t reach my heart.

Not yet. But I know it will come. Because an active position and creativity, no matter 

what they concern, provide the most intrinsic satisfaction. The great eternal law “to be 

of value to the collective” is always vital. To be of value to others and honest with 

oneself are the highest laws and the greatest pleasure for every person. To be able to 

implement these laws is to be able to have happiness. Suffering, longing, sadness, and 

sorrow are those little fires of the soul on which the all-forgiving objectivity of writing 

is tempered. Sated peace, self-satisfied fatigue and confidence in one’s faultlessness 

kill the spirit of quest and creation. Thank you to the longing that squeezes my heart.

However, Vynnychenko never lost his interest in politics and saw literature as a 

means o f serving the revolution in ideological terms. His pen had to become his sword:

I hh He po3yMHime, He MopanbHiuie, He KopHCHiuie j%ns peBOjnouii h 

KOMyHi3My, kojih BHi'uy 3a KopuoH, 3aiconaK>cb y r a x e  MicreHKo, ooropojnocb no  

noJiiTHHHHX XBHJib i Becb nopHHy b  p oS o iy  Ha KopHCTb nificHiil npaBni, nificHOMy, He 

KOMicapcbKOMy, KOMyHi3MOBi? (ibid., 1:456,24 July  1920)

Wouldn’t it be wiser, more moral and useful for the revolution and 

communism to go abroad, to hide in a quiet town, to fence myself from political waves 

and to plunge into work that is more useful for real truth and for real communism, not 
communism directed by commissars?

This tension between politics and literature, ideology and aesthetics was quite 

explicitly revealed during his first displacement and concretely outlined in his article
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“Sposterezhennia neprofesionala” (cf. 58-60). In fact, this dilemma never left 

Vynnychenko after 1920 and constantly influenced his writings. Andrii Richyts'kyi in his 

Vynnychenko v literaturi i politytsi [Vynnychenko in Literature and Politics] (Kharkiv. 

1928) admitted that it is impossible to study Vynnychenko’s works without taking into 

account his passion for politics.

All these tensions between the national and social, the diaspora and the 

Bolsheviks, politics and literature resulted in Vynnychenko’s inner struggle, which 

ranged from a universal wish to embrace the whole world to a feeling o f existential 

emptiness and a desire to escape from this world. The study of the writer’s diary exposes 

the problem. The most essential characteristic o f this period is probably what 

Vynnychenko called “an atmosphere of uncertainty”: “In general, we live in an 

atmosphere o f uncertainty and vagueness in everything... Everything is in a gray, boring 

fog, so that it’s impossible even to outline the contours properly” [Bsarajii mh jkhbcmo b 

aTMOC(J)epi HeneBHOcrH, HeBH3HaneHOCTH b yctOMy... Bee b cipeH&KOMy, hvuhomv 

TyMaHi, HaBiTt KOHTypiB HaMiraTH He mojkhb jhc cjiifl] (Shchodennyk 2: 276, 7 January 

1924).

The writer’s uncertainty during this period was exacerbated by the crisis and 

chaos unfolding in Germany. “The turmoil in Germany is acquiring a Russian character” 

[KojiOTHena b HiMeHHtmi Ha6npae pociiscBKoro xapaicrepy], notes Vynnychenko on 3 

November 1923 (ibid., 2: 247). He observes cardinal negative changes in German 

society, which was disheartened by defeat:

Ixhh BOJia 3aHenana... HecnicTb, rinHicTb, SpyranbHa HenijXKyriHicTb 

nepeTBopnriHCb y  niflKynmcTb, y  3ano6iraHHa nepea rpouioBHTO-CHJibHHMH, y  

po3nycTy xa6apHHUTBa, maxpaficTBa, uiaHTa^y i apioH oro Ta h BejiHKoro 3JioflificTBa.
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Hemacrfl, 3JiHflHi, npHHHxceHHx piano CTBoproiOTb repoiB, a HacTime anoaii'B (ib id ., 2:

300,29 February 1924).

Their will has declined... Honesty, dignity, and brutal incorruptibility have 

turned into corruptibility, reverence for the power of rich people, the degeneracy of 

bribeiy, fraud, blackmail, and petty and large-scale crime. Calamity, miseiy. and 

humiliation rarely create heroes, but more often criminals.

Even though Vynnychenko had earned enough money to buy a cozy house in 

Rauen near Berlin, he nevertheless felt very vulnerable because o f the Germans' hostile 

attitude toward foreigners. This includes, for example, raids by financial inspectors 

demanding foreign currency (ibid., 2: 260, 28 December 1923). To some extent he 

develops the syndrome of an “auslander,” who feels unprotected in the hostland. 

Concerning his conflicts with German publishers, Vynnychenko points out: “I received 

the news from Kiepenheuer that he and Specht stole Chorna Pantera and sold it in the 

USA. A letter of protest against the theft. But how will this help? In today’s German 

courts all cases between a foreigner and a German end in favour of the latter* 

[CnoBimeHHfl Bin KineHroifcpa, mo BiH 3 UlnexTOM yxpaB “Hoptiy IlaHTepy”, npoaaBiiiH 

ii b  AMepuKy. J I h c t  3 npoTecTOM npora KpaaixacH. Iifo t o  noMoxce? B HiMem>KOMy 

cyuacHOMy cyni Bci nponecn uyxenHiw 3 HiMueM KmuaiOTBCs Ha k o p h c t b  ocTaHHboro] 

(ibid., 2: 207,12 April 1923). On the other hand, Vynnychenko’s dividedness under these 

difficult social conditions is evident from the sympathy he shows for his hostland: “One 

could live here, if  one could get rid o f  the ability to react to the suffering o f the local 

society. But when this is not possible, and when one has to react to everything that poor 

Germany is experiencing, then there can’t be any peace” [Modena 6  x c h t h , aon x< t u ib k h  

no3oaBHTHCE> 3jjaTHOCTH pearyBaHHx Ha nyxd nepexcHBaHHs. K o jih  xc imoro neMa, k o jih
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MycHin pearyBaTH Ha Bee, hhm )KHBe 6ijma HiMenmiHa, Toai ciiokok> He Moace 6vth] 

(ibid., 2: 251,15 November 1923).

Like other emigres, Vynnychenko expected that the Soviet regime would collapse 

in 1925, and he would be able to return home. Early that year he noted the following:

06,oyM yBaHHfl hoboY n p a u i  r a j ib M y e r b c a  H e n e B H ic n o  H a u jo ro  cTaHOBHma. 

EinirpaHTCbKi p y c b ic i r a 3 e ™  B im yroT b H a u e f i  p i x  noB opoT  a o  PociY.

Llefi pix e BiwoBaHHH i m hokd b 20-My poui hk  pix 3arH6eai 6onbuieBH3My. 

IfixaBO, h h  moY po3paxyHKH cnpaB/uiTbca? (ibid., 2: 487, 5 January 1925)

Reflections on the new work are impeded by the uncertainty of our situation. 

Russian emigre newspapers are predicting a return to Russia for this year.

In 1920 I myself predicted that this year would be the year of the fall of 

Bolshevism. I wonder if my predictions will come true?

The writer tried to reflect philosophically on his new displacement. He began to 

treat all his problems as “small losses” that paled in the face of the possibilities o f self- 

perfection and universalism: “It [displacement] doesn’t oppress me with a dreary feeling 

because the value of my life and its sense is now broader and richer for me. And this 

richness is occasionally generous and is not afraid o f small losses” [Ife He cracKye MeHe 

tockhhm noHyTTHM, 60 lUHHicTB xcHTDi i fioro ceHC Tenep aim MeHe e umpniHH, 

SarannHH. A SararcTBO pa3-y-pa3 meape i He SoYtbch HeBejiHKHx yrpaT], writes 

Vynnychenko (ibid., 2: 118, 31 March 1922). This readiness to reconcile with his 

displacement was something new that did not happen during 1907-14. Interestingly, I was 

not able to find any notes expressing Vynnychenko’s exilic wish for an immediate return, 

as he did in his letters to Chykalenko earlier. Two weeks later he wrote the following:

Mifi n e p e a o M , hk u s  B ecH a. H e H a n e  3 H eH aubK a, H a n e  H e cn o a iB aH O  3aM icT b 

TO CKH oro, M o p o 3 » H o ro  TyM aH y b  a y r n i ,  3aM icT b  x o jio a h o Y , 6e3H aaiH H oY  cjibO T H , x p i3 b  

a n y  H e BHaHO H in o r o  B n e p e a  i H a r r j r r b  K p o x iB , w epe3  a n y  B ecb  CBiT 3 a a e T b c a  B o rx o K ),
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CJlH3bK0K) fi TeMHOK) KOBOaHOO— 3aMlCTb UbOrO “ pailTOM”  n'HHKHH B iT ep, COHLie, 

MOJioai, >KmiaBi, y n e p T i 3ejieH i 6pyHbKH, 6e3Me>KHHH n p o cT ip  OJiaKHTi, ranac i roM iH  

y c b o r o  xcH B oro ( ib id .,  2: 121, April 14 1922).

M y breakthrough is like this spring. A s though out o f  the blue, unexpectedly  

instead o f  the boring and freezing fog  in m y soul, instead o f  the chilly, hopeless sleet 

through which nothing can be seen five steps ahead and through w hich the w hole world 

looks like a damp, slimy, and dark puddle, instead o f  this there “suddenly” appears an 

intoxicating wind, the sun, young, wiry, w illfu l green buds, an immense space o f  azure, 

and the cries and noise o f  everything living.

The “breakthrough,” however, was not necessarily complete. Quite often 

Vynnychenko’s optimism alternated with apathy, hopelessness, boredom, and escapist 

ideas. For instance, delighted with his purchase o f a house in Rauen, in “Monchwinkel” 

[Monk’s comer], he soon experiences a sense of disillusionment: “We escaped into this 

solitude, into this sadness o f the winds, into long autumn evenings for the sake of 

something greater, for the future. We relied on our inner essence from which we find the 

meaning of our life. And we whined so early on?” [Mh btckjih b mo caMOTy, b ueft cyM 

BiipiB, y noBri ociHHi Benopn 3apaxm Sijibmoro, 3aruw aaji&moro. Mh noHajriajiHCb Ha 

cbok) BHyrpinimo cyniicTb, 3 hko'i nepnaeMo 3MicT cBoro hchtth. I Tax paHO 

3acKaBynajm?] (ibid., 2:235,26 September 1923).

Whereas during his first displacement, when escapist notes flashed by practically 

unnoticed, now they are present frequently. Elaborating on this escapist mood the next 

day, Vynnychenko tries to reconcile it with the potential that isolation can offer him:

BHHHKHeHHH ineY: buh’h t h  Ha 5 JiiT on 30BHiuiHboro, nonmiHHoro, 

rpoMaacbKoro i npHBaTHo-TOBapHCbicoro CBny. riponaTH Bijuiy b  PayeHi h nepei'xaTH 

ao  IrajiiT, cxoBaBiim Bin ycix  cboc Micue nepeSyBaHHa h  nopBaBuiw 3b’h3kh 

aScojnoTHO 3 yciMa jiionbMH, 6jiH3bKHMH h  naneKHMH... Ha n’aTb JiiT caMOTa, npaun, 

caM03arjin6neHH«, 3acnoKoeHH5i Bcix nacoBHX, noBepxoBHx iHTepeciB. CnaBa,
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6araTCTBo, a n a a a , HecTOjnoomcTb, u e  B n n a a a e  3 KOJia m o ix  iH TepeciB  ( ib id . ,  2: 237, 27 

S e p te m b e r  1923).

The idea crops up: to leave the external, political, public, and private-social 

world for five years. To sell the villa in Rauen and move to Italy, hiding my place of 

residence from everyone and severing contacts with absolutely all people, close friends 

and acquaintances... Solitude, work, introversion, and calming down from all temporal 

superficial interests for five years. Glory, wealth, power, and ambition—all this will 

disappear from the circle of my interests.

Almost a year later the writer expressed the same thought. Ideas o f escape had 

begun to haunt him. The desire to transform himself metaphorically into a small insect 

conveys his reluctance or even fear o f engaging in public activity:32

JK a ry n e  x o n eT b ca  3a6paTHCb KyjHCb y  Hicycb mijiHHy na 3eM Hin nnflHe-ri, 

yjIBHTH c e d e  Ky30HK0K>, MepTBHM i T ax  npOKHTH XOH pOKiB 30 a a a !  I He OOSTHCb 

M o n o x a  rpO M aacbxocT H , He npHHOCHTH HOMy b * e p T B y  cbocY  b o jh ', n p a u i ,  icHVBaHHfl 

( ib id . ,  2: 359,11 June 1924).

I passionately wish to crawl somewhere into a crack on the planet and pretend 

that I am a small insect, dead, and to live like that for at least two years! And not be 
afraid of the Moloch of society, not sacrifice my will, work, and existence to it.

The dream o f isolation was an attempt to ease his anxiety and perception of life's 

absurdity. Soon Rauen seemed to be a prison: “Extraordinary outbursts o f longing, 

emptiness, hopelessness, colourlessness, and purposelessness o f the world and life... 

Rauen is like a prison, and the world is boring. [My] frightened imagination is looking 

for a more attractive place on the planet—everything is boring” [Hajt3BHnaHHHH bhovx 

tockhocth, nopOKHeni, 6e3HajxiHHOCTH, 6e36apBHocTH h 6e3niJibHOCTH CBrry it ^chtth... 

PayeH— hk TiopMa, cBiT—HyaHHfi. 3jWKaHa ysma niyicae npHBa6jiHBoro Miciw Ha

3‘ This is reminiscent o f Gregor’s transformation into a cockroach in Franz Kafka’s story “The 
Metamorphosis.”
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iuiHHeTi— Bee Hyzmo] (ibid., 2: 366,24 June 1924). His plans included leaving Europe for 

South America, Africa, or an island— so that no one would bother him. Vynnychenko 

was thus caught between his wish to embrace the whole world and to escape from it.

Along with the feeling that life was absurd, there also appeared a sense of 

aversion to it: “A feeling o f disgust and boredom from the absurdity o f life" [nonyBaHRH 

oram i h Hyn&rn Bin 6e3rny3£H hchtts], he notes in his diary (ibid., 2: 448, 26 November 

1924). His loneliness was exacerbated by his disillusionment in people around him:

Thhko no mjiocth Bia cjiaSocTH HemacHHx jiKumiB, totobhx noB33TH nepen 

MaTepiflJibHOK), (j)i3HHHo-rpouioBOK) chjiokd. Hy, xafi KopaTbCH, xafi He KHnatOTbca b 

HepiBHHH i HenoTpi6HHH 6ifl, ane xaB He nna3yK>Tb, xaK KopsTbCJi mobhkh, 3 rinmcTfo.

He 3Haio aioaeH, skhx He mtokhb KynHTH,—cepea moix 3HafioMHx TaKHx HeMae. G 

TiabKH nHTaHHH cyMH. Bia cTapHX ao Moaoanx (ibid.).

It is disgusting to the point of nausea [to see] the weakness of miserable little 

people who fawn before material and financial power. Well, let them submit, they 

shouldn’t throw themselves into an unequal and useless battle, but they shouldn’t 

crawl, they should submit silently and with dignity. I don’t know any people who can’t 

be bought—there are none among my acquaintances. It is only a question of the 

amount. From the old to the young.

In another entry we read Vynnychenko’s complaints about his loss o f identity. He 

felt uprooted, unable to adjust to his displacement, even though he claimed to have 

universal ideas:

XTocb inuiHH 3a MeHe nHBHTbcs Ha MeHe i cyMHO flHBycrbca: HOMy tm Tyr, b 

HKOMycb ManeceHbKOMy HiMeubKOMy ceni, y  HiMeubKiii xari, any HOMycb 3Beui cbocio;

Horo, hk MOKpHH ociHHifi jihctok, npwrHajio Te6e [cronn] h npHninHno T y r ,  y  ubOMy 

KyTKy HepiflHoV 3eMJii? JjHByroca, a, 3nacrbca, 3a flBaauaTb rpw poxw >khtts [y 

BHrnnai] ociHHboro JiHCTa noBHHeH 6h B3Ke npHBHHTHCb i 3BHKHyrH no npmiHnaHfl no 

HepinHHx KyTKax piflHoi ruutHerH (ibid., 2: 257,13 December 1923).
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Somebody else, instead of me, is looking at me and is sadly astonished: why 

are you here, in a small German village, in a German house, which you for some reason 

call your own; what drove and stuck you [here], in this comer of a foreign land, [like] a 

wet autumn leaf? I am surprised, but it seems to me that after twenty-three years of life 

[in the form of a] fall leaf I should have already learned and become accustomed to 

sticking to foreign comers of my native planet.

This sense of uprootedness at this particular period and historical juncture was 

experienced by other displaced writers, among them Maxim Gorky. Both Vynnychenko 

and Gorky were the most popular writers in their respective homelands at the beginning 

of the twentieth century. They shared many ideological and artistic views and were 

affected by the political change in the Russian Empire and the new Soviet state. The two 

writers lived in displacement for quite a long time, being out of favour with both the 

tsarist and Bolshevik regimes, although Gorky would eventually succumb and return to 

Russia in 1933. It remains a mystery whether Maxim Gorky went abroad in 1921 

voluntarily or not. Angry at the Bolsheviks and despised by Russian emigres, he wrote in 

a letter to Rolland that he had lost faith in Russia (qt. in Vaksberg, 150). Called “a petty- 

bourgeois fellow-traveler” [poputchik] by the Bolsheviks, Gorky was also waiting for the 

collapse of Bolshevism. In his letter to Rolland dated 21 April 1923 he confessed that he 

did not even want to return to his homeland: “I don’t have any wish to return to Russia. I 

would not be able to write, if I have to spend my time only to reiterate the refrain “Do not 

kill” (ibid., 168). A few months later (15 January 1924) he wrote to Rolland: “I will not 

return to Russia, and I am feeling more and more like a man without a homeland” (ibid., 

177).

33 Gorky— 1906-1913 and 1921-1933; Vynnychenko— 1907-1914 and 1920-1951.
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Similarly, Vynnychenko felt that he was a man uprooted from his homeland and

searching for a new identity in displacement. One extreme response to his displacement

was the thought of death, which visited Vynnychenko and his wife:

Koxa npH3Hajiacb y  cyMHiii peni: nacoM 3’flBJisioTbCfl ayMKH npo CMepTb. 

)Khth nacoM CTae HyjtHO. 3HaHHTb, Taxa B*e BTOMa. Mifi apryMeHT: CMepTb me 

6e3rjiy3nima, Hi* HaHoe3rjiy3nime *htt«. Tpe6a Goporacb 3 yroMOio i 3HecnjuiflM. 

CanbHi i 3nopoBi npo CMepTb He ayMaioTb (Shchodennyk 2: 224,23 July 1923).'4

Kokha confessed something sad: sometimes she has thoughts about death. 

Sometimes it becomes boring to live. This means that the exhaustion is so great. My 

argument: death is even more absurd than the most absurd life. One should fight 

against exhaustion and impotence. Strong and healthy people don’t think about death.

In any case, the writer did not tolerate the existing reality and found himself facing a 

dilemma: to change the world or seek isolation from it.

3.4. From Old Themes to Visions of Utopia

Here I would like to examine how Vynnychenko’s works written during the period 1920- 

25 reflect his displacement. As mentioned above, Vynnychenko achieved all his success 

mainly through his old works that were written during his first displacement (Brekhnia 

and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’). But what about his new works? How do they relate 

to his second displacement? During his stay in Germany he was quite productive as a 

writer, managing to write such works as Zakon, Pisnia Izrailia, Na toi bik, two children’s 

stories based on folklore motifs, and the three-volume novel Soniachna mashyna.35 In 

general, these works reiterate his old themes based on his past experiences and add little

34 Suicide was a case for some emigres to overcome their displacement, as that of Shraider, whom 
Vynnychenko mentioned in his diary (7 January 1926).
35 The diary indicates that Vynnychenko wrote a work called “Zlochynstvo” [Crime] but it was never 
published (2: 55,20 October 1921),
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to his writings in terms of reflecting a new revolutionaiy and post-revolutionary reality as

well as his new emigre experience. Only Soniachna mashyna revealed a cardinal shift in

his thematic and stylistic interests toward utopian and adventure narratives and in many

respects defined his present as strongly focused on his visions of the future.

The play Zakon (1921) can be seen as a continuation of a traditional

Vynnychenko theme that he had already elaborated in Memento (1909) and Zapysky

kyrpatoho Mejistofelia (1917): family relationships, the rational and irrational, desire for

maternity and the paternal instinct. Perfectly written, with a small set of characters and

concise composition, Zakon embodies the best characteristics of Vynnychenko-the-

writer. From the perspective of his contemporaries, however, both Soviet and emigre, he

seemed outdated. Ievhen Malaniuk, a prominent emigre himself, commented that Zakon

(written just before he started Soniachna mashyna) was preoccupied with old themes:

To lead the Ukrainian revolution for so long a time, to watch and (perhaps) 

experience so much, and at the same time to remain in the summer of 1922 in the same 

narrow and long-familiar circle of ‘sexual issues,’ elaborated by Artsybashev and 

Kamenskii,—this is an astonishing and strange spiritual petrification” (qt. in Moroz,

79).

While one-sided, this criticism states a certain truth: Vynnychenko still had the tendency 

of reverting to his old themes and was reluctant to elaborate new ones. In this period he 

did not produce any work based on his present experience of an emigre, such as “Taina,” 

Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’, “Olaf Stefenzon” or Rivnovaha.

The play Pisnia Izrailia (alternate title: Kol-Nidre, a famous Jewish song), 

completed in November 1921 (revised in June 1922),36 takes us to the revolution of 1905

36 The play was first published in Ukraine (Vynnychenko, Volodymyr. Pisnia Izrailia. Kharkiv: Rukh 
1930).
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and Jewish pogroms—an issue that Vynnychenko raised in his first play Dyzharmoniia 

(1906). In depicting the social and cultural emancipation of Jews in the Russian Empire, 

the writer also emphasized internal problems within the Jewish community, which was 

still governed by prejudice and religious dogmas. Soviet literary critics, while 

acknowledging the playwright’s technical skills, criticized Pisnia Izrailia for being 

anachronistic from the point of view of the “era of socialist construction”:

Kol-Nidre is written now, after the revolution, on a pre-Revo!utionary topic.

But it gives the impression that it should have appeared at least 10-12 years ago. Then, 

maybe, it would had been understandable and maybe had success. Now no one can 

explain why the author, who experienced the revolution, has chosen this ‘Judeophile’ 
interpretation of the topic... Still, in its own way as popular naturalistic melodrama, 

Kol-Nidre is constructed quite skillfully and effectively for the stage, satisfying genre 

and commercial demands 100%(Smolych 1993, 130-131).

Being probably of less importance for Soviet Ukrainian literature focused largely 

on recent events of the revolution and Civil war during 1917-20, Pisnia Izrailia, on the 

other hand, could raise more interest in the West where the Jewish question became an 

important issue through the 1920-30s. In particular, Jewish pogroms in Germany in the 

early 1920s made it a timely topic. Vynnychenko’s thorough exploration of the problem 

resulted also in an article, “Ievreis’ke pytannia na Ukraini” [The Jewish Question in 

Ukraine] (Nova Ukraina 7-8 (1923): 20-31).

The writer’s focus on old moral themes may be also explained by his commercial 

interest. Having found himself without funds in a foreign country, he could still count on 

the staging of his plays. The success of Brekhnia and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ in 

various European countries proved that earlier. Zakon was also a successful undertaking, 

albeit not to such a degree. It ran in L’viv {Shchodennyk 2: 59, 19 November 1921) and
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was planned for the “Odeon” theatre in Paris (a certain Shapiro promised to promote the 

play) (ibid., 2: 145, 26 September 1922). The play was also published by the Russian 

emigre publisher (“Vozrozhdeniie”) in Berlin (1922), but there is no evidence that it was 

staged in a Russian theatre.

Pisnia Izrailia specifically targeted Jewish audiences in the West. The play was 

accepted for staging by a Jewish theatre in the USA (ibid., 2: 143, 13 September 1922). 

Rosalia informed Vynnychenko about the prepayment of three million German marks 

(ibid., 2: 148, 15 October 1922). The writer was counting on buying a new house after 

selling the play (ibid., 2: 155, 24 December 1922). However, it is not clear if 

Vynnychenko received the money, as he borrowed 100 million marks from Mykola 

VasyFko, an ambassador of the UNR to Germany and Switzerland (1920-24) for the 

purchase (Motyl and Kostiuk, 20). While in France, he planned to stage the play in a 

French theatre with the support of the Jewish community: “There is an idea to push 

Pisnia Izrailia onto the French stage. The Jewish community should support it and 

provide financial success. Unfortunately, in these accursed circumstances, this [theme] is 

promoting itself’ [JfyMica nponxaTH “IlicHio bpai'jur Ha 4>paHny3i>Ky cneHy. JKhjubctbo 

noBHHHO nnpHMaTH i aara MaTepbuiBHHH ycnix. A cepea hhx npoKJMTHX oocraBHH ne, 

Ha xcanb, Tenep BucyBaeTBca Hanepea] (Shchodennyk 2: 649, 16 November 1925).

While working on Soniachna mashyna, Vynnychenko simultaneously wrote a few 

children’s stories: “Stelysia, barvinku, nyzen’ko” and “Viiuf vitry, viiut’ buini” [The 

Wild Winds Blow] (1922). They were a part of huge project—a ten-volume series of 

children’s stories called Namysto, each volume consisting of ten stories (called “strings”). 

But only one volume appeared in 1930 in Ukraine (Kharkiv: Rukh). The writer could
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hardly count on the stories’ commercial success, considering that his access to the 

Ukrainian market was limited by this time. It is also unknown if he offered them to a 

publisher in the diaspora. It was only owing to the short-lived period of political 

liberalization in the Soviet Union that Vynnychenko managed to publish the book (it 

included only one of the stories, “Viiut’ vitry buini,” and seven other stories written 

during 1928-29).37

From the perspective of displacement his children’s stories, as I argued in the 

previous chapter, may be considered a manifestation of nostalgia, which works to sustain 

one’s identity in extreme circumstances. The stories are an imaginary return to his past, a 

kind of escape, where the writer tries to find a reliable home. They hark back to his 

earlier narratives of the pre-revolutionary period (“Kumediia z Kostem” and "Fed’ko- 

khalamydnyk”). “Stelysia, barvinku, nyzen’ko” recounts the youthful love of two 

gymnasium students, Krupyts’kyi and Masiuchenko, for their classmate, Dina, and their 

adventures. Dina sings a folk song “Stelysia, barvinku, nyzen’ko,” which is also the title 

of the story. In Ukrainian culture the periwinkle flower (barvinok) is a symbol of joyful 

vitality, spring awakening, and virginity.38 The combination of a music and symbolic 

imagery creates a complex lyrical mood, which is reinforced by a long emotional 

prologue about the beautiful spring landscape of a Ukrainian town (93-94). The story was 

written during one spring day, and the writer signed it in the following way: “Zehlendorf. 

Forest. Sofa. 28 April 1922.”39

The title of another story, “Viiut’ vitry, viiut’ buini,” is also taken from a folk 

song. It is full of concern, future uncertainty and intimation of horrible changes. The

j7 “Stelysia, barvinku, nyzen’ko” was published in 1960.
38 See in more detail http://www.ukrlife.org/main/evshan/svmbol b.htm [13 April 2005],
39 Zehlendorf is a suburb of Berlin.
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mother of a six-year old boy named Hryn' goes to a friend’s wedding and leaves her son

with a nine-year old babysitter named San’ka. Hryn’ is afraid to be alone and asks the girl

to stay with him and tell him a fairy tale. San’ka plays with him, trades candies, and.

finally, tells him a fairy tale. After San’ka tells him the story, Hryn’ suddenly asks her to

sing a song. The short story ends with a very lyrical scene:

CaHbKa BMie TOHeHbKO-TOHeHbKO i TaK iKanioHo cniBaTH.

BiTep y  aHMapi 3aTHxae, noTiM hdkho ry a e , nane  CTapHii Ky3bMa y  conijiKy. 

JJom y  He n y ra  3a bikhom. JlaMnartKa nacTo-HacTO foiinae, Hion HaoinriH im cjib03n Ha 

OKO.

C aH bK a 3iTXae, MOBHHTb i THXeHbKO-THXeHbKO 3aBOflHTb:

Bmmb eimpu, eitomb oyitui,

Aok depeea znym bC H .

Ox, sik  oojiumb m o c  cepife,
CdMi C J lb03U  JU llO m bC H  (26).

San’ka sings in a very clear, high voice and ever so plaintively.

The wind in the chimney dies down, then hums tenderly, like old man Kuz’ma 

with his pan-pipe. You cannot hear the sound of the rain outside the window. The little 

icon-lamp blinks as though tears have come to its eye.

San’ka sighs, doesn’t say a word, and then starts singing very quietly:
The winds blow, the wild winds,
So that trees bend down.
Oh, how my heart aches 
And tears drop down.

The use of song elements attests to the author’s lyrical mood. Moreover, the song 

becomes an organizing centre of the narrative, a kind of motto, from which the narrative 

unravels. Significantly, all his subsequent children’s stories, written in France in 1928-29, 

were also titled after phrases from folk songs.
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The novel Na toi bik was the only work in which Vynnychenko elaborated on his 

recent revolutionary experiences. He started writing it in 1919 in Austria (Semmering) 

and finished it in 1923 in Rauen. It is evident from the diary that in Rauen he worked on 

the novel from 16 October to 25 November, simultaneously with Soniachna mashyna. It 

was published in Nova Ukraina (Prague, 1923, nos. 11-12) and as a separate edition 

(Prague: Nova Ukraina, 1924). Thematically, it echoes the play Mizh dvokh syl (1919). in 

which the writer touches upon the tragic events of Ukraine's struggle for independence in 

the wake of the collapse of the Russian Empire. But how can we relate Na toi bik with 

other works in this period and how does it reflect Vynnychenko's displacement? What is 

striking here is the fact that Vynnychenko started the novel in 1919 and finished it only 

four years later. Resuming his work, the writer did not make any comments in his diary, 

indicating simply the number of hours he spent on writing. Also, he would have hardly 

experienced any technical difficulties with the publication of an intriguing ‘'patriotic'’ 

novel in the disapora, inasmuch as he had already managed to publish his plays featuring 

old moral themes (e.g., Hrikh and Zakon). It may be assumed that his initial interest in the 

novel had probably waned, and he started other literary projects (e.g., Zakon, Pisnia 

Izrailia and Namysto), at the same time focusing on the promotion of his plays in Europe. 

The motivation to resume work on Na toi bik in 1923 could be explained by his growing 

sense of uprootedness, which revealed itself explicitly after the crisis in Germany in 

1923. From this perspective Na toi bik betrays some exilic features of a return to the past, 

and this work is imbued with a certain amount of lyricism. Even if the work is devoted to 

the recent revolutionary past, according to Oleksandr Hozhyk’s observation, it contains 

digressions into the childhood of the main protagonist, the doctor Mykhailo Verkhodub.
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The same digression is also pertinent for another protagonist, OFha Chomiavs'ka. Her 

nostalgic feeling about the steppe is imbued with a high degree of intimacy, so that it 

cannot be shared with anyone, except compatriots. She says to Dr. Verkhodub: “Well, it's 

a good thing that you’re a countryman! I’m very glad. And here I was thinking... Well, 

nothing. And what can be better than the steppe, our steppe? Eh? No one understands and 

cannot understand us. Am I right?” [Hy, ne ao6 pe, mo bh—seMJiaid 9l nyxce pana. A a 

6 yjio jtyMana... Hy, Hinoro. A mo Moxce 6 yTH Kpaine Bin creny, Hamoro CTeny? Ta? 

HixTO He po3yMie M He Moxce Hac 3po3yMiTH. IIpaBna?] (56). Chomiavs'ka is depicted as 

an ideal Ukrainian woman whose “face is washed with the spirit of the steppe" and who 

is visited by “the wisdom of the steppe” (55). But in general, she is preoccupied with the 

present and is going to sacrifice her life for the freedom of her homeland. In this sense, 

she reminds us of the characters in Rivnovaha, who returned home to carry on their 

struggle for the revolutionary cause.

From these examples we can see that at the beginning of his new displacement 

Vynnychenko preferred to remain on “familiar territory” (all the works are set in 

Ukraine) and referred mainly to his early experiences (except Na toi bik). Whereas during 

his first exile Vynnychenko wrote extensively about the revolution of 1905-1907 and its 

aftermath, now it seemed to be quite paradoxical that he was not focusing on the theme of 

the revolutionary events of 1917-1920, which were even more radical and tragic. To 

some extent this lacunae was compensated by his journalistic (publications in Nova doba, 

Nova Ukraina, and other periodicals) and memoir ( Vidrodzhennia natsii) writings. In the 

case of the latter, Vynnychenko appeared as a politician who, as a former leader of the
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Ukrainian revolution, was preoccupied with giving a historical report on recent events. In 

his preface to Vidrodzhennia natsii he wrote:

9l 6epy Ha ce5e TpyaHy pin: aara noBHy, npaBauBy icapTHHy oopoTbon 

yKpai'HCTBa 3a BH3BoneHHH CBoei Haui'i n ia  sac  i nicjia BejiHKoT PocificbKoV 

PeBo^fouii... Moa MeTa nepeiiTH nepe3 yci eTanw HeaaBHO-MHHyjioro, 3B'a3aTn ix. 

ojiKHHyTH HeBaiKHe h aaTH cyuijibHrm o6pa3 uhx i paaicHHX, i oojhohhx naciB Hauioi 

HemacHoV ieropiT (1:9-10).

I am taking a difficult task upon myself: to present a full and objective picture 

of the Ukrainians’ struggle for the liberation of their nation during and after the Great 

Russian Revolution... My goal is to cover all the stages of the recent past, tie them 

together, omit the inessential, and to give a complete picture of these both joyful and 

painful times in our unhappy history.

At the same time, the writings of his contemporaries, both emigres and those who 

remained in Ukraine, were permeated almost exclusively by recent developments. 

Malaniuk, for instance, broadly reflects on recent events and his own state of 

displacement in the collection of poems under the rather symbolic title. Stylet i Stylos 

[Stiletto and Stylus] (1925). In Ukraine the leading prose writer Mykola Khvylovyi gives 

a very vivid and colourful account of recent revolutionary events in such stories as “la” 

(Romantyka) [I (A Romantic Story)], “Kit u chobotiakh” [Puss in Boots] and “Lehenda” 

[Legend], etc. Although it might look strange that Vynnychenko did not respond 

creatively to the current events in Ukraine, from our perspective this inability may be 

explained by the difficulties of his displacement and sense of uprootedness.

Interestingly, although all of Vynnychenko’s works just mentioned were written 

after 1920, scholars usually include these works in the second period of Vynnychenko’s 

creativity (1907-1920), the period of moral and psychological dramas and novels (cf. 

Zerov, 440-441). Only Soniachna mashyna is treated as the beginning of the writer’s new
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stage. This kind of disparity is important for us, as it attests to the general model of the 

writer’s evolution from familiar to unfamiliar territory in displacement. This is the pattern 

of Vynnychenko’s writings in the period of his first displacement during 1907-1914: at 

the beginning he was oriented exclusively toward a Ukrainian setting and then began to 

observe local life. The only difference is that his early displacement was much milder; he 

was a young expatriate who was looking forward to contributing to social and national 

liberation. Psychologically, Vynnychenko gravitated to Ukraine and returned home even 

in the face of the danger. In that period Vynnychenko made little effort to publish his 

prose or stage his plays in translation in Europe. Images of Ukrainians are present in all 

his works with a foreign setting—“Taina,” Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid\ Rivnovaha 

and “Olaf Stefenzon”—and in which they play major roles. Even in the latter work 

everything is viewed through the prism of an unnamed Ukrainian, although all the other 

characters are foreign migrants. These works were written above all for Ukrainian and/or 

Russian audiences, and they were quickly published.

The gravitation to the homeland during 1907-14 was transformed during the 

second displacement into a new orientation toward a broader international cultural space, 

a space in which Vynnychenko tries to make a new home. This is reminiscent o f Thomas 

Mann’s transformation: “Exile has become something quite different from what it once 

was; it is no longer a condition of waiting programmed for an ultimate return, but rather 

[it] hints of the dissolution of nations and the unification of the world” (qt. in Dahlie, 

202). Vynnychenko’s European integration means staging his plays, ordering 

translations, and searching for a new audience. Going abroad, he clearly declared his goal 

to serve “real communism,” which would include not only his country but the whole
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world. This led him to a reorientation toward a broad international audience. Ukraine was 

seen as part of that international community, and this stimulated the writer to set out on a 

mission. As always, we must bear in mind that Vynnychenko’s sense of a universal 

programme stemmed from his Marxist stance, which considered the future world in 

egalitarian terms as one brotherhood and a community of all working people. But 

certainly, his new sense of belonging to the whole planet, a kind o f “world citizenship,'' 

also came from his displacement. More and more often Vynnychenko speaks in terms of 

“my planet,” “my globe,” and “the earth”—something that he did not do before.

But such a universalist position is always at risk of coming into conflict with 

particular individual problems. Although supporting the Soviet Union ideologically, he 

was ignored by its rulers. Having found a quiet harbour for his intellectual activity in pre

war Europe, he now found himself more alienated and confident in its imminent fall as a 

bourgeois civilization regardless of the fact that it had given him asylum. The crisis in 

Germany also contributed to Vynnychenko’s psychological ambiguity, leading to an 

existential self-questioning and escapism. But whereas the bitterness of his first exile 

could be reconciled by his return and further work in the name of the future revolution, 

now he was disillusioned in its results, choosing to go into European exile voluntarily and 

bring his ideals and beliefs to bear on an imaginary vision of a future communist society.

Vynnychenko’s personal and political quandary dovetails perfectly with his world 

outlook, which he defines as “optimistic skepticism”: “This is the worldview that 

corresponds best to my experience and elaborated views. My objective: to maintain my 

life on the path o f optimistic skepticism” [OirrHMicTHHHHH CKeirrnuH3M. CBiTorjum, 

jikhh HaHdijibirre BixmoBijgae MoeMy aocBiny i BHpo6neHHM nonraaaM. 3aBaaHH«:
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npoBzmHTH cbog mchtth b Hanpawi onTHMicTHHHoro CKenTnuH3My] {Shchodennyk 2: 376. 

14 July 1924). Because he was skeptical about the present, he directed his optimism to 

something beyond his reach—either in the past or in the future. In many respects, the 

present became intolerable for Vynnychenko. He found himself out o f place and insecure 

in the hostland. His major work o f the period, the utopian novel Soniachna mashyna. 

aptly articulated his universalist stance and served as a counterbalance to his extreme 

uprootedness.

3.5. Displacement and Utopia: the Novel Soniachna mashyna (1921- 
1924)

The novel Soniachna mashyna can be viewed as Vynnychenko's response to the new 

conditions of displacement and as a natural result of his literary evolution. Vynnychenko 

first revealed that he was thinking about a new novel on 28 June 1921 {Shchodennyk 2: 

41). The next day he gave the project a title—Soniachna mashyna. It would take more 

than three years to finish the work on 6  July 1924, although he revised it for some time 

afterwards. Despite his failure to publish the novel in the diaspora and the hostland (in 

German, French, and English translations), he did approach Soviet representatives in 

Prague on 31 January 1925 (ibid., 2: 508). This was a time of liberalization in all spheres 

of Soviet life—economic, cultural, and political—and despite official political 

ostracism,40 the negotiations were successful. Three years later two editions of Soniachna 

mashyna were released by the state publishing house DVU and a private publisher, 

“Rukh” [Movement]. Due to its incredible success, both publishing houses reprinted the

40 The most notorious was, probably, Boris Volin’s article “Prodelki Vinnichenka” [Vynnychenko’s Dirty 
Tricks] published in the main Soviet newspaper Izvestiia (6 October 1925), in which he called 
Vynnychenko “an agent o f  European states.” The article was a severe blow to the writer’s hopes for 
reconciliation and led him to write to the Soviet authorities to explain his position.
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novel (DVU in 1929; “Rukh” in 1930). DVU also published the Russian translation 

(1928).41

Many claim that Soniachna mashyna is the first utopian novel in Ukrainian 

literature (Bilets’kyi, Zerov, and Fedchenko). But since the first utopia. Krat's Koly 

ziishlo sontse (written and published in Canada in 1918) was hardly known to readers in 

Ukraine, it was Vynnychenko’s three-volume novel that became one of the most 

influential and innovative works in Ukrainian literature of the late 1920s. With Soniachna 

mashyna, Vynnychenko joined the “utopian club” and the enduring tradition of this 

genre. He was likely aware of the works of Nikolai Chemyshevskii, Edward Bellamy. 

Jack London, Karel Capek, and Herbert Wells (Koznarsky, 48-49). Vynnychenko 

admired Wells as a writer and had his works in his personal library. He also made 

references to the English writer in his diary: “I am reading Wells's Dream. He borrowed 

my idea. I can’t say that he developed it in a way that would make me envy him. but 

neither in a way that would prevent me from undertaking it someday” [HHTaio YejiJtca 

“Coh”. nepexonnB moio iiteio. He mojkv cK33aTH, mo BiH ii o6 po6 nB Tax, mo6  a 

3a3jtpHB. Ta HaBiTt i He Tax, mo6  a Bee ac t3kh noriM kojihcb He b3»bch h co6 i 3a Hei'j (25 

April 1933). The idea of bread made by a solar machine seems to come from Wells's 

novel Food o f Gods (Koznarsky, 48-49). During his work on Soniachna mashyna 

Vynnychenko also referred to works by the French writer Jules Veme, which may have 

helped him introduce elements of the adventure novel {Shchodennyk 2: 283, 22 January 

1924).

41 Later, the novel attracted new readers. An edition appeared in Ukraine in 1989 when the ban was lifted 
on the publication o f Vynnychenko’s works.
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In 1908 on Capri Vynnychenko met the Russian novelist Aleksandr Bogdanov, 

the author of two socio-utopian novels, Krasnaia zvezda (1908) [Red Star] and Inzhener 

Menni (1912) [The Engineer Menni]. V. Revich assumes that Krasnaia zvezda. which 

depicts an ideal future communist society situated on Mars, is probably the last classical 

utopia in world literature. In Inzhener Menni. Bogdanov goes back in time and shows 

how working people struggled against capitalists to build such a society. Soniachna 

mashyna follows this pattern and may challenge Bogdanov’s novels as the last classical 

utopian novel. One can find similar moments in both utopias: a peaceful revolution, the 

disappearance of the state as such, “effortless fulfillment of sexual desire” (Ferns. 156). 

unification in one world state and, eventually, a happy life. However, Soniachna 

mashyna, which was written some time later and was more ambitious, is also more 

complex and contains elements of dystopia and anti-utopia that add a transitional 

character to it. Moreover, Krasnaia zvezda, as Ferns puts it, “appears to pay little 

attention to the narrative problems of utopia as such” (154). In this respect, the narrative 

of Soniachna mashyna is also more skilful at revealing its experimental nature (i.e., the 

influence of Expressionism, cimematic devices, and the adventure style).

The novel as a public social phenomenon is even more significant if  we take into 

account the contradictory opinions about it: some called it a great work, other saw it as an 

aesthetic failure. In a letter to Vynnychenko Hryhorii Kosynka notes: “Let me tell you 

what I read in the newspapers: there is a long waiting list in a Donbas library, which 

bought 300 copies, to borrow Soniachna mashynal In short, our reader has good taste!” 

{Shchodennyk, 10 February 1928). At the same time, the leading conservative literary 

critic Serhii Iefremov, who. often expressed disdain for Vynnychenko’s experiments,
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intimated in his diary that the novel was a total failure: “I haven’t read such a pretentious 

and blatant book in a long time... This is the fruit of a sick mind” (4 March 1928; 1997, 

597). Among recent contemporary critics, Koznarsky calls it “one of the most optimistic 

and joyful works in Ukrainian literature” (181). Kaczurowskyj finds the finale of the 

novel “the most aesthetic picture of suicide in world literature” (2002, 163). These 

contradictory views were likely determined by various factors: the historical Zeitgeist of 

revolutionary change, the crisis of capitalism and a search for new social forms, the 

totalitarian nature of the communist experiment in the USSR, the political and economic 

uncertainty in the world, as well as Vynnychenko’s own ideological stance as a writer 

who was preoccupied with Marxist ideas, armed with his sense of mission to represent 

Ukraine in the international arena and ready to experiment with literary forms. Starting 

with (1) an examination of the novel’s plot, structure and style, 1 shall then address the 

issues of (2) utopia as a manifestation of uprootedness; (3) the ideological and 

philosophical ideas in the novel; and (4) the differences in the reception of the novel in 

the homeland and the hostland. In my study I shall emphasize the period when the novel 

was being written (1921-24), although it will be necessary to extend the analysis to 1930, 

when it reached the broad circles of Ukrainian readers and became a fact of literary and 

cultural life.

3.5.1. Plot—Structure—Style

Soniachna mashyna is an eclectic and complex work. To orient the reader I will first 

speak briefly about the plot, structure, and style.
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This utopia is set in Berlin and Germany a few dozen years after World War I. in 

the period of so-called hyper-capitalism. Friedrich Mertens is the president of a company, 

“king of rubber products” and a symbol of the new industrial and financial order that is 

determined to centralize all global capital and power in its own hands. Mertens is 

opposed by an old, dying aristocracy (the old duke Albrecht, his daughter Elisa, the 

Ellenberg family). Members of the underground organization called Inarac (the 

International Avant-Garde of Revolutionary Action) (Max Schtor, Tile, Fritz Nadel. 

Rinkel, Kestenbaum) resist hyper-capitalism through terrorist activity. Mertens plans to 

marry Elisa and thus consolidate his power. However, the conflict is resolved by an 

invention created by Rudolf Schtor, who creates a solar machine that produces bread 

from grass and solar energy. But this invention soon leads to the decline of society, as 

now there is no need to work and maintain social organizational structures. A group of 

old aristocrats wants to restore order and plots a coup, inviting the Army of Eastern 

States. But the adherents of the solar machine restore order themselves by organizing 

“creative” labour forces. They peacefully oppose themselves to the invaders, promoting 

the solar machine, love and creative labour. At the end ‘sunisnT celebrates victory and 

spreads all over the world.

Soniachna mashyna has the following structure: 1) anti-utopia; 2) dystopia; and 3) 

utopia (positive utopia) .42 The first stage shows how technical progress and the 

centralization of financial and political power led to a sharp polarization of rich and poor 

people; as a result, moral degradation and robotization embraced various strata of society 

that now stands on the threshold of social revolt. When the solar machine appears to offer

42 The structural organization and genre characteristic o f  the novel are developed in detail in Taras 
Koznarsky, Utopia i antyutopiia v romani V. Vynnychenko “Soniachna mashyna’’ [Utopia and Antiutopia 
in a Novel by V. Vynnychenko Sun Machine]. University o f Alberta, 1994 (MA Thesis).
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a solution, the utopian society suddenly finds itself on the verge of a human catastrophe: 

with no need to work, people became virtually “chewing animals”—marking the stage of 

dystopia. Only the creative initiative of the Free Union of Creative Labour, which 

managed to draw the support of the masses for the creation of a communist society, 

effectively employs the advantages o f solar energy and helps people realize that the 

solution to their problems lies above all in their inner self-organization and moral 

perfection.

The three-part structure of this utopia, however, does not correspond exactly to 

each of the three volumes of the novel. Volume One has the quality of a detective novel, 

since it is based on the disappearance of the so-called “Siegfried’s crown,” a family relic 

of the Ellenbergs and a symbol of the German aristocracy. It appears that Rudolf Schtor 

used it to create his solar machine. Volume Two focuses on the struggle for the solar 

machine. Mertens offers Rudolf a very profitable contract. But after the inventor refuses 

to accept the deal, Mertens attempts to isolate Rudolf, and discredit and do away with the 

machine. However, its supporters establish the Committee of the Solar Machine and 

assist in its distribution among the masses. Volume Three complicates the situation by 

describing a) the decline of the society, b) the struggle for the re-establishment of order 

between the reactionary and progressive forces, c) showing the opposition to the invasion 

of the Eastern army and d) the eventual victory of the supporters of the solar machine and 

the spread of communism all over the world.

This variety of episodes alternates with philosophical reflections by a host of 

characters through whom the author articulates his critique of capitalism and his vision of 

communist society (I shall address this issue in Section 3.5.3.). In many respects the
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characters lack psychological persuasiveness, which is typical for the utopian genre. In 

this respect, Wells pointed out:

There must always be a certain effect of hardness and thinness about Utopian 

speculations. Their common fault is to be comprehensively jejune. That which is the 

blood and warmth and reality of life is largely absent; there are no individualities, but 

only generalized people (9-10).

Whereas during his first displacement the author could search for real prototypes (e.g.. in 

his letters he asked Chykalenko to provide details about certain people to use it in his 

works), now his characters had become pure constructions either of ideal people of the 

future (i.e., Gertruda and Rudolf) or opponents of the new order (i.e., Mertens). 

Especially unmotivated is Mertens’s transformation from a capitalist tycoon into an 

advocate of the solar machine and his membership in the Free Union of Creative Labour.

These myriad events and winding plot are to a large extent subject to an 

experimental stylistic approach that includes expressionist and cinematic techniques, 

mixed with elements of the adventure story. Vynnychenko undoubtedly wanted to 

include some entertainment value in Soniachna mashyna, creating a spectacle-like novel, 

a roman-vydovyshche, according to Koznarsky. Critics are almost unanimous in their 

view that Soniachna mashyna signifies a cardinal shift in Vynnychenko’s literary style 

(Zerov, Pohorilyi, Syvachenko 1998) from realistic and impressionistic writing to a more 

pronounced non-realistic style. Certainly, the writer’s stay in Europe, particularly in 

Weimar Germany, played a role in this. The critic Ivan Lakyza directly connects 

Vynnychenko’s literary evolution with his displacement: “Vynnychenko’s stay abroad 

and his retreat from active political activity is likely to influence him as a writer: he has
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now acquired the formal mastery of a European writer... The European school and 

European literary skill are clearly seen in this Vynnychenko novel” (101).

Expressionism was probably the most visible stylistic device that left its imprint 

on Vynnychenko’s utopia. Syvachenko in her article “Soniachna mashyna V. 

Vynnychenka v mahichnomu koli ekspresionizmu” [V. Vynnychenko’s The Solar 

Machine in the Magical Circle of Expressionism] finds that Expressionism was 

“extremely relevant to Vynnychenko’s sensibility” (71) and largely informed by 

Vynnychenko’s displacement. The critic presents the broad context of German 

Expressionism, which may have influenced his interest in this artistic style. In particular, 

she speaks about the “ideological underpinning” in the literary works of Kaiser (Die 

Koralle, 1917; Gas /, 1918; and Gas II, 1920), and Toller (Masse-Mensch, 1921 and Die 

Maschinenstiirmer, 1922), “enlarging of repugnant phenomena” [yxpynHeHHa ornnHnx 

JtBHUt] in Dix’s paintings (e.g., Cardplaying War-Cripples, 1920; War Cripples, 1920). 

pointed criticism of the current situation in Germany in Grosz’s paintings, and the rise of 

German expressionist cinema (The Golem, 1915 and The Cabinet o f Dr. Caligari, 1920). 

Among the specific expressionistic characteristics of the novel Syvachenko identifies 

“contradictions between spiritual culture, morality, and the technical capabilities of 

humankind,” the grotesque and expressionistic manner, apocalyptic vision, movements 

and gestures without deep psychological descriptions, simultaneity of actions, 

deformation, the eradication of boundaries between real and fantastic events, and the 

transformation of images into symbols. The critic’s analysis is, however, declarative, and 

she barely connects her observations with references to the text of Soniachna mashyna.
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To demonstrate the presence of Expressionism in the novel I will focus on one of 

its aspects—the hyperbolized characterization of characters, including the grotesque. As 

a term, grotesque is applied to a “decorative art in sculpture, painting and architecture, 

characterized by fantastic representations of human and animal forms often combined 

into formal distortions of the natural to the point of absurdity, ugliness, or caricature" 

(Holman and Harmon, 219). It has the same function in literature, often indicating 

interest in the irrational, domination of one feature over another, the merger of comic and 

tragic elements, partaking of satire but carrying the expression of deep social and moral 

preoccupation. Vynnychenko’s critics (Zerov, Syvachenko, Koznarsky) noted the 

grotesque character of Soniachna mashyna. It is especially evident in the depiction of 

characters. Large bodies, their awkwardness and repugnant appearance, often implying 

parallels with animals, were a typical product of expressionist artists in their satires on 

capitalists. The paintings of the German artist George Grosz come to mind. In his Die 

Besitzkrdten [The Toads of Possession] he presents three industrialists juxtaposed against 

the poor and downtrodden. In addition to their obese figures, they exhibit other signs of 

“true” capitalists—diamond tiepins, pince-nez, and cigars (Whitford, 129). In this sense, 

Mertens’s image in Soniachna mashyna is the most grotesque; it is almost a caricature. 

He does not resemble a real man; he is rather an embodiment of a capitalist: he has a 

“bull’s neck” [banana man], a “stumpy, thick hand” [icyna TOBCTa pyxa] “fleshy ear” 

[M’acade Byxo], “meaty lips” [M’scncri ry6 a], “compact body” [Tyro 3 6 aTe Tino], 

“round knees” [xpyrjii KOJiiHa], “stubby, hard hands with thick fingers” [nymci pyxa 3 

t o b c t u m h  najitiWMa]; his face is “flabby with square sweaty jaws” [ooBaciie, 3 

KBaxtpaTOBUMa niiHBMa mejienaMa]; he often sweats and screws up his eyes from the
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light (8-10). Throughout the novel Mertens’s sweating is a recurrent image that 

emphasizes his heavy body:

A Han BepXHtOK) ry6oio npibno-npioHO, hk BoncicTb Ha crim , MOKpie niT. 

MoKpie BiH i Ha oypoMy HOJii, BwnHyroMy 3ropH, B B irH y ro M y  nocepeaHHi fi 

BHnHyroMy 3H0By Ha opoBax, nonibHOMy ao ciaJia. Po3xpHcraHi MafbKe ao  xcHBOTa 3a 

ocTaHHboio MoaoFO (mo niuuia Tpoxw He B ia  caMoro MepTeHca) rpvoi h  nepBom 

rpyaw Texc MOKpo Snnman. oa noiy (9).

And above his upper lip sweat gathers wetly, with tiny pearls resembling 

dampness on a wall. He is also sweating on his brown forehead, which protrudes at the 

top; it is concave in the middle and bulges on his brows, like a saddle. His rough, 

reddened chest, exposed almost to his belly according to the latest fashion (which came 

from Mertens’s himself), also gleams with sweat.

In the portrayal of Mertens’s face Vynnychenko also uses the epithet “rusty” [ipxcaBHH] 

to show the weakness and decay of the capitalist order. Logically, it contradicts his 

characterization of Mertens as a man with a fleshy body. But on the other hand, it 

corresponds well to the representation of the grotesque. Among animals he resembles a 

“thick-skinned behemoth,” which is what the Inaracs, Tile and Max, call him (209).

Grotesque forms are characteristic of the portrayal of Winter, Mertens’s secretary. 

He is a person with the features of a greyhound:

BiHTep, cexperap MepTeHca, b h c o k h h ,  t o h k h h ,  3 ninibraHUM j k h b o to m  i 

aoBroK) (jmioHOMieio xopTa, 6e3inyMHo h  Jierxo t o  BxonHTb, t o  BHxonHTb i3 nBepefi 

KabiHeTy, nonibHHX no uapcbKHx uepKOBHHX BpaT. I KH»3b no jiimax fioro Tina, no 

pyxax pyx i Haxuny cobanoi t o j i o b h  Moxce cynHTH npo CTyniHb 3HanH0CTi t o t o ,  no 

Koro BiHTep ninxonHTb. Ife Hajj,3BHHaiiHo nyjiHfi, ynocKOHajieHHH anapaT, mo 

3a3Hanye b cobi moHaiiMeHuiy pi3HHmo b eMaHauii’ i ' c t o t  y cjioTenax. BiH, sk HepBax, 

3flaeTbca, Mae 3naTHicTb t o  pobHTHCb ime a o b u ih m  i t o h u ih m  on nouiTHBOcTi, t o  

3mynioBaTHCb, yraraTH caMoro ce6e b cebe, crraBaTH to b c t i 'u jh m  i m c h lu h m  on 

noropnH (7).
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Winter, Mertens’s secretary, tall and thin with a drawn-in abdomen and the 

elongated physiognomy of a greyhound, steps quietly and softly back and forth through 

the office doors, which resemble the Royal Doors in a church. And looking at the 

contours of his body, the gestures of his hands and the way the dog-like head is 

inclined, the duke can judge the degree of importance of the person whom Winter is 

approaching. This is an extraordinarily sensitive and sophisticated machine that records 

the tiniest difference in the emanations of the figures sitting in the armchairs. Like a 

worm, he seems to have the capacity either to become even taller and thinner out of 

politeness or to shrink and draw into himself and become stouter and smaller out of 
arrogance.

Certainly, Vynnychenko’s descriptions of those whom he wanted to criticize more 

sharply—the capitalists—are imbued with more grotesqueness. This concentration of 

negative tones in one person can be explained by the objective of political satire. 

However, ordinary people in Soniachna mashyna also possess some expressionist 

characteristics. The Nadel family resembles the images of poor workers from Grosz’s 

painting mentioned above. Gustav Nadel, a cripple with one hand (images o f cripples 

w'ere typical in paintings by Dix and other expressionist artists), works hard at a factory 

to earn a living for his impoverished family. His daughters are

. . .b Im h o  ro j io f lH i, BiHHo nopo335iBJiK>BaHi A 3K )6h, T a  h  d in b u ie  H in o r o .  3 H a fi, 

HadHBaw i'x  3 p am < y  a o  B e n o p a , m o d  H e n m n a a H . . .  H a c to j i i  B e n e p a , He n m iiH a ,  n p o c r a ,  

n p o j r e r a p c b x a ,  a  n p o T e  TaKH Ju o flC b x a  B e n e p a .. .  A  C T apa  n a n i  H a a e / ib  d a R a y x c e  ru ieT e  

c o d i  n aH H oxH  d i a a  B ixH a. P o t  Th  T pou iK H  n ep ex p H B n eH H H  H a npaB H H  d ix ;  m o x n  

OABHCJ1H aB O M a JKOBTO-CMymaBHMH HOM’hTHMH TOpOHHKaMH; n p H nyX Jli CHHIOBaTl 

n o B ix H  Ba>xxo h  d e 3 n p H u ac H O  H ajia rc iH  H a d a H b x aT i n o p H i o w i... B x a f f  d p y a H O , 

H eoxaw H O , de3JiaaH O  (73-75).

...constantly hungry, always with open beaks [a comparison with an animal 

again], and nothing more. You have to stuff them from morning till night so that they 

don’t squawk... supper is on the table, it is not a sumptuous one but simple proletarian, 

human fare... Old Mrs. Nadel is knitting stockings indifferently near the window. Her
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mouth is skew a bit to the right; her cheeks hang down in two small yellow-brown 

crumpled bags; her swollen bluish eyelids lie heavily on her bugged out black eyes...

The house is dirty, untidy, and disorderly.

Vynnychenko exaggerates his portrayal o f  two main female characters— princess 

Elisa and Gertrude, both o f  whom have animal features. E lisa's aristocratism is 

associated with the image o f  a swan; “Princess Elisa takes smooth and dignified steps 

around the castle courtyard, holding her little head severely and easily on her large and 

sumptuous body swathed tightly in old-fashioned cloth— a head o f  a small, golden snake 

on a black swan’s body” [IIoflBip’aM 3aMxy npmmeca Eni3a npoxojtHTb ruiaBKOio. 

noBaxcHOio xoztoio, crporo h Jienco Hecyma MarreHbicy roniBKy Ha BejiHKOMy nnniHOMy 

t M ,  miJit>HO o6TarHeHOMy Ha Kpyrax Kjiydax CTapoMO^HOio aMa30HK0io,— roJiiBKa 

3 0 j i o t h c t o i  ramoHKH Ha xLni nopHoro Jieoejm] (14). Her similarity to an animal is so 

recurrent throughout the text that it seems the author wants readers to see a kind o f  a 

fairy-tale creature— half-woman and half-swan. Although Elisa is a representative o f  the 

aristocracy, she is depicted as a romantic person: “At the exit from the park the sky 

unfolds its broad, dashing blue embraces. The princess lifts her golden red head: the sky 

is so beautiful, clean, transparent, and soft that it seems as though one can fly in it 

without machines” [Ilpa Baxofli 3 napxy He6o po3ropTae uiHponeHHi po3roHHcri 

SnaKHTHi ooihMH. flpHHiteca 3Jienca niaBomrrb 30Ji0T0-HepB0Hy ronoBy: rapHe Heoo, 

HHCTe, npo3ope h  Taxe Jierxe, mo, 3naeTbCH, MOJKHa Jiixara b  HbOMy 6e3 HiaKHx 

anapa-riB] (13-14). Ultimately by the end o f  the novel she will cut o f f  with the old order 

and participate actively in the creation o f  a new communist society.

On the other hand, Gertrude, a poor girl who will become an active supporter of 

the solar machine, resembles a monster, an image that is also consistently sustained
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throughout the text: “This Monstrosity does not even try to hold herself up straight in the 

presence o f  the distinguished guest: she hunches her back, shakes her hair cut in a boyish  

style, and indifferently screws up her bulging eyes, which are the colour o f  old, golden 

bronze” [Ife CipaxoBHme He cHJiicyeTbCH HaBiTb TpoimcH piBHiine TpHMaraca y 

npHcyTHOCii bhcokoi rocTi: roponTbca, no-xjiorreaqoMy CTpinye CTpHaceHOio to jio b o io . 

Gafiay^ce Mpy>KHTb nyxaTi oni KOJibopy crapoi 30JiothctoY 6poH3n] (30). Her ugly 

outward appearance is used to emphasize her strong inner world and that she can be 

happy as a result o f  her inner harmony.

A similar contrast—ugly external appearance and rich inner world—also 

characterizes the inventor Rudolf Schtor. Elisa’s love for this limping cripple, actually 

follows the model of the Ugly Duckling tale.

Reflecting interest in the European avant-garde in cinema and combining various 

artistic devices, Soniachna mashyna utilizes elements of cinematic technique.43 This 

includes a film script technique, quick montage and sharp turns of events, and the 

depiction of movements. For instance, the narrative of the novel consists o f short 

episodes with fast changes of scenes and locations, which remind us of a film running on 

a screen. Marked with three asterisks, each volume has the following number of episodes: 

1— 45, 2— 40, and 3—40.

The novel also bears a resemblance to a film script. “It must indicate clearly,” J. 

Michael Straczynski says, “who is going to say what, when they are going to move,

4'’ The blending o f different artistic modes was characteristic o f  the Ukrainian avant-garde. Visual 
experiments were part of the agenda o f the Futurists, who created a polyartistic atmosphere. The writers 
(Mykhail’ Semenko, Geo Shkurupii, Andrii Chuzhyi, Oleksa Slisarenko), painters (VasyF Semenko, Pavlo 
Kovzhun, Volodymyr Tatlin, Anatol’ Petryts’kyi, Vadym Meller), theatre directors (Les’ Kurbas, Marko 
Tereshchenko), and photographers (Dan Sotnyk) collaborated closely in the field. Many writers were 
involved in film production as editors or scriptwriters (Mykola Bazhan, Semenko, Shkurupii, Dmytro 
Buz’ko, Leonid Skrypnyk, Oleksii Poltorats’kyi) (see llnytzkyj 1997,323-34).
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where they are going to go, how they are going to get there, how  each shot is to be 

approached, and so forth” (30). In this sense, the narrative o f  the novel contains such 

detailed descriptions that are reminiscent o f  film script instructions: "Princess Elisa is 

sitting erectly, frowning severely. The aging earl, his head bent, is looking at the floor. 

Mrs. Schtor, with hope and alarm, closely follows her son’s every m ovem ent with her 

large, silent eyes” [IIpHHueca Eni3a chuhtb piBHO, crporo 3iopaBum SpoBH. CTapnii 

rpa$. HaxHnHBnm ronoBy, otbhtbc^ b nijuiory. IlaHi IIItop i3 Hanieto h TpHBoroio 

nHJIBHO CJliaKye 3a K05KHHM pyXOM CHHa MOBHa3HHMH BeJIHKHMH OHHMa] (227); "Max's 

glance falls on a toothbrush. He grabs it furiously and searches for somewhere to hide it 

and puts it angrily into the table drawer. Then he sits down and with a decisive movement 

pulls the manuscript toward h im self’ [Iloraxa Maxca nanae Ha 3yoHy hutoukv. BiH 

j i i o t o  xanae i‘f , myxae, xyzm 6 cxoBara, h  p03nparoBaHo xnaae b  myxjumy crony. IloTiM 

ciztae h  piuryue nincyBae no ce6e pyxonnc] (157).

Movements, having visual representation, are an intrinsic feature of film. In a 

literary work this can be compensated by their detailed description. It embraces large 

visual panoramas that often have a global perspective, as well as small details as though 

seen through a film camera. This depiction of movements is well rendered in the scene of 

the invasion by the Eastern army’s aviation:

l3 -3 a  o 6 p iio  b H e6o cyH eTbca nopH a XMapa; BOHa o n H oro  Te.MHoro K o/ibopy, 3 

npaBmibHO o 6 to h 6 h h m h  niHiaMH. I^e BeneTeHCbKHH m npoK nfi KOHyc uinujieM  y n ep en . 

K oH yc cyn eT b ca  3 noMiTHOK) m BHUKicno, 3axpHBaronh co6 o k > XMapm-m, 3aHMax>HH 

co6 okd m op a3  S in b iu y  nacTHHy H e6a, a x  x o 6 ot crpaxoB H m a, p y x a e r b c a  t o  BnpaBo, to  

b ju b o . I m o  6nnxcHe, t o  nepenH a fio ro  nacTHHa cT ae acH iu ia  B in 3aaHbo'f, p ia m a , pa6a .

Bare bhuko, mo erpaxoBHine hcmobSh BxpHTe nyctcoK), mo xoacHa nycomca e oxpeM e 

n o B ra c re  T in o  (552).
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A black cloud is advancing into the sky from beyond the horizon; it is dark 

with evenly shaped contours. It is a huge, wide cone pointing forward. The cone moves 
with noticeable speed, blocking the clouds and increasingly occupying a greater part of 

the sky, like the proboscis of a monster, moving from right to left. The closer it gets, 

the clearer its front part becomes from the rear one; it becomes thinner and spotted.

You can see that the monster seems to be covered with scales and that each scale is a 

separate long body.

or in the scene of the plane crash:

P a rr ro M  3 a n i3 H e  tu io  M aiuHHH e rp y iiiy eT b C H  H ecnojU B aH H M  K opneM . J 3 |o k to p  

PyttOJtb(|) M auiH H aibH O  xanaerbCJi 3a n o p y n n a  c m p m m ,  a thm  n a co M  p y tc a  M a f ic r p a  

K iH a  uiBHjtKO n e p e c T p n S y e  T pou iK H  B ro p y  H a 6jincK V H e a e p a c a i ib u e  i CHJtbHO KpvTHTb 

H o ro  B6iK . Ane 3 a n i3 H e  K p H Jiare  tu io  3HOBy 3 a p H ra e T b c a , noT iM  noM H Hae c rp H o a T H  

H anpaB O , HaniBO, CKajKeHo K o p n e B o  n p o n a c r b c a ,  p B e T b c s , JiKnye. C n w H a  M a ficT p a  

K iH a  H ecnoK iH H O , p o 3 ry 6 jie H O  c o B a c r b c a  t o  b oahh  6 iK , t o  b n p y rH H .. .  a n a p a T  

npO>KOrOM, HaXHJIHBUIHCb HOCOM yH H 3, JieTHTb AO  3eM Jli (415).

Suddenly the steel body of the machine is shaken by an unexpected spasm. Dr. 

Rudolf automatically grabs the seat’s railing; meanwhile the hand of the master 

workman Kin quickly moves slightly upward to a small shiny handle and turns it 

sharply aside. But the steel winged body shudders again; then begins jumping to the 

right and to the left, savagely and spasmodically resisting, bucking, and raging. Kin’s 

spine moves agitatedly and confusedly to one side and the other... the machine, with its 
bow bent downward, flies to the ground.

Vynnychenko also used a literary technique germane to an adventure and 

detective story with an intensely dramatized plot that makes the narrative more dynamic 

and pleasantly affects the nerves (Khrystiuk 1929). Holman and Harman define the genre 

of adventure story as “a story in which action—always exterior, usually physical, and 

frequently violent—is the predominant material, stressed above characterization, 

motivation, or theme” (5). The adventure story was very popular in the West owing to
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works by Jules Verne, Arthur Conan Doyle, and others. The detective story, as a form of

adventure based on the commission and detection of crime, came into prominence in the

1880s, with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories. The adventure story

tradition began penetrating Ukrainian literature in the 1920s and was represented in the

works of Sandro Kasianiuk, Ivan Senchenko, Iurii Smolych, Geo Shkurupii. and others.44

Ilnytzkyj points out that the Ukrainian avant-garde, particularly Futurism, turned to such

works to undermine traditional realistic prose (1997,294-95).

In Soniachna mashyna the adventure narrative is sustained through episodes that

depict explosions, a man-hunt, car chases, escapes, terrorism, military invasion, etc. The

Inaracist Max, for instance, escapes from the police by running and jumping onto roofs of

high buildings. Here is how Vynnychenko portrays an assassination attempt on Mertens

by the Inaracists Tile and Max:

P a rn o M  H aa roiiOBOio 13 CTpauieHHHM TpicKOM i rypKOTOM po3KOHycrbC5i 

Bn6yx. BoMSa? TpiM?

A b to  BHflHpaeTbCH H a HHCTy n o p o r y  h HeceTbCfl B y j in u e io .  I la H  n p e3 H n eH T , 

BinKHHyBmHCb H a 3 a a , B e c e n o  BHTHpae J iw u e , uihho, pyKH h B3>kko ,a n x a e .  Hy, mo? 

H a M ’aB  Byxa? UJo? Hi? JJe jk Ti n a p u iH B u i 3 cboimh 6om 6& m m ?  Ta?

B H nyuiyiO H H  KOJiecaMH, sk i3 chkbbok, CTpy'f bo^ h, no T ea T p y  n  umbrae a p y r e  

aBTO. B HbOMy c w w r b  Tine ft M a x c .  JJom 3ajiinjnoe bi'kohlw, a n e  h K pi3b 3 a n jia K aH e  

CKJ10 BHAHO, mo I0 p 6 a ,  aK  nicjIH  3aK lH H eH 0r0  CBSTa, HCHBO, n inH ST O  KOJlHXaiOHHCb 
y jiH B a e rb c a  3HOBy b T eaT p .

Tine jik jto  3 u in jn o e  3y6H. n i3 H o —BTiK TOBcromKypnH dereMOT (209).

Suddenly an explosion crashes over the crowd with a terrible noise and rumble.
Was it a bomb? Thunder?

44 Apparently, adventure writings can be confirmed by the response o f literary critique. One o f  them, for 
instance, was an article by Hryhorii Maifet, “Analiza detektyvnoi noveli” [Analysis o f a Detective Story] 
which analyzes a story by Shkurupii. entitled Provokator [Agent Provocateur] (Zhyttia i  revoliutsiia. 1 
(1928): 66-72).
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The car careens onto the empty road and rushes along the street. The president, 

leaning backward, merrily wipes his face, neck, and hands and breathes heavily. So 

what? Did he yank their ears? What? No? Where are those bastards with their bombs?

Splashing jets of water with its wheels, another car rushes up to the theatre.

Tile and Max are inside. The rain plasters the car windows, but even through the tear- 

stained glass you can see that the swaying crowd, like after a celebration, is pouring 

excitedly into the theatre again.

Tile’s lips are clamped tightly in a furious grimace. It’s too late—the thick- 

skinned behemoth has escaped.

The detective element in the novel is connected with the “Siegfried’s crow n."  

which also symbolizes the possibility of restoring monarchic rule in Germany. The 

importance of this symbol is emphasized by princess Elisa Ellenberg, who stipulates that 

she will marry Mertens only after he finds the crown that was stolen by an unidentified 

person. It turns out that Rudolf Schtor took the crown, which he needed to carry out 

experiments for the creation of the solar machine. After he returns the family relic to its 

owners, the adventure plot abates. To some extent the author used the adventure device to 

instill his ideological tenets in his readers.45

Despite some criticism of Vynnychenko’s stylistic devices (which I shall address 

below), they were elements that may have helped to counter its awkwardness as an 

ideological construct, a product of the different “horizon of expectation” that existed 

between Ukraine and Europe.

45 This device is used in Chemyshevskii’s novel Chto delat’? [What Is to Be Done?] (1863). The novel was 
an important work in Russian literature, which alluded, in the form o f a dream, to a future communist 
society and perfect people.
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3.5.2. Utopia as a Manifestation of Uprootedness

The issue of how geographical displacement influences utopian writing has not been the 

focus of much attention in the vast field of utopian studies. However, the relationship 

between utopia and social reality has been the subject of many works (Bloch. Mannheim. 

Ricoeur. and Plattel). This gives us a theoretical clue of how to approach this type of 

analysis. Some aspects of how Soniachna mashyna is related to Vynnychenko’s 

displacement were examined in works by Onyshkevych (the influence of the socio

political situation in Germany, 1972) and Syvachenko (cultural and artistic influence, 

1998). Pohorilyi generalized that geographical displacement as a social and cultural 

phenomenon contributed to the new direction in Vynnychenko’s writings, but he did not 

focus on the mechanism of this change (cf. preface). Here I would like to examine how 

utopia might be specifically connected with displacement.

Why write a utopia at this time? Was it only Vynnychenko’s ideological 

predisposition? I will argue that his social, cultural, and psychological displacement, 

which I have addressed above, was a very important factor in his turn to this new 

endeavour, which marked a cardinal shift in his literary career. Utopia (Greek u-topia— 

nowhere, not here) as a genre can be seen as very appropriate for a displaced writer. 

Since ancient times, it appears as a result of dissatisfaction with life in the present, a 

response to a state of crisis in society, and as a possibility to transcend the given reality. 

“We dream of utopia because we are unhappy,” Milton Ehre says. Thus, utopia, as Karl 

Mannheim argues, has a wish-fulfillment function:

When the imagination finds no satisfaction in existing reality, it seeks refuge in 
wishfully constructed places and periods. Myths, fairy tales, other-worldly promises of
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religion, humanistic fantasies, travel romances, have been continually changing 

expressions of that which was lacking in actual life (205).

At the time that VynnychenJko was working on Soniachna mashyna. he found 

himself in a state of extreme uprootedness and ambiguity (see section 3.3.). Utopia, as 

Vynnychenko’s case demonstrates, helped channel his escapist tendencies and smooth his 

anxiety and uncertainty, helping him to overcome the absurdity of his present by 

projecting a better future. Vynnychenko revealed as much when he was finishing his 

work on the novel (7 January 1924):

B 3 a r a n i  m h  jkh bcm o  b aT M O C $ ep i H eneB H ocT H , H eB H 3H aM eH oc™  b y cb O M v . B 

n o j i m m i :  H eneB H icT b , H eB i'aoM icTb K iH ua e iv i irp a u ii,  n a a iH H a  SoxibuieB H K iB ,

B inpo /oK eH H a y K p a 'm cb K o i aepxcaB H O cTH . Ilo jiiT H H H a p o o o T a  3 a  K opaoH O M . 3 anejK H T b 

B in  n o a o p o a c i  a o  n p a r u , — H eneB H icT b. I l o a o p o a c  a o  I J p a r n ?  H e n eB H icT b , hh  MaTHMy

B i3y,— IUOCb Hi51 KOI HyTKH.

C n p a B a  3 K in e H ro n e p o M , nocTaH O B K a m oVx  n ’e c .  H en eB H O , m e  bo btv3 hmoch 3 

a o ro B o p o M .— y K p a 'iH tjju ib M ?  H en eB H O , H eB iaoM O , hh 6 y a e ,  hh  He 6 y a e . . .  C jio b o m , 

H in o ro  Hi b h o m v  H eM ae n e B H o ro , T B e p a o r o ,  H a a iH H o ro .. .  I b iu h  oScT aH O B ui n H c a m  

p aa icH H H , BneBHeHHH, “ y T B e p a m a io m H H ”  K iH eu b  “CM”! (Shchodennyk 2: 276)

In general, we live in an atmosphere of uncertainty and vagueness about 

everything. In politics: uncertainty about the end of emigration, the fall of the 

Bolsheviks, and revival of Ukrainian statehood. Political work abroad. It depends on 

my visit to Prague—uncertainty. A visit to Prague? It’s not certain that I will obtain a 
visa—there has been no response yet.

The affair with Kiepenheuer and the staging of my plays. It’s uncertain because 
we are still dealing with the contract. Ukrainfilm? It’s uncertain and unknown if it will 

work out or not... In a word, there is nothing certain, stable, and reliable about 

everything... And in these circumstances, how can I create an ending for Soniachna 
mashyna, which is joyous, positive, and affirmative!

In Chapter One I mention a specific feature of displaced writing that tends to be 

alienated from the present and preoccupied either with the past or the future. Utopian
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thinking is an explicit manifestation of this tendency to focus on the future. “The essence 

of the utopia,” observes Plattel, “consists in the liberating impetus to transcend the 

limitations of human existence in the direction of a better future” (44). We clearly saw 

Vynnychenko’s crisis with regard to the elaboration of new themes right after 1920. 

Although they were well written, Zakort, Pisnia Izrailia, and Namysto, were a reiteration 

of old themes and represented a return to the past (the one exception to this pattern was 

Na toi bik). Now Vynnychenko had suddenly moved to the projection of the future in 

Soniachna mashyna. Certainly, this work may be considered an outcome of social 

utopian thinking (Lysiak-Rudnytsky, Koznarsky), but I suggest that the social and 

psychological condition of displacement is also rendered in this literary form. Home is 

not only the past but also the future, as Gurr puts it (121). While residing in an anxiety 

provoking hostland, the writer is able to find peaceful home in the future.

To develop this assumption, I will further dwell on the concept o f nostalgia, 

which was raised earlier. Interestingly, Vynnychenko worked on Soniachna mashyna 

simultaneously with his children’s stories, which elaborated a nostalgia for the past. Can 

Soniachna mashyna too be related to a nostalgia for the past? The theory of nostalgia 

proposes that there is a direct relationship between nostalgia for the past and nostalgia for 

the future. M. Mike Nawas and Jerome J. Platt, in their article “A Future Oriented Theory 

of Nostalgia,” define the latter as a mildly neurotic state that results from an unsuccessful 

adaptation to one’s present surroundings and concern over the future. The concept of 

home both in physical and spiritual terms is at the core of people’s nostalgia. Home gives 

meaning to life and a sense of belonging. Home, as Frederick Buechner puts it, is a place 

of origin and an ultimate destination, to which a man inevitably comes and where s/he
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can “find something like the wholeness and comfort of home within ourselves” (2). In 

mythological terms, home takes the form of paradise, which has an archetypical basis. 

“The longing for freedom from conflict, suffering and deprivation is an eternal human 

dream of great emotional power. It is the dream of total happiness, embodied in almost 

all cultures in the myth of Paradise,” writes Mario Jacoby (vii). In terms of utopia, this is 

a future ideal and perfect society, for which one longs.

In Vynnychenko’s novel the vision of the future is depicted in bright and vivid 

colours and images. The metaphor of the sun is dominant; it is present in the title of the 

work (it is also present in the title of Krat’s utopia, Koly ziishlo sontse), as well as in its 

motto: “I dedicate this work to my sunny Ukraine” [IIpHCBflHyio m o 'ih  coH aH H iH  

YKpai'Hi]. People’s expectations of a new life are paralleled by the expectation of the 

sunrise: “The crowd of people is impatient and they raise their heads to the sky—the sun 

will rise quickly... [Gertrude]—Well, Elisa! Well, my wonderful, my beautiful!... Look, 

what a celebration! The sun will rise right now” [IOp6 a HeTepnejiHBHTbca ii 3azmpae 

ronoBH no He6 a—xyrico 3mae coHiie... [Tpyna]—Hy, Ejii3o! Hy, nyaectta, npexpacHa!... 

B h  xc nH B iT& cx, axe c b h t o !  3 apa3 comie 3iSne] (609).

Gertrude’s vision of the future society fits the traditional pattern of a society with 

material abundance, comfort, and a sense of people’s universal brotherhood, resembling a 

paradise:

Ax, Eni30, ak Moxce Gyro rapHO, npexpacHo xchth. Bh yxBrrb co6i, mo kojih 

mh Gyae.wo npamoBarn BCboro no aBi o6oB’s3KOBi roaHHH Ha neHb— ycboro no jibi' 

roflHHH!— t o  mh Bci, Bci 6e3 HaHMeHinoro BMHHHTKy, 6yaeMO MaTH, nepme—  

npexpacHi noMemKaHHa, npyre— nynoBi, 3pyHHi, po3KimHi Me6jii, TpeTe— b koxchIh 

xiMHaTi Syne xiHO, eKpaH, TejietJiOH, KiHoraieTa, panio^OTorpatJiiV 3 ycboro CBiiy, 

neTBepTe— Bci mh SyneMO h o c h th  HaHTOHme noxiOTHO, luobkh, HaHKpami Marepii',
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rvaTe— b  koh ch oto  6yae b b t o , aepo b c h k h x  c h c t c m , uJOCTe—m h  3Mo>xeMo JiixaTH 3 

oflHoro KiHua 3eMJii HaapyrHH, HisKHX KopaoHiB... (529)

A h , E lis a ,  h o w  w o n d e r fu l  it  c a n  b e , h o w  w o n d e rfu l  to  liv e . J u s t  im a g in e  th a t  

w h e n  w e  w il l  b e  w o rk in g  o n ly  fo r  tw o  o b lig a to r y  h o u rs  p e r  d a y — o n ly  fo r  tw o  

h o u r s !— th e n  w e  sh a ll a l l ,  w ith o u t  e x c e p t io n , h a v e , f i r s t ly — w o n d e r fu l  r e s id e n c e s ,  

s e c o n d ly — n ic e ,  c o m fo r ta b le ,  a n d  lu x u r io u s  fu rn itu r e ,  th i rd ly — th e r e  w ill  b e  a  f ilm , 

s c r e e n ,  te le p h o n e ,  f i lm -n e w s p a p e r ,  ra d io -p ic tu re s  in  e v e iy  ro o m  f ro m  a ll o v e r  th e  

w o r ld ,  f o u r th ly — w e ’ll a ll  w e a r  th e  m o s t  d e l ic a te  c lo th , s i lk ,  a n d  th e  b e s t  fa b r ic , 

f i f th ly — e v e ry b o d y  w ill  h a v e  a  c a r  a n d  a e ro 46 o f  v a r io u s  s y s te m s ,  a n d  s ix th ly — w e 'l l  b e  

a b le  to  f ly  f ro m  o n e  e n d  o f  th e  p la n e t  to  a n o th e r  o n e . a n d  th e r e  w o n ’t  b e  a n y  b o r d e r s . ..

This bright future is also emphasized by the idea of free love relationships.

Gertrude articulates Vynnychenko’s belief in it:

A  KOxaHHa? E jii3o ! B h  5K n o flyM aifre : h Ik k h x  iu jn o 6 iB , K om rpaicriB , HiflKoro 

K ynyBaH Ha h  npoflaBaHHH c e 6 e  3a  rp o u i i ,  3a  “ craH O B H m e b  CBrri” , 3 a  TM Tyjw. J I k) 6 h , 

K oxafi, K o ro  x o n e u i ,  a x  x o n e u i ,  cxijibKH x o n e rn . I -rijibKH T o ro , x t o  T o6i j h o 6 h h , x t o  

nizrxoflH Tb n o  T eo e , x o r o  t h  b L u  y c b o ro  T ina  h  n y u i i  cbogY x o w eu i H33BaTH c b o Vm  

MyxceM ... B y n y T b  a St h ?  O , 6 y n b  n a c x a !  M oacH a MaTH Tx cxuibKH x o n e u i 6 e3  C Tpaxy 3a  

lXHio n o m o . I HiaKHX “ He3aKOHHHx”  fliTeHl B c i— 3axoH H i, Bci— B in y c ix  MyxciB, h k h x  a 

x o n y  M ara  x o h  T H cany! (5 3 1 )

A n d  w h a t  a b o u t  lo v e ?  E lisa !  J u s t  th in k : n o  m a r r ia g e s ,  n o  c o n tr a c ts ,  n o  

p u r c h a s in g  a n d  s e l l in g  o n e s e l f  f o r  m o n e y , f o r  “ s ta tu s  in  th e  w o r ld ”  a n d  f o r  t i t l e s .  Y o u  

c a n  l ik e  a n d  lo v e  w h o m e v e r  y o u  w a n t,  h o w  y o u  w a n t ,  a n d  h o w e v e r  lo n g  y o u  w a n t.

A n d  o n ly  t h e  o n e  w h o  is  b e lo v e d  b y  y o u ,  w h o  s u i ts  y o u ,  a n d  w h o m  y o u  w a n t  to  c a ll 

y o u r  m a n  w ith  y o u r  w h o le  b o d y  a n d  s o u l .. .  A n d  w h a t  i f  th e r e  a r e  c h i ld r e n ?  G o  r ig h t 

a h e a d !  Y o u  c a n  h a v e  a s  m a n y  a s  y o u  w a n t  a n d  n o t  b e  a f r a id  f o r  th e i r  fa te .  A n d  th e re  

w il l  b e  n o  “ il le g i t im a te ”  c h ild re n !  A ll o f  th e m  w ill  b e  le g i t im a te ,  e v e ry  s in g le  o n e —  

f r o m  a l l  m e n  w h o m  I m a y  d e s i re ,  e v e n  i f  I w a n t a  th o u s a n d !

Vynnychenko’s preoccupation with the future in this novel is unmistakable in

comparison with his earlier works. In Soniachna mashyna his revolutionary heroes

46 Vynnychenko means “airplanes."
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constantly reflect on how beautiful the future will be, while in his works from the first 

displacement (e.g., “Taina,” Chesnist’ z soboiu, Rivnovaha) his revolutionaries do not go 

further than focusing on their current revolutionary activity.

In contrast, the present world of the novel is depicted as being unbearable. Mostly 

this is implied by the existence of the hyper-capitalist society and the centralization of 

power whereby a handful of people decide the fate of the majority. The terrorist 

organization Inarac emerges as the “inevitable result and logical consequence of the 

social and political regime that has been established by the current hosts of the country; it 

is a natural response to despotism and the social terror of the kings of the stock 

exchange” (42). This is a society of unhappy people. But this unhappiness is not only the 

result of capitalist injustice but also of moral imperfection. Mertens is actually as 

unhappy as the poor proletarian Gustav Nadel. Rudolf articulates this position:

[ 51]  3po6H B  M acy uixaBHX BLaxpH rriB . H a n p n x J ia a : m acrrs— T an a  Han3BHHafiHO 

p u m a , H eHopM ajibH a p ia  y  ju o n e f i, m o  T o ro , KOMy BOHa n o n a a a e r b c s ,  BBam aioTb 3a 

K eH opM ajibH oro. ripaB.ua? ... U facT a— t o  H eHopM anbHicTb, o n ’jm iH Ha a 6 o  

6o5K eBinjia... I TinbXH c b o ro n H i, m oi naHOBe, 3po3yMiB ax c i l ia ,  n e p e 3  m o  m o a n  n ’lOTb: 

b o h h  x o h  TpomKH xoHyrb Ha6aH3HTH c e d e  ao macra. A a e  H a macra n 'a H o r o  

aH B aaT bca 3 nocM iim coio , 6 o  3HaiOTb, m o  noro “ HeHopM anbHicTb”  m h h c , a n e  Ha m acT a 

“ S oaceB iabH oro”— cepwo3HO, 3 ocrpaxoM, i3 acaaeM , 3 h ih k o b h m  ycM ixoM . O t ,  

HanpHxaaa, a x  b h  Bci Ha MeHe. ripaBaa? (225)

[I] made many interesting discoveries. For instance: happiness is such an 

extremely rare and odd thing in people that the person who manages to obtain it is 

considered abnormal. Right? ... Happiness is abnormality, intoxication, or madness...
And just today, my dear, I completely understood why people drink alcohol: they want 

to get closer to happiness, if only a little bit. But people smilingly observe a drunk’s 
happiness because they know his “abnormality” will pass, but the happiness of a 

“madman” they regard seriously, with fear, pity, and an embarrassing smile. For 
instance, the way you look at me. Right?
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Soniachna mashyna may thus be easily placed within this paradigm of nostalgia 

and explained by Vynnychenko’s uprootedness, his alienatation from the present, and his 

search for happiness and home in the future. His children’s stories, on the other hand, 

correspond to the other pole of nostalgia, which depends on the past. But whereas 

nostalgia for the past is based on an individual experience, nostalgia for the future can 

rely only on social expectations and beliefs. This amplitude of the concept shows not 

only the restorative power of nostalgia but also its strong predisposition to change the 

current world—which is an echo of the author’s political and ideological preoccupation.

Lewis Mumford classifies two forms of utopia: escape and reconstruction. The 

utopia of escape “seeks an immediate release from the difficulties or frustrations of our 

lot... [It] leaves the external world the way it is... [in which] we build impossible castles 

in the air.” A utopia of reconstruction “attempts to provide a condition for our release in 

the future... [it] seeks to change [the world] so that one may have intercourse with it in 

one’s own terms... [and] we consult a surveyor and an architect and a mason and proceed 

to build a house which meets our essential needs” (15). Plattel also admits that utopian 

escape from reality reflects “a realm of alienation,” which in extreme cases takes on 

degenerated forms:

These “utopias of escape” become a danger and assume a totalitarian form 
when they are mistaken for pictures of a real world... It no longer plays with the 

possibility that things could be different but degenerates into an authoritarian wishful 

dreaming of social myths or, if it is less powerful, into a dogmatic hammering on 
ideological positions...

A healthy utopia offers a new perspective on man and society, but its content 
must be given further shape by means of experience inspired by the utopia (81).
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Within this framework, Vynnychenko’s children’s stories can be viewed, roughly 

speaking, as his escape, albeit not a utopian one, from the present into the past: whereas 

his utopian novel—as a utopia of reconstruction—projects his expectation into the future. 

But we must also bear in mind that the impetus for reconstruction may be stimulated by a 

wish to overcome one’s reality or, so to speak, to escape from it. In his critique of 

Vynnychenko’s writings, Kaczurowskyj indicates elements of escapism in Soniachna 

mashyna, which smoothly correlate with the writer’s own strong escapist tendency during 

this period (2002, 163). It looks as though borders of escape and reconstruction may 

actually blur and overlap, and they also share the same source—dissatisfaction with the 

present condition. Utopian writers often find themselves in a kind of displacement— 

inner, when they remain in the homeland, or outer, when they are forced to move to the 

hostland. Thus, being out of the homeland is not a necessary prerequisite to creating a 

utopia, but it may influence considerably a writer to take this path. Much depends on 

personality and social or historical conditions.

When the present is intolerable, utopia constitutes a suitable foundation for 

transcending the given reality, and at the same time provides a sense of rootedness. 

“Whatever might be said or thought of utopian speculation,” says Peyton E. Richter, “a 

study of its historical development and various forms will reveal it to be something which 

springs from deep within the human psyche, giving expression to the human need for 

rootedness as well as transcendence” (4-5). Vynnychenko’s attempts to transcend 

existing capitalist reality resemble the notion of religious exile for persons who consider 

their true home beyond the earth. The religious aspect may sound paradoxical in relation 

to Vynnychenko, as he was persistently opposed to any form of religion. But the idea of
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socialism, besides its pragmatic aspect, also had religious overtones, proclaiming an ideal 

and perfect society somewhere in the future. Among proponents of this idea was Anatolii 

Lunacharskii, whom Vynnychenko met in Europe (Capri and Paris). In Lunacharskii’s 

two-volume work, Religiia i sotsializm [Religion and Socialism] (St. Petersburg. 1908- 

11), he defined socialism as the last religion in the world. In his opinion. Marx's 

philosophy is a religious philosophy, and socialism, as a form of religion, could be of 

enormous strength. What is similar in this case between religion and socialism is the 

rejection of the present as temporary and defective, and hope and faith in the coming 

future. In Ernst Bloch’s opinion, the utopian function is the ‘'principle of hope." 

Vynnychenko’s reflection on hope at the beginning of the novel conveys this religious 

rhetoric: “Hope is a miraculous, frightening thing. It is that which leads the convicted to 

death on the scaffold, not fear or submission... That is what reanimates corpses, puts 

cripples back on their feet, makes the blind see; fills the withered, lifeless, and inert with 

its juices and energy” [HyaofliHHa, cxpamHa pin—Hazmi. To BOHa, a He CTpax, He 

n o K ip m c T B  B e n e  sacy z w c e H H x  Ha CMepxt Ha em a(j)O T ... I BOHa o k h b j ii o c  MepTBHiciB, 

craBHTb Ha Horn Kanix, po6 htb b h j c o ii ih m h  He3psranx; b h c x jih x , 6 c 3>k h b h h x ,  iHepraHX 

cnoBHioe coKaMH h eHeprieio] (7-8).

Among the various features of utopia Paul Ricoeur distinguishes the concept of 

‘nowhere,’ a specific exterritoriality of utopia that allows, in an imaginary way, the 

construction of an alternative perspective of a human society. Certainly, the 

“nowhereness” o f utopia appeals to a displaced person’s constant dilemma of 

geographical location, which triggers a number of social, cultural, and psychological 

questions concerning the adjustment and negotiation between the homeland and hostland.
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At first glance, it may seem that Vynnychenko does not follow this principle and sets his 

narrative in a concrete place—Berlin (symbolizing Germany). He uses, for instance, 

specific German names: Hans, Rudolf, Max, Frieda, Friedrick, Elisa, Georg, Adolph, 

Gertrude, etc. (Gertrude is truncated to Truda, which sounds very symbolic both in 

Ukrainian and Russian—“Labour”). Actually, this was the writer’s “principle of locale” 

governing the use of the hostland in his works. He applied it during his first exile in 

France (i.e., “Taina,” Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’, Rivnovaha and “Olaf Setefenzon”) 

and Italy (“Istoriia Iakymovoho budynku”), and he would also utilize this principle later, 

after his second move to France (Velykyi sekret, Poklady zolota, Vichnyi imperatyv, 

Leprozorii and Nova zapovid’ are all set in France).

Zales’ka-Onyshkevych acknowledges that the general social and political 

situation in Germany had an impact on the writing o f  Soniachna mashyna (1972, 61). 

Vynnychenko shows the state o f  chaos and uncertainty and the opposition o f  different 

political forces in Germany in the 1920s. The narrator in the utopia observes that 

“Contemporary Germany is an iron and concrete house full o f  insane, morally weak, 

predatory, ruthless, and terribly unfortunate beings” [[C]ynacHa HiMeuraHa— ue 

3aJli306eT0H0BHH ZtlM SoJKeBUIBHHX, MOpaJILHOOrOJieHHX, XHJKOXCOpCTOKHX i 

MOToponiHOHemacHHX icroT] (28) (cf. the writer’s diary notes about the current situation 

in Germany). The use o f  the locale was Vynnychenko’s strategy to enter the new  society 

and its market. The writer admitted that the German setting o f  the novel, albeit fictitious, 

was designed to attract local readers. It is particularly evident when he complains later in 

France that the German locale might create a problem for the novel’s publication in 

France: “ ,..[T ]he subject matter is [taken] from the life o f  Germany. So, the question
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arises whether it is doomed to failure if  is published now in France'’ [...[3]MicT poMaHy 

[ b 3 j i t o ]  3 h h t t k  HiMeuuHHH. Once, BHHHKae nuTaHHa, h h  He 3acyn^cyeTLCH pin Ha 

npoBan, » k iu o  Tenep BHmacT&ca y OpaHni'i] (Shchodennyk 2: 522,28 February 1925).

However, in many respects the German setting is vague, not concrete, and quite 

symbolic, revealing the utopian characteristic of “nowhereness” or, I would say. 

“everywhereness.” This type of setting manifested itself also in Vynnychenko’s works 

that were written during his first displacement (e.g., “Taiemna pryhoda” and "Chudnyi 

epizod” or the conventionalized setting of his plays). Many critics rejected the German 

setting as an authentic place. For Richyts’kyi, for instance, the setting is Berlin, Germany, 

and the whole world at the same time (6 8 ). Although the events take place mainly in 

Berlin, Bilets’kyi notes that the city often has the flavour of a countryside and does not 

impress as a new metropolis (121). Zerov observes that Vynnychenko, while depicting 

Germany, did not loose touch with Ukrainian realities of the time. For instance, the 

German characters resemble Ukrainians who, after obtaining the solar machine, “give 

themselves over either to a bee-keeper’s tranquility or Zaporozhian drinking sprees” 

instead of German-like order (Zerov, 454). In this sense, as Koznarskyi points out, it 

would be difficult for Europeans to recognize “themselves” in the novel (77). I agree with 

the critics that many of Vynnychenko’s foreign characters (not only in Soniachna 

mashyna but also in his works from his first displacement) seem to lack authenticity and 

appear artificial in their new space. This is due. to the fact that Vynnychenko did not 

know the local society sufficiently to portray it properly, although he had adjusted to 

some extent to the general situation.
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In reflecting the general situation in Germany, Vynnychenko did not aspire to 

convey it with documentary authenticity. The German locale was important for the writer 

as a symbolic place that encapsulated his vision of a hyper-capitalist society, its decline, 

and the advent of a communism. This symbolic representation can be also found in the 

portrayal o f Berlin as a city built of concrete and metal and populated by millions of 

people. Here is how Vynnychenko describes the stock exchange building, the centre of 

industrial life in the country:

Ocb boho, cepue HiMenHHHH. BennHe3Ha TeMHO-cipa oyaaificbKa narona, 

ujepuiaBa, Ba>KKa, hk BejiereHCbica nepenaxa, mo mIuho Bnepjiaca Ha Jianm it po33HBHJia 

namy-flBepi. Kpyr He'i, hk cTpHBoaceHi KOMaxw, maMOTjrrbca aBTO, npH'raca>KaK)Tb, 

Bia’i^caacaioTb, TpycHTbca, nnxxaiOTb, HeTepnejiHBJiHTbca. J Ihdjih nam<aMH 

BncTpn6yiOTb 13 hhx i npoxcoroM HecyTbca b po33asjieHy namy nepenaxH. Jlpyri 

BHjiiTaTb i3 Hei', MaxaKJTb pynaMH, KanenioxaMH, CTpnoaiOTb b eKinaxci, BwdHBaioTbca 3 

K>p6n it XCeHyTb KyjlHCb CTpiMrOJlOB. TaseTHMKH JIIOTO KpHHaTb, BHMaXVlOTb OKpeMHMH

a o aa T K aM H  ra 3 e T , K H aaroT bca  n i a  H o rn .  Kpwc, ry p K iT , p a b k i t ,  c b h c t ,  /i3bi"h ( 1 8 9 - 9 0 ) .

Here it is: the heart of Germany. A huge, dark-grey Buddhist pagoda, rough 

and heavy like a gigantic tortoise solidly resting on its paws, opening its maw, like a 

door. Around it, like alarmed insects, cars are fussing, arriving, departing, trembling, 

puffing, and becoming impatient. Packs of people are leaping from them and rushing 

into the open maw of the tortoise. Other people are running out of it, waving their 
hands and hats, jumping into taxis, pushing through the crowd and hurrying somewhere 

headlong. Newspaper vendors are shouting angrily, waving supplements from their 

newspapers, and getting underfoot. Cries, deafening noise, screeching, whistles, and 
bells.

To a large extent, the utopian community is totalitarian in nature (Koznarsky, 12- 

13). It implies the same social and moral principles for all its members. Displacement at a 

certain point may lead a writer to assume a stance of universality, to embrace the whole 

world (or lead to total seclusion from the world, as another extreme). In this sense, the
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totalitarian nature of utopia corresponds to universality—a presence here, there, and 

everywhere, an attitude that Vynnychenko repeatedly expresses in his diary. The 

homeland remains valuable as a part of that world. It is more natural for the writer to ally 

himself not with a concrete country, to which he lacks sufficient loyalty, but with the 

whole planet:

Iaea aKTHBHoro, noBcaKHacHoro, moaeHHoro TBopeHmi c b o t o  m acra, 

rapMOHi3auia cede 3 oionoriHHHM i couijuibHHM, a Tan caMO rapMOHi3auia ceoe caMoro 

CflOBHfOe HKHMCb OCO0J1HBHM 3aTHIUKOM yCK) iCTOTy, IlOHyBaHHflM 3pi/IHeHOCTH 3 THM 

KJiarneM 3eMJii, Ha HKOMy xcHBern. Heiwa Hyrra Hyxcocra, 3aKHHyTOCTn, rHinoHoi Tyrw 

3a pinHHM KpaeM, CHpoTjiHBocTH h  caMOTHOCTH. Bee—5jiH3bKe, Bee e puma anaHeTa. 

jnoSa 3eMJisi Hama, CKpi3b MoxcHa i Tpeoa aiaTH h  t b o p h t h .  I j ik > 6 o b  no pinHoro xpaK) 

3 obci'm  He BHMarae nyxcocTH no iHuinx nacTHH MaTepi-3eMni. R— rpoManaHHH 

fDiHHeTH i nnioio Ha THMnacoBi noniriH nraneR Hanep5KaBH (Shchodennyk , 7 December 

1926).

The idea of an active, constant and daily creation of one’s happiness, one’s 

harmonization with the biological and social, as well as one’s own harmonization fills 

one’s being with special comfort and feeling of kinship with that part of the planet 

where you live. There is no feeling of alienation, abandonment, depressing longing for 

the homeland, solitude, and loneliness. Everything is near and dear, everything is the 
home planet, our beautiful Earth; everywhere one can and must act and create. And 
love for the homeland doesn’t necessarily require alienation from other parts of Mother 

Earth. I am a citizen of the Planet and I spit on the temporary division of peoples into 
states.

Vynnychenko’s allusions to a state without borders in the novel (529) are essential in this 

respect and can be viewed as a response to the new quality o f his second displacement. 

Whereas in his previous works his protagonists view state borders as a kind of protection 

to sustain their identity (e.g., in Rivrtovaha, to remain true revolutionaries, they have to 

return home instead of stagnating in a foreign country, France), in Soniachna mashyna
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state borders appear to be a relic o f the hyper-capitalist epoch, and genuine happiness is 

seen through people’s connection to the whole world.

Soniachna mashyna became a landmark for Vynnychenko the writer, who was 

moving from a local Ukrainian to a universal stance, although, as we shall see below, this 

shift did not necessarily guarantee him a more favourable international reception. 

Soniachna mashyna was his first work without Ukrainian characters. Essentially it was 

designed for a broad international audience and addressed the vital issues o f  the future 

development o f  human civilization. Working on the novel, Vynnychenko noted in the 

diary: “I must explicitly emphasize the connection with the whole world. The struggle for 

the “SM” [Solar Machine] on a global scale” [Bnpa3Ho 3a3HauHTH noB ’fl3aHicn> 3 yciM 

CBiTOM. EopoxfcSa 3a “CM” y iu w H eT ap H O M y  Manrraoi] (Shchodennyk 2: 279, 15 January 

1924). Actually, his utopia proposes one state for the entire planet, with such 

administrative bodies as the Supreme Council o f the Free Union o f Creative Labour. The 

impression is created that, owing to new technologies, different parts o f  the world are 

present simultaneously. The novel incorporates large canvasses that, as Pohorilyi argues, 

became a feature o f  Vynnychenko’s third period (15). Here is how Vynnychenko 

describes the global conflict:

EnHCKaBKH BejiHKHX 6 y p  c m iM H  3 a rp a B a M n  n p o p i3 y io T b  ry c T y ,  n e p e c H n e H y  

aTM O ccjjepy 3eMHO'i n j ia H e r o .  n iB 3 eM Jii H a  niB 3eM Jii. C x i n  H a 3 a x in ,  po3K O JioTe 

jiioflC TB o H acTaBHJio rp y n w  H a rp y .n n ...  A 31H, A(})pHica ft A B C T p an ia  H a x a b H o  3aflB m iH  

n p e T e H 3 iio  H a re re M O H iio  H a n  3eM Jieio . C B p o n a  i i  A iviepH K a, new  n aH T eoH  b h l u o T 

JironcbK oV  U H B uii3auii', noBHHHi n i n n a c ™  n i n  3 an eacH icT b  o n  o n c T a n o i',  

H an iB B ap B ap cb K o i nacTHHH 3eM Ho'i K yni ( 2 1 4 ) .

With a blue glow lightning bolts of severe storms cut through the dense and 

oversaturated atmosphere of the globe. Half of the planet against the other half of the 

planet. The East against the West, the divided parts of mankind are set one against the
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other... Asia, Africa, and Australia have belligerently laid claim to hegemony over the 

earth. Europe and America, this pantheon of a higher human civilization, should 

become subordinated to a backward and semi-barbaric part of the globe.

Actually, the army o f Eastern states, invited by the representatives o f  aristocratic and 

reactionary circles, invades Germany but soon falls into disarray and is defeated by the 

ideas o f  creative labour. This clash o f different worlds was typical o f  other utopian 

writers (e.g., W ells’s The War o f  the Worlds).

3.5.3. The Ideological and Philosophical Aspects o f Soniachna mashyna

Many critics have pointed out Vynnychenko’s ideological and philosophical 

preoccupations in Soniachna mashyna (Zerov, Bilets’kyi). Vynnychenko, both as a 

modernist and Marxist, always tended toward ideological and philosophical issues in his 

writings. Displacement, as I argue in Chapter Two, also contributed to his immersion in 

the more abstract world o f  ideas. Uprooted from the homeland and not really rooted in 

the hostland, displaced writers lose their usual opportunity to observe everyday social 

reality. Soniachna mashyna, as I will try to prove, is a good example o f  this tendency in 

Vynnychenko’s writings. The writer’s previous works (e.g., Hrikh, Zakon, and Pisnia 

Izrailia) were also based on ideological and philosophical premises but they were more 

rooted in everyday life and were mostly connected with the “familiar territory” o f  the 

homeland. Soniachna mashyna represents a more severe rupture with reality and 

embraces geographical boundaries from Germany to an almost unlimited global space. 

Here I shall examine how Vynnychenko’s utopia correlates with his ideology and 

philosophy and how it was a dialogue with Soviet and European discourses.
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Both ideology and utopia are, as Ricoeur puts it, “deviant from reality" in its own 

way. When ideology tries to conceal or preserve it, utopia “breaks the bonds o f  the 

existing order” (Mannheim, 192). Mannheim defines a utopian state o f  mind as 

“incongruous with the state o f  reality within which it occurs” (192). However, utopia has 

a potential to project a new future order that one day may become a reality. In this sense 

utopia “introduces imaginative variations on the topics o f  society, power, government, 

family, religion” (Ricoeur, 16). If we look at utopia as being “never quite detached from 

political theory” (Frye, 40), then w e can see the degree to which Vynnychenko's utopia is 

relevant to his political and ideological polemics both with Soviet and the Western 

discourses concerning the future development o f  Europe. In reinforcing his old ideas 

(“honesty with oneself,” criticism o f  Christianity, family and love relationships, the 

absence o f  absolute morality, and the creation o f  fetishes by people— so-called “bozhky” 

[small gods]) Vynnychenko also saw an opportunity to introduce them to the Western 

audience. He also sought to elaborate new ideas that were his response to the new  

conditions o f  his displacement after 1920 (a utopian vision o f  a future egalitarian society, 

criticism o f  capitalism’s technical progress (already highlighted in Rivnovaha), 

dehumanization, a preference for pacifism, simpler ways o f  life, and racial tolerance). 

The novel thus has a very heavy ideological underpinning, which the writer uses to 

present how these ideas would govern relations in a utopian society.

The idea o f  inner harmony (first introduced in Chesnist ’ z  soboiu as the concept o f  

“honesty with oneself’) is at the core o f  the novel. Only harmonious people will be able 

to build a new and happy society. Representing these ideas in particular are the inventor 

Rudolf Schtor and Gertrude both o f  whom in many ways embody the authorial voice.
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Rudolf follows his father Hans Schtor, who says: “People must do everything in their 

lives that they espouse” [Hfo nponoBinyein, Te nepin 3a Bee BHKOHyu caM cboim xchtthm] 

(20). Rudolf is honest with himself in refusing to give up his project on the solar 

machine, even though Mertens offers him “all possibilities to deal with his science in 

other fields... and with any amount o f  money that he wants” [BaM 6ynyn> uam Bci 

MoauiHBOCTi 3aHMaraca Barnoio HayKoio b mniHX HanpaMax... 3M0xceTe po3nopanxcaTHCb 

aKHMH cxoueTe cyMaMH rpoxneu] (248). Rudolf is sentenced to a “madhouse” 

(Vynnychenko in some ways predicted the creation o f psychiatric wards in the Soviet 

Union). Even the insistence o f  the beautiful princess Elisa (whom he loves) does not 

move Rudolf. For him, straying from his endeavor is equated with straying from his inner 

self: “Do you think, princess that I can give up the machine and live after that?!” [HeBxce 

bh, npHHueco, ranaere, mo z  MO>Ky Bimtara ManmHy h >khth nicnn Toro?!] (250). Max 

Schtor is another example o f  inner harmony. But he, in contrast to Rudolf, has to undergo 

a transformation. Contemplating the situation in the country and the changes that the 

solar machine has brought about, he transforms himself from a dogmatic fanatic who 

follows his superiors’ orders to a person who takes responsibility for his actions: he 

refuses to kill his mother and the princess Elisa.

In a Marxist vein, Vynnychenko continued his criticism o f religion, in particular 

Christianity. The writer briefly addressed this question in his earlier works, considering 

religion a part o f  the power establishment, which is directed at preserving the old class 

order. “God had to be designed for ordinary people,” he writes in his article “Pro moral’ 

panuiuchykh i moral’ pryhnoblenykh,” so that they would obey traditional moral 

principles and be afraid o f  challenging the existing status quo (425). Vynnychenko
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considered clergymen hypocrites, who take care o f  their body while speculating about the 

soul. The revolutionary Taras Shcherbyna in Chesnist’ z soboiu denounces the clergy, 

along with the conservative elite: “Well, i f  you weren’t lying to yourselves, you would 

see that your devotion to the soul is good because it is good for your body...You would 

see that your treasury o f  the spirit is simply a box with the means for satisfying your body 

[O , k o j i h  6 b h  He SpexajiH co6i, b h  noSaHHJiH 6 , mo Baine cayxceHHH Jtymi riabKH TOMy h  

e aofipi, mo ao6pe Bia h o t o  BamoMy t u i o b L .  Bh nobamuiH 6, mo b c h  Barna cxapoHHua 

ayxa— e He 6ijii>me, ax cxpHHbKa 3 3aco6aMH ana 3aaoBoaeHHa rina] (246-47). Also, in 

his late philosophical treatise, Konkordyzm, Vynnychenko denounces religion as one o f  

the main barriers to people’s happiness, opposing it to harmony with nature. In 

Soniachna mashyna his criticism o f religion takes the form o f a more consistent dialogue, 

with allusions to the Bible. One can find them in the critique o f  the Inarac’s revolutionary 

dogmatism, which echoes Christian principles. Here is how the writer ironically describes

the principles o f the Inarac members, comparing them to early Christians:

S oniachna m ashyna B ib le
(the Gospel According to Luke. 14: 26)

I oapeaeTbca Garbica, 
MaTepi, HciHKH, KOxaHKH, po3aacTb 
MaCTKH CBOl, OflMOBHTbCa Bl'fl

o c o 6 h c t h x  panomiB c b o ix , Bi3bMe 
xpecT c b ih  i nine 3 iH a p ax o M .

And he will renounce his 
father, mother, wife, lover, give 
away his property, renounce his 
joys, take the cross, and join the 
Inarac (85).

[Icyc:] K o jih  x t o  npHxoaHTb 
ao MeHe, i He 3HeHaBnaHTb c b o t o  

6 aTbxa Ta MaTepi, i apyxtHHH h  aiTefi, 
i 6 pariB i cecTep, a ao Toro h  c b o c T 

ayrni, t o h  He Moxce 6yTb ywHeM 
M oYm ! (“GBaHreaie Bia C b . JlyKH” ).47

[Jesus]: If anyone comes to 
me and does not hate his father and 
mother, and wife and children, and 
brothers and sisters, yes, and even his 
own life, he cannot be my disciple.

4' See http://www.ukrlc.Org/bible/new/4 Jevangelie/Luke.htm
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Similar irony is applied to the Christian motto “Love your enemies." Max Schtor 

reflects on this moral principle:

J l io S iT b  B o p o riB  cboix, 6 jia ro c j io B J if l i r r e  H eH aB H jprnH x B ac, c j i v x a f iT e c t  

rpaovTOHMX B ac. n in c T a B n flir re  B a iu i J i i s i  ihokh, kojih B ac 6 ’ ioT b y  n p a B i, i n io o iT b , 

JH oSiTb SnvD K H boro, s k  c a M o ro  c e 6 e .  J h o o iT b  i S i i r r e c b ,  vH H K afiTe B c a x o r o  rH iB y . 

3JtocT i, HeHaBHCTi, r p i x - 6 o  u e  bcjihkhh n e p e n  otucm bbiuhm H e6ecH H M .

Xe! I 6ijia nBOX th c a h  Jiir KHBe lw 6e3my3na opexjiHBa HiceHrrHHua (87-88).

Love your enemies, bless those who hate you, listen to those who rob you, hold 

up your left cheeks when someone beats your right cheeks and love, love your 

neighbour as yourself. Love and be afraid, avoid all anger, malice and hatred because it 

is a sin before your Heavenly Father.

Hah! And this false nonsense has existed for nearly two thousand years.

Although Max is a member o f  the Inarac, he is depicted as being constantly in a process 

o f formation: from a fanatic radical and dogmatic to a creative and reflecting person.

As Vynnychenko’s diary indicates, love for all assumes a pragmatic aspect that is 

a form o f “high egoism, an economy o f  one’s energy ... [whereas] anger and annoyance 

are poisonous and self-destructive feelings” [JIioSoBHicTb no Bcix— ne b h i u h h  eroi3M, ue 

eKOHOMia c b o i x  BjiacHux cun... h u b ,  po3npaTOBaHicn>— OTpyum, caMoryoHi nouyrra] 

(Shchodennyk 2: 117, 27  March 1922). But, in his opinion, men and women cannot love 

all people, they also hate too, especially in a class society. Thus, to say that a person 

loves everyone is simply a self-deception that contradicts the writer’s principle o f  

“honesty with oneself’— an issue that he will also address later in his philosophical 

treatise Konkordyzm (128-29) and other works (e.g., the play Prorok). Max in Soniachna 

mashyna criticizes the followers o f this Christian principle:

Xk bh peTejibH O  3 a x H m a e r e  caiw e no BCsiKoro SjiH x cH b o ro  jiio6ob. Hanxa™ BaM 

Ha T e , mo juo6ob n o  M e p T e H c a  e—H eM H H yne h H eoSxinH O — HeHaBHCTb no Hanena, no
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MijibMOHiB HaaejriB. A  j i io 6 o b  flo HajreniB e HeHaBHCTb no MepTeHciB! Hi. BaM k o h h c  

Tpe6 a no Bcix, 6 0  BaM, BJiacHe, HarunoBaTb Ha MepTeHciB i Ha Haae;iiB. Ha Bcix 

6 jih jk h i' x , KpiM c b m h x  ce6 e, BaM HarunoBaTb, 3ejieHi b h , crrapi, ceoejnooHi naKOCHHKH 

(88).

How thoroughly you defend love especially for your neighbour. You don't 

give a damn that your love for Mertens is—inevitably and necessarily— hatred of 

Nadel, of millions of Nadels. Love for the Nadels is hatred of the Mertenses! But you 

must necessarily love everybody because you actually don't give a damn about the 

Mertenses and the Nadels. You, old egoistic wreckers, don't care about any of your 

neighbours except yourselves.

In Soniachna mashyna Vynnychenko also refers to Christianity in order to 

reinforce his ideas about family and love relationships, which are presented in his earlier 

works, such as Zapovit ba t’kiv, Chesnist’ z soboiu and “Istoriia Iakymovoho budynku.” 

Gertrude in her conversation with an old priest rejects the idea that all her loving feelings 

are “sinful and from the devil.” She says that most people are unhappy with their 

marriages because they are a form o f  commercial transaction in capitalist society: “She 

knows the marriages o f  many people— relatives, acquaintances, friends, and total 

strangers— and among these there is not a single happy marriage, not one [Cidji&KH BOHa 

3Hae imnobiB,— poflHuiB, 3HafioMHX, npmrrejiiB i 30BciM nyaoix jnoneu,— a cepejt h h x  

HeMae Hi oitHoro, Hy, npocTO-TaKH Hi omtoro macJtHBoro] (36-37). She questions the 

patriarchal norms o f  modem society: “Every man knows many women during his entire 

life. Why must a woman know only one man? This is an absolute absurdity [ K o x c h h h  

HOJioBix 3a Bee j k h t t j i  3Hae oaraTbox xciHOK. Hepes mo ac adHKa MycHTt 3Hara TinbKH 

oxmoro? AScypn ^ b h h h ! ]  (37). Gertrude claims that it is natural for women to have as 

many love partners as men do: “ ...[S]he can’t get rid o f  her unease; she generally cannot 

help feeling her heart grow still whenever she meets the eyes o f  a handsome man. It is
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wonderful and sweet for her to see, hear, and to come close to men” [...[B]oHa He Moxce 

nporaaTH 3 ce6e xBHjnoBaHHs, B3arajii, BOHa He Moace He nonyBaTH 3aMHpaHH» b  rpyzwx. 

k o j i h  3ycxpiBaeTi>ca ouHMa 3 rapHHM h o j io b u c o m . Ih jik > 6 o , i h  c o j i o h k o  SanHTH, h v t h .  

t h t t h c h  no h o j io b Ik Ib ]  ( 3 8 ) .

In Soniachna mashyna Vynnychenko develops his discussion about philosophical 

relativism versus absolutism. He firmly advocates the position of moral relativism, 

opposing absolute dogmas. His criticism o f  religion actually derives from this opposition. 

Reflecting on the Inarac’s activity, the narrator says: “There is no absolute morality. The 

world is a complex o f relative and changeable values. One thing can be both sacred and 

blasphemous, depending on which angle you approach it” [Mopani aScomoTHoi' HeMa He 

Moate 6yrH. CBiT e KOMiuieicc BinHocHHx, mIhjihbhx iiiHHOCTeH. OnHa h Ta caMa pin 

Moace 6yTH i CBffra, i 3JiouHHHa, 3 sncoro normmy it posnianaTH] ( 1 6 5 ) .  But then the 

narrator ironically notes how the revolutionary stance o f  the Inarac tends to become anti

revolutionary in its aspirations to absolute dogmatism: “Thus, in the well known preface 

to the new edition o f the Inarac’s statute it is completely justly stated that the task o f the 

Inarac is to help the dialectical process o f  transforming the moral world o f  humanity from 

the complex o f  relative values into the complex o f  absolute values” [I nijiKOM 

cnpaB ejuiH B O  cica3aH0 y 3HaMeHHTiir nepeaMOBi no h o b o to  BHaaHHH CTaTyry iHapaxy, 

mo 3aBnaHHfl iHapaxy noMorra nianeKTHHHOMy nponecoBi nepeTBopy MOpantbHoro CBiiy 

moncTBa 3 KOMnjiexcy BinHocHocTeK y KOMnjiexc abconioTiB] ( 1 6 5 ) .

This reference to absolutism and dogmatism was directed against Bolshevik 

practices in the Soviet Union, although there were no direct references to them in the 

novel. Richyts’kyi even complained that the author talked about all countries but the
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USSR (75). However, the Soviet Union was largely implied. Vynnychenko's utopian 

novel was a kind o f  polemic with the Soviet type of communism. In Vynnychenko's 

opinion, the Bolsheviks had confirmed his fears about the transformation o f  idealistic 

revolutionaries into new tyrants—the theme o f “small gods,” which the writer introduced 

in the novel Bozhky (see above pp. 128-29). In 1929 the writer would develop this idea in 

the play Prorok, in which he showed how new ideas based on the common principles o f  

love, happiness, and truth were being corrupted and transformed into ideological dogmas 

to sustain an existing social and political order. Working on the play, Vynnychenko noted 

that he had reread Bozhky and made a comment: “Contemporary communists should be 

advised... to read this thing” [Cnin 6yno 6 nopamiTH cynacHHM KOMyHicraM... 

npoHHTaTH mo pin] (Shchodennyk, 14 May 1929). But whereas in Bozhky Vynnychenko 

was speaking specifically about revolutionaries (cf. my analysis on p. 124-25 and 131- 

32), now he saw it as a universal problem that could be applied to all classes and nations. 

In Soniachna mashyna it is the businessman, Duschner, who articulates the idea:

Tax, Tax, ue nona Bciei JiioflCbKOCTi: cnonaTKy o6iuiyraTH ce6e 3 yc ix  6ok!b 

oo/KKaMH, a nofiM yce xchttji BHnjiyryBaracb i3 hhx, mo6 Ha xiHui nooaHMTH, mo

JlKXUHHa e 3BHHaHHiciHbKHH 3Bip  3J1HH, 3KaflHHH, XCOpCTOKHH, SpyTajIbH H M , Bl'WHO

rOJlO/lHHH, BiHHO XCepyUIHH, Ha BCIX pHBK3fOHHH, n o  Bcix XHJKHH, 3 VCIMa n ia n H H  i 

6e3Me>KHO ero'fcTHHHHH ( 2 8 1 ) .

Y es, this is the destiny o f  all humankind: first, to bind on ese lf up on all sides 

with small gods and then for the rest o f  one’s life extricate on ese lf from them, and in 

the end to see that a person is an ordinary beast— angry, avaricious, cruel, brutal, 

perpetually hungry, always devouring, yelling at everybody, predatory, dishonourable 

and im mensely egoistic to everyone.
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Vynnychenko will effectively develop this idea in his later novel. Leprozorii (1938). in 

which he describes “contemporary life o f  mankind on the planet [as] a formidable 

leprosarium.”

In the criticism o f radical and violent revolutionary methods o f  the Inarac one can 

also find a critique o f  the practices o f  the Russian revolution. Here is how Prince 

Schwanebach introduces the organization:

Ife  HejieranbHa, TepopucTUHHa, couianicTHHHa opraHi3auia, uio Mae 3a c b o g  

3aB ,n aH H H  SopoTHca 3  icHyioMHM najio.w... F o j i o b h o t o  MeTonoio oopoTbon i H a p a i c y  e  

Tepop. BiflOMO i'i CBiTJiocri, bohh BSuBaioTb BuaaTHHx KaniTajiicTHHh hx 

npoBoanpiB, HjieHiB ypstty, rpadyiOTb 6aHKH, Ha3HBatOHH ue eK cnponpiauieto, 

nycKatoTb nacoM y  noBiTpa u iai SynHHKH (42).

This is an illegal terrorist socialist organization w hose task is to struggle 

against the existing order... The main method o f  the Inarac’s struggle is terror. A s you  

know, your em inence, they kill prominent capitalist leaders, members o f  the 

government, they rob banks, calling this expropriation, and som etim es they blow  up 

w hole buildings.

Stressing its dogmatic nature, Vynnychenko compares it with the first Christian 

communities: “It can sooner be called a sect than a genuine workers’ organization... This 

organization shares some characteristics with the first Christians, although the basic 

principles are at odds with Christianity” [I'i niBHfline M05KHa H33BaTn ceicroio, am *  

cnpaBJKHBOK) pobiTHHHOio opraHi3aitieK>... /JejncnMH pucaMH im opram3auiH Haraaye 

opraHi3auiio nepBicHnx xpHcraaH, po3XoaHHHCb, po3yMieTtca, b  yciii o c h o b I  c b o t o  

BueHHa 3 xpncTHaHCTBOM] (41-42). However, an ethical aspect o f  the Inarac differentiates 

it from the Bolsheviks:

Pi3HHus IT 3 imuHMH couiaJiicTHHHHMH opraHi3auisMH Ta, uto BOHa b ocHOBy 

CBoe'f nporpaMH KJiane emMHHH m o m b h t . . .  IxHifi CTaTyr BHMarae Bin i'xHix M jie m B
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C T p o ro ro  acK era3M y, ao c o m o T H o ro  yHHicaHHfl b flK in -oynb  cj)opMi eK cn n y aT au ii' MyjKoV 

n p a u i ,  6e3yMOBHOi npaBHJibHOCTi fi uecHOCTi i3 cb o im h  HJieHaMH-TOBapmuaMH, 

6e3orjiaA H O i‘ B inaaH O cri 0p ra H i3au.i1, (JiaHaTHHHOi uH cuunu iH H  h  roroBHOCTi 

moxBHJiHHH noM epTH 3a  c b o g  a in o  ( ib id .) .

It differs from other socialist organizations by the fact that an ethical factor 

underlies its program... Their statute requires strict ascetism on the part o f  their 

members, total avoidance o f  any form o f  exploitation o f  other people’s labor, 

unconditional correctness and honesty with their fellow  comrades, persistent devotion  

to the organization, fanatical discipline, and readiness to die for the cause at any 

moment.

It would be simplistic to draw a parallel only between the Inarac and the 

Bolsheviks. Political terror was on the agenda o f  the Party o f  Socialist Revolutionaries, 

while the Bolsheviks were officially opposed to it. However, the method by which both 

the Inarac and the Bolsheviks took power was the same— a violent military coup. And 

having come to power, the Bolsheviks did not renounce their violent persecution o f  all 

their opponents by means o f the so-called “red terror,” which was later transformed into 

persecution o f  “enemies o f  the people.” In the novel, it is not really clear i f  the Inarac 

enjoys broad support from society (42). But the general idea o f a peaceful transformation 

o f society described in the novel suggests that Inarac would fail to reach its goals. Thus 

portraying the Inarac as radicals and “defenders” o f the working class, Vynnychenko 

implies a parallel with the current Bolshevik practices, thereby revealing their totalitarian 

nature and in some way prophesying their transformation into rigorous reactionaries. Not 

surprisingly, Marxist critics (Richyts’kyi, Lakyza) found Vynnychenko’s portrayal o f  the 

Inarac to be inapt, as it distorted the true image o f  the revolutionary avant-garde. Lakyza, 

in particular, reproached the writer, declaring that “the Inarac’s role in the plot looks 

somewhat artificial, its participation in the struggle against capitalism is awkward, and its
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tasks and objectives are not depicted clearly and explicitly” (107). Instead. Vynnychenko 

constructs his own ideal society based on a communal type o f  life, creative labour, and 

society, which Koznarsky calls an “alternative to what was founded in the USSR” (76). 

This is a kind o f imaginary continuity and culmination o f Vynnychenko" s own devotion 

to the revolution.

Along with reinforcing his old ideas, Vynnychenko introduces new ideas that 

arise from his stay in displacement. Starting with Soniachna mashyna, Vynnychenko’s 

ideas acquire a broader context and are directed toward an international reading 

audience, a contrast to his works o f  1907-14, which were addressed to Ukrainians. The 

novel should be considered within the framework o f  general ideological polemics in 

Europe, especially concerning new forms o f morality, societal structures, and 

international relations. The Ukrainian philosopher Myroslav Popovych points out that “A 

political tendency is generally an inherent feature o f the art o f subjugated nations and 

nationalities that were under imperial pressure for a long time"’ (57). Vynnychenko"s 

universalist stance is unusual in this respect since he did not elaborate on the issue o f 

political freedom for his homeland but framed his creative endeavours in terms o f an 

international cause. He connects the fate o f  his homeland with the “struggle between 

socialism and capitalism all over the world” ( Vidrodzhennia 3: 500-01). Vynnychenko’s 

utopia, albeit questionable in some respects, was an answer to the state o f  crisis in the 

“declining West.” Mykola Zerov wrote that Soniachna mashyna as a literary work was 

the “...revision o f a capitalist society in its ideological dimensions” (444). In his article, 

“Utopiia i diisnist’” [Utopia and Reality], Vynnychenko expresses his belief in the 

inevitability o f  a new communist society. This also suggests a scenario reflected in
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Soniachna mashyna: it ends with a grand celebration o f  the solar machine and the 

ultimate advent o f a communist society. For instance, in speaking about future progress, 

the proselyte Max Schtor is now confident that “the old order is dying ... We'll dress up 

the earth like a little dolly, like a marvellous piece o f  art. We’ll turn it into an eternal 

earthly paradise, where labour will become a pleasure— creativity” [cTapaa Jian 

BinMHpae... Mh BoepeMO 3eMJno, ax juuieaxy, ax o/thh npexpacHaa TBip MHCTeiiTBa. Ma 

3po6hmo i'i BiuHHM 3eMHHM paeM, ae npana oy^e Haconoaoio— TBopaicno] (382). 

Another believer in the new order, Gertrude, admits that there will be “no borders, no 

boring bureaucrats, no governments, no nations, or races: all people are just people and 

nothing more! ...” [H iaxnx xopnomB, H iaxnx H ym tax ypanoBu.iB, ypaniB, m a x a x  u a x  

Haitia, pac: yci Hapona— npocTO juozta a  SLn&me Hiaoro!...] (529). Vynnychenko’s diary 

echoes this vision o f  the future society: “How strange and wonderful, funny and savage 

the division o f  the earth into states and separate lands that ‘belong’ to one people or 

another will one day seem” [5Ix ^bbho, ay^HO, CMiniHO i jihko 6yne xojihcb yflBJunraca 

noniireHicTB 3eMJii Ha aepxcaBB, Ha oxpeMi 3eMJii, mo ‘HaneHcaTt’ TOMy aa iHmoMy 

HaponoBi] (8 June 1928). The novel’s principal message is directed against Western 

capitalism as a system that, in the Marxist view, should give way to socialist and 

communist systems as historically more advanced. Moreover, as we saw above, despite 

his personal conflict with the Bolsheviks, Vynnychenko during the 1920s and the first 

part o f  the 1930s ideologically supported the Soviet Union as the only socialist state in its 

struggle against the capitalist West (see pp. 243-45).

Soniachna mashyna is a critique o f one o f  the most significant characteristics o f  

capitalism— technical progress that leads to dehumanization. This problem became
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central to the Western literary discourse, and was addressed particularly in works by 

Toller (Masse-Mensch, 1921), Romain Rolland (La Revolte des Machines, 1921). Karel 

Capek (Ruhr, 1921), and Yevgenii Zamyatin (My [We], 1924). In his diary' Vynnychenko 

reflects on the concept o f progress: “What is progress? This is movement forward, the 

evolution of a certain phenomenon. We like to talk about the progress o f humankind, 

civilization, and social relationships. We are even confident that humankind is 

incessantly making progress” [Ilfo Taice nporpec? Lfe— nocyBaHHH Bnepea p o 3 b h to k  

aKorocs aBHina. Mh jh o o h m o  to b o p h th  npo nporpec niocTBa, uHBijii3anii', coniaiibHHX 

BinHOCHH. Mh HaBiTB neBHi, mo j ik u ic tb o  6e3ynKHHO nporpecye] (Shchodennyk 2: 241, 

13 October 1923). Despite technical (quantitative, in his words) progress, he questions 

whether modem man has more positive (qualitative) emotions than primitive man (ibid., 

2: 242). Soniachna mashyna offers a picture o f the final stage o f hyper-capitalism and 

portrays it as a blind, totalitarian force, except with more advanced technology, which 

was leading to the centralization of power and finance all over the globe. Here is how 

Adolph Ellenberg, a representative o f the aristocracy, addresses his vision o f the hyper

capitalist society to Mertens:

O , ue He (J)aHTa3ifl, Bauia CBiTjiocre, a HeMHHyna KOHenHicTb icTopii. B h . 

MaSyTb, Bauia CBvmocTe, H e ayace nnjibHO cjiinKyBanH 3 Bauioro 3aMKy 3a xoaoM 

cynacHOCTi. A bh 3B0nbTe, Bauia CBixnocTe, 3BepHyTH jiacxaBy yBary, jjk uh 

KOHueHTpauia HauioHajibHoro oaraTCTBa BiadyBaeTbca cKpi3b, no Bcix Kpai'Hax CBiTy. 

AHrjiia, (hpaHuia, CepeaHa CBpona, AMepHKa, A(})pHKa, A sia, Becb cbi't , Bauia 

CBixnocTe, BTarHeHHH y  uefi npouec . B ci 6araTCTBa, Bca npoMHcnoBicTb, TopriBaa, bcs 

npoayK uia MaTepiajibHHX i ayxoBHHx BapTocTeR jKHTTa— Bee ue b pyxax HeBeaHKHX 

ueHTpiB, oaHKiB. B h  noaHBiTbca, Bauia CBiTaocTe, npocTHM ok om  HaBKpyrH. h bh 

nooaHHTe, « khm  CKaaceHHM, h c c t p h m h h m  TeMnoM, h k hm h  KpyroBHMH b h x p a m h  Bee 

5KHTTa CTpeMHTb aO UeHTpiB. O t  KOJIH 3aK0HH JKHTTS UnaHeTapHHX CB1T1B flCHO 

noMiTHi h y  xchtti aioacTBa. KoacHe Tiao a o  CBoro ueHTpy, a  bci'  pa30M a o  eaHHoro
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cn ii ib H o ro  b c im  u e m rp y . J B o a c t b o ,  B auia cB iT Jiocre , B x o ju rrb  y  h o b v  c})a3y CBoeV 

icT o p ii. H acT ae ixooa K opoJiiB  3eM Jii! K opojiiB -F IpeanaeH T iB  (6 9 ) .

Oh, this is no fantasy, your eminence, but the inevitable necessity o f  history. 

Perhaps, your em inence, you haven’t been observing current events quite attentively 

from your castle. But, your em inence, would you be so kind as to pay attention to the 

way this concentration o f  national wealth takes place everywhere, in all the countries o f  

the world. England, France, Central Europe, America, Africa, Asia, the w hole world, 

your em inence, is involved in this process. A ll wealth, all industry, trade, and all 

production o f  the material and spiritual values o f  life— all this is ow ned by small 

centres and banks. Just look around, your em inence, and you ’ll see with what insane 

and uncontrolled tem pos, with what circular m otions all life  aspires toward the centres.

I f only the laws o f  life governing the cosm ic worlds were also clearly manifested in the 

life o f  mankind. Every body cleaving to its own centre, and all o f  them together to one 

common centre. Mankind, your em inence, is entering a new  phase o f  its history. The 

age o f  the Kings o f  the Earth is approaching! The President Kings.

Mertens’s office is depicted as a modem room with all sorts o f  new technological 

advances, a centre connected with the whole world:

Ha BejinMe3HOMy CToni, nepenaMamMy znazonoM,48 b  xaoTHMHOMy nopsmKy, b 

HanpyjKeHifi, Becejiiw roTOBHOCTi 6jincKaiOTb Tejie({)OHn h  T e n e rp a tj jH i anapara— 3 

eKpaHaMH, 6e3 eKpamB, cnyxoBi, CBiTJiOBi, Miasm, cjrinyHO-6jiHCKyMi ii MaTOBO- 

TbMSHi— pypKH, aepacaiibua, c k j io ,  t b h h t h .  Bee ue rpi3HO, o o c b o  K y n m rrb C fl 

nipaMiaoio nepea (JroTejieM naHa npe3HaeHTa 0 6 ’e a H a H o ro  B a m c y , eaHaiouH fioro 3 

BepaiHOM, HiMeunuHOK), BciM CBiTOM (8).

On a huge table, .. .  in chaotic order, in tense and merry readiness flash 

telephones and telegraph machines— with screens, without screens, audio, visual, 

copper, blindingly gleam ing and dusky matte— pipes, handles, glass, and screws. All 

this is piled menacingly and martially in front o f  the armchair o f  the president o f  the 

United Bank, connecting him with Berlin, Germany, and the w hole world.

4 8 1 w a s  n o t  a b le  to  d e c ip h e r  th is  ex p re ss io n .
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It is also due to the new technology that new weapons have been produced. 

Among them is a gas called “maiun,” a prototype o f  a weapon o f mass destruction, 

"which can kill thousands o f  living beings in a few minutes” (214).

Technical progress, in Vynnychenko’s opinion, makes people soulless robots and 

cogs in the capitalist machinery. The Revolt o f the Masses by Spanish philosopher Jose 

Ortega y Gasset (1929) was very significant in this respect. In particular, he revealed the 

problem o f the barbarization o f  the masses, which could easily be manipulated by 

totalitarian leaders. In Soniachna mashyna people are subjects to “the law o f  numbers," 

which is more powerful than “the laws o f  nature and humanism” (10). Even Mertens 

realizes that he too is a cog in the system:

IIIo Bi H> M ep T eH C , y  u r n  K O JiocanbH ifi M am w H i, a x a  o o c H y B a n a  b c io  3eM Jiio  

MijibfiOHaMH t o h o b h x  n a c iB , a n a  n o 3 p y m y B a n a  c y x o a o J iH  3 c y x o n o jia M H , KpaiHH 3 

K pam aM H , M ic ro  3 M ic ro M , H exT yrouH  b c a k i  aep acaB H i K opaoH H , p a c n ,  H au i'i, p e jiir iT , 

icT o p i'i?  I H 0  TaK e HiMeMHHHa b  u i i i  M auiH H i? C m ia a o B a  MacTHHKa, a k a  6 e 3  u i j i o r o  TaK 

>Ke MOHce j k h t h  ii 4> yH K uioH yB a™ , h k  BHHHaTe K o n e c o  6 e 3  u i n o r o  a n a p a T a .  A b ih ,  

M ep T eH C ?  M an eceH bK H H  t b h h t h k ,  TO H eceH bK a BOJiocHHKa 3 T0BCTejie3H0i‘ j i h h b h .  Hy, 

BHCMHKHVTb 11, UK) BOJlOCHHKy. Ta UlO 3 TOTO? (200-01).

What is he, Mertens, in this colossal machine that has wrapped the entire globe 

with millions of driving belts, which has shifted lands with lands, countries with 

countries, cities with cities, ignoring all state borders, races, religions, and histories? 

What is Germany in this machine? It is a small part that can function without the whole 

like a wheel removed from a machine. And he, Mertens? He is a tiny screw, a thin 

thread from a thick rope. So they pull this little thread out. So what?

Actually Vynnychenko found identical ideological tendencies both in the Soviet 

Union and the West, which were conditioned by the same process o f the modem era: 

industrial revolution, urbanization, and the rise o f  totalitarian practices and ideologies 

(communism, fascism). The preoccupation with rationalism and science threatened to
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oust the spiritual sphere from human life. The Inarac ideology, which stands in 

opposition to Mertens, reveals the same preference o f  the collective over the individual: 

“The goal o f  the Inarac is...  not personal comfort but the happiness o f  the entire great 

collective called humanity. Separate individuals can and must be sacrificed for the sake 

o f this collective. Any act that is carried out in the interests o f this grandiose goal is a 

sacred act” [Meia faapaKy e... He ocoohctI BTixn, a macra Bctoro BejiHKoro KOJieKTHBy, 

mo 3BeTbca jikxuctbom. y  acepTBy m>OMy KOJieicTHBOBi MO>KHa h xpe6a npuHec™ OKpe\ii 

OHHHHui. Bchkhh aicx, mo poSuTbcx b iHTepecax nie'i rpaHjuo3HoT mcth, e aicr cbhthh] 

(164-65).

In this vein the writer addresses the issue o f  the creation o f  “despots,” which he 

sees as the current totalitarian tendency. Peoples’ dehumanization is the main reason for 

this transformation:

. . .U i  caM i M ijibfioH H  b i h h o  n o T p e 6 y K m >  a e c n o ra 3 M V . .ZJecnoTM He pojW TbCH—  

i x  p o o H T b  i TBOpHTb i o p 6 a  B o H a  x a n a e  n i f lc y H y r y  3 o iro M  o6cTaB H H  3B H H afiH iciH bK y 

jiKDjiHHy, ax rn H H y , MHe TT, T p e , p o 3 T s r a e  h  H a p eu iT i B H Jiiru n o e  Te, mo i'fi x o n e T b c a .  1, 

3JiinH B U in i3  3BHHaHHiciHbKoi' jn o n c b K o 'i  t j i h h h  in o j ia - n e c n o T a ,  BOHa B H M arae  B in  H b o ro  

B c ix  iaoJibC bK H x necnoT H H H H X  pH C ... I f a  n o T B o p a  M y cuT b  6yT H  n o  KOJiiHa S p b o x a T H  b 

npOJTHTifi HHM JHOnCbKiil KpOBt H 3  THXHM yCMixOM a 6 o  3 anOCTOJIbCbKHM na<J)OCOM 

o 6 iu » T H  nepeT B opH T H  mo x p o B  y H eic rap  w x  S y n y n o r o  jn o n c T B a . 1 k o j ih  T a  x p o B  i Ti 

T p y n w  noH H H aiO Tb 3 a H a jr ro  c M ep n iT H , K>p6a C K n a a e  in o n a ,  T o n n e  fioro, n m o e  H a H b o ro  

h  MCTHTbca Ha HbOMy 3 a  K poB , 3 a  B ee T e , noro caM a  B H M aran a  B in  H b o ro .  A n e p e 3  

aKHHCb w ac  3 H a x o n n T b  iH m y  rn H H y  i 3HOBy JiinH T b, i 3HOBy n a n a e  n e p e n  h o b h m  

in o n o M  n o  H O B oro 6 y m y ,  n o  h o b h x  ema<j)OTiB, rinbHOTHH i 6 o m 6  (201-02).

...These same millions o f people constantly need despotism. Despots are not 

bom—they are made and created by the mob. It snatches a completely ordinary person 

introduced by happenstance, kneads it like clay, mbs it and pulls at it until finally it 

sculpts whatever it wants. And having produced an idol-despot out o f simple human 

clay, it requires from him all the despotic traits of an idol... This monster has to be up
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to his knees in blood shed by him and with a quiet smile or with apostle-like pathos 

promise to transform this blood into nectar for the future humankind. And when that 

blood and those corpses start stinking too much, the mob overthrows the idol, treads 

upon it, spits at it, and takes revenge for the blood and for everything that it demanded 

of him. And after a while, it finds new clay and begins sculpting again, and again it 

kneels down before the new idol until a new revolt, new scaffolds, guillotines, and 

bombs occur.

Critics (Koznarsky, Syvachenko 1994) claim that, as a critique o f  capitalism's 

technical progress and dehumanization, Soniachna mashyna falls well into the anti- 

utopian tendencies o f the time— the forewarning against too much belief in technical 

progress and a perfect society that, in fact, can lead to a civilizational catastrophe. 

However, Vynnychenko was not opposed to social progress as such. In the novel this is 

achieved with the help o f  a scientific invention— a solar machine, even though it is a very 

simple construction. But the writer always measured social progress by the level o f  

human happiness— one o f  the principal ideas in his writings. His worldview was actually 

determined by the tension between the rational (Marxism, positivism) and irrational (the 

role o f  instincts, mystery o f  life) which he tried to reconcile.

Vynnychenko’s criticism o f capitalism became interconnected with the current 

ideas o f  pacifism, and the idealization o f  natural and primitive ways of life. Pacifism was 

largely inspired by Gandhi's philosophy and proposed a non-violent solution to social 

and political conflicts that were rising in the world during and after World War I. In 

France, for example, Rolland responded to a society in spiritual disarray by writing his 

Mahatma Gandhi (1924) and Essai sur la Mystique et Vaction de L'inde Vivante (1929). 

There was also a strong anti-militarist tendency in Germany, which had suffered great 

losses in the recent war (e.g., Erich Maria Remarque’s All Quiet on the Western Front
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(1927) was one o f its best expressions). Significantly, as Kostiuk observes, Vynnychenko 

arrives at a synthesis o f  “old Fourier and modem Gandhi” (1980, 201). The writer would 

focus more on Indian philosophy in the late 1920s, after his arrival in France, and it

49would be reflected in his subsequent works (e.g., Prorok). In Soniachna mashyna the 

new communist society is established by means o f  “peaceful revolution”: love, non

violence, and creative labour are the main weapons with which the Union o f Creative 

Labour opposes the brutal military force o f  the Eastern army. At the same time, 

Vynnychenko denounces Inarac’s radical revolutionary activity, which leads only to 

violence and essentially to a new kind o f  dogmatism. Rudolf Schtor is an individual who 

claims to support pacifism, as opposed to his brother Max, who is a radical terrorist:

Ajie a He Bipio, mo tp v th m h , b6hbctb3m h, cM epno MoacHa tb o p h th  jk h tth . Lie 

jioriHHHH aocypn- Tepop— ue caMOBbHBCTBo aria to i  caMoT i,aeT, ana fioro BxtHBae. TaK 

a po3yMiio tb o io  opram3auiw, Maxce. BnoaH Mem, ane a 3 Hew He m okv 3 ro a n T n c b .

9i... He nojiiTHK i Hinoro Ha no a iT H u i He po3yM irocb , ane a  neBeH, mo j iw h h  MoacyTb i 

noBHHHi nopo3yM iT H ca ne u inaxoM  6opoT b6H , H acw iH  it caMOHHmsHHa, a rnnaxoM  

po3yM y, HayKH it n p a u i  (1 1 5 ) .

But I don’t believe that poisonings, killings, and deaths can create life. This is a 

logical absurdity. Terrorism is suicide for the very idea that employs it. I understand 

your organization, Max. I’m sorry, but I can’t accept it. I’m... not a politician and 

understand nothing about politics. But I’m certain that people can and must arrive at 

mutual understanding not by means of struggle, violence, and self-destruction, but by 

the reason, science and labour.

Here is how Rudolf expresses his belief in peaceful resistance to an enemy:

49 Working on his play, Prorok, Vynnychenko became especially interested in Eastern philosophy 
(Buddhism) and was personally involved in a range o f  activities. In particular, he read a book on Buddha 
by an unnamed French author (6 August 1929) and made some comments on the issues of ascetism, 
nirvana, auto-suggestion, etc. One o f his diary entries notes the following: “The desire for nirvana is the 
same desire as self-organization. Nirvana requires a minimum o f  our desires and needs... because every 
desire engenders either dissatisfaction with it and, thus, suffering or satiety and ennui, which is suffering 
again. In other words, this is a breach o f equilibrium and harmony” (12 August 1929).
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Y Hac, naHOBe, e iHiua 36poa, y  Hac e HafwyxcHa 3a Bci ra30Bi Pi npoMiHHi 

apTHJiepii' rapMaTa—ComiHHa MauiHHa, Ha6HTa npHS3Horo Becejticno Jiyxv Pi juooob'k) 

juo HauiHX SiflHHx BoporiB... Hiaxoro onopy, Hiaxoro caooTajxy... Molf naHOBe! Y Hac e 

TijibKH ojiHa 3Dpoa. Kojih mh 3flaTHi mo 36poto niaHecTH, mh no6opeMo! Kojih Hauui 

HorH a o p o cm  ao  Bxoay b  3eMJiio oSiixsHy, mh 3MoweMO Pi jtpyr-Hx noBecTH 3a coooio. 

Kojih x  hj‘, kojih He jtopocjw, rax xpatue 3arHHyrH b jhooobi h BeceJiocTi, h u k  v najty 

HeHaBHCTi h ataxy! (567-68).50

Dear friends, we have another weapon, we have a cannon that is more powerful 

than all gas and radiating artilleries—the Solar machine, charged with friendly joy of 

spirit and love toward our enemies. No resistance, no sabotage... Gentlemen! We have 

only one weapon. If we are capable of raising this weapon, we shall overcome! If we 

are mature enough to enter the Promised Land, we shall be able to bring others with us.

But if not, if we are not mature enough, then it is better to die in love and joy rather 

than in the vapour of hatred and terror!

In contrast, criticism of violent revolution was a particularly unacceptable point 

for the Marxist critics in Ukraine, who viewed history as a continuous struggle between 

two classes— exploiters and exploited. “Reconciliation o f the classes is very typical o f  the 

petty bourgeois stratum, which is afraid o f  a big revolutionary w ave...,” wrote Ivan 

Ochyns’kyi in 1930 in his comments on the novel (139). Interestingly, the same argument

50 Vynnychenko subsequently developed the idea o f pacifism in the novel Poklady zolota (1927). 
According to the plot, a Ukrainian emigre named Mykola Temychenko plans to establish the Committee of 
Human Liberation, one o f whose aims would be a ban on war:

M h , KoMiTeT BH3BOJieHHs jnoacTB a, HaKa3yeMO BciM aepacaBaM po336poi'THca b o j ih h  Micaub!
YciM n a p jia M e m a M  i y p a u a M  neraHHO npH H H ara 3 3 k o h  n p o  p o 3 n y c x  apMiH. Ee3 BHHaTKy! f lo  
OflHieV jnoflHHHl Bcio aM yniuiio, 36poio, BiPicbKOBi fiyjWHKH nepeBecTH Ha KyjibTypHi h  
ro cn o u ap cb K i n o ip e b n  (45).

We, The Committee o f  Human Liberation, order all states to disarm in one month! All 
parliaments and governments must immediately adopt a law on disbanding their armies. No 
exceptions! Not a single person! All ammunition, weapons, military buildings should be 
transferred for cultural and economic needs.
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was expressed by Shabliovs'kyi a few decades later: “[Soniachna mashyna] is a

conciliatory theory o f the peaceful integration o f  capitalism into socialism5' (48).

This polemic about the ways in which society can change— revolutionary or

evolutionary— is presented in the novel. It is apparent, for instance, from the dialogue

between Max and Rudolf:

— [MaKc] O, Tyr bcjihkoY noairaKH He Tpeoa. Tyr ny>Ke npocTa cnpaBa. £  aBi 

CTopoHH. rpa6i)KHHKH i rpaboBaHi. Eypxcyasia i npoaeTapiaT. Tax?

Pyaoab(j) He BiaBa)KHBca 6  rate npocro npoBecTH nonet mdk aioaBMH (113-14).

— [Max] Oh, one doesn5t need sophisticated politics here. It's a very simple 

matter. There are two sides. Robbers and the robbed. The bourgeoisie and the 

proletariat. Right?

Rudolf would not dare to divide people so simply along this line.

It is clear from the text that Vynnychenko5s authorial voice takes Rudolph's side— he 

stands for a peaceful transformation o f  the world— when he criticizes Max's radicalism 

and dogmatism. However, in ideological terms, it is Max who represents Vynnychenko's 

Manichaean and egalitarian position. This duality, in fact, reflects Vynnychenko's own 

conflicted attitude toward pacifism and democracy. For instance, during the revolutionary 

events he proposed disarmament,51 whereas in Vidrodzhennia natsii he supported 

“extermination o f  anarchic people” [3 h h iu c h h h  ryjwiunx JuojjeM]. He does not see any 

other ways for acquiring power than through a radical (“with a huge rumble”) revolution 

(“Utopiia i diisnist'). Even if  we note the growing influence o f Gandhian philosophy on 

Vynnychenko after 1920, it was never consistent, and he seemed never to have 

eliminated his radical rhetoric. For instance, even in his later comments on the conflict

51 After the Russian revolution o f 1917 Vynnychenko, as the head o f the Ukrainian government, was a 
vocal proponent o f  general disarmament, believing that all armies would be eliminated and all people 
would come together in one huge union (Koval’ V.).
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within the Bolshevik party, he cannot trust democracy, associating it with the bourgeois 

West:

ripoBaflHTb co6i cbokd JieHiHCbKy JiiHiio, SKy npoBaumiH BnpoAOB>K .aecsTH 

poKiB. >Ik 6yno 3 uiero JiiHieio, raK  i 6vjio. A n o ro  6 MaJiH n MiHOTH Tenep i 3aBonnTn 

“aeMOKpa-riio” , kojih ue xana TOHKa hh tk o , mo Ha mil TiribKH .amcraTypa 6yp>Kya3iY 

Moace TpHMaTHca 3 BejiHKOio eKBijiiopwcTHKOK) (Shchodennyk, 6 August 1927).

They [the Bolsheviks] cany out their Leninist line, which they have been 

implementing for ten years. It remains as it was before. Why should they change it now 

and introduce “democracy,” when this is such a thin thread that only a dictatorship of 

the bourgeoisie can sustain it by means of a huge balancing act.

Vynnychenko was even troubled by the liberalization of the Soviet economy in 

the late 1920s, calling it a retreat to capitalism. He actively supported the idea o f  mass 

collectivization, which a few years later would lead to catastrophic results and the 

genocidal famine o f  1932-33.

As a response to industrialization there was a tendency during this time to 

embrace nature, the primitive, and plain living. This was reflected in various arts: 

painting (Picasso), sculpture (Archipenko), dance (Duncan), and philosophy (Gandhi, 

Gurdjieff). The American Raymond Duncan, for instance, was an ordinary dandy, who 

became a “Spartan,” lived chiefly on nuts and fruits, and wore a toga, tunic, and sandals. 

Together with his sister, the prominent dancer Isadora Duncan, he went to Greece to 

build a temple for dances, which, as Ishbel Ross noted, “remained one o f  the empty 

dreams o f the 1920s” (226). George Gurdjieff was one o f  the most influential “gurus” o f  

the time. Bom in the area between Greece and the Caspian Sea, he lived for some time in 

Moscow, St. Petersburg, Tiflis, Constantinople, and Berlin before arriving in Paris in 

1922. Gurdjieff established the Institute for the Harmonious Development o f  Man near
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Fontainebleau (1922-34), which attracted people from various national backgrounds.52 

One o f  his ideas was “all the separate being must harmonize” (qt. in Ross. 229) which 

echoed Vynnychenko’s position o f  inner harmony and “honesty with oneself." 

Vynnychenko’s idea o f an “Atelier o f  Happiness,” elaborated in an unfinished play with 

the same title (1925) and in the novel Poklady zolota is reminiscent o f Gurdjieff s ideas. 

The Atelier is designed to help people organize and construct their happiness.

In Soniachna mashyna admiration for plain living is manifested through love o f  

nature, simple food and cloth— in contrast to everyday exuberance, luxury, and urban 

way o f  life. Obviously, it was Vynnychenko’s intent to introduce plain forms o f  living 

rather than conveniences and technologies o f  modem civilization. Here is how  

Vynnychenko contrasts urban and country life:

3a MicTOM, zte KiHuaiOTbcs He6ouiKpa6 H h  nowHHaroTbca KBapTajiH b u u i, coHue 

3hobv npHMMae woro [Pyao;ib<})a] b cboT o6ihm h, 3H0By naiiKO uinye b po3xpncTaHi 

rpyflH, b HaniB3aruiK>meHi Hi>KHi noBiKH onefi.

KouayKTop cKa3aB: MHHynoi' Heflini niaropoztHi 3ani3HHui Ta noBiTpHHi 

TOBapHCTBa BHflajiH dijibm e, hdk BiciM  MijibifoHiB 6ineTiB 3a MicTO. BiciM MijibfioHiB 

6iaHHX AHKyHiB-KaTopacaH BupBajioca 13 cbocY Karopru Ha nooaneHHa 3 Hafi6jin>KHHMH 

pouHuaMH: aepeBaMH, nrauHMH, KOMaxaMH. I coHue-MaTH Bcix Yx pa30M uinyBano... 

(220).

Beyond the city, where the sky-scrapers end and blocks of country houses 

begin, the sun once again takes him [Rudolf] into its embraces and again kisses him on 

his chest poking through his unbuttoned shirt and on his delicate, half-shut eyelids.

The conductor said: last Sunday the commuter railway stations and air 

associations sold more than eight million tickets to leave the city. Eight million poor 

savages, slave labourers, escaped their toil to meet with their closest relatives: trees, 

birds, and insects. And Mother-Sun kissed them all...

52 Among them was Katherine Mansfield, an emigre writer from New Zealand, who died at the Institute on 
9 January 1923 (Ross, 229).
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This scene is followed by an admirable portrayal o f nature (220-21) that is in sharp 

contrast to a scene from urban life:

n o  Ka<J)e H pecTopaHax, BHH3y mn6oMe3Hnx ByjiHUb, y Bor.KHx 3an'HKax oapiB 

napaTbca niTHi, rapaui xynn jitOflCbicHX Tiji. Harprre 3ropn flBazmaTbox noBepxiB 

3ani30 fi SeTOH 6e3ynHHHO nauiaTb TeruioM i BwiapaMH jnoaeH. CnaneHHH 6eH3HH. 

TfOTfOH, rac rycroK) aTMoctjjepoio c to itb , hk Boaa b 03epi, b 6eperax xaM’aHoro MicTa.

He6o 6o3Ha-ae, aecb ztaneKO-aajieico Hazt bhcowchhhmh npopi3aMH BeneTHiB- 

SyauHKiB. CoHue KHnuTb aecb TaM, Haa hhm h, nanae, KJiexoTHTb, i TijibKH nacoM 

an bom aKHMCb npocKOB3He bhh3, nepecTpHoyiOHH 3 MeTajiy Ha ckjio, Taxa oaiaeHbKa. 

acoBTeHbKa, HeaoxpoBHa cMyaceHKa. B pyxax po3napeHHX, 3HeMOKeHHX jkhbhx  icTOT 

aoBri uim btkh nanepy, 3 hkhx bohh BHCMomyraTb y  ce6e xBRiuoBaHHa, TpHBory, 

p03apaTyBaHHH. 13 ckjihhok ace bohh BCMOicryioTb y cede noBiabHHMH kobtkbm h 

MaaeHbxi pi3HOKoabopoBi ao3n OTpyra h uioxbhjihhh BHTHpaiOTb i3 HaSyxjinx ooaHH 

aocxiTaHBHH niT (217).

Sweaty and hot crowds of human bodies stew in cafes, restaurants, at the 

bottom of steep streets and in the damp shadows of bars. Heated from high above the 

twenty floors, the steel and concrete incessantly radiate heat and people's evaporations. 

Burnt gasoline, tobacco, and gas lie thickly, like water in a lake, at the shores of the 

stone city. The sun is God knows where, somewhere far, far away above the huge, high 

buildings. Somewhere above them the sun bums and bubbles, and only occasionally a 

pale yellow and anemic stripe by some miracle squeezes down, jumping from the metal 

onto the glass. In the hands of the overheated, exhausted living beings are long pieces 

of paper from which they suck in worries, anxiety, and irritation. From glasses with 

slow sips they suck in multicoloured doses of poison, and every minute they wipe 

ticklish sweat from their swollen faces.
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Vynnychenko’s diary entries, in which he expressed his constant desire to leave Germany 

for some place in Italy, France, Africa, or an island, explicitly revealed his preoccupation 

with plain living.53

In the future, according to Vynnychenko, people will be satisfied with very simple 

vegetarian food, which is symbolically embodied in the novel as sun bread.'4 This is a 

ground substance made o f green grass, created by means o f solar energy that passes 

through the solar machine (287-88). But to eat this bread, individuals (or their relatives) 

must produce it themselves, an act which symbolizes the elimination o f  exploitation. The 

sun bread substitutes all other food and is sufficient to sustain life. Critics questioned how 

a homogenous porridge-like substance, the solar bread, would have sparked an appetite 

considering that it is rather repugnant (Chaplenko, 95). But that was exactly 

Vynnychenko’s point: to introduce a simple way o f  life. The construction o f  the solar 

machine is also very simple: it looks like a coffee mill. Its main part is a mineral called 

helionite, which Rudolf Schtor discovers in the mountains after an earthquake. It has the 

ability to concentrate and transform solar energy, thereby producing the sun bread. As 

Bilets’kyi pointed out, Vynnychenko’s sun machine looks more like a fairy tale mill from

5j While in France, Vynnychenko went every summer to the south o f France, where he eventually settled 
(1934). From June 1929 the writer often visited a nudist island on the Seine River in the vicinity o f  Paris. 
These visits influenced the writer considerably in his new enthusiasm for ascetism, self-discipline, 
swimming in cold water, food, etc. In one o f his diary entries he observed the contrast between healthy 
nudists and people “in restaurants across the river,” who think “that the beauty and joy o f life is to sit at a 
table full o f food, to eat a delicious meal, to drink nice wine, and to embrace women while dancing” (21 
July 1929).
54 A strict vegetarian regime was what Vynnychenko along with his wife began to practice consistently in 
the 1930s. He wrote: “Stricter food regime: refusal from animal food (butter, milk and cheese), sugar and 
less boiled meals. Raw garden-stuff, fruits, nuts, our own bread, water, sometimes mamalyga [porridge 
made o f com and milk], porridge, rice and potatoes” (18 August 1936). Later on, Vynnychenko constantly 
revised his food regime making it even stricter: “New regime: the revolt against boiled, baked and fried 
meals. Switch to pure raw food” (2 July 1938). Interestingly, his revolt against “discordist food” took a 
ritual form. Celebrating the New Year in a “new concordist way” they opened a bottle o f  champaign, 
touched it with their lips and then poured it out (1 January 1937).
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the Finnish national epic Kalevala, than the modem inventions depicted in utopian works 

by Wells, A lexei Tolstoy, and Kasianiuk (125).

A  naturalistic description o f  a butcher shop in the novel is designed to cause 

aversion, and the writer contemptuously calls those who eat meat “eaters o f  corpses" 

[trupoidy] (216-17)— the term with which he also defines people in his diary 

(Shchodennyk 2: 176, 14 January 1923). However, Rudolf, who articulates 

Vynnychenko’s thoughts, believes that in the future society, people will not eat meat:

— A  n p a B fla , H e MoacHa fi yflBHTH co6i, mo K O JiH -H e6yab .moan n e p e c T a H y r b  

Ycth T p y n n  TB apH H ? E?

Cycia 3anBOBaHO auBHTbca Ha BH6aHJiHBO-ipoHiHHe awue n y aH o ro  HOJiOBiKa, 

aae b ti’h ipoH ii Tana neBHicTb, Taxa acH a atoooBHicxb, mo c y c ia  t o k  nocMixaeTbca:

— Mojtce, Koaucb i nepecTaHyrb.

JfoKTop PyaoabcJ) Knaae panroM  pyKH Ha ruieni cyciaoBi, npHcyBae a o  Hboro 

nonepBOHiae Bin c o h u h  h  ayxoTH a n u e  h  npH TH iueH H M  ayxaBHM roaocoM  Kaace:

— I He Koawcb, a aya<e uiBHatvO. MoaceTe 6yra cnoKiwHi (217).

— Really, you can’t even imagine that one day people w ill stop eating anim al’s 

corpses?

The neighbour looks with surprise at the condescending and ironic face o f  the 

stranger. But there is such certainty and bright pleasantness in that irony that the  

neighbour sm iles too:

— Maybe they w ill some day.

Dr. R udolf suddenly puts his hands on the neighbour’s shoulders, brings his 

face reddened from the sun and heat and says in a subdued, wicked tone o f  voice:

— N ot som e day but very soon. You can be sure o f  that.
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Vegetarianism also leads to idealization o f animals, which is quite typical o f  

utopias (35).55 In Vynnychenko’s novel Gertrude questions a cliche about “animal 

feelings,” which are often applied to men in a negative connotation:

Hhm TaKJiio.au Kpami 3a  3BipiB? Hi, Hi, uLjikom cepfio3Ho h oo’ckthbho! Hhm?

3Bipi aaneKO xpam i 3a Jiroaefi. H acaM nepea 3Bipi crpameHHO npaBaHBi. B ohh He 

opeujyTb, y>xe x o n a  6  Hepe3 Te, mo He BMiioTb roBopHTH, a BiaoMO tk . m o caoBa 

jiroaeR Ha TpH HBepri cJiyxcaTb Ym ana  opexHi, mo6 xobb th  Te m o bohh ayMaiOTb i 

poSaaTb. rio riM , 3Bip ao6pim i 3a a to a e R : KiHb kohh HiKoan He BOHBae, a  a io aH  

B6HBaiOTb a to aen  6iabm e, hok 3BipiB. 3Bipi Haa3BHHafiH0 cepfio3Hi h  noBajKHi. HixojiH 

He CMiiOTbca. B ohh  HeBHHHi h HHcri, 6o ana  hhx  HeMa Hinoro Hi copoMHoro, Hi 

HeHHCToro, Hi HeMopaabHoro, Hi HenpHCTOHHoro. A piBHonacHO bohh MopaabHiuii 3a 

aioaeR , 6e3 Hiaxoro nopiBHSHHa. HanpHKaaa, He npoaaioTbca oaHe oaHOMy, He 

odaypioiOTb, He noHH»cyK)Tbca, He nianH3yioTbca, He 3paaa<yJ0Tb, He HHTaroTb oaHe 

oaHOMy HyaHHX, aoBTHX HOTauin. B ohh BiabHi, He3aae>KHi, mwpi, bohh pooaaTb Tax, 

ax  ayMaiOTb i nonyBafOTb. H oro tk  a io a H  Ha Tax niaHOCHTb ce6e n epea  3BipaMH? (35).

In what way are people better than animals? No, seriously and objectively— in 

what way? Animals are far better than people. First of all, animals are extremely 

genuine. They don’t lie if only because they cannot speak. It is known that three- 

quarters of people’s words serve them for lying and to conceal what they think and do. 

Next, animals are kinder than people: a horse never kills a horse but people kill people 

more than they kill animals. Animals are extraordinarily serious and dignified, and they 

never laugh. They are innocent and pure because there is nothing shameful, impure, 

immoral, and vulgar for them. At the same time they are undoubtedly more moral than 

people. For instance, they don’t sell each other, swindle one another, ingratiate 

themselves, betray and don’t read long, boring lectures to each other. They are free, 

independent, sincere, and they do what they think and feel. Why then do people raise 

themselves above animals?

Shattering taboos was very natural for Vynnychenko. Probably, the most 

notorious intrusion into forbidden zones in his early works concerned the issues o f  sex,

55 A relevant example is Pavlo Krat’s novel Koly ziishlo sontse (1918), in which carnivores live peacefully 
alongside herbivores and people.
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prostitution, and relationships between men and women. In this respect in Soniachna 

mashyna, as Pavlyshyn observes, the writer breaks a new taboo— interracial sex (31). My 

point here is that the introduction o f  interracial sex in Vynnychenko’s writings could be 

conditioned by his displacement and exposure to the different realities that he 

encountered in Europe. In the novel German women, in order to save the new communist 

order, are encouraged by the Committee o f the Solar Machine to voluntarily offer their 

love to the Eastern invaders with the goal o f  acquainting them with the idea o f  the solar 

machine. The East (“The Union o f  Eastern Asian and African States”) is seen by the 

writer as a part o f  the world that is distinct in racial terms and quite eclectically 

associated with all skin colours, not just white—black, yellow, and brown. Politically and 

economically it is seen as a less developed and civilized world. Pavlyshyn argues that 

scenes o f interracial sex were designed for entertainment purposes, to give the reader a 

“pleasure-release” (31). The critic even speculates that in this sense the work has a 

confessional quality, reproducing “the personal sexual proclivities and anxieties so 

painstakingly recorded by the author in his diaries” (32). I suggest that interracial sex can 

be considered more broadly in ideological terms. For Vynnychenko sexual relationships 

were always a litmus test designed to gauge traditional family relationships— “Shadows 

o f the Past”— and to introduce new relationships based on free choice. Here is how 

Mertens, now a supporter o f the solar machine, articulates this position:

HerpcbKa aywa TaKa caiwa, hk i 6Lna. A lino? Ta? HecTb? “TiHb MHHyjioro”?

A HK 3M0>KeTe BH BUmaTH mo TiHb 3a CoHHHHy MaiUHHy? Ta? llfo? JI1060B? BHflBiTb 

maKy jho6ob: H e  BneniTbcst b ropno nopHO-KOBTOMy cojiaaTOBi, kojih noro nouinye 

Bauia KoxaHa. MoaceTe? Kojih 3MO»eTe, 3HaHHTb, 3M0 >KeTe nixmecTH 3 6 poio 

cnpaB/KHboV jnoooBi (570).
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The soul of a black man is the same as the soul of a white man. But what about 

the body? Eh? Honour? “The Shadow of the Past?” Can you sacrifice this shadow for 

the Solar machine? Can you? Love? Show this kind of love: don’t twist the neck of a 

black or yellow soldier when your beloved kisses him. Can you refrain? If you can. 

then you can raise the weapon of true love.

In this respect Vynnychenko reflected the modernist tendency with respect to 

issues o f  women’s emancipation, which were elaborated in works by August Bebel 

(Women and Socialism) and Aleksandra Kollontai, to name but a few. What is new in 

Vynnychenko’s treatment o f the sexual question is that in Soniachna mashyna he extends 

it to an interracial framework. The writer’s position, however, becomes quite 

controversial. In capitalist society sexual freedom had a more individual character, but 

now it seems to be governed by collective interests, which is what is actually implied in 

the appeal issued by the Committee o f  the Solar Machine. In other words, sexual 

relationships in the utopian society can be transformed from a simple manifestation o f  

freedom into a manifestation o f  collective obligation, totalitarian in its nature. All in all, 

in introducing a new context for sexual relationships, Vynnychenko was actually 

proposing the principle o f  racial tolerance, which was far from just in Western countries 

o f  that time (the politics o f  segregation in the USA is a good example). In his subsequent 

works the writer repeatedly explores the theme o f interracial love (Prorok) and 

interethnic (Nova zapovid') relationships.

3.5.4. Between Homeland and Hostland: One Novel—Two Receptions

Soniachna mashyna sparked different reader responses: incredible success among 

readers, a mixed critical reception in Ukraine, and a total fiasco in the West. Our analysis 

in the previous sections demonstrates that the novel was Vynnychenko’s attempt to
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polemicize with the Soviet form of socialism, but it was broadly addressed to the Western 

readership as a way of highlighting the main problems of the capitalist system and 

outlining the future development of civilization. Hence, the writer hoped to publish the 

text internationally. Vynnychenko’s intended audience was Ukrainian (at home and 

abroad), Soviet and European (German, French, English, and Czech). The novel also 

embodies a sense of mission for the Ukrainian nation, as well as the writer's personal 

ambitions to receive wide recognition. Also, we have to bear in mind that while in 

Ukraine it was a most widely read and publicly debated work, the reading of the 

unpublished text in Europe was limited to publishers, translators and a few critics. In our 

case publishers are treated as reader-critics because they in some way represent the local 

literary discourse and they know what kind of literature their audience might read. In this 

section, I shall explore how Vynnychenko’s great expectations for the novel were 

differently met in Ukraine and Western Europe. Despite some “technical” difficulties 

(e.g., problems of translation), I shall also deploy a reader-response approach to show 

how a different “horizon of expectation” contributed to this different reception.

Vynnychenko’s efforts to find a publisher effectively explains his vision of his 

audience and high expectations for Soniachna mashyna. Although his old works were 

still being published without any royalties in Ukraine in the early 1920s, none of his new 

works were published there. Officially the writer was persona non grata in Soviet 

Ukraine and his contacts with the homeland were limited. Could Vynnychenko in these 

circumstances assume that Soniachna mashyna would be published in his country? This 

is rather unlikely. He also suspected that the manuscript could be stolen by Soviet agents 

and published in a distorted form and without royalties. Contemplating the possibility of
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reaching the Ukrainian audience, the writer pessimistically remarked: “Should I write for 

Ukraine? But who knows when it will be published in Ukraine?” [llncara njisi YKpai'HH? 

Kojih xc to  boho BHaacTJbca Ha YKpaiHi?] (Shchodennyk 2: 666. 23 December 1925).

It seemed more realistic to publish the novel in the diaspora, where he had already 

released some of his new works—Hrikh (Prague, 1920), Zakon (Prague. 1923). and Na 

toi bik (Prague, 1923 and 1924), even though he was aware of the negligible readership. 

In order to publish Soniachna mashyna the author visited Prague in January-February 

1924, one of the largest centres of Ukrainian emigres at that time. He also contacted the 

publishing house of Iakiv Orenshtain (ibid., 2: 416, 26 and 27 September 1924; 2: 422. 8 

October 1924). Orenshtain, a Ukrainian publisher of Jewish descent, headed one of the 

biggest publishing houses in Western Ukraine—“Zahal’na biblioteka” [General Library] 

(1903-32). In 1918 he established a publishing house, “Ukrains’ka nakladnia,” 

[Ukrainian Publisher] in Leipzig. In 1922 Vynnychenko sold Orenshtain his novel 

Zapysky kyrpatoho Mefistofelia (ibid., 2: 143, 11 September 1922) which was released 

the next year. But all attempts to release Soniachna mashyna in the diaspora were 

fruitless, because either Vynnychenko did not agree to the conditions set in the contract 

or the project was too big to handle for the publisher.

At the same time, displacement prompted Vynnychenko to search for a broad 

international audience. None of his previous works were specifically intended for 

Western audiences. Starting with the active promotion of his plays in European theatres, 

he also counted on the publication of Soniachna mashyna in the West. His interest in the 

European audience is evident from his discussions of the novel with Shapoval:

UlanoBan npoHHTaB “CoHUHHy MauiHHy”. Horo peueH3ia: Haa3BHMafiHa pin, 

ceHcauifiHHH Ha bck> EBpony poMaH, MycHTb Hapo6HTH myiviy. Kojih EBpona He
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3BepHe oco6jihboi yBarw, to atanb 3a EBpony, a He 3a pin. 3 HauioHajibHo'f ropnocTH 

bih paflHTb He naBara nepenMOB Hi Eparmeca, Hi TaBriTMaHa. Ane ana noninuieHHa 

nponaraH.au yKpai'HCTBa i cavioT peni Tpe6a (ibid., 2: 401, 31 August 1924).

Shapoval has read Soniachna mashyna. His evaluation: this is an extraordinary 

piece, sensational for all of Europe and is bound to cause stir. If Europe does not pay 

any special attention, so much the worse for Europe, not for the work. From the point 

of view of national pride, he does not advise me to offer the preface either to Brandes 

or Hauptmann. But it would be useful for promotion of the novel itself as well as the 

national cause.

Starting in early 1924 Vynnychenko took steps to arrange a translation and made 

numerous attempts to publish the novel in German, French, English, and Czech.56 These 

efforts lasted until 1939, when the beginning of the war destroyed all the writer's plans. 

In his diary he even planned a budget for this (2: 278, 12 January 1924). Primarily 

Vynnychenko was relying on the German translation, as the novel made references to 

local realities, albeit in rather abstract way. German-Ukrainian cultural relations were 

among the best in all of Europe (Pohrebennyk 1998). Historically, there was interest in 

Ukrainian folklore, generated by nineteenth century Romanticism. Ukrainian folk songs 

and other folk genres were published in a variety o f collections, among which the most 

complete was Die poetische Ukraine: Eine Sammlung Ideirussischer Volkslieder (Ins 

Deutsche iibertragen von F. Bodenstedt. Stuttgart, 1845). The works of several Ukrainian 

writers were known: romantics (Shevchenko, Gogol, Iurii Fed’kovych), realists (Franko), 

and modernists (Kobylians’ka, Stefanyk, Kotsiubyns’kyi). Some Western Ukrainian 

writers wrote in German (Kobylians’ka, Franko) and had close contacts with German and 

Austrian literati. An important role in creating a Ukrainian presence in the German

56 None o f this translation was published. They are probably located in the Vynnychenko archive at 
Columbia University, New York. However, I was not able to verify this.
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speaking world was played by the Vienna-based journal Ruthenische Revue (founded in 

1903), later renamed Ukrainische Rundschau. Wilhelm Horoschowsky, who collaborated 

with the journal, translated and published a collection of stories by Kotsiubynsk'vi. 

entitled Pro bono publico (1909) and an anthology of Ukrainian prose. Ukrainische 

Erzahler (1909). Kobylians’ka's stories (“Pryroda” [Nature], “Bytva” [the Battle], and 

“Nekul’tuma” [An Uncultured Woman]) were published in the Stuttgart weekly Die neue 

Zeit whose chief editor was the prominent German social democrat Karl Kautsky.'"’' 

Vynnychenko was already known to the German audience through his plays and German 

translations of his works, such as the story “Zina” (1910), the plays Chorna Pant era i 

Bilyi Vedmid’, and Brekhnia (1922) as well as reviews in periodicals. On 11 March 1924 

he sent the manuscript o f Soniachna mashyna to Melaniia Nyzhankivs’ka, a translator 

into German. To some extent it was Vynnychenko’s bad luck to be faced with an 

economic crisis in the hostland country, which would hinder successful publication:

OiHaHCOBHH craH HiMenHHHH [i MeHe] 3aninae: HiMeubKi BHjraBHHUTBa ajoKe 

CKopoTHJiH cbok) npo,oyKuiK), a HiMeubKHH HHTaH BTpaTHB KyniBejibHy CHJiv. Hepe3 Te 

cnoaiBaraca Ha mMeubice BHaaHHa “CohauihoY m3uihhh”  HeMa noro, a me MeHiue 

Hamit Ha BejiHKHH THpajK, ceSTO Ha ycnix, 6o Bifl rapajKy 3ajiejKHTb i JiiTepaTypHa 

aojia npaui (,Shchodennykl: 366, 23 June 1924).

The financial situation in Germany affects me as well: German publishing 

houses have considerably cut back their production, and the German reader has lost his 

purchasing power. Owing to this, there is no reason to expect much from a German 

edition of Soniachna mashyna, and there is even less hope for a large press run, that is, 

for success, because the literaiy fate of the work also depends on the press run.

As we can see, the press run was important for the writer, as it would help him win over 

the local market.

57 For more details about German-Ukrainian literary relations, see Pohrebennyk.
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As we saw above, Vynnychenko" s strategy was to seek a preface from famous 

critics or writers, including Georg Brandes, Anatole France, Romain Rolland, and 

Gerhardt Hauptmann (all, except the first, were Nobel Prize winners) and to use Germany 

as a jumping-off point from which he could extend his literary campaign to other 

countries:

Mpii' H IXJIHHH 3 “COHHLUHOK) MaiUHHOK)” B3araJli CTaiOTb KOHKpeTHiuiHMH, 

HeTepnjiaHiuiHMH. Kjiaay flBa Miami Ha 3ao6yrra CTaTri EpaHaeca (hh Koro iHiuoro).

Tom'— nepuiHH npoaa*: y  HiMenwHHi. Po3paxoBVfO Ha MOJKJiHBicTb noiiiHpeHHH 20  

thchh npHMipHHKiB. #Kmo Tax, t o  3 MarepiajibHoro 6oKy neBHHfi ycnix. 3BHHaHHO, 

aiTepaTypHHH ycnix y flBaauaTb thchh npHMipHHKiB— HeBejiHKHH. Ajie npHHafiMHi 

6yae MoaoiHBicTb po3ropHyrH KaMnaHiro najibiuoro nponaacy no iHiunx Kpai'Hax (ibid.,

2: 417, 28 September 1924).

In general, m y dreams and plans concerning Soniachna m ashyna  are becom ing  

more concrete and urgent. I’m allowing tw o months to obtain an article by Brandes (or 

from som eone else). Then, the first sale in Germany. I think it’s possible to distribute 

20,000 copies. If so, then this is definite financial success. O f course, literary success  

from 20,000 copies is not great. But at least it w ill g ive me an opportunity to  expand  

the sales campaign to other countries.

In November 1924 Volodymyr Levyts’kyi, Vynnychenko’s literary agent, visited 

Brandes in Copenhagen, and the latter agreed to read and to write a preface for the book 

(ibid., 2: 440, 12 November 1924). Later, however, when Levyts’kyi brought the three- 

volume manuscript, the eighty-three-year-old Brandes was stunned by its length and 

made excuses about his age. Vynnychenko commented: “My hopes for Brandes are 

shattered: he is ill, unable to work, there’s a general decline of his health, it seems his 

death is imminent. It’s clear that he can’t read such a heap” [Kpax HajUH Ha EpaH/ieca: 

XBopHH, He3naTHHH jxo npaiu, 3arajibHHH 3aHenajt chji, cnpaBa, ohcbh jiho , ifne b Hboro
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AO CMepTH. Po3yMieTbca npoHHTara Taxy Kynyrypy He Moace] (ibid.. 2: 467. 29 

December 1924).

In planning to contact Hauptmann, Vynnychenko was counting on the mediation 

of Roman Smal’-Stots’kyi, the diplomatic representative of the UNR in Berlin until 

February 1923 and a professor of Slavic Studies at Warsaw University in 1925-39. 

Smal’-Stots’kyi was acquainted with Hauptmann’s wife and intended to contact the 

writer through her (ibid., 2: 378, 16 July 1924). It is also known that Vynnychenko wrote 

a letter to Hauptmann (ibid., 2: 426, 13 October 1924). However, it does not say whether 

they had any direct contact. It is likely that after Vynnychenko moved to France, he 

began counting more on French literary figures to write the preface.

Vynnychenko’s plans concerning Soniachna mashyna included contacting 

publishing offices in Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Munich (“W olf’) (ibid., 2: 493, 15 January

1925), and Leipzig (“Rowohlt Verlag,” founded in 1908) (ibid., 2: 527, 8 March 1925). 

But all these efforts failed. One of the main reasons was the difference in the “horizon of 

expectation,” which was based on ideology. The overtly communist orientation of the 

novel did not fit the publishers’ worldview. The first refusal came from the Ulstein 

publishing house, one of the largest in Germany (founded in 1887):

Flepma nopa3Ka 3 “Cohjjihhok> MauiHHOio”: BHnaBHHUTBO YjibuiTaiiHa 

BinMOBHjiocb b3hth poMaH no BHflaHHfl. M othbh: He niaxoaHTb no i'XHbOrO 

CBiTornany; MaHSymi bIahochhh b HiMennHHi HenpaBHJibHo HaMineHi... 3BH4aHHO, 

6yp*ya3He BHnaBHHUTBO HaBpsm mh Bi3bMerbca uinpn™ mo!  nonuwH (ibid., 2: 492.

14 Januaiy 1925).

The first defeat for Soniachna mashyna: the Ulstein publishing house has 

refused to publish the novel. The reason is that it doesn’t fit their worldview, and future 

relations in Germany are wrongly outlined... Naturally, a bourgeois publishing house 

will hardly disseminate my ideas.
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Significantly, the publisher openly revealed that he did not share the author's perspective 

on his country. The Ulstein publishing house’s ideological orientation becomes clearer 

when we take into account that it financially supported the Russian emigre daily. R ul' 

[Steering Wheel] during 1920-24. The newspaper was affiliated with the Russian party of 

Constitutional Democrats, the Bolsheviks’ opponents. Their chief editors were I. Gessen. 

V. Nabokov (father o f the writer Vladimir Nabokov), and A. Kaminka.

Another publisher considered the novel to be “disguised communist propaganda": 

“We don’t support communist propaganda, even though it is astutely and artfully 

disguised” (qt. in Zerov, 442).58 It is clear, however, that the publisher did not reject the 

artistic value of the work. Later, in France, Vynnychenko continued to contact German 

publishers, but again with no result. For instance, “Malik-Verlag” said the novel was “too 

big and not clear” (Shchodemyk, 28 February 1926). The novel clearly was not without 

ambiguities given its complex structure, combination of anti-utopia, dystopia, and utopia 

elements, as well as its expressionistic style. But this publisher’s reason for rejection also 

points to the size of the book. Several times Vynnychenko mentioned that the length of 

the book was an obstacle, “a factor that will kill it” (ibid., 2: 523, 1 March 1925; 2: 543, 9 

April 1925).

While he was still in Germany, Vynnychenko wrote a letter to Levyts’kyi, asking 

him to recommend someone to do the French translation (ibid., 2: 419, 2 October 1924). 

In contrast to Germany, Ukrainian literature was little known in France. A collection of 

historic folk songs, Les Chants historiques de I ’Ukraine was published in 1879 by 

Alexander Chodzko (Paris: E. Leroux). Some works by Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnovianenko,

58 Zerov did not provide any reference.
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Shevchenko. Gogol, Marko Vovchok and Volodymyr Korolenko had also been

appeared.59 The Russian-language author, Korolenko, was the only contemporary writer.

Other writers belonged to the romantic tradition, while Kvitka-Osnovianenko (1778-

1843) belonged to an even earlier (classical) period. Mykhailo Drahomanov, a Ukrainian

thinker and political emigre, elaborated on Ukraine’s colonial status in the Russian

Empire in his French-language article “La literature ukrainienne proscrite par le

gouvemement russe” (Geneva, 1878).60 Thus, in terms of literary production the French

market was much more challenging than the German one.

Planning to leave Germany for France, Vynnychenko became more and more

oriented towards the French market. As a result of the recent war, France was in the grips

of its own cultural and spiritual crisis. The generational conflict was evident: the pre-war

golden age was dead, the present was in disarray, and the future was uncertain.

The war produced an insurmountable gap between the fathers, who had written 

before 1914, and the sons who matured in the years of turmoil... Young writers 

criticized the philosophical, moral, and esthetic foundations o f the ruined civilization 

whose rebuilding entailed a revision of values in art and life—Leonid Livak notes (23).

The crisis led to an artistic revolt represented by the Dada and later surrealist movements 

and early communist writers (Andre Stil, Pierre Courtade, Louis Aragon). Other 

prominent writers, such as Andre Gide, Rolland, and Marcel Proust also reflect that 

period of tense intellectual quests. However, right-wing republican tendencies in politics 

remained dominant, brandishing nationalistic rhetoric, while French socialists were split

59 Kvitka, Grigorii F. Oksana, ou I ’Orgueil villageois e tses  ravages, ou I ’Histoiregrave et veridique de 35 
kopecks, ancienne chronique de / ’Ukraine. Trans. Charlotte Moreau de la Meltiere. Paris: H. Bossange, 
1854; Vovchok, Marko. “Un amour fatal.” Trans. Hauterive. La Revue contemporaine 15 April 1870; 
Gogol, Nicolas. Les Villees de I ’Ukraine. Trans. E. Halperine-Kaminsky. Paris: Marpon; 1892; Korolenko, 
Vladimir. Laforet murmure. Contes d'Ukraine et de Siberie. Trans. R. Candiani. Paris: A. Colin, 1895.
60 For more details about French-Ukrainian literary relations, see Pashchenko and Riahuzova.
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in 1920 into the French Socialist Party and the French Communist Party. This created an 

especially unfavourable atmosphere for emigre writers. Vynnychenko observed this 

situation right after his arrival in Paris:

T p y n H o m i 3 BunaHHSM “ C o h ju i ih o i MaiiiHHH" <j)paH uy3bxoio m obo io  

BHABJiaioTbCJi b  HenooopHH X  po3M ipax . H a c a M n e p e n  (])paHiry3bxnH uiOBiHi3M i 

(J)aUlH3M. ^ K p a 3  nOHHHae p03BHBaTHCJI aXTHBHHH BHCTyn npOTH BCbOrO HV>KHHHOrO B 

K ynbTypi. I l o x in  HaBiTb Ha aM epH xaHCbxi <j)iJibMH. K h h x ck h  B3arani y  O paH uiV  He 

HHTaHDTbCa. 36yT  4>paHUV3bKHX KHHJKOK € TUlbXH Ha HyjKHHHHX pHHXaX. ®paHUV3bXa 

6 y p jx y a 3 ia , a x  i n n caB  A. O p a H c , x h h jx o x  He x y n y e . K y n y e  a x a c b  r p y n a  o h h h  

npHMipHHK, i Bci HHTajOTb. K piM  T o ro , caM e T e n e p , a x  i y  BCbOMy, n o x in  npOTH h v x c h x  

aBTOpiB. A m o n o  “ C o h jh i ih o i MauiHHH” , t o  r y r  n o  B Cboro u b o ro  m e  ii Ti T pynH om i- 

m o  aBTop— y x p a 'm e u b , HjieH H eBinoM oi, a  a x  B inoM oi, t o  a x  “ re p M a H o ^ ijib C b x o 'r  

HauiV. A m e  S ijib u ie : 3MicT pOMaHy 3 5xnrra HiMeHHHHH. O n x e ,  BHHHxae nHTaHHa, h h  

He 3 acy /p x y eT b ca  p in  Ha npoB an , a x m o  T e n e p  B H nacTbca y  O p a n u ii ' (Shchodemyk 2:
522, 28 February 1925).

Insurmountable difficulties have arisen in connection with the publication of 
Soniachna mashyna in French. First of all, there is the French chauvinism and fascism.

An active offensive against everything foreign in culture has just begun to unfold. 
There is even a campaign against American films. Nobody reads books in France, and 

their profits are made only on foreign markets. The French bourgeoisie, as A. France 

has written, doesn’t buy books. One group buys a single book and then reads it. 

Besides, right now there is a campaign against foreign authors, as in everything. 

Moreover, there are difficulties concerning Soniachna mashyna because the author is a 

Ukrainian, a member of an unknown or, if known, then a “Germanophile” nation. 
Furthermore, the subject matter is taken from the life of Germany. So, the question 
arises whether it is doomed to failure if it is published now in France.

After a meeting with a certain individual named Ievseiev, Vynnychenko recorded this in 

his diary: “Ievseiev recounts the literary customs and relationships among the Paris 

literati... Xenophobia of the French people and persecution of foreign writers, actors, and 

artists. They are afraid of the competition from outsiders” [Po3noBim CBceeBa npo
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jiiiepaTypHi 3BHHai' i bIzihochhh jiiTepaTopiB IlapmKy... KceHO<J>o6 is 4>paHuy3iB. 

nepecjiiayBaHHa qyacHHHHX aBTopiB, aprac-riB, ManapiB. KoHKypeHuia 3aHtujiHx 

eaeMeHTiB Jiaxae] (2: 646,11 November 1925).

After cutting down Soniachna mashyna from three to two volumes (each 300 

pages), Vynnychenko attempted to approach Rolland to do Brandes’s job— i.e., to write a 

preface. Vynnychenko arranged for a letter to be sent from the Ukrainian Public 

Committee in Prague, urging Rolland as a socialist to do this:

...[UjiKaBO TiubKH, hh 3roflHTbCfl [PoJuiaH] npoHHTaTH i aaTH nepenMOBy. Ane 

ue cnpaBa, oneBHflHO, He Jtenca a o S h t h c s i ,  moo npoHvrraB. X om  i couianicT, x o h  i 

npoxae fioro couiajiicTHHHa i aeMOKpaTHHHa opraHi3auia, a BcexaKH x t o  3Hae. 3aHajrro 

b o h h  npocaKHeHi CBponeiicbKHM 3acTapijiHM ayxoM caMOJitoSyBaHHfl fi aMoiTHocrH 

(Shchodennyk, 7 July 1926).

...[I] wonder if [Rolland] will agree to read [Soniachna mashyna] and write a 

review. It is obviously not easy to persuade him to read [it]. He is a socialist and is 

being asked by a socialist and democratic organization, but who knows. They are too 

imbued with the old European spirit of self-admiration and ambition.

Vynnychenko could certainly count on the support of left-wing writers, like 

Rolland. In the post-war stifling atmosphere they turned their attention to Moscow in 

hopes o f spiritual rejuvenation. The surrealists as well as the writers Malraux, Gide, and 

Aragon flirted with Soviet communism until it revealed its violent nature in the 1930s.61 

Rolland might have shared Vynnychenko's critique of capitalism and espousal of 

pacifism. In the end, despite Rolland’s positive evaluation o f the work, he refused to

61 Later, Vynnychenko placed hope on Gide to give him his support after the latter return from the Soviet 
Union and published Retour de 1'U.R.S.S. (1937). “Gide has returned from the USSR and written a book. I 
think he might agree to write a preface for Vichnyi imperatyv and help to publish it. The message o f  Vichnyi 
imperatvv must now be dear to him and worth popularizing” (Shchodennyk, 15 November 1936). Later on, 
however, Vynnychenko criticized Gide for his turn from communism to Christianity (ibid., 20 October 
1939).
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write a preface, pleading that he was busy. But one of the reasons lay in his colonial 

attitude toward Ukraine (we shall address this issue below).

In France Vynnychenko first planned to publish Soniachna mashyna in the 

“Imprimerie d'art Voltaire” owned by Orest Zeliuk, who collaborated with Ukrainian and 

Russian authors (ibid., 2: 494, 17 January 1925).62 His offers to other publishers, such as 

“Grassi,” “Nouvelle Revue Franqiaise,” and “Librairie du Siecle” were also rejected. The 

reasons for the refusal in France were basically the same as those given in Germany— 

ideological and technical. The French translator of Soniachna mashyna, Ms. Laroche, 

informed Vynnychenko by letter that there was little hope that a French publisher would 

undertake to spread ideas that were reminiscent of Anatole France {Shchodennyk, 31 May

1926). Again, like in Germany, Vynnychenko worried about the size of the book which 

made it expensive to publish: “Who will pay 30 francs if the norm is 7.5-10 francs” [X to 

3annaTHTB 30 4>pamdB, kojih HopMa e 7,5-10 (jjpamdB] (ibid., 3 March 1926).

Vynnychenko made inquiries about an English translation even before embarking 

on the French. He made an offer to Stepan Panchak, a Ukrainian emigre who had moved 

from Prague to England in 1923 (ibid., 2: 418, 30 September 1924). It is known from 

Vynnychenko’s diary that Panchak accepted the terms of the work and started translating 

(ibid., 2: 422, 8 October 1925), but there is no further information about this. In the 1930s 

Vynnychenko resumed his efforts regarding an English translation, which were motivated 

by his intention to introduce the image of Hitler in place of Mertens and make the work 

more current and readable (ibid., 19 March 1933; 23 July 1934). He corresponded with 

Anzhelika Balabanova in the US, who informed him that a certain Mr. Alekseiev had

6‘ Vynnychenko did not provide further details about his collaboration with Zeliuk.
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started translating the novel. The beginning of the war, however, prevented Vynnychenko 

from realizing this plan (Kostiuk 1980, 65-66).

Having close contacts with Ukrainian emigres in Czechoslovakia, Vynnychenko 

was also counting on a Czech translation. Shapoval agreed to finance part of the project. 

The other part was to have been covered by the Czech publishing house “Cm" (founded 

in 1920). But Vynnychenko refused to carry on with the project, as the publisher offered 

a paltry royalty ($2 0 0 ), which he called a “cynical exploitation of an author's work" 

(Shchodennyk 2: 529,14 March 1925).

Tellingly, during his painstaking efforts to publish the novel in Europe 

Vynnychenko also thought about the possibility of advertising. The writer had made 

particular note of the success of the advertising of works by Ferdynand Antoni 

Ossendowski in a Frankfurt publishing house. Ossendowski was a popular author of 

journalistic works about his trips to the Soviet Union, Asia, and Africa. Vynnychenko 

asked Levyts’kyi to present his work in a similar way: “Maintain an independent pose. 

Don’t stint on using bright colours in introducing the writer. Explore the possibilities of 

advertising” [TpHMara to h  He3anejKHHH. He cicyiiHTHca Ha <j)ap§H b npencTaBJWHHi 

aBTopa. B habh th  MOKJiHBicTb peKJWMfi] (ibid., 2:493,16 January 1925).

The following questions must arise in this discussion: why did Soniachna 

mashyna, which was planned for a broad international audience, fail in the West, 

especially considering that his earlier plays (i.e., Brekhnia, Chorna Pantera, i Bilyi 

Vedmid’), written for the Ukrainian theatre, succeeded, and why did the novel succeed in 

Ukraine?
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There are two kinds of answers: a different “horizon of expectation” and 

“technical” difficulties. Within the reader-response theory it has been long argued that 

there is no one meaning intended by the author but there are as many meanings as 

readers; the meanings of a literary text are the creation and production of an individual 

reader. Wolfgang Iser suggests that a literary text as an intentional creation of a writer 

only partly controls the reader’s response, but an “implied reader” himself partly creates 

his own text. How different this “subjective” reception is from an “objective” text 

depends on a number of historical, cultural, aesthetic, and linguistic factors, which have 

actually became the crux of the debate and various approaches. 63 Hans Robert Jauss 

distinguishes the relationship between the text and the reader in aesthetic terms within a 

historical paradigm. He defines the reader’s ability to read the text as a “horizon of 

expectations”: “The coherence of literature as an event is primarily mediated in the 

horizon of expectations of the literary experience of contemporary and later readers, 

critics, and authors” (22). Although Jauss emphasizes the temporal aspect of the “horizon 

of expectations” (how the reception of a literary text changes through a certain life span), 

for our purposes we also use it in spatial terms: how perception of a work differs in 

another social and cultural milieu.

In analyzing Soniachna mashyna, a different “horizon of expectation” can be 

revealed on the basis of the thematic and ideological aspects of the novel. Whereas in 

Vynnychenko’s homeland Soniachna mashyna was a pioneering work owing to its style 

and genre, in the West it appeared to be quite an ordinary, if not outdated, piece of

63 The following works in the field are the most influential: The Implied Reader: Patterns o f  
Communication in Prose Fiction from Burry cm to Beckett (1974) by Iser, Structuralist Poetics: 
Structuralism, Linguistics, and the Study of Literature (1975) by Jonathan Culler, The Dynamics o f  Literary 
Response (1975) by Norman Holland, and Is There a Text in This Class? The Authority o f  Interpretive 
Communities (1980) by Stanley Fish.
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writing. To a certain extent Vynnychenko’s utopia can be considered a continuation of 

the tradition of socialist utopias of the nineteenth century, “the most utopian"—in 

Krishnan Kumar’s words—“century of modem times,” which includes such works as 

Bellamy’s Looking Backward (1888), William Morris’s News From Nowhere (1890). 

Theodor Hertzka’s Freeland (1890), etc. (33). In the West the recent success o f utopian 

writings was challenged by anti-utopias as a timely response to the consequences of what 

mankind might expect after the realization of utopian projects. Among them were 

Zamyatin’s My [We] (written in 1920-21; first published in English translation in New 

York, 1924), Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World (1932), etc. Especially remarkable is the 

case of Zamyatin (former Bolshevik, who was exiled by the tsarist regime in 1905), who 

belonged, like Vynnychenko, to a similar cultural space but, unlike Vynnychenko, 

witnessed the construction of this new society in the USSR at the beginning of the 

1920s.64 Not surprisingly, Zamyatin’s anti-utopia My appealed more to Western 

audiences, whereas the utopian Soniachna mashyna would have seemed outdated after 

people lost their faith in social progress after World War I and the socialist upheaval at 

the beginning of the twentieth century. Gary Kem writes about the importance of 

Zamyatin’s work:

Ever alert to the first sighs of monolithic thought, Zamyatin reacted quickly to 
the new mores and institutions of the Marxist state in history. By reducing them to their 

essence and extending them ad absurdum, he not only subjected them to ridicule, but in 
a sense predicted the future (2 0 ).

Zamyatin in his interview given in 1932 clearly revealed the message of his

novel: “This novel signals the danger threatening man, mankind, from the hypertrophy of

64 An important fact is that Zamyatin’s My was the first book officially banned by the Soviet censors. 
(Tittp://pages.britishlibrary.net/alan.mvers/zamvatin.htmP. Zamyatin immigrated to France in 1931, thanks 
to some influential friends who secured Stalin’s personal permission. He died in March 1937.
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the power of the machine and the power of the state—any state"

(http://pages.britishlibrarv.net/alan.mvers/zamvatin.html'). Even the most popular writer 

of the genre, Wells, whose utopian writings are more scientifically based, seems 

gradually to have lost his firm belief in progress. In the words of D. H. Lawrence to Lady 

Cynthia Asquith, dated 1915, one may find the essence of disillusionment in civilization: 

“I am so sad for my country, for this great wave of civilization, 2000 years, which is now 

collapsing, that it is hard to live. So much beauty and pathos of old things passing away 

and no new things coming... the winter stretches ahead, where all vision is lost and all 

memory dies out” (Moore, 378).

Although Soniachna mashyna may boast a masterfully elaborate language and 

style (unfortunately largely lost in the translations65), its ideological premise was the 

factor that inevitably diminished its artistic value. The novel became a landmark of 

Vynnychenko’s heavy ideological hand, reflecting his constant struggle between the two 

sides. Vynnychenko’s radical communist views did not correspond well to the dominant 

intellectual discourse in Europe, which had just undergone serious upheavals during 

World War I and its aftermath. Socialist ideas were visible in the West during the 

interwar period, but they did not become dominant, being spread mainly among 

intellectuals as a form of opposition to the stifling atmosphere of capitalist society. After 

the failure of the Soviet expansion in Poland into 1920, Europe was divided between the 

capitalist West and socialist East (the Soviet Union). Fear of communism after its success 

in the USSR and temporally in other parts of Europe (Bavaria and Hungary) was all- 

embracing. In general, Vynnychenko’s utopia did not attract much attention from

65 Here I am referring first o f  all to the German translation, as I could not find any critical comments 
regarding other translations.
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Western publishers and was treated rather as something foreign to the Western bourgeois 

worldview, as attested above by the German publishers Ulstein and “Malik-Verlag” or by 

Ms. Laroche's words regarding the French market. Even though Soniachna mashyna 

carried anti-utopian and dystopian elements it remained, in its essence and message, a 

positive utopia about a future communist society.

Furthermore, as Marko Pavlyshyn writes, the critique of capitalism in Soniachna 

mashyna was rather demonizing and the future society was outlined in the manner of a 

romantic, Fourier-like, utopia in the form of paradise. Plattel comments on this: 

“Thinking about the future in terms of the paradise can be a symptom of regression and a 

flight into the childish world of fantasy. Moreover, a defence-mechanism is often at work 

when one pictures the existing situation as totally evil” (15).

The success of Vynnychenko’s plays in Europe can be explained by a number of 

factors. The plays represent more authentic literary, philosophical and cultural material, 

and carried a high level of personal experience and psychological observations. Overall, 

Vynnychenko performed best as a writer in his dramaturgy. In addition, his plays were 

not narrowly bound to Ukrainian subject matter or ethnographic representation, as was 

the case with the long tradition of the old Ukrainian theatre, which Vynnychenko came to 

challenge. Although Ukrainian, Vynnychenko’s plays, as I argued above, were to a large 

extent universalized by their themes and problems. Here is how the Italian critic 

Domenico di Marco comments on Emma Grammatica’s decision to perform in Brekhnia:

Emma thought that Vynnychenko’s play had a good chance of success in Italy, 
or at least in Northern Italy, first of all because it was a drama of real life, which could 

hold the public’s interest by its unusual plot, and second, because the events depicted in 
it did not apply to one nation rather than another, to one race rather than another, to one 
political system rather than another, but to all mankind (378).
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Vynnychenko’s plays, like the works of Ibsen, Hamsun, Pirandello, and other 

playwrights, made a contribution to the current European discourse by raising such 

modernist issues as morality, love, family relationships, and the problems of art. Di 

Marco compares Vynnychenko’s plays with those of the famous Italian playwright Luigi 

Pirandello:

I am convinced that, as in the case of Luigi Pirandello's dramas, the average 
spectator cannot absorb all the details and diverse subtleties of Brekhnia after seeing 

the play only once. There are too many half-truths and half-lies in it, too much 

psychological introspection, which require careful analysis of every scene, every 

situation, almost every word (379).

Finally, what is intrinsic to Vynnychenko’s plays is that ideology is not as 

obtrusive. His plays do not offer a clear answer to what is wrong or right in society; they 

show the complexity of life and propose a variety of choices—what Moroz calls “one 

hundred equivalent truths”: “Every Vynnychenko play is a specific playful experiment, 

that is, an analysis of possibilities and, so to speak, versions of man’s life in close 

interconnection with external circumstances” (Moroz, 141). Soniachna mashyna, on the 

other hand, provides no other alternative than the idea of a future communist society. 

Starting with this utopian novel, Vynnychenko betrays his ideological stance by what he 

will later call a “political concept in images,” which takes ideas as the basis of the literary 

text. The popular literary form of the adventure narrative becomes a disguise to attract a 

mass audience. The genre of a long novel becomes an appropriate form to monopolize 

the focal point and embody his ideas; the plays, in contrast, served to represent a clash of 

ideas.
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Ukraine’s colonized position also played a key role in Europe’s ' ‘horizon of 

expectation.” Despite its short-lived period of independence (1917-20), Ukraine remained 

a terra incognita, often treated—and the Versailles Peace Treaty of 1919 contributed to 

this—as part of Russia. Vynnychenko personally experienced such treatment when he 

was forced by a customs officer in France to write “Russe” instead of “Ukrainien" on his 

custom form:

He BB£DKaB 3a floutribHe po3noBinaTH uifi cjryxHHHifi cnyjKHHui CBoro ypany, 

hk caMe uefi ypjm y 1917 poui b oco6i cboix npeacraBHHiciB SKpa3 nepem" mhokd 

BHCjioBJiioBaB uuikom iHuii norjiaflH m ono icHVBaHHa YKpaiHH. IlpaBaa, ue 6y.no to/u, 

kojih HiMui 6 hjih 4>paHuy3iB i c|)paHuy3bKOMy ypaflOBi noTpi6HO 6yjio yKpai'HCbKe 

rapMaTHe m’hco {Shchodennyk!: 512, 9 February 1925).

I did not consider it prudent to tell this obedient servant of her government how 

in 1917 this very government in the person of its representatives right in front of me 

had expressed completely different views regarding the existence of Ukraine. True, this 

was when the Germans were beating the French and the French government was in 
need of Ukrainian cannon fodder.

Vynnychenko noted the colonial problem in his relationships with French, 

German, and Russian representatives. One of the manifestations of the colonial approach 

is to see the colonized nation through an ethnographic perspective—a problem that 

reflects the relationship between high and low culture in a hierarchy o f the imperial 

discourse. In this regard, for example, only works about the Ukrainian peasantry, not the 

intelligentsia, were allowed in the nineteenth-century Russian Empire. This problem of 

an “ethnographic horizon of expectation” has been addressed in contemporary post

colonial criticism. Following Edward Said’s postcolonial approach, Rey Chow in her 

Writing Diaspora indicates the persistence of a scholarly tradition connected with 

Orientalism and East Asian studies. She offers a cogent example of how non-Westem
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cultural production is still perceived in the West by criticizing the sinologist Stephen 

Owen for his biased review of the English translation of the mainland Chinese poet Bei 

Dao. Owen’s main argument is that such poetry lacks Chinese features, thus, it loses its 

pure national spirit and becomes “supremely translatable” that “could just easily be 

translations from a Slovak or an Estonian or a Philippine poet.” Comparing it with other 

“new poetries,” like Hindi or Japanese, Owen identifies a “disease of modem Chinese 

poetry”: it is too Westernized. Arguing in favour of Orientalism that could be applicable 

to the study of any postcolonial culture and opposing its narrow understanding. Rey 

Chow posits the dilemma of universalism vs. particularism. They must not, she suggests, 

play against but reinforce and supplement each other.

Interestingly, the colonial attitude was expressed by the socialist Rolland. 

Refusing to write a preface for Soniachna mashyna, he suggested that it would be better 

if the Ukrainian writer produced works specifically about Ukrainian life. Vynnychenko 

commented in his diary:

IlepenMOBH Pojijish, BHSBJiaerbca, TOMy He Moxce n a™ , m o “ CoHauiHa 

MauiHHa” He bhhbjihc yxpaiHCbKoro HauioHanbHoro jk h tth . Jfna EBponn Tpe6a flam  

Taxi npaui, ax  “Holota”, “Je V eux” (xTocb woro noiH<})opMyBaB). n p o  caiwy “CoHauiHy 

MauiHHy”  nm ue, mo ue GjiHCKyMHH TBip, 3axonjiK>iOHHH i T.n. Onne cjiobo, cTapa, 

3HaiioMa icTopia: yKpai'Hui noBHHHi nH cara eTHorpacJjiHHi pern. KojiHCb pociRcbKHH 

ypau  3a6opoHHB nH cara 3 k h t t h  iHTejiireHuii' i Ha tcm h  m Hpuioro xapaicrepy. T enep  

Pojuikh i, oneBHflHO, eBponeficbKa xpHTHKa 3aoopoHae nH earn Ha tcm h  eBponeficbici. 1 

Toni, i Tenep— TinbKH eTHorpacfiia Hama MOJKe 6yTH nonymeHa. ^  Bee jk Taxw rajiaio, 

mo MH MOJKeMO U03B0JIHTH C06l nHCBTH Tax, BK fl03BOJ1fl€ Ham P03BHT0K i nOTpe6H 

{Shchodennyk, 28 O ctober 1926).

It appears that Romain Rolland can’t write a preface because Soniachna 
mashyna doesn’t depict Ukrainian national life. Europe needs such works as “Holota,”
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“Je Veux” [Khochu] (someone informed him) .66 He writes about Soniachna mashyna 

that this is a marvelous and exciting work etc. This is. in one word, an old and known 

story: Ukrainians must write ethnographic works. The Russian government used to 

forbid the writing of works about the intelligentsia and on themes of a broader 

character. Now R. Rolland and, obviously, European critics are placing a ban on 

writing on European themes. Only our ethnography is allowable both then and now. I 

think, however, we can afford to write in the way our development and needs dictate.

Vynnychenko had already encountered this problem of colonial stereotypes in 

Germany, particularly concerning his play Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’. Some critics 

revealed their prejudice by treating him unfairly not for the quality of the play but for his 

national affiliation. Typically, they used such ironic phrases as a man with “countless y's 

in his name” or “hopefully, Ukraine will soon start delivering grain once again,” what 

Rudnytzky calls “the German Ubermensch syndrome” (369-70). To achieve success in 

the hostland is a huge challenge for any displaced writer. Vynnychenko observes in his 

diary: “The negative critique of Chorna Pantera is extremely hostile and not 

commensurate with its success. In many articles there is a reason [for this hostility]: [He 

is a] foreigner. It’s difficult to “win over” the audience” [HazpBHHafiHO Bopoaca i He 

BirmoBiaHO 3 0  ycnixy HeraTHBHa KpHTHKa npecH Ha “HopHy IlaHTepy”. B SaraTtox 

cTarrax mothb: nyacHHem>. Ba>KKO “3aBOHOByBaTH”] {Shchodennyk 2:133,14 July 1922).

The Germans [writes Rudnytzky] apparently expected a Ukrainian playwright 

to dwell on rustic themes and motifs from his native land, and not to examine, in the 

manner of Ibsen, the depths of the human soul. This reasoning becomes repeatedly 

apparent in the reviews... they expected from Vynnychenko a typical Heimatkunst 
product, dealing with the life of Ukrainian peasants; instead, they were confronted with 
the psychological problems of an artist living in Paris (372-73).

66 The two works mentioned above are based on Ukrainian life. But whereas the story “Holota” was an 
early example of his impressionistic works about the Ukrainian peasantry, the novel Khochu is one o f  his 
more philosophical works o f  the second period, in which the main protagonist, the Russian poet Andrii 
Khalepa, contemplates his Ukrainian background and seeks a new identity.
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Evidence of the colonial “horizon of expectation” was also revealed in the filming 

of Vynnychenko’s play, Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’. Vynnychenko was asked to 

write a film script that would differ considerably from the play. Thus, he “Ukrainianized" 

the setting and transferred it from the French capital to a Ukrainian village, and added 

some new folk scenes and a totally different ending (the main characters did not die but 

returned to their native village to seek a new life). Even a special consultant on Ukrainian 

subjects was hired to preserve the authenticity of the Ukrainian scenes (Rudnytzky, 372). 

Also, Vynnychenko’s comedy Panna Mara which was slated (but did not appear) for 

staging in April-May in the “Odeon” Theatre in Paris, was renamed in a folk style— 

Chansons d ’Ukraine (Shchodennyk, 7 February 1926).

Vynnychenko’s point was that not only ethnographic works but any work that can 

contribute to the current intellectual discourse in Europe (Soniachna mashyna raised the 

issue of how the world should develop) ought to be acceptable. Nevertheless, this 

criticism by Europeans provides an explanation why in the film version of Chorna 

Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’ Vynnychenko settled for a Ukrainian locale. In contrast, 

Soniachna mashyna's foreignness played the opposite role in the Ukrainian context: the 

exoticism of a German setting, at least at first glance, served the Ukrainian discourse of 

the 1920s well by attracting a mass audience (Koznarsky, 1; Zerov, 438).

At the same time, Vynnychenko was aware that the association of Soniachna 

mashyna with a colonized subject (i.e., the writer) might impact the marketability of his 

book. He wrote: “I want the Ukrainian name to become known. But I am afraid that 

precisely because it is Ukrainian, in the eyes of Europe it will lose those positive features 

that will be found in it. It is another thing if the author of this piece were a German,
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Frenchman, or Englishman” [XoueTbCfl, mo6 yicpai"Hci>Ke iM’a CTano BiaoMHM, ane 

6ok)cl, mo caMe TOMy, mo yKpaiHctice, caMa pin BTparaTb b ouax EBponn Ti rapHi 

aKOCTi, jnci b HiM 3HaiinyTi>cjL Eyzm aBTopoM irieT pern HiMem>, 4>paimy3. aHrjiiem>.—  

iHma pin] {Shchodennyk 2: 279, 14 January 1924). The writer summarizes: “To be a 

writer o f an unrecognized and denigrated nation is the same as to swim wearing clothes 

when other people are swimming naked” [Eyra nncbMeHHHKOM HeBH3HaHoi", 

ynocjiizoKeHoi' Harm ue Bee o,hho, mo njiHcra pa30M 3 iHinHMH tojihmh b oueaci] (ibid.. 2: 

360,13 June 1924).

Later in France, Vynnychenko suffered from the same colonial preconceptions at 

the hands of the Russian emigration. After the revolution France became one of the 

largest centres of the Russian emigration. The rich cultural tie between France and the 

Russian Empire was an important factor that attracted the Russian intelligentsia. Here we 

find prominent Russian writers, such as Ivan Bunin, Dmitrii Merezhkovskii, Zinaida 

Gippius, Vladislav Khodasevich, and Georgii Adamovich. Some writers worked in 

French institutions: Iurii Terapiano and Gaito Gazdanov, for instance, worked in the 

publishing house “Hachette” (Livak, 42). Thinking about the possibility of releasing 

Soniachna mashyna, which Vynnychenko had given to the French publisher, “Nouvelle 

Revue Frangaise,” the writer says: “Things have not been sorted out yet in connection 

with the translation of Soniachna mashyna. But I conclude that the case is already lost 

70%, judging from what an editor said about me to Russians and what she admitted (to 

Zhulieta) 67 about their hostile attitude toward me...” [3 nepeiuianoM “Cohsihhoi 

MainHHH” me He bhhchcho ane cyjuroi 3 xoro, mo peflaicropKa BizmiJiy roBopHJia npo 

MeHe 3 pycBKHMH h npH3Hajiaca (5Kyjn>eri) npo ixhc Bopoace craBJieHHJi no MeHe, a

67 Vynnychenko’s friend in France.
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po6jno bhchobok, mo cnpaBa BiucoTKiB Ha 70 BKe nporpaHa...] {Shchodennyk, 9 April 

1933).

From the perspective of displacement it is interesting to note that the old 

relationship patterns between these two Slavic groups, originally formed within the 

political and cultural space of the Russian Empire, resurfaced in a new environment. The 

fact is that the Russian diaspora in Europe, including monarchic and liberal groups, was 

largely anti-Ukrainian, and it blamed Ukrainians for “separatism,” which had contributed 

to the fall of the Russian state. Speaking of the Russian intelligentsia (i.e., N. Berdiaiev, I. 

IF in, L. Karsavin, N. Losskii, I. Solonevich, G. Fedotov, S. Frank, and V. Shulgin, etc). 

Askold Dorochenkov observes that “in the interwar period most of them viewed the 

Russian nation as consisting of three East Slavic branches: Russian, Ukrainian, and 

Belarusian” and, thus, could not exist independently (80-81). This colonial view was, in 

particular, articulated by Nikolai Trubetzkoy in The Legacy o f  Genghis Khan and Other 

Essays on Russia’s Identity written in Paris in 1927. In his excursion through Ukrainian 

history, Trubetzkoy writes about the low culture of the Ukrainian people, the so called 

“bottom story,” but high culture, the “top story,” he says, must belong only to all-Russian 

culture: “[A] regional and tribal differentiation of Russian culture should not extend to 

the very top of the cultural edifice, to cultural assets of a higher order. There must be no 

tribal or regional boundaries on the top story of Russian culture in the future...” (263).68

Regardless of their political affiliation, the Russians were united in their 

opposition to Ukrainianness. Vynnychenko noted this in his diary regarding the refusal to

68 For more details on Ukrainian-Russian relations from the postcolonial perspective, see Ilnytzkyi, Oleh S. 
“Modeling Culture in the Empire: Ukrainian Modernism and the Death o f the All-Russian Idea." Culture, 
Nation, and Identity. The Ukrainian-Russian Encounter (1600-1945). Eds. Andreas Kappeler, Zenon E. 
Kohut, Frank E. Sysyn, and Mark von Hagen, pp. 298-324. Edmonton and Toronto: CIUS Press, 2003.: 
Shkandrij, Myroslav. Russia and Ukraine: Literature and the Discourse o f  Empire from Napoleonic to 
Postcolonial Times. McGill-Queen’s UP, 2001.
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publish Soniachna mashyna in “Nouvelle Revue Franpaise”: “It seems that this same 

lovely “person” also played a part in NRF’s rejection: it was refused too unexpectedly, 

and too much without reason. There must have been pressure either from the Russian 

communists or the Russian White Guardists, or both at the same time” [Lfa c&\ia MHJta 

“nepcoHa”, 3naeTtca, i b BijtMOBi NRF [Nouvelle Revue Frangaise] opajia ynacTb: 

3aHajtTO HecnojiiBaHO, 3aH£urro HeBMOTHBOBaHO BittMOBneHO. Tyr Hamcim Ha penamiio 

a6 o pycbKi KOMyHicra aoo pycbici buiorBapjuHiu, a6 o i xi, i xi pa30M] (2 December 

1933). In this respect, Kaczurowskyj assumes that there was also pressure from Moscow- 

on the leftist intellectuals in the West as to how they should treat Vynnychenko (2002, 

132).

Treated as a colonized subject, Vynnychenko viewed this as one of the 

predicaments of his displacement. This led the writer to lose confidence in his work and 

readers, and this drove him into depression:

Kpax ycix mniHiB, a Hajxro bcix Hazuii Ha “Cohhuihv M auiH H y”  cTBopioe 

ncHxinHy anaTito, B6HBae CTHMyji no npaui. Xfrui noro nncaTH, ayMaTH, uiyxaTH, 

MyHHTHCb, kojih ue HiKOMy He uiKaBe, He noTpi6 He i hibkoT KoiwrieHcauiT caMOMy MeHi 

He nae? X opo6jihbhh craH,— 5opoTHCb -rpeoa, a 6 opoTHCb TpyaHO, HeMa niaaepjKKH Hi 

b hkhx o6 cTaBHHax. HeBflani Bee KOTaTbca, hk xbhjii, i B>Ke HiMiroTb pyxw 

(Shchodennyk 2: 545-46,15 April 1925).

The failure of all plans and hopes regarding Soniachna mashyna creates 

psychological apathy and kills any stimulus to work. Why write, think, search, and 
suffer, if nobody is interested, doesn’t need it, and it doesn’t offer me any 

compensation? A depressive state: I must struggle, but it is difficult to struggle and 
there is no support in any circumstances. Failures are rolling in like waves and my 
hands are becoming dumb.
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Vynnychenko’s intention to present his work to a broad international audience 

also contained a sense of mission, quite typical for displaced writers of colonized nations 

or emigre groups. “We are not exiles, we are envoys”—this famous phrase by Zinaida 

Gippius reveals the aspirations of Russian emigres to preserve traditional Russian culture, 

which, in her opinion, was in danger of being corrupted by the Bolsheviks (qt. in Glad. 

52). For Ukrainian emigres their mission provided an even stronger motivation to 

preserve their national identity. Here is how Symon Narizhnyi, speaking about Ukrainian 

political emigres in Europe during the inter-war period, defined their objectives: “ ... [T]o 

inform all nations... about our struggle for liberation, our national goals, our country, our 

people, and their past and present” (Narizhnyi, 2: 141). The emigre intelligentsia after the 

military defeat considered art and literature an important form of sustaining its identity: 

“Being disarmed, we resorted to spiritual arms, which had been waiting in sheaths during 

the physical struggle. And that is national art—a firm, strong, and invincible weapon” 

(Malaniuk 1923, 7-8). In Vynnychenko’s view, this national mission should not be 

couched exclusively in ethnographic forms but in new ideas, which would be of interest 

to international readers. In this respect, he was counting quite heavily on Soniachna 

mashyna'. “Soniachna mashyna needs to pave the way and get rid of unnecessary 

obstacles and barriers. This is Ukrainian literature’s calling card. It’s crucial for this card 

to be accepted with respect” [A TpeSa “CoHauiHM Mammri” npoTonTaTn ttopixcxy, 

BincyHyTH 3ariBi nepenoHH h nepeuiKojiH. He Bi3HTOBa xapTxa yicpaiHCBKoi" JifrepaTypH. 

Tpeoa, moo 3 nomanoio npnuHnjiH Bi3trry] {Shchodennyk, 2: 419, 10 October 1924). 

Interestingly, when Vynnychenko contemplated the possible failure of his novel, he 

worried most about disgracing the Ukrainian nation:
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Bare naBiTb noHHHaio cyMHiBaraca, hh 3axowe E paanec , <PpaHc hh TaBriTMaH 

a a ra  nepeflMOBy ao Hei'. 111,0 TaKoro BnaaTHoro b Hifi? O t i 6yae: nepenMOBH He 

aicTawy, npoKOBTHy copoM, 3JimtHi npHMycarb npoztarH 3a 6e3uiHb, pin BwRae. 

npo ilae  HenoMrrHOto a n  a uiHpoKoro KOJia HHTaniB, a kphthkh TaM ae-H e-ae BHJiavoTb 

3a moHe6yab. I"IoMOJKyn> pycbici S p a m  I thm y ce  ciciHHHTbca. XMapHe nepeaoaneHHa. 

aae , npHHaHMHi, TBepe3e. B oho He 36bibiuye oxoth a o  n pau i, ane aoBecTH n a o  KpaK) 

Tpe6a. A Hawripuje, mo ocopoMato yxpaiHCbKe iM’a (ibid., 2: 361, 15 June 1924).

I am beginning even to doubt whether Brandes, France, or Hauptmann will 

want to write a preface. What is so remarkable about it? That's how it’s going to be: 1 

won’t get the preface, I will swallow my shame: poverty will force me to sell it for a 

song, it’ll appear, it will pass unnoticed by broad circles of readers, and critics will find 

something to reproach me with here and there. Our Russian brothers will help them.

And that’ll be the end of it. This is a gloomy prediction but at least it is a sober one. It 

does not increase my desire for work but I have to bring it to a conclusion. But the 

worst thing is that I will bring shame to the Ukrainian name.

Later he reiterated this fear: “I’m ashamed before those Ukrainians who are waiting for 

some kind of success of this Ukrainian work in Europe” [CopoM nepen th m h  3 

yicpaiHiUB, aid jucoroct. ycnixy ixiei yicpaiHCbKoT peui b  EBponi] (ibid.. 2: 525, 6

March 1925).

Although during his first displacement Vynnychenko made several attempts to 

introduce Ukrainian letters to the international audience, he did not speak about this in 

terms of a mission in Europe. Now he was quite conscious of his responsibility to 

inscribe Ukraine’s identity on the world map and take other purposeful acts in this 

regard.69 Apparently, Vynnychenko’s greater sense of mission after 1920 reflected his

69 Another example is the activity o f the Ukrainian composer Oleksandr Koshyts’, who as a choir conductor 
went on a world tour o f  many countries in Europe and to North America. Concerts were held in 
Czechoslovakia, Austria, Switzerland, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Great Britain, Germany, Poland, 
Spain, USA, Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, and Cuba (1919-1924) (Koval’ R.).
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higher level of displacement, and he viewed himself as a bridge between the homeland 

and hostland.

However, his desire to represent Ukrainian literature in Europe was thwarted by 

the sheer size o f the three-volume novel, which scared publishers: “Collapse of my 

expectations for Soniachna mashyna. Shraider writes that the size o f the work is stopping 

German publishers even from distributing the book, having spent nothing on its 

publication. I have to shorten it at least by one-third” [Kpax Hajtin Ha “Cohjhuhv 

ManiHHy”. IlHiiie Hlpafiaep, mo po3Mip peni cnHMe HiMem>KHX BHnaBuiB HaBiTb 

SpaTHcn nomnpiOBaTH KHHry, He BHTpaxHBiim Hinoro na iT BHaaHHH. Tpe6a c k o p o th th  

npHHahMHi Ha ozmy ipeTHHy] {Shchodennyk 2: 530, 16 March 1925).

One must not neglect to mention that Vynnychenko’s personal ambition, 

ironically, contributed to his failure in Europe. The success o f his plays inspired him in 

his endeavours. He had the opportunity to publish Soniachna mashyna in a journal. 

According to the writer’s diary, the novel was accepted by the French journal Le 

Quotidien for serialization (13 March 1926). However, Vynnychenko turned it down, as 

it would not have contributed significantly to promoting the book.

Difficulties with translation also contributed to Soniachna mashyna's failure in 

Europe. It seemed to lose many of its formal characteristics because of a  poor German 

translation by the Ukrainian-born Melaniia Nyzhankivs’ka. Vynnychenko commented on 

this: “The translation is so bad that it cannot be shown to anyone. It’s a disaster. Not only 

does it not render the original, it also creates a negative impression.” [nepeKJiaa 

HaciijiBKH noraHHH, mo fioro He MoxcHa HixoMy noKa3yBaTH. KaTacipotjja. He tu ib k h  He 

BHABJwe opurmajiy, ane me h  BHKJiHKae HeraTHBHe BpaxciHiw] (ibid., 2: 427, 16 October
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1924). Vynnychenko actually did not pay much attention to the quality of the 

translations. Instead of proposing the work to native speakers, he often collaborated with 

native Ukrainians (e.g., Nyzhankivs’ka, Panchak) who could not do the job properly. 

Significantly, the critic Rudnytzky connects the success of the play Brekhnia with a good 

German translation by Gustav Specht, on which both the writer and the translator closely 

collaborated (366). It was more difficult to find a French translator, as Ukrainian- 

French contacts were minimal and the Ukrainian diaspora in France was new and small. 

It is known that some French translations of Vynnychenko's works were done through 

the mediation of the Russian language (e.g., Vichnyi imperatyv, 1936).71 Some works 

were translated by Vynnychenko and his wife Rosalia (Nova zapovid’ and Slovo za 

toboiu, Staline). I could not trace, however, from which language Ms. Laroche made her 

translation of Soniachna mashyna.

At the same time the secret of the novel’s success among readers in Ukraine 

rested on its formal features—the utopian genre and the adventure novel. However, there 

were mixed reactions from critics, both Marxists (Lakyza, Richyts’kyi) and non-Marxists 

(Zerov, Bilets’kyi, Iefremov), that sparked an intense debate in Ukrainian literary 

criticism. But all of them acknowledged the novelty of the genre. Bilets’kyi probably 

articulated this position the best:

Interest in this new piece is also emerging, because on the cover we read: “A 

utopian novel.” The first Ukrainian utopian novel! The first in the entire existence of 

our literature! ... There was not even an embryo of this genre, if we exclude the ancient 

fairy tale or virtuous legend, which in the past lifted the imagination of Ukrainian

70 It is known that Vynnychenko asked Specht to revise the first translation o f  the novel (Shchodennyk, 13 
June 1927), but his diary does not state whether they collaborated further on the project.
71 Vichnyi imperatyv was translated by Mr. de Dervice (Shchodennyk, 3 January 1936)
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readers from various strata beyond the boundary of real life to other worlds, to the 

remote future, to the end of the world and the Second Coming (121).

As could be expected, the Marxist critics focused primarily on the ideological 

tenets of the novel, whereas the non-Marxist critics paid more attention to its formal 

aspects. Naturally, the criticism of capitalism was praised by Marxist critics and was a 

factor in the censors’ decision to allow the publication of the novel. The demonization of 

capitalism as a total evil and the vision of a future communist society resonated well in 

“the state of workers and peasants” (the Soviet Union). Comparing Soniachna mashyna 

with other utopias (e.g., by Wells, London, Upton Sinclair), Lakyza singled out 

Vynnychenko’s work for the original way that it does not exploit scientific inventions but 

emphasizes the ideological motto, “He who doesn’t work doesn’t eat,” embodied in the 

symbol of the solar machine (104-05). He also pointed out that “in artistic terms the novel 

is constructed on different planes: the satire on capitalism is conveyed in realistic tones, 

but suddenly fantasy is intertwined into the novel, thereby tearing down the entire artistic 

impression from the novel” (109). However, as we saw above, this is not so, as the 

critique of capitalism is written in quite an expressionistic manner, characterized by 

elements of grotesque.

Richyts’kyi’s complaint that the novel does not depict the USSR and the political 

activity of the masses shows how important it was for critics to interprete Soniachna 

mashyna from a specific ideological point of view that would fit the party-oriented 

discourse (75). In general, Marxist critics found negative features in the novel, indicating 

that Vynnychenko had failed to convey the crucial role of the proletariat and its 

revolutionary spirit (Lakyza, Richyts’kyi). Richyts’kyi, for example, says:
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In criticizing capitalism and being unable to depict its antagonist, the organized 

proletariat, because of his lack of enthusiasm for communism, and in replacing the 
social power of revolution with a utopia, Vynnychenko has once again revealed the 

bankruptcy of the petty bourgeois and their world outlook, burned by the revolution 

(77).

Furthermore, thematic and ideological criticism led Marxists to disregard the 

novel's formal characteristics, which were praised by more neutral readers, such as Zerov 

and Bilets'kyi. In particular, it is clear from Richyts’kyi's words (“[Vynnychenko 

replaces] the social power of revolution with a utopia") that the utopian genre was 

inappropriate for Soviet literature because it distorted actual reality. For Lakyza, the 

contemporary utopian novel “reflects the confused psyche of certain social strata in the 

West and their ideological rootlessness” (103). In other words, how can one write about 

communist society in utopian terms, if it is already being built and nearly at hand or, as 

Lakyza speculates, “our eyes can see it already” (108)? A popular Russian song of the 

times, “We were bom to make reality out of a fairy tale” [Mbi poxcneHBi, hto 6  CKa3Ky 

caejiarb 6buibk>] attests to the fervour to transform that dream into reality. Significantly, 

only one artistic method—socialist realism—will be encouraged soon after the first 

congress of the Union of Soviet Writers (1934) headed by Gorky.

On the other hand, the non-Marxist critics positively noted the formal elements, 

such as the rich language, dynamic detective narrative, and innovations within the genre. 

In Zerov’s opinion, for many readers in Ukraine the novel was “a simple adventure work 

that ‘entertains’ readers” (439). It was much fresher in the context of traditional novels, 

such as Burian [Weeds] (1927) by Andrii Holovko or Chebrets '-zillia [Thyme Potion] 

(1927) by Natalia Romanovych-Tkachenko, which partly modernized epics of the late 

nineteenth century but still contained “ideal heroes” and predetermined conclusions (436-
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38). The utopia, Zerov continued, was interesting not because of the idea of a future 

communist society but because of its “artistic cloth” [xyaoxcmM oaaroM]. Speaking about 

the ideological and aesthetic aspects of the novel, the critic pointed out that readers would 

not fully perceive the author’s ideological intentions: “It is well known that an author 

goes from an idea to its artistic realization; a reader, on the contrary, begins with an 

image and then goes to the idea, and, to tell the truth, does not always reach it” (436).

There was another important feature of Soniachna mashyna, which was neglected 

in the 1920s or perhaps it had not been clearly perceived yet. The abundance of purely 

entertaining features in the novel foster escapist as well as wish-fulfillment inclinations. 

Richard Dyer in his article “Entertainment and Utopia” connects them directly with 

utopia:

Two of the taken-for-granted descriptions of entertainment as ‘escape’ and as 

‘wish-fulfilment’, point to its central thrust namely, utopianism. Entertainment offers 
the image of ‘something better’ to escape into, or something we want deeply that our 

day-to-day lives don’t provide. Alternatives, hopes, wishes—these are the stuff of 

utopia, the sense that things could be better, that something other than what is can be 
imagined and maybe realized (373).

Speaking about readers’ fascination with science fiction and exotic backgrounds, 

Kaczurowskyj argued that Soniachna mashyna as an adventure utopia might well serve 

those who were opposed to Marxist ideology as a form of escape into another, happier, 

reality and to obtain some psychological relief during the hardships of totalitarian 

Bolshevik rule (2002,163). In a diary entry dated 27 November 1927 Iefremov gives us a 

telling account of the first steps taken by the new Soviet society:

Moral troglodytism goes together with the physical one. Permanent poverty 

and the permanent decline of elementary honesty—this is the result of the last decade.
Can we live and make progress in these circumstances... millions of ‘blind,’ cheated.
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wild, egotistic people covered as though with scabs. This is a truly horrible prospect 

(553).

A certain Hryts’ko Kovalenko-Kolomats’kyi wrote a letter to Vynnychenko (27 May 

1932), complaining about the hardships of Soviet life. In an emotional and ironical 

outburst he exclaimed that nobody was going to make a solar machine for them to 

improve their lives (“Lysty do,” 334-35). It is interesting to note that Koznarsky 

compares utopia with soap opera, which also serves to provide an escape from reality 

(30).

Ukrainian critics also found formal defects in the work, including superficial, 

sometimes grotesque, depiction of characters, unsubstantiated actions, discrepancies in 

the local setting and psychology of the characters (e.g., the image of Mertens), ineffectual 

utopian representation, etc. Zerov points out: “A subtle observer, he [Vynnychenko] is 

very clumsy in his fantasy... (453) [he] attempted to write a socio-fantastic novel and was 

unable to go beyond the borders of his land and time...” (456). Many critics also 

criticized the image of the solar machine as too simple, inconvenient, scientifically 

improbable, and an allegorical representation of certain ideas. For instance, it is not clear 

how the solar machine would have produced bread through the sun's action during 

cloudy weather (Iefremov 1997, 567-68). Noting that “technical fantasy” was not the 

writer’s forte, Bilets’kyi reproached Vynnychenko for not examining current literature on 

scientific technology, in contrast to other utopian writers, such as Wells, Kasianiuk, and 

Alexei Tolstoy (125).

Critics also indicated the disbalance of the adventure technique with the p rim a rily  

ideological message of the novel (Iefremov 1997, Zerov). In Zerov’s opinion, it would 

have been better to preserve both lines, adventure and ideological, throughout the novel
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(453). For Iefremov the biggest fault of the novel lies in the discrepancy between theme 

and style: “There are too many lowbrow elements for a philosophical novel and there is 

too much philosophy for a lowbrow novel. I would simply like an interesting adventure 

novel with a rich plot instead of this anemic and tendentious cogitation" (28 December 

1927, 567). The adventure narrative, however, attracted a mass audience. It was precisely 

the point that led critics to criticize Vynnychenko for lowering his level satisfying 

populist demands and petty bourgeois tastes (“mishchans’ka literature”) (Smolych 1958, 

11). But overall it was a great success, as even the Marxist critic Lakyza acknowledged: 

“Nevertheless, it requires great mastery to keep readers in a state of tension and sustain a 

constantly changing array of characters and actions (even taking into account certain 

shortcomings) for 800 pages” (1 0 1 ).

It could be inferred from the debate that critics had not properly assessed the 

innovations behind Vynnychenko’s formal devices. This even forced the writer to explain 

his new artistic style as “realistic symbolism,” a blend of realistic and fantastic images. 

With this purpose in mind, he published an article entitled “Odvertyi lyst dribnoho 

burzhuia” [An Open Letter of a Petty Bourgeois] in the French Ukrainian emigre 

newspaper, Ukrains’ki visti [Ukrainian News] (1928). The article was well-known in 

Ukraine, as one can find numerous references to it (Zerov, 436). The term “realistic 

symbolism” appears to have been coined by Vynnychenko, but in general it reflects the 

general atmosphere of artistic life in Europe, aimed at the diversification of realism and 

its synthesis by means of non-realistic elements. In his article Vynnychenko responds 

very ironically to the criticism and misunderstanding of his style by Soviet Ukrainian 

critics: “Does it befuddle you that everything is so real in the novel? That, my doves, is
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realistic symbolism, and nothing more (this term will hardly explain anything to you). I 

understand: your psyche is capable of perceiving only simple, uncomplicated, 

phenomena; a bell from your own bell-tower, a drum, and a directive" (74). Interestingly, 

the article, which was intended to explain his position on Soniachna mashyna. is written 

in allegorical form from the point of view of an imaginary petty bourgeois, as if it were 

the petty bourgeois criticizing the novel. But it served only further to confuse the critics.

However, the central problem of the utopian novel, as Pavlyshyn sees it, is the 

lack of psychological connection between the utopia's realia and the readers' experience 

that undermines the aesthetic quality of the work. In particular, he compares the devices 

in the work with medieval narratives (a solar machine as an unexpected miracle) that do 

not correspond to reader’s sense of verisimilitude or his experiences. The critic 

summarizes:

Vynnychenko’s utopia is anarchic, for it envisages a disappearance of the state, 
of the money economy, and of institutions governing inter-personal relationships. It is 

communist, in that it enshrines the principle “from each according to ability, to each 

according to needs.” It is a [sic] populist, because it gives an important role to such 

mass experience as public celebrations. It is vitalist, in the sense that it proposes a new 
balance between the release of sexual drives and their sublimation in creative social 
and individual activity.

All this is true, but as long as Vynnychenko’s utopia fails to establish a 

psychological connection to the life experience of the reader, it fails to legitimize itself 

as a participant in a moral discussion, and remains no more binding or convincing than 
free make-believe (30).

But speaking in terms of predictions and prognoses, the critic Walter Smymiw 

considers that Vynnychenko predicted future developments in many respects. In 

particular, he singles out the nature of corporate business activity, the globalization of the
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economy, and the challenges of scientific progress that may lead to a humanitarian 

catastrophe. Even Vynnychenko’s idea of the exploitation of solar energy, in Smymiw’s 

opinion, is becoming more realizable nowadays, as it harkens to contemporary scientific 

search for alternative forms of energy (1984-85, 330-31). Smymiw. however, does not 

place Vynnychenko within a broader context of his writings and neglects the main 

message of Soniachna mashyna as a positive utopia that predicts a future communist 

society. In this respect, comparing Vynnychenko’s work with works by Zamyatin. 

Huxley, and Orwell, despite certain similarities, is incorrect, as they represent an 

opposing vision of the possibility of building an ideal society.

The long debate whether Soniachna mashyna should be considered utopia or anti

utopia also sheds some light on the novel’s reception. Critics in the 1920s considered the 

novel a utopia with elements of the social, fantastic, and adventure narrative. Quite 

paradoxically, however, many contemporary critics view Soniachna mashyna as an anti

utopia (Syvachenko 1994; 2003; Baran, 1997; Kudriavtsev; Kravchenko) that offers a 

warning about utopian projects. Syvachenko, for instance, assumes that Vynnychenko 

“falsified the finale of the work and made it untruthful and inconclusive in order to 

satisfy the demands of ideological censorship” (1998, 69). If we take into account 

Vynnychenko’s statement about the positive and joyful finale of the novel and his strong 

belief in communism, then Syvachenko’s unsupported claim is absolutely groundless. 

Firstly, Vynnychenko worked on the novel during 1921-24, when he did not yet have 

contacts with the Soviet authorities and was counting, as we saw above, on its being 

published in the diaspora and Europe. Secondly, Syvachenko does not provide any 

arguments concerning what in particular the author falsified in the finale. It would be
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illogical to say that Vynnychenko preferred a dystopian finale. This reading can be 

explained by some of the stereotypes about Vynnychenko, namely, as a kind of legendary 

national figure at the beginning of Ukraine's independence.72 In my view, Koznarsky is 

more correct when, pursuing Bilets’kyi’s point about the polythematical structure of the 

novel, he considers it a combination of anti-utopia, dystopia, and utopia. However, his 

attempt to analyze the novel on the basis of Bakhtin's theory of carnival, with its 

grotesque, cyclic recurrence and eschatology, is debatable. This may be so, but I would 

suggest that we take into account Vynnychenko’s dominant message, which is the 

building of a communist society as the inevitable and ultimate stage in the development 

of human civilization. In this respect, I share Zales’ka-Onyshkevych’s opinion that 

Soniachna mashyna is principally a utopian work. A communist society, not a warning 

against it and not a carnival play, was Vynnychenko’s firm position, which one finds 

throughout his diary. The novel utilizes dystopian elements only to strengthen its utopian 

character. Zales’ka-Onyshkevych gives us just one example from Vynnychenko’s notes:

Ot kojih 6 mBnuHe cnpaBflHJiocn ripopouTBO npo nepeMory “Cohjuuhoi 

MauiHHH”, cedm npHpoflH, npaui, HayrcH h cboooah b xchttI jiKwcbicoro cycnijibCTBa,

Ta ue it y  TaxoMy Maurradi. Kojih 6 uiBumne Hacrajia “coHuei'cTCbKa”— hh, xpam e 

CK33aTH: KOHKopnHCTCbKa PecnydJiixa 3eMJii, a  ue Mano 6 Bejinxy Bary! KojiHCb 

uaneBHo cnpaBflHTbca, 3 adcojnoTHoio neBHicno Moacy ue  npopoKyBaTH. I"InTaHHfl 

TijibKH b roMy: hk  uibhuko? Hh jiojkhbcmo mh me no ifboso  3/UHCHeHHH Moro 

npopoKVBaHHH? i k i  cTani'i dyne nepexonHTH dopoTbda 3a “CoHauiHy MauiHHy” Ta 3a 

coHuei'3M? Hxi uooh? % k i  xcepTBH dyayrb  noicnaneHi Ha ojiTap HawKpHBaBiuiHMH b uifi 

BejiHKifi i ocxaHHiH, niticHO, ocTaHHiu dopHi? (1972, 73).73

72 Another “myth” about Vynnychenko was that he was imprisoned because he refused to accept the Nazi 
regime in France in 1941 (in fact, he was detained for a week by the Vichy police during a regular security 
check o f  all former “Russians”); according to another myth, Soniachna mashyna was banned in Germany 
(Fedchenko 1989,614; 617).
7j It is quoted from Vynnychenko’s diary note for 12 April 1938.
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I hope that my prediction about the victory of Soniachna mashyna, that is. 

nature, labour, science, and freedom in the life of human society, is justified sooner and 

on such a scale. I wish a “solarist,” or preferably concordist Republic of Earth comes 

sooner, for this would have great importance! 1 can predict with absolute confidence 

that this will come true one day. The only question is how soon? Shall we live to see 

the realization of my prophecy? What stages will it take to fight for Soniachna 

mashyna and for sunism? How many epochs? What will be sacrificed on its altar? 

What “shadows of the past” will be the most durable, fierce, and bloody in this great 

and final struggle, indeed the final one?

The fact that he wrote these words in 1938. much later after he had finished his book, 

clearly bears out how rigorously he was bound to the idea of the future communist 

society.

In summary, despite Vynnychenko’s intensified efforts to enter the new social and 

cultural milieu in the period 1920-25, he found himself more displaced than ever, 

suspended between his attitude toward the homeland and hostland, the diaspora and the 

Bolsheviks, and politics and literature. This is clearly reflected in his writings. At the 

beginning of his displacement Vynnychenko preferred to exploit his memory and 

elaborate on his past (Zakon, Pisnia Izrailia, Namysto) rather than on his recent 

experiences (Na toi bik). The novel Soniachna mashyna, with its local “German” setting 

and attempt at a universal appeal, marks a new stage in Vynnychenko’s literary career. It 

parallels the writer’s evolution—from homeland to hostland—during his first 

displacement in 1907-1914. The difference, however, is that during his first displacement 

he focused more on the life of emigres in a foreign context, people who seek to return 

home quickly, whereas during his German displacement he seems more distant from his 

homeland (thematically) and takes on an explicitly universal stance as a (Marxist) citizen
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of the world, a position that will be predominant in his subsequent works. The future 

becomes his present and reliable home. Utopia as a genre, with its deterritorialization and 

fictitiousness, appears to be quite a natural manifestation of the displaced condition. 

Aspiring to make Soniachna mashyna a calling card of Ukrainian literature in Europe, the 

writer fails to do so mainly because of his explicitly ideological inclination and other 

obstacles connected with the hostland. Designed for a broad European discourse, the 

novel achieved success only in Ukraine, and, ironically, not because of its ideology but 

because of its genre and stylistic novelty.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, I would like to review the main points of this study and outline 

Vynnychenko’s displacement after 1925, the point at which my dissertation ends.

In Chapter One, I have presented a general picture of Vynnychenko’s biography, 

discussed the theoretical issues of displaced writings, and showed how Vynnychenko’s 

case might fit this theoretical framework. The author’s biography helps us understand 

Vynnychenko as a displaced writer, who lived most of his life and wrote the majority of 

his works outside his homeland.

The concept of displacement comes from contemporary identity politics, which 

mark an important shift in present-day humanities studies. According to this approach, 

identity cannot be “pinned down to a rigid linear continuum” (White) but is an on-going 

process o f “production” (Hall) or “hybridization” (Marshall). This vision of identity as a 

complex phenomenon explains certain shortcomings in studies of displaced writers, 

which are focused, e.g., on whether Joseph Conrad was an emigrant (Eagleton) or exile 

(Gurko, Milbauer). I use the concept of displacement as a blanket term that helps us view 

the writer’s stay abroad not as one state but as a continuous process of redefinition and 

negotiation between homeland and hostland. Exile, emigre, emigrant, expatriate, nomad, 

and diaspora are viewed as different phases and qualities of this negotiation. They may 

overlap or succeed each other, and depend on a number of factors, such as duration of 

displacement, relationship between homeland and hostland, level o f adjustment to the 

new society, as well as the age and personality of the writer. The displaced writers may
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go through a number of phases that usually includes (1) gravitation toward the homeland; 

(2) encounter with a new society and attempts to adjust to it; and (3) adjustment to a new 

society or, in the case of failure, marginalization and even death. This is a long process 

characterized by social hardships and specific literary dilemmas: who are the writer's 

new readers and in what language should s/he write? History shows us different patterns 

of responses by the writer: from existential crisis and suicide (Toller. Zweig) to 

adjustment and language switch (Conrad, Nabokov).

I have also presented a historical overview of various forms of displacement 

(exile, emigre, expatriation, travel, emigration/immigration, diaspora, and nomadism). 

These help us to understand displacement as a dynamic migrant experience that ranges 

from being totally negative to very positive. I show that exiles are reconciled to their 

present predicament and have nostalgic feelings for the past; emigres are actively 

involved in the contemporary literary process in the homeland and seek to return; 

emigrants/immigrants integrate and adapt themselves to new surroundings; expatriates 

are confident of their return and enjoy their displacement; nomads are not rooted in any 

particular place and may have homes everywhere; diasporas occupy multiple locations 

combining two or more spaces.

I have suggested that the theoretical studies of displacement fit Vynnychenko’s 

case in many ways (e.g., he gravitates toward the homeland at the beginning of his 

displacement but with time betrays more efforts to enter the new society; he struggles 

with his expatriate, emigre, and exilic states of mind). But I have also pointed to a 

number of issues that reveal Vynnychenko’s unique experience (his literary success in 

displacement, the role of Modernism; his active political and ideological stance; his
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attempt to reconcile his displacement through nostalgia; his tendency toward utopianism, 

which revealed his extreme uprootedness; gravitation toward universalist themes, and 

search for a new audience).

In Chapter Two, I examined the dynamics of Vynnychenko's first displacement 

(1907-14) during which he exhibited characteristics of the traveler, emigre, expatriate, 

and exile. It was important for me to emphasize displacement first as an intrinsic 

characteristic of Modernism, with its new technologies, communication, and 

urbanization. Many artists found themselves in forced (Conrad), self-imposed (Joyce), or 

voluntary (American expatriates) displacement that gave them a sense of freedom, 

sharpened their artistic vision, and fostered their creativity. Gathered in big cities (Paris, 

London, Berlin, and Zurich) and partaking in a Bohemian way of life, they were 

preoccupied with new aesthetic and philosophical ideas (e.g., Marxism, Darwinism, 

Nietzscheanism, Bergsonianism, and Freudianism) that inspired them toward experiments 

with both styles and themes.

Being a part of European cultural life, Ukrainian Modernism boasted similar 

characteristics: anti-populism, individualism, urbanism, socialism, feminism, aesthetism, 

intellectualism, social and national preoccupation, and orientation on Europe. The 

ideological encroachment of European Modernism in Ukraine stimulated more openness 

to the “other” and a desire for travel and seeing the world. I noted that most, if  not all, 

Ukrainian modernists were travelers, expatriates, or exiles, who took advantages of the 

new possibilities of communication (Lesia Ukrainka, Kotsiubyns’kyi, Voronyi, Stefanyk, 

Karmans’kyi, Kurbas, and Archipenko). No doubt, physical travel had a significant 

impact on young modernists, who gained new impressions and ideas, and a new vision of
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the world. As Lesia Ukrainka confessed: “I have awakened and it is difficult, pitiful, and 

painful” (1975,10: 83).

Vynnychenko fits this framework of a displaced European modernist writer quite 

well. Having grown up on traditional Ukrainian literature, he revealed his modernist 

stance early in his search for new themes and forms (“Krasa i syla,” Dyzharmoniia). In 

ideological terms, Vynnychenko typifies the radical revolutionary of the fin  de siecle. 

who was preoccupied with transformating the world. As a Marxist he emphasized literary 

content (ideas), whereas literary form, in his opinion, had to convey thoughts in a 

relevant way (“Sposterezhennia neprofesionala”). This Marxist positivism was, however, 

counterbalanced by his interest in irrational human drives, such as the strong Nietzschean 

individual (Chesnist ’ z  soboiu) and Bergson’s idea of the stream of life (“Moment,” 

“Promin’ sontsia”). On the other hand, Vynnychenko’s physical presence in Europe 

significantly extended and modified his modernist worldview and helped him develop a 

new vision. This occurred through his travels, contacts with people, self-education and 

intellectual growth, as well as his sense of personal freedom. During 1907-14 

Vynnychenko enjoyed sojourns in such places as Geneva, Zurich, Capri, Paris, Florence, 

and L’viv, which he later fondly recollected {Shchodennyk 1: 269-72, 19 July 1917). In 

Europe he encountered a variety of people, mainly artistic intellectuals and 

revolutionaries, most of whom were emigres from the Russian Empire (Gorky, 

Lunacharskii, Bogdanov). During these encounters he introduced his new works and 

participated in political and artistic discussions. He studied foreign languages and read 

contemporary literature on heredity (Shimkevich, Gerovich), morality (Bertel) and love 

of nature (Belshe), as well as works by Bergson, Renan, and Wagner-Jauregg. A very
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important factor for Vynnychenko was having the freedom to write, which he could 

hardly have had at home, considering that he was always wanted by the police.

One corollary of Vynnychenko’s modernist stances as well as of his displacement 

was his preoccupation with art and beauty. I argue that a displaced writer who has lost 

touch with the social reality of his homeland may have a tendency to emphasize the 

world of art and beauty—namely a more abstract, ideal, and perfect world. This concern 

found its way into a number of works set in the hostland, such as Chorna Pantera i Bilyi 

Vedmid’ and “Olaf Stefenzon.” Both works portray the international artistic life of 

Parisian Bohemia, which featured discussions about art. In both works the author 

expresses his Marxist view on the close connection between art and life (in Chorna 

Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid' the lack of this connection leads to death; in “Olaf Stefenzon"— 

to individual conflict). These two works also show Vynnychenko’s interest in formal 

innovations: elements of symbolism surface in Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid' and 

elements of folk and adventure narrative in “Olaf Stefenzon.”

Although Vynnychenko was away from his homeland during 1907-14, it was the 

main focus of his attention. During this period he became the most acclaimed Ukrainian 

writer (Kotsiubyns’kyi 1988), the author of approximately forty works. His dramaturgy, 

along with the plays of Lesia Ukrainka, Oleksandr Oles’, and Spyrydon Cherkasenko. 

symbolized the rupture with traditional Ukrainian drama based on folkloric motifs and 

the creation of a new modernist theatre. Through translations (and some original works in 

Russian), he also made his way into Russian literature.

I try to emphasize that it was not only Modernism that informed the new 

directions in Vynnychenko’s writings but also his displacement. Among the
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characteristics generated by displacement I have singled out his strong sense of national 

preoccupation, the tendency toward abstract ideas, his critical perspective of the 

homeland from a distance, and his provocative themes and manner of communicating 

with the public. His national preoccupation can be explained not only by his “literary 

responses to political repression” (Lagos-Pope) in the homeland but also as a form of 

gravitation toward “familiar territory” (Seidel), which elicited in the writer more “artistic 

sensitivity” (Gurr). Significantly, 36 out of 40 Vynnychenko’s works in this period are 

set in Ukraine; yet even in the remaining four works that are deliberately set in the 

hostland (i.e., “Taina,” Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’, “Olaf Stefenzon.” and 

Rivnovaha) Vynnychenko says little about the local space and predominantly deals with 

the life of emigre compatriots.

However, in time the “familiar territory” gradually becomes more remote and the 

writer finds himself in an abstract world of ideas, something as he confesses in his letters 

to Chykalenko. This was a turning point in Vynnychenko’s literary career, attesting to his 

shift from realistic depictions of everyday life (with a focus on social issues) to 

philosophical reflections and intellectual analyses of problematic moral issues. The 

perspective of distance, along with self-reflection (hence, the role of his diaries and the 

introduction of diaries to his writings) and a strong ideological focus were the factors that 

gave Vynnychenko the opportunity to introduce new and fresh ideas into the intellectual 

and cultural life of Ukrainian society. In particular, I touched upon the issues of the 

corruption of revolutionary ideals (Bazar), the relativity of absolute truth (Brekhnia), sex 

and love (Chesnist ’ z  soboiu), prostitution (Zapovit bat’kiv) and family relationships 

(“Istoriia lakymovoho budynku”). Vynnychenko felt liberated from the social ties and
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obligations of the homeland, and geographical distance lent him a sense of individual 

freedom that fostered his provocative attitude. His conflict with critics (Iefremov, 

Steshenko) who objected to his new “sophisticated” works, contributed to his alienation 

and detachment from Ukrainian society, so that, he assumed, one day he could go into 

self-imposed exile. During 1907-14 Vynnychenko’s stay abroad stimulated his intellect 

and work of memory, but he predicted for himself creative exhaustion unless he regained 

his native social and cultural environment.

As Vynnychenko gravitated toward his homeland in this period, his attitude 

toward the hostland became more complex. On the one hand, he was attracted by 

freedom, the ability to travel, and the possibilities of intellectual growth, yet at the same 

time he was quite reluctant to adjust to the new milieu. The writer’s displacement 

embraces a gamut of experiences and feelings: from the joy of expatriation to the 

bitterness of exile. I showed his positive mood in expatriation, which later confronts the 

unbearable challenge of exile, and then resorts to nostalgia as a form of reconciling the 

two. A sense of expatriation as a “soft” form of displacement (Tucker)—which rests on 

close ties with the homeland and the possibility of a return—is presented in the story 

“Taina.” The Ukrainian expatriate Perederiienko is depicted as a person with a positive 

worldview (in contrast to the Parisian professor Laroche) who, despite all difficulties, 

enjoys the foreign land because he has a home, which still awaits his return.

At the same time Vynnychenko had to deal with the rupture of his relationship 

with the homeland and the rise of exilic feelings owing to his long-term geographical 

displacement. This rupture was accompanied by difficult social conditions, a sense of 

isolation from the homeland, and uncertainty about the future, which led to a nervous
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breakdown and escapist thoughts. The novel Rivnovaha is Vynnychenko's reflections on 

his current status as an exile and on the fate of those people who took part in the 1905- 

1907 revolution in the Russian Empire and were forced into exile to escape tsarist 

repressions. Exile is depicted as a social condition that impacts revolutionaries in various 

ways. Our analysis of characters demonstrated that many exiles were negatively affected 

by their displacement: they stagnated, degenerated, squabbled, resorted to violence, 

crime, inebriation, anarchy, or Satanism. The author implies that true revolutionaries, in 

order to sustain their identity, must return home and continue their revolutionary activity, 

as the protagonists (Khoma, Tania, Fenia, and Mary) do. The novel also signifies a shift 

in the Vynnychenko’s character type: from a stoic revolutionary in Chesnist’ z  soboiu to 

an alienated individual (the image of Khoma). As Vynnychenko’s correspondence 

indicates, returning home at any cost was his personal solution to his own displacement. 

In point of fact, in 1914, a few years after Vynnychenko finished this novel, he and his 

wife Rosalia disguised themselves in peasant clothing and, carrying false passports, 

returned illegally to Ukraine.

If there is a problem with returning home and exile is intolerable, the mechanism 

of nostalgia helps the displaced person to reconcile his anxieties. Referring to works of 

Davis, Ritivoy, and Boym, I consider nostalgia as a protective mechanism that balances 

one’s personality by connecting the past with the present and transforming the past, even 

if it is negative, into positive experiences. Among the forms of aesthetic modalities that 

create a nostalgic mood I distinguish lyrical prologues and passages, landscapes, climate 

descriptions, childhood memories, and “hyperrealistic” (Davis) details. These elements 

are not an exclusive characteristic of any one work but are dispersed throughout
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Vynnychenko’s writings on revolutionary, artistic, and exile themes (‘"Zina,” "Istoriia 

Iakymovoho budynku,” Rivnovaha, etc). Only his children’s stories ("Fed’ko- 

khalamydnyk” and “Kumediia z Kostem”)—with their return to the "golden age” of 

childhood—correspond more closely to his nostalgia. Analysis of the former reveal the 

writer’s own allusions to his childhood, which is presented through the image of the 

trouble-making boy Fed’ko and conveyed by elements of realistic description, including 

children’s activities, landscape, weather, songs, and a lyrical mood.

In Chapter Three, I examined Vynnychenko’s stay abroad during 1920-25, 

characterizing this as a period of his extreme uprootedness. He lived for a time in 

Czechoslovakia (Prague and Karlsbad, 1920-1921) but mostly in Germany (Berlin. 

Zehlendorf, and Rauen, 1921-1925). This was the first stage of his final displacement, 

which would last until the writer’s death in 1951. To limit the length of my study, I use 

the year 1925, when Vynnychenko moved to France, as the cut-off date, although 1 make 

some references to later developments when pertinent to the discussion. I excluded from 

my analysis the period 1914-20, a period when Vynnychenko returned home and was 

actively involved in politics (he was the first Chairman of the General Secretariat of the 

Central Rada, 1917-18; and the Co-Chairman of the Directory, 1918-19). For a while 

Vynnychenko stayed in Moscow (1914-17), a city that belonged to the common imperial 

space, with shared social, political, and cultural institutions, the reason I did not include 

this period in the study.

Although Ukrainian emigres had financial support from the Czechoslovakian 

government and established a number of institutions (e.g., the Ukrainian Sociological 

Institute in Prague and Agricultural Academy in Przibram, etc), Vynnychenko preferred
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Germany. The Weimar Republic (1918-33), with its easy visa procedures, cheap post-war 

living, a highly developed book-publishing industry', and flourishing cultural life served 

as a magnet attracting artists and intellectuals from various countries.

In contrast to his first displacement (1907-14), Vynnychenko made more efforts 

to adjust to the hostland. He plunged deeply into the world of literature, art, and 

philosophy by reading (Guyau, Schopenhauer, Wundt, Stekel), attending exhibitions 

(Monet, Kokoschka, Liebermann, Dix; the Ukrainian painters Hlushchenko, Babii, and 

Sobachko), plays (plays by Schnitzer, Hamsun, Gorky, Ansky, and Shaw), cinemas 

(Anne Boleyn, Rund um die Ehe, Danton, Quo Vadis, and Charlie Chaplin's films), and 

attempting to attract the European audience with his works. A great fan of film. 

Vynnychenko worked on a number of film scripts (Pisnia Izrailia, Soniachna mashyna, 

and Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’). In 1921 the latter work was made into a German 

film entitled Die schwarze Pantherin. During this period he collaborated not only with 

Russian (the literary group “Skify,” the Russian Drama Theatre, Russian publishers 

(“Vozrozhdeniie,” Diakova, and Gutnov), and Georgian emigres (Dumbadze), but also 

actively sought connections with local artistic and business circles (Kiepenheuer, Specht. 

Guter). His efforts to enter the new society resulted in successful promotion of his 

plays—Brekhnia, Chorna Pantera i Bilyi Vedmid’, and Hrikh—which appeared in many 

European countries (Germany, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Spain, the Netherlands, 

Switzerland, Austria, Poland, Yugoslavia, Norway, and Denmark).

Paradoxically, Vynnychenko’s adjustment and recognition in Europe led to 

tensions between his national and social preoccupations, between his attitude toward the 

diaspora and the Bolsheviks, between his commitments to politics and literature, and
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even caused inner conflicts and a search for new meanings in life. He vacillated between 

supporting a national Ukrainian state with right-wing elements and a socialist state 

controlled by the Bolshevik government in Moscow—eventually breaking with both. 

Although he was declared persona non grata in the Soviet Union (1921). his attitude to 

the Bolsheviks was mixed: he denounced the Bolshevik rule as oppressive and 

imperialistic; at the same time he shared with them common ideological views on 

socialism and communism, expressessing his belief in a '‘Great World Revolution 

(“Utopiia i diisnist’”). Vynnychenko's contradictions grew as he concluded that the real 

practice of building socialism diverged radically from the ideal communist society. This 

discrepancy between the high expectations of a world revolution and the sober reality of 

socialist practice, between his loathing of “bourgeois Europe” (which gave him asylum) 

and support for the USSR (which had expelled him) largely determined his psychological 

state of mind.

Although his old works were still being published in Ukraine and his plays 

continued to be popular, Vynnychenko began experiencing feelings of difference, 

otherness, and alienation from what was happening in his country. Thematically, his 

works there were becoming increasingly outdated. The complexity of the cultural 

discussion among different artistic trends and groups in Ukraine seemed to confuse and 

alienate the writer.

Another conflict that reveals Vynnychenko’s state of ambiguity is the clash 

between politics and literature. The collapse of Ukrainian statehood and the defeat of the 

revolution, to which he had totally devoted himself for twenty years, was a severe blow 

for Vynnychenko. Moreover, the revolution was defeated not by monarchist forces but by
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the Bolsheviks, his former colleagues and allies with whom he had collaborated and 

shared the difficulties of pre-war exile. After his political defeat, Vynnychenko believed 

literature would be a relevant domain into which he could channel his creative energy. He 

concluded that it would be better for him to engage in literature abroad. This was a 

significant transformation compared to his first displacement, when he complained about 

his absence from the homeland and lack of fresh impressions. For a person deeply rooted 

in his country and preoccupied with its political and cultural fate, it was a bitter step to 

admit to this new exile. Vynnychenko, however, never lost his interest in politics and saw 

literature as a means of serving the revolution in ideological terms. As the economic 

crisis in Germany intensified, Vynnychenko’s inner conflicts grew, ranging from a desire 

to embrace the whole world to feelings of existential emptiness, and a desire to escape 

from this world—all of which he expressed in his diary. During this period he almost 

never spoke about wishing to return home, as he did in his letters to Chykalenko during 

his first displacement.

Further on, I examined how Vynnychenko’s new state of displacement was 

reflected in his writings. During his stay in Germany he was quite productive as a writer, 

managing to write such works as Zakon (1921), Pisnia Izrailia (1921-22), Na toi bik 

(1919-23), two children’s stories based on folklore motifs for the collection Namysto 

(1922), and the three-volume novel Soniachna mashyna (1921-1924). In general his new 

works, with the exception of the latter, seem to add little to his writings in terms of 

reflecting his new reality. They brought the writer back to his old moral dramas {Zakon) 

or events o f the 1905-07 revolution {Pisnia Izrailia) or even his childhood {Namysto). His 

plays, on the other hand, attested to his commercial interests. Vynnychenko addressed his
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recent revolutionary experiences (1917-20) only in the novel Na toi bik, although he 

abandoned the work for some time (he started it in 1919 and finished in 1923) and made 

some digressions into the protagonists’ past. In contrast, the writings of his 

contemporaries, both emigres and those in Ukraine, were permeated almost exclusively 

by recent social developments. All this might signal a kind of stagnation, and 

Vynnychenko was indeed criticized by both emigre (Malaniuk) and Soviet Ukrainian 

(Smolych) critics. Seeking his new identity in Europe and responding to his 

uprootedness, the writer addressed the issue of the future communist society in his 

utopian novel Soniachna mashyna. Vynnychenko’s previous gravitation toward the 

homeland (1907-14) was now transformed into a new orientation: a focus on a broader 

international cultural space. He articulated his sense of belonging to the whole planet, 

adopted a kind of “world citizenship,” and spoke more in terms of “my planet,” “my 

globe,” and “the earth”—something that he did not do before.

The three-volume utopian novel Soniachna mashyna revealed a cardinal shift in 

Vynnychenko’s thematic and stylistic interests and determined the future direction of his 

writing. The novel became one of the most popular and innovative works in Ukrainian 

literature of the late 1920s and was published in five editions (one in Russian) during the 

period 1928-30. Its critical reception, however, was contradictory, ranging from total 

admiration (Kosynka) to outright rejection as a “pretentious and blatant work” 

(Iefremov). Starting with an examination of the novel’s plot, structure and style, I then 

focused on how his preoccupation with utopia corresponded to his displacement, how the 

novel recapitulated his ideological and philosophical concerns, and the differences in the 

reception of the novel in Ukraine and in the West.
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In formal terms, Vynnychenko in Soniachna mashyna moved from realistic and 

impressionistic writing to a more pronounced non-realistic style that included elements of 

Expressionism, cinematic devices, and the adventure story, to whose influence he was 

exposed during his displacement. Expressionism, which especially flourished in Germany 

throughout the 1920s, with its subjective emotionality, exaggeration and distortion of 

reality, symbolic representation, satire on bourgeois values, apocalyptic visions, and 

concern with social and political reform, became a very suitable literary form for 

Vynnychenko.

In my opinion, utopia as a genre, is a very appropriate form for displaced writers, 

as it tends to appear as a result of a dissatisfaction with life in the present world, serves as 

a response to a state of crisis in society, and acts as a promise that a given reality can be 

transcended. As a literary genre it has a wish-fulfillment function. I suggest that 

Soniachna mashyna served to channel Vynnychenko’s escapist tendency and alleviated 

his anxiety and uncertainty about the present by projecting a better future. Whereas the 

children’s stories reflect his nostalgia for the past, utopia reflects the work of “future- 

oriented nostalgia” (Nowas and Platt).

Soniachna mashyna represents a more severe rupture with reality but leads 

Vynnychenko to greater ideological involvement in both the Soviet and Western 

discourses. The writer revisits his old ideas (“honesty with oneself,” criticism of 

Christianity, family and love relationships, the absence of absolute morality, and the 

creation of fetishes by people—so called “bozhky” [small gods]). He also elaborates new 

ideas that formed his response to the conditions of his displacement after 1920 (a utopian 

vision of a future egalitarian society, criticism of capitalism’s technical progress, of
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dehumanization; promotion of pacifism, simple ways of life, and racial tolerance). All 

these ideas acquired a broader context and were designed for an international reading 

audience, in contrast to his works written during 1907-14, which were addressed to a 

Ukrainian audience. The novel must be considered within the framework of general 

ideological polemics in Europe, especially the concern with new forms of morality, 

societal structures, and international relations. Ukraine was seen as a part of that process. 

In many respects Vynnychenko’s ideas reflect the critical attitude of Western intellectuals 

toward the capitalist system and their quest for new solutions (Rolland, Capek. i oiler. 

Gandhi’s philosophy, primitivism in art, admiration for plain living). But Vynnychenko’s 

views also appeared quite naive and unrealistic (the idea of a perfect society, idealization 

of animals) and led to a very mixed reception of the novel.

Soniachna mashyna sparked different reader responses: while this novel enjoyed 

great success, among Ukrainian readers and a mixed critical reception among critics, it 

was a total flop in the West. I explained this discrepancy by suggesting a different 

“horizon of expectation” (Jauss) in the respective audiences. While in Ukraine it was the 

widely debated work, the reading of the unpublished text in Europe was limited to 

publishers and a few critics. Whereas in Vynnychenko’s homeland Soniachna mashyna 

was seen as a pioneering work offering also psychological relief from the hardships of 

totalitarian Bolshevik rule, in the West it appeared to be quite an ordinary, if  not 

outdated, piece of writing, challenged by anti-utopias as a timely response to the 

consequences of what mankind might expect after the realization of this utopian project 

(Zamyatin’s My, Huxley’s Brave New World, etc). Despite numerous attempts to publish 

the novel (in German, French, English and Czech), it was treated by Western publishers
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as something foreign to Western bourgeois tastes (this was attested by the German 

publishers Ulstein and “Malik-Verlag” and by Ms. Laroche regarding the French market).

Vynnychenko’s promotion of Soniachna mashyna in the West was also designed 

to make the novel a “calling card” for Ukrainian literature. However, his personal 

ambitions became a stumbling block and the immense three-volume novel scared off 

publishers. The poor translation (into German) was another factor that worked against the 

novel, which was distinguished by its masterfully elaborate language and style.

What was Vynnychenko’s fate as a displaced writer after 1925 when he moved to 

France? The German economic crisis coincided with the Soviet government’s policy of 

indigenization (korenizatsiia) and economic and political liberalization, both of which 

had positive effects on Ukrainian national culture. For a while Vynnychenko sought 

reconciliation with the regime and even considered going home. The Soviet leaders, 

however, were afraid of his influence on Ukrainian political life and preferred to keep 

him at bay. On the one hand, Vynnychenko was vilified in the central press as an “agent 

of bourgeois states” (Volin); on the other hand, his plays were performed widely in 

theatres and his works were allowed to be published. In the 1920s he remained one of the 

most popular writers in the homeland (i.e., his works in 25 volumes appeared 

simultaneously in two of the largest publishing houses, “Rukh” and DVU, and the novel 

Soniachna mashyna was released in five editions during 1928-1930). He became a 

member of various artistic organizations (e.g., Association of Ukrainian Playwrights) and 

led an active correspondence with Ukrainian writers (e.g., Hryhorii Kosynka and 

Valerian Pidmohyl’nyi). Royalties received from Ukrainian publishing houses were
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substantial enough to allow him to live independently and build a house in Paris. Toward 

the end of the 1920s and in the early 1930s, with Stalin's centralization of power, his 

works fell victim to censorship: he received special “requests" about what to change and 

write, and he was forbidden to enter Ukraine.

Throughout this time Vynnychenko remained critical of Soviet socialism, 

considering it tyrannical and totalitarian, even though ideologically he supported the 

Soviet Union (Za iaku Ukrainu? 1934) until the policies of the “Great Terror" in the 

1930s. For some time he was not even certain that a horrible famine had occurred in 

Ukraine in 1932-33 during the Stalinist collectivization, which claimed between 7 and 10 

million lives. He was also quite unhappy in Europe. As a true Marxist, Vynnychenko 

considered capitalism historically doomed, believing it would give way to a socialist and 

communist society, and he adhered to the views of those intellectuals who envisaged “the 

decline of the West.” Also, his relationships within the Ukrainian diaspora remained very 

strained, as he continued to express Marxist views and maintain contacts and expressed 

sentiments for the Soviet state. This ambiguous love-hate relationship, feelings of 

betrayal and reconciliation, and uncertainty about the future deepened Vynnychenko’s 

dividedness and suspension between homeland and hostland. This is how Vynnychenko 

metaphorically describes his state:

51 HacoM  3 a a io c a  caM c o 6 i  n o a ib H H M  ^ o  j i k u w h h ,  mo B n a n a  H a a h o  M o p s i 

acHBe TaM y  HjoKOMy c B rr i .  H aco M  Yfi B a a e r b c a  H a MHTb B H p H H y ra , m o c b  ry K H y ™  Ha 

t o h  CBvr, mo n o K H H y n a , noMiTHTH TaM  a id c b  6y jibK H  B in  c b o t o  ry icy  i 3HOBy n ip H y r a  

H a aH O ,— i 3HOBy 3HHKae t o h  noKHHyTHH c b I t ,  i 3HOBy 6 o p O T b 6 a  B c e p e /u rn i  c e o e  3a  

nonyB aH H H  c e 6 e  c o 6 o io ,  3 a  TBopeHHH M o n ra  H aBiTb y  n ia B o a H if i  K paiH i ( Shchodennyk ,

5 August 1928).
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Sometimes I resemble someone that has fallen to the bottom of the sea and 

lives there in a foreign world. Sometimes he manages to rise to the surface for a 

moment, shout something to that the world that he abandoned, observe the bubbles 

created by his shouts and then he dives down to the bottom again. And once again that 

abandoned world disappears and once again there is an inner struggle to be oneself and 

to create life if even in an underwater country.

Vynnychenko’s search for new themes also revealed his ambiguity. While the 

play Velykyi sekret (1925), which contains elements of farce and surrealism, was in step 

with French theatrical demands, the play Nad (1928) takes us back to the moral problems 

of his earlier works and reflects on post-revolutionary Ukraine. The “socio-detective” 

novel about emigre life, Poklady zolota (1927), which also contains exilic features, 

masterfully reveals his state of ambiguity: the main protagonist hesitates between 

returning home and staying in the hostland. Vynnychenko’s nostalgia is especially 

evident in his six children’s stories for the collection Namysto written during 1928-29. 

His play Prorok (1929) sums up his period of enormous hesitation and ambiguity 

between his homeland and hostland in the 1920s and signals his return towards broad 

international problems, ideological quests, and foreign settings—all that he initiated in 

Soniachna mashyna.

With time, Vynnychenko began experiencing difficulties with understanding the 

changes in the political, social, and cultural life of his homeland. Although he followed 

life in the Soviet Union through periodicals, correspondence, and reports by eye

witnesses, this seemed to be insufficient for a writer’s sensibility. This inevitably 

engendered a psychological feeling of otherness and alienation. Despite the success of 

Soniachna mashyna in Ukraine, Vynnychenko was increasingly perceived as a writer of 

the old generation who was not quite in step with post-revolutionary reality. His
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alienation grew when his recently published works (i.e. Pisnia Izrailia, Nad, Soniachna 

mashyna) were strenuously criticized by the party, and other works (i.e., Poklady zolota, 

Prorok, Shchastia (1928-30) and Nova zapovid’ (1930-32)) were rejected by the censors. 

From 1932 his writings were totally proscribed and removed from libraries until 1987. In 

1933 he stopped receiving royalty payments and in 1934, to survive, he moved to the 

village of Mougins in the South of France.

Although Vynnychenko had long dreamed of making his Paris house into a 

cultural hub of the world, he was soon irritated by the noisy and hectic life of "bourgeois 

Paris.” Consequently, he began seeking tranquility and isolation, which he indeed found 

in long trips to the South of France, or by living on a nudist island near Paris or by 

practicing vegetarianism and a simple way of life. Thus, his move to the village of 

Mougins (near Cannes) was a logical destination, transforming the writer into a virtual 

hermit, isolated from the outside world but actively meditating on its development and 

actively seeking ways to rebuild it according to his own ideas. Opposed to Western 

capitalism and disillusioned by Soviet socialism, he became interested in Eastern 

philosophy. The contemporary world, in his opinion, looked like a huge leprosarium with 

lepers as its inhabitants. No social revolutions could alter the world without inner change, 

which must regenerate individuals to live in harmony with each other and the outer 

world.

Cut off from his native literature, Vynnychenko tried to integrate himself into the 

hostland discourse. In 1931 the writer commented on the refusal to publish his new work 

Shchastia in the homeland and concluded that it was forcing him “to join a foreign 

literature as I’m being pushed out of Ukrainian literature” (Shchodennyk, 18 May). With
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his two novels, Vichnyi imperatyv (1936) and Leprozorii (1938), he took part in literary 

competitions, hoping to present interesting and original ideas, and even dreamed of 

representing France in an international competition: “...The French would be silly if they 

didn’t allow Vichnyi imperatyv to represent France in the international competition. It 

possesses something that would draw the attention of the whole world” (ibid.. 15 April 

1936). After the failure of Vichnyi imperatyv Vynnychenko resorted to a mystification by 

ascribing the authorship of Leprozorii to a female writer, Yvonne Volven. He began 

actively arranging for translations of his works. For many of them (e.g., Prorok, 

Shchastia, Vichnyi imperatyv, Leprozorii, Nova zapovid’ and Slovo za toboiu, Staline 

(1950)) the writer deliberately chose a foreign setting (Germany, France, USA and India), 

addressing a number of international problems that in theory could be of interest and 

stimulate French and other European readers: the relationship between the individual and 

the collective in the age of “the revolt of masses”; the denunciation of totalitarian regimes 

in Europe (e.g., in Germany, Italy, the USSR), the complex relationship among different 

social classes; the dependent and destabilizing role of European Communist parties ruled 

from the Moscow centre that undermined their own societies; polemics about the 

development of communism and Marxism. With his novels, Vichnyi imperatyv and 

Leprozorii, he was one of the first, along with Andre Gide {Retour de VU.R.S.S., 1936) 

and Arthur Koestler {Darkness at Noon, 1940) to open the world’s eyes to the real 

mechanism of totalitarian power in the Soviet state. However, his voice was barely heard 

in a situation of colonial prejudice and political reaction, which existed in Europe in the 

1930-40s.
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Vynnychenko’s shift to more universal themes continued to be conditioned by his 

Marxist ideological stance, which implied the brotherhood o f  all working people and 

abolition o f  state borders. His departure from the homeland, superficial understanding o f  

the hostland society, and his isolation forced him to live more and more in the world o f  

ideas, which to a large extent explains the rise and dominance o f  doctrinaire tendencies in 

his aesthetic. The play Prorok is the last work in which we see a clash o f  ideas and a 

critical attitude toward the concept o f  absolute truth. His next works (i.e., Vichnyi 

imperatyv, Leprozorii, Nova zapovid' and Slovo za toboiu, Staline) may be considered 

illustrative o f his new philosophy o f concordism, a system o f happiness (Lashchyk). This 

philosophy was systematically developed in two philosophical treaties, Shchastia and 

Konkordyzm (1938-1948). Vynnychenko considered the latter work his “favourite child,’’ 

to which he became extremely partial. However, his attempts to spread his new teachings 

did not find any recognition and failed because of its rather utopian and doctrinaire 

character (e.g., the building o f a perfect society, rejection o f religion, vegetarianism, etc).

Vynnychenko’s broad international and philosophical preoccupations do not mean 

that he abandoned his homeland. He always carried within him a sense o f  mission, and he 

constantly sought to make his works not simply exotic but representative o f Ukraine in 

the European discourse. Although this was difficult to do because o f  the colonial 

preconceptions o f the hostland, the writer always protested against being a colonized 

subject. With the rise o f  fascism in Europe, Vynnychenko became involved in projects 

concerning world peace and the role that Ukraine might play in that process (i.e., Pered 

novym etapom, 1938). He published a number o f journalistic articles in the 1930s-40s in
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the diaspora press.1 None o f  his fiction, however, was published during the period 1933- 

1948. After the war the emergence o f  a new wave o f  Ukrainian displaced persons helped 

revive his reputation as a writer, leading to the publication o f  his works and collaboration 

with the Ukrainian press. The postwar situation also stirred Western interest in Eastern 

Europe. His revised novel Nova zapovid’ (1949) appeared in French translation and 

contributed to a discussion about world developments. Only in his last work, Slovo za 

toboiu, Staline, does Vynnychenko make an imaginary return trip home, remaining 

simultaneously a citizen o f the world who is concerned above all with world peace and 

the building o f a new postwar order.

1 “Odkrytyi lyst do Stalina i chleniv Politbiura VKP” [An Open Letter to Stalin and Members o f  the 
Political Bureau o f  the VKP] (1935), “Meta i zasoby” [The Goal and the Means] (1936), “Plebistsyt na 
Ukraini” [Plebiscite in Ukraine] (1938), “Za derzhavnu voliu Ukrainy” [For Ukraine’s State Freedom] 
(1940), to mention just a few.
■ Winnitschenko, W. 1949. Noirveau Commendement. Paris: Editions des Presses u Temps Present.
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APPENDIX

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF VYNNYCHENKO’S WORKS1

1902
CnJia i Kpaca (onoBiaaHHa) / Power and Beauty (short story)
Eijw MainHHH (onoBiaaHHa) / Near the Machine (short story)

1903
AHTpenpeHLop TapKyH-3anyHaHCbKHH (onoBiaaHHa) / Entrepreneur Harkun- 
Zadunais’kyi (short story)
BopoTbda (onoBinaHHa) / Struggle (short story)
HapoflHHH man (onoBijjaHHn) / The People’s Activist (short story)
Po6oth! (onoBiaaHHK) / We Want Work! (short story)
“CamraTHKH!” (onoBijiaHHsi) /  “Soldiers!” (short story)
Cyn; (onoBiflaHHn) / The Trial (short story)

1904
3apyuHHH (onoBiaaHHs) / Engagement (short story)
KoHTpacrH (Hapnc) / Contrasts (sketch)

1905
TonoTa (noBicxb) /  The Needy (story)
“MHiMHH rocnoaiH” (MajnoHox) [iHma Ha3Ba— (hejibzn^eoenbUiHHa] / “Imaginary Man” 
(vignette) [Alternative Title: “Sergeant”]

1906
Moe ocTaHHe cjiobo (onoBiztaHHa) [iHma Ha3Ba—JjpidHHita] /  My Last Word (short 
story) [Alternative Title: “A Trivial Thing”]
Ha n p H c r a m  (ecid3) /  At the Pier (sketch)
Pa6 Kpacn (onoBiflaHHs) / A  Slave o f  Beauty (short story)
TeMHa cnjia (onoBiaaHiw) / Dark Force (short story)
Xto Bopor? (Hapnc) /  Who is the Enemy? (sketch)
HecTb (onoBiaaHHa) / Honour (short story)
J^ncrapMOHia (n’cca) / Disharmony (play)
Hiu b  T io p M i (noe3ia) I A Night in a Prison (poem)

1907
flHM (pi3HBaHa Ka3Ka) /  Smoke (Christmas fairy-tale)
MoMeHT (onoBiaaHHfl) /  A  Moment (short stoiy)
PaSnm cnpaBHCHboro (onoBinaHHa) / Slaves of the Genuine (short story)
CTyneHT (onoBinaHHa) / The Student (short story)
“YMipKOBaHnn” Ta “mnpnn” (onoBiaaHHa) / “Restrained” and “Temperate” (short story) 

' The list excludes Vynnychenko’s numerous articles published in journals.
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Majiopoc-eBponeem> (onoBiaaHHa) / Maloros2-the European (short story)
FoJiofl (onoBiaaHHa) / Hunger (short story)
JlaHiuor (onoBiflaHHfl) / The Chain (short story)
BeJiHKHH M o jio x  (n’eca) / Big Moloch (play)
IllaSjii Hcnrra (n’eca) / Ladders o f  Life (play)

1908
FjiyM (onoBinaHHa) /  Scorn (short story)
TonoTa (n’eca) / The Needy (play)

1909
3arracHa KHnacica (onoBinaHHa) / The Note Book (short story)
3iHa (onoBiflaHHa) / Zina (short story)
KyMeaia 3 Koctcm (onoButaHHa) / A Funny Episode with Kost’ (short story)
Kynna (onoBiztaHHa) / The Purchase (short story)
Ilfocb oijiBine 3a Hac (onoBinaHHa) / Something Greater than Us (short story) 
Memento (n’eca) / Memento (play)
Hyaci jijô h (n’eca) /  Strangers (play)

1910
TaeMHa npnroaa (onoBinaHHa) / A Mysterious Adventure (short story)
Tainra (bhphbkh 3 moaemiHKa) / A Mystery (short story)
HyjtHHH eni30tr (onoBiaaHiia) / A Curious Incident (short story)
Ea3ap (n’eca) / Bazaar (play)
Epexrra (n’eca) / The Lie (play)

1911
Bhphbok 3 “CnoMHHiB” / An Excerpt from “Recollections”
Ky3b T a  TpHnyHL (onoBinaHHa) /  Kooz’ and Hrytsoon’ (short story)
CniBoni TOBapncTBa (n’eca) /  Circles o f  Singers (play)
HecTHOCTt c co6oh (poMaH) [pocincbKoro moboio] / Honesty with Oneself (novel) [in 
Russian]3
HopHa naHTepa i Bunra BenMiat (n’eca) /  Black Panther and Polar Bear (play)

1912
Ha Becax xch3hh (poMaH) [pocincbKoio moboio] / Equilibrium (novel) [in Russian]4 
Icropia Mkhmoboto 6ynHHKy (onoBiztaHHa) / A Story about Iakym’s House (story) 
ManeHbKa pncomca (onoBiaaHHa) /  A Small Characteristic (short story) 
npOMiHb coHiia (onoBinaHHa) / A Ray o f the Sun (short story)
TaeMHicTb (onoBinaHHa) / Secrecy (short story)
OejtbKO-xajraMHflHHK (o n o B in a H H a )  /  Fed’ko the Troublemaker (short story)
HexaHHa (onoBinaHHa) / Waiting (short story)

2 A term used to denote Ukrainians loyal to the Russian Empire.
J The Ukrainian version appeared in 1919.
4The Ukrainian version appeared in 1913 (PieHoeaza (poMaH 3 OKummu eMizpaumie): Teopu. K h. 6. 
riepeKJian 3 pocificbKoi' H.PoMaHOBHH. KhYb: fl3BiH).
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JJomca ncaimapMa (n’eca) /  The Gendarme’s Daughter (play)
HaTycb (n’eca) / Natus’ (play)

1913
Ojia^) CTe(J)eH30H (onoBinattHJi) / Olaf Stefenzon (story)
IlepeMOHcem, (onoBiztaHHa) /  The Winner (short story) 
no-CBin (poMaH) / For One’s Own (novel)
TanicMaH (onoBinaHHs) / Talisman (short story)
TepeHb (onoBiztaHHa) / Teren’ (short story)
Monona KpoB (n’eca) / Young Blood (play)

1914
Eoxckh (p o M aH ) / Small Gods (novel)
3aBem o t u o b  (poMaH) [pocinctKoio m o b o io ]  / Testament o f Forefathers (novel)
[published in Russian]5
PanicTb (onoBinatnw) / Joy (short story)
MoxHOHore (n’eca) / Hairy Monster (play) [staged in Russian]6

1915
E o c h k  (o n o B in a H H Ji)  /  The Tramp ( s h o r t  s t o r y )

1916
EapnmeHBKa (o n o B in a H H a ) / The Sweet Lady (s h o r t  s to r y )

Xony (poMaH) / 1 Want (novel)
XoMa r ip a n K a  (o n o B in a H H n ) /  Khoma Priadka (short story)
IlpHrBoncneHi (n’eca) / The Nailed Down (play)

1917
3anncKH KnpnaToro Me^icxo^ejia (poMaH) / Notes o f the Snub-Nosed Mephistopheles 
(novel)
CninHH (onoBinaHHn) / The Blind (short story)

1918
IJaHHa Mapa (n’eca) /  Miss Mara (play)

1919
Mine nBOX c h j i  (n’eca) / Between Two Powers (play)

1920
Tpix (n’eca) /  The Sin (play)

1921
3 j io h h h c tb o  (onoB inaH H fl) [HeonySjiiKosaHe] /  The Crime (short story) [unpublished]

5 The Ukrainian version appeared in 1928 (3anoeim SambKie (p o m o h ):  Teopu. T. 22. XapKiB: Pyx).
6 The play was considered lost until it was published in the journal Vezha: 4-5 (1996): 3-30 and 6-7 (1997)* 
23-66.
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1922
3aK0H (n’eca) [pocincbKoio moboio] / The Law (play) [in Russian]7

1923
Ea6ycHH noztapyHOK (onoBiztaHHa) / A Present from Granny (short story)
Ha t o h  6iK (noB icT b) / To the Other Side (novel)

1925
ATejibe macTa (n’eca) [He 3axiHHeHa] / The Atelier o f Happiness (play) [not finished]

1926
Ha noHi npHpojin (onoBiztaHHa) / In the Great Wide Open (short story)
Y rpa<|)CbKOMy Maency (onoBiztaHHa) /  In the Earl’s Estate (short story) 
noBOpOT Ha YKpai'Hy (naMtJuier) /  The Return to Ukraine (pamphlet)

1927
noKjiazm 30Ji0Ta [ypHBKH 3 poMaHa] / Deposits o f Gold [excerpts from the novel]8

1928
CoHmnHa Mamraa (poMaH) [HanHcaHHH y 1921-24] / The Solar Machine (novel) 
[written in 1921 -24]
BejiHKHH ceicpeT (n’eca) [HaimcaHa b 1925] / Big Secret (play) [written in 1925] 
XBocTaTi (onoBiztaHHa) / With Tails (short story)

1929
Hare (n’eca) [HanncaHa b  1928] / Nad (play) [ w r i t te n  in  1928]

1930
niciw hpaina (n’eca) [HanncaHe b  1921-22] / A Song o f Israel (play) [written in 1921- 
22]
BiioTb BiTpn, BiioTb 6yHHi (onoBinaHHa) [HanncaHe b  1921-22] / The Winds Blow, the 
Wild Winds (short story) [written in 1922]
Teh, He c im T b c a  (onoBinaHHs) [HanncaHe b  1928] /  Hey, I Can’t Sleep (short story) 
[written in 1928]
Ten, t h  SoneuKO (onoBinaHHa) [HanncaHe b  1928] / Hey You, Barrel (short story) 
[written in 1928]
3a CndipoM coHne c x o h h t b  (onoBiztaHHa) [HanncaHe b  1929] / The Sun Rises Beyond 
Siberia (short story) [written in 1929]
Oh, BHnnjia, BHXHZtHJia (onoBiztaHHa) [HanncaHe b 1929] / Hey, I Drank to the Bottom 
(short story) [written in 1929]
Ta HeMae riprn HixoMy (onoBiztaHHa) [HanncaHe b  1929] / And It Couldn’t Be Worth 
(short story) [written in 1929]

7 The Ukrainian version appeared in 1923 (3o k o h . n ’eca Ha 4 ai'f. npara: HoBa YKpaiHa).
8 The full version was published in 1988 (New York).
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Ten, xto b nici, o6i3BHca (onoBiflaHHa) [HanacaHe b 1929] / Hey, in the Forest, Can You 
Hear Me (short story) [written in 1929]
T en , hh naH, hh nponaB (onoBiaaHHa) [HanncaHe b 1929] /  Hey, All Or Nothing (short 
story) [written in 1929]
IHacTH (4)iJioco<f>ci>KHH TpaicraT) [Heony6jiiKOBaHHH] / Happiness (philosophical treatise) 
[unpublished]9

1934
3a any YKpai'Hy? (naM(]>JieT) /  For which Ukraine? (pamphlet)

1936
BinHHH iMnepaTHB (poMaH) [HeonyGniKOBaHHg] / Eternal Imperative (novel) 
[unpublished]

1938
Ilepezt hobhm eTanoM (naM^Jier) / Before a New Stage [pamphlet]

1948
KoHKopztH3M (<])ijioco(pcbKHH TpaicraT) [HeonybJiiicoBaHHH] / Concordism (philosophical 
treatise) [unpublished]

1949
Nouveau Commendement (novel) [$paHHy3i>Koio moboio] / New Commandment (novel) 
[in French]10

1960
IIpopoK (n’eca) [HanncaHa b 1929] /  The Prophet (play) [written in 1929]
Ciejinca SapBiHKy, HH3eHbK0 (onoBiztaHHa) [HanncaHe b 1922] / Creep, Periwinkle, Low, 
Low (short story) [written in 1922]

1971
Cjiobo 3a to6ok>, CraniHe! (poMaH) [HanHcaHHH y 1950] / Take the Floor Stalin! (novel) 
[written in 1950]

1999
JIenpo3opiH (poMaH) [HanncaHim y 1938] / Leprosarium (novel) [written in 1938]11

9 This work will be revised in the other philosophical treatise, Konkordyzm (1948).
10 Winnitschenko, W. Nouveau Commendement. Paris: Editions des Presses au Temps Present. The 
Ukrainian version appeared in 1950 (Hoea 3anoeidb. BnnaBHHUTBO “yKpaiHa”). This is a revised version o f  
the novel written in 1932.
11 It was recently claimed that two other Vynnychenko plays have been discovered: 1) Rizhnymy 
shliakhamy [On Different Paths] written daring 14 January— 23 March 1903 in L’viv; and 2) Dorohu krasi 
[Go, Beauty] (14-23 January 1910, Paris) (Kovalyk, 79-81).
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